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Wednesday, 2 December 1992

THE SPEAKER (Mr Michael Barnett) took the Chair at 11.00 am, and read prayers.

PETITION - BICYCLE HELMETS LEGISLATION OPPOSITION
MR KIERATH (Riverton) [11.03 am]: I present the following petition -

To: The Honourable the Speaker and members of the Legislative Assembly of the
Parliament of Western Australia in Parliament assembled.
We, the undersigned, protest strongly against the recent introduction of compulsory
helmets for adult bicycle riders. This law is an unjustified restriction of our freedom,
has no clear statistical justification, and is a cheap substitute for real improvement in
traffic conditions, for cyclists and motorists alike.
Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that you will give this matter earnest
consideration and your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

The petition bears 1 783 signatures and I certify that it conforms to the Standing Orders of
the Legislative Assembly.
The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be brought to the Table of the House.

[See petition No 143.]

PETITION - SEWERAGE OCEAN OUTFALL ESTABLISHMENT OBJECTION
MR NICHOLLS (Mandurah) [11.04 am]: I present the following petition -

To: The Honourable the Speaker and members of the Legislative Assembly of the
Parliament of Western Australia in Parliament assembled.
We, the undersigned, wish to express in the strongest terms our objection to any
sewerage ocean outfall being established in our region.
Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that you will give this matter earnest
consideration and your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

The petition bears 75 signatures and I certify that it conforms to the Standing Orders of the
Legislative Assembly.
The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be brought tci the Table of the House.
[See petition No 144.]

PETITION - ROADS CONSTRUCTION, CERVANTES-JURIEN-GREENHEAD
MR MeNEE (Moore) [ 11.05 am]: I present the following petition -

To: The Honourable the Speaker and members of the Legislative Assembly of the
Parliament of Western Australia in Parliament assembled.
We, the undersigned, citizens of Western Australia respectfully request:
The immediate construction of proposed roads between Cervantes, Jurien and
Greenhead, for the following reasons:
(1) Economy: Jurien/Greenhead now 56 kms - proposed 25 kms.

Jurien Cervantes now 54 kms - proposed 20 kms.
Substantial potential savings on PetrolfI'ime/Ereighr/Pollution.

(2) Safety: High and Primary School buses to Greenhead and Leeman travel on
17 kins of gravel road which is corrugated and dangerous.

(3) Sporting interaction: School children and all clubs ie Aerobics, Basketball,
Badminton, Cricket, Darts, Football, Golf, Lawn Bowls, Netball &
Volleyball, would halve their travel time and costs, and reduce risks
associated with travel.
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(4) Bus service: Currently travelling between Leeman, Greenhead, Julien and
Cervantes to Perth, twice a week, covers 421 kms each way; this would be
reduced to 356 kms one way with the construction of the proposed road.

(5) Emergency services: Police, Fire Brigade, Doctor and Chemist based in
Jurien, proposed road would greatly reduce their attendance rime.

Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that you will give this matter earnest
consideration and your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

The petition bears 24 signatures and I certify char it confornis to the Standing Orders of the
Legislative Assembly.
The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be brought to the Table of the House.
[See petition No 145.1

PETITION - COLLIE COAL FIRED POWER STATION PROPOSAL
REJECTION

MR CLARKO (Marinion) 1 11.07 am]: I present the following petition which is entitled
"Petition in Support of Greater Energy Efficiency". I believe I could do with some of that
today. The petition reads -

To: The Honourable the Speaker and members of the Legislative Assembly of the
Parliament of Western Australia in Parliament assembled.
The petition of the undersigned citizens of Western Australia respectfully showeth
that:
(1) We wish to reject the proposed 600MW coal-fired power station to be built at

Collie.
(2) We wish you to urge SECWA to implement a peak load avoidance scheme.
(3) We wish you to urge SECWA to explore more economical energy efficient

and environmentally sound alternatives to meet our State's future energy
requirements, such as:

cogeneration
combined cycle gas power stations
consumer level energy efficiency measures.

Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that you will give this matter earnest
consideration and your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

The petition bears 287 signatures and I certify that it conformns to the Standing Orders of the
Legislative Assembly.
The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be brought to the Table of the House.
[See petition No 146.1

PETITION - BATAVIA COAST, ADDITIONAL HEAVY INDUSTRIAL
DEVELOPMENT OPPOSITION

MR COWAN (Merredin - Leader of the National Party) [11 .08 am]: I present the
following petition -

To: The Honourable the Speaker and members of the Legislative Assembly of the
Parliament of Western Australia in Parliament assembled.
We the undersigned petition the Government that we are totally opposed to any
additional heavy industrial development in areas on or adjacent to the coastline in the
Shires of Irwin, Greenough, Northampton, Chapman Valley and the City of
Geraldton, the area otherwise known as the Batavia Coast.
Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that you will give this matter earnest
consideration and your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

The petition bears 268 signatures and I certify that it conforms to the Standing Orders of the
Legislative Assembly.
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The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be brought to the Table of the House.
[See petition No 147.]

PETITION - MOONS CROSSING, BLACKBERRY POOL, TRESTLE BRIDGE
AND ACCESS ROUTES, INCLUDED IN A 'CONSERVATION PARK', RIVER

ROAD-BIG HILL BROOK AREA
MR HOUSE (Stirling) [11.09 am]: I present the following petition -

To: The Honourable the Speaker and members of the Legislative Assembly of the
Parliament of Western Australia in Parliament assembled.
Due to their tourism potential and the fact that the following are within the Warren
River Water Catchment Area, the locations of Moons Crossing, Blackberry Pool,
Trestle Bridge and their access routes be included in a 'Conservation Park' which
will extend from River Road to the Big Hill Brook (this area being south of the
Warren River and north of Wheatley Coast Road.)
Furthermore, that all activities presently being undertaken in preparation for logging
operations be suspended immediately.
Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that you will give this matter earnest
consideration and your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

The petition bears 22 signatures and I certify that it conforms to the Standing Orders of the
Legislative Assembly.
The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be brought to the Table of the House.
[See petition No 148.]

MOTION - KENNEDY RANGE NATIONAL PARK, CREATION SUPPORT
MR McGINTY (Fremantle - Minister for the Environment) [11. 12 am]: I move -

- That this House supports the creation of the Kennedy Range National Park on the
boundaries defined in the plan tabled in the House on 2 December 1992.

The Kennedy Range is a dissected, sand covered plateau located about 175 kilometres east of
Carnarvon, and running north-south for about 195 kilometres. The range provides the most
significant scenic feature of the Camarvon hinterland. Its most spectacular features are the
eastern cliff faces, but the size, diversity and elevation of the range also provides a valuable
habitat for flora and fauna. The area possesses outstanding geological, fossil and botanical
values. Also, considerable potential exists for recreation and tourism along the edges of the
range.
The area has a desert climate and receives an annual avenage rainfall of only 200 millimetres.
Extended dry periods can occur and the top of the range is entirely waterless. A line of
springs occur along the western edge of the range.
The -1975 EPA System 9 Red Book recommended that the range be declared a class A
national park, and in 1976 the then Department of Lands and Surveys purchased the
Binthalya pastoral lease, which included the south west portion of the range. Substantial
rationalisation of pastoral lease boundaries followed involving the Binthalya area and the old
Moogooorie Station to the north east. As a result, a substantial core of previous pastoral
lease was converted to vacant Crown land.
The area proposed to become national park is approximately 140 000 ha of vacant Crown
land shown on the map tabled in the House. The Government intends to add further areas to
the park, including sections of the eastern scarp, as negotiations with adjacent pastoral
stations are finalised. The Shire of Upper Gascoyne has been aware of the proposal to create
the national park for many years.
The area is of considerable interest to the Aboriginal community. Discussions have therefore
been held with Mungullah Community Inc with a view to facilitating joint management
arrangements in respect of the park.
Regarding conservation values, the Kennedy Range can be described as a mesa - that is, flat
topped with steep rock wall sides. The eastern side consists of spectacular cliffs rising some
80 metres. Elaborately branched gorges occur on the sides of the mesa, and the top of the
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range is covered with sand. The range consists of Permian sediments, including sandstone
and silistone. Marine fossils of the Permian age are widespread and deposits of silicified -
petrified - wood are also to be found.
The flora of the Kennedy land system is of significant interest as it contains elements of the
south western and Eremenan - desert - flora. The vegetation types include spinifex, scattered
mallee and wattle woodlands. The spectacular orange flowering banksia as/zbyi is one of the
more distinctive flora species on the range. Due to the range's largely waterless nature, it has
not been heavily grazed, even by feral animals. Therefore, the flora is generally in good
condition. The' vegetation favours; small animal species with numerous reptiles and small
mammals found on the sand on the top of the range. Euros are present but tend to stay close
to water supplies on the edges of the range.
In relation to Aboriginal sites, the freshwater springs on the western side of the range are
associated with areas of chert, which is ideal for the manufacture of stone tools. Abundant
evidence is available from artifact scatters to indicate the area's use by Aboriginal groups.
Regarding recreation, the imposing nature of the range, combined with its remote location,
represents a strong attraction to visitors on camping holidays.
Finally, I acknowledge the painstaking work of the officers of varous Government
departments and members of other interested groups who have helped to resolve the many
issues associated with the proposed national park. In particular, the Western Australian
National Parks and Reserves Association and its President, Graham Rundle, have worked
tirelessly over many years to see the park come into being. I commend the motion.
(See paper No 61641
Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr Bradshaw.

PILBARA DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION DILL
Second Reading

Debate resumed from 22 October,
MR COURT (Nedlands - Leader of the Opposition) [1l1. 19 am]: The Opposition supports
this Bill which, interestingly, has been introduced in the final days of the 10 years of this
Government. Over the past 10 years this Government has relied heavily on the revenue
generated in the Pilbara, which is one of the great wealth creating regions in the State.
However, the Pilbara has never been given the priority it deserves by this Government. I will
enjoy debating this matter today with the member for Pilbara as he is one of the few
Government members with an interest in that area.
Only two and a half years ago the Opposition was heavily promoting development in the
Pilbara, yet the Government pushed those proposals to one side. I recall the debate on the
Petrochemical Industries Co Ltd deal in which the Government was attempting, as late as
1989, to locate the plant at Kwinana. The Opposition made it very clear more than three
years ago that it wanted those sorts of plants in the Pilbara. We were told by the Government
in no uncertain terms that it was not possible to locate them in the Pilbara because the
infrastructure costs would be too high. We said that if that were the case there would not be
any development taking place in the Pilbara and companies like the North West Shelf joint
venturers would not be prepared to risk tens of billions of dollars to develop one of the
world's great petroleum operations, LNG plants and domestic gas plants. The area was
developed because the resources are there. It is not close to Perth, but it is close to the Asian
markets where those products are sold.
If members looked at the Pilbara ports of Damnpier, Hedland, Cape Lambert and the like they
would see world record tonnages of iron ore, salt, condensate and gas being exported. On
some days, as the member for Pilbara knows, when one flies into Hedland one sees ships
coming and going. The Pilbara. is the genuine wealth creating area of this State. The Liberal
and National Parties have a great empathy for people who live in and operate businesses in
the Pilbara. In Government, the coalition will ensure that the Pilbara is once again the major
heavy industrial development growth centre in this State. The coalition has identified the
Pilbara as one of the major areas where that development will take place to utilise the
abundance of resources. Whether it be minerals or petroleum products, the area has so much
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opportunity. The Pilbara 21 study was conducted a year after the Government criticised the
Liberal Party for daring to talk about power stations in the Pilbara. Even this week the
Government has criticised the Opposition for wanting to put a power station in the Pilbara.
Yes, the Opposition wants a power grid through the Pilbara; it sees that as important. The
Government implemented the Pilbara 21 study and, true to style, Government members
trucked around the countryside speaking to a lot of people and allowing them to have input
into the study. In its final days this Government is about to establish the Pilbara
Development Commission; it is all you-beaut stuff. I am not putting the member for Pilbara
into the -same category, but the Cabinet and the Government have missed some wonderful
opportunities to establish new major export industries in that region.
The Government has run campaigns against the fringe benefits tax. The Deputy Premier ran
off to Canberra saying that he wanted to get rid of the fringe benefits tax. Who put it there in
the first place? It is the Labor Party which has had 10 years in Government at the State and
Federal levels. There should be tax incentives in place for people to operate in remote areas.
The Pilbara is ideally situated to capitalise on world markets. A couple of years back, as
members of a parliamentary delegation to look at petrochemical plants in the United States,
the member for Peel and I visited Houston. We looked at a wide range of petrochemical
facilities and petroleum related plants in a very modern, sophisticated community. I spoke to
some people in that community who described the area when it was first developed as a
petroleum centre. They said that the Pilbara was an absolute delight to work in compared
with the conditions under which they had to operate: Stinking hot in summer; freezing cold
at other times; swampy - you name it, they had it. Those difficulties are not evident in
Houston today; it is a highly sophisticated community that has been able to capitalise on
those resources. The conditions in the Pilbara are not seen to be as harsh as they were when
it was first developed. Along with a few other people in this House I am fortunate to have
visited the Pilbara before the development took place in the 1960s and 1970s. I visited the
Pilbara a number of times during the late 1950s by Stateships. One had a choice of
Stateships or an old DC3 to get around in; that was very much a milk run going from station
to station. I can recall Port Hedland when it was basically a small pastoral town, from which
some small mining operations shipped out before the first iron ore project got off the round
at Goldsworthy. One of my brothers was running the -Elders pastoral operations out of Port
[-edland. We had the opportunity to see the commencement of the construction stage of the
Goldsworthy project. That was my first experience of a major construction exercise in a
remote part of Western Australia and I was fortunate enough to see all of the development
take place. I worked on the Newman project and I was there when the company opened up
its Tom Price and the Hamersley projects. Today these are sophisticated communities.
There was an emotionial argument in Perth about the closure of the railway line between
Perth and Fremantle; but at the same time some of the world's greatest railways were being
built in the north west. Since that rime they have probably been rebuilt three times. Some of
the world's greatest heavy haulage systems operate in this State. The sad fact is that most
people in Western Australia do not know about them. Most people live in the metropolitan
area and would not have a clue what is taking place in the north west. In many ways places
like Hedland and Karratha are the best kept secrets in the world. I envy the member for
Pilbara's being able to live in Hedland. Before I entered Parliament I was involved in the
marine business, among other things, and a lot of my business was done in Karratha. I can
think of no better place in the world to go fishing. The people who live in Karratha have the
opportunity to er. -,.-,y a terrific lifestyle. Modern technology has made it easier to handle the
summers with air-conditioning etc; although problems are associated with the high cost of
providing some of those services. Too many people in this State do not understand what
takes place outside the metropolitan area. So much is happening in areas like the Pilbara and
the goldfields. Certainly our learned friends in the Eastern States, and particularly in
Canberra, would do well to respond to what is taking place in those wealth creating regions,
because if it were not for those regions that aeroplane depicting Australia's failing economy
that we saw in this morning's newspaper would have crashed already.
I will mention a few points raised in the Pilbara 21 study, but the overall point I make is that
in Government the Liberal Party has always had a commitment to developing that region,
and if it is successful at the next election, a coalition Government will again be in there boots
and all malcing sure that region expands further because it has so many wonderful
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opportunities. The Government says a feasibility study should be conducted for a separate
Pilbara energy authority aimed at reducing energy prices in the Pilbara to attract downstream
processing. The Government has had enough time - 10 years - for its feasibility studies. An
abundance of energy is available. Rather than feasibility studies, the Government should by
now be encouraging people to build what should be the basis of a power grid, including both
electricity and gas, throughout the Pilbara. Two and a half years ago when the Opposition
suggested that a power grid should be developed throughout the Pilbara as well as a large gas
fired power station in addition to what existed, to enable new projects, the electrification of
rail and competitively priced power to reach centres like Newman, it was ridiculed and told
that that could not be done. Broken Hill Proprietary Co Ltd will shortly announce that it will
put in a gas fired power station at Hedland. More importantly, BHP will build a gas pipeline
to Hedland which will guarantee the continuation of that town for many years.
That is the kind of development that we should have been encouraging a long time ago. Yes,
the Opposition does want to establish a power station in Port Hedland and it is terrific that
BHiP will do that and build a gas pipeline from Karr atha to Port Hedland. When that pipeline
is built, a number of other industries will be attracted to that area. A transmission line will
then be built out to Newman. From this map of the Pilbara - it is not a particularly good one
because it does not identify the iron ore deposits - as iron ore deposits exist from Newman to
Tom Price and new mines will be opened up, it is obvious that something pretty close to a
comprehensive grid will be in place. Power is already linked from Karratha to H-edland.
BHP's power station at Hedland runs its own transmission line to Newman and Hamersley
and also to Tom Price and the like. An integrated power grid is very close to being in
existence in the region, A number of the new mines opened up are between Tom Price and
Newman. The beauty of the situation is that we can look 50 years down the crack; in other
words, we know roughly over the next 50 years what new mines will be opened up not only
by existing producers but also new producers who may get in on the action. We will see the
development of that power grid, which will make it easier for other developments to take
place. One example is the Muja to Kalgoorlie transmission line. 'Once the line is
established, business will be created and will begin to flow.
The other energy area which needs to be addressed concerns how competitively priced gas
can be sold throughout the Pilbara region. That will require considerable negotiation.
Certain contractual commitments are in place covering the North West Shelf project. A
number of smaller producers are now bringing their gas ashore. Some of it is being sold to
the State Energy Commission of Western Australia. There is a surplus of gas which could be
sold for industrial use, if more markets could be found. The Gorgan field, which is perhaps
the next major gas field, will be developed for a major liquid natural gas export project. The
proponents would. also like to be able to supply some of the gas to industry in the Pilbara. In
other parts of the world gas is becoming a very much sought after form of energy and this
State has large supplies in the Pilbara. We must therefore work out how we can best provide
that energy to chose industries which will be developed in that region. I see energy as the
number one priority on the list. It is the big attraction and should be the first deal addressed.
Another matter addressed in the Pilbara 21 study is tertiary education. The Government has
talked about establishing a university college of the north west comprising the Hedland and
Karratha Colleges. What a circus it was when the Government was trying to work out how
to put that deal together. The people in Karratha and Hedland became divided about how
that should be done. The Government supporters publicly expressed concern about the way
in which those plans were being put together. The history of those two colleges is
interesting. Again, it was the former Government which decided to establish the H-edland
and Karratha Colleges against the advice of the professionals, who said a college of that type
could not be justified in Karratha and Fledland. However, the Government of the day said it
wanted to develop that region because the people who were prepared to work there deserved
to have those facilities. Yes, the colleges were ahead of their time, and perhaps the way the
colleges were first set up did not provide the right mix for those areas. However, over the
years the colleges have evolved and matured and are now able to provide wide ranging
curricula. Although some criticism has been levelled at the full range of courses, they are
genuine community colleges used by the people living in that area and provide the
opportunity for those people to further develop their studies. The lesson to be learnit from the
establishment of those colleges is that we should not wait until the demand has been created.
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We should think ahead and put in those facilities. In order to attract families it is important
that the education and health systems be adequate. In the further development of those two
colleges the Government has been fiddling around. Hedland and Karratha are two distinct
communities, proud of the facilities available. There is a limit to what facilities can be
shared. Would it take approximately two and a half hours to drive from Hedland to
Karratha?
Mr Graham: Don't put me on the spot; I can do it in one and a half hours. It depends on the
Multanova!
Mr COURT: It can take longer if one stops for a cup of tea at Whim Creek. The reality is
that one cannot commute between the two areas. Hedland is once again becoming a growing
economy with its attendant requirements. Karracha too has gown rapidly.
Mr Graham: What you said about the distance between Hedland and Karrtha and the
inability in your view of people to travel between those centres to the colleges belies the fact
that people currently travel from Hedland to Newman within the same colleges. The
Hedland College has a campus at Newman and the Karratha College has a campus at Tom
Price and Paraburdoo; interchange Occurs between those areas.
Mr COURT: I am not an education expert; far from it, but when the various Perth colleges
were combined to form the Edith Cowan University they included a campus at Nedlands, one
at Mt Lawley and one at Churchlands. I always found that a pretty messy arrangement.
However, Joondalup is a rapidly growing area; it has its own campus and will develop its
own culture, so to speak. In an area lie the Pilbara, however, some things can be shared, as
the member for Pilbara said. Not only Hedland and Karratha must be considered, but other
centres. I will talk about those areas in relation to the health centres shonly, The
Government of the day went overboard in the way in which both colleges were developed
because it believed they would help attract families to the area. That must be the most
efficient use of educational funds but, on the other hand, it is one of those incentives that we
must provide in those sorts of communities.
It surprised me during the recent Ashburton by-election that health issues were still of such
importance to the people in that area. When we doorknocked in areas like Pannawonica,
Tomn Price, Paraburdoo and Newman, people expressed their concern about a lack of access
to the health services that we in the metropolitan area take for granted. Recently in Karratha
people were complaining that they have to wait more than a week to see a GP. Karratha is an
established community and by now we should be able to provide better and easier access to
health services there. By and large, though, Karratha and Hedland have the major facilities
covered. However, some of the more remote towns - I use Pannawonica as an example
because it is a small town - have difficulty gaining access to some necessary facilities.
Pannawonica, is a dying community in a sense. However, a decision will have to be made
about how people will be kept there as this new mining operation proceeds. Many mothers
with young children expressed their concern about the lack of access to some of the specialist
services that are so easily accessed by people in the metropolitan area.
We should never underestimate that the best way we can develop those regions is to attract
families to them. However, families will not go there unless they are guaranteed that good
facilities are available. That brings me to the fly in, fly out concept which has been so
controversial in those areas in recent years. It is interesting that, in drawing up the
agreements in the 1960s to establish major projects in Newman, Goldswonthy and so on, the
companies had to agree to establish infrastructure such as ports and railway lines for new
towns. That was a major investment in those operations, As a result they established what
have now become the world's leading iron ore operations. However, since this Government
came into office, there has been a considerable change in negotiations with companies to
provide infrastructure in that region. The first major change took place in 1983 when the
Government in its negotiations with Northern Mining Corporation NL, agreed to allow the
company to fly in, fly out employees to the Argyle diamond venture in return for some form
of financial remuneration which the Government used for other purposes which have become
infamous. That was the beginning of the trend. It was reinforced by the introduction of the
fringe benefits tax which again made it more attractive to run fly in, fly out operations. It
disturbs me somewhat when I receive briefings from these companies as they expand their
operations to hear them all talk about some form of fly in, fly out condition for employees or
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temporary on-site accommodation and that they do not consider developing permanent
communities.
I cannot think of a better place to live and bring up a family than Tom Price. Itris a terrific
community with terrific facilities. It is the type of centre that we should develop further in
that region. I have used Tom Price as an example because it is primarily dependent upon
Hamersicy's fortunes. Yet, other industries can be developed in the region. I am surprised at
some of the industries in that place. One would not believe that Tomn Price is the sort of
place for someone to r-un a poultry operation for which the chap has to transport his feed
from Perth. The fact that he is running a chook farm in Tom Price is a problem in itself. In
that heat, they get different diseases and the owners have had to do a lot of work on tropical
related diseases. His transport costs for feed blew out to about $150 000 last year. He then
bought his own truck and began carting his own feed. As a result, his transport costs reduced
to $50 000, about a third of what they were. A baker in the town is also carting his own
flour. Both have problems with transport and have had to look for innovative solutions. So
in that little town there is a large poultry operation and a large bakery supplying the area.
Tourism is another industry that should be expanded at Tom Price but the Government has
been tardy in providing funds to establish that industry. Tom Price is near the Marandoo
project so that a road will go roughly from Tom Price to Marandoo. We would like to see
the road extended to meet up with the Newman road so that all of that wonderful gorge
country is opened up. The gorges in the Hamersley Range are among the best, if not the
best, in the Pilbara. However, tourists cannot gain access to them.
Mr Trenorden: Particularly now that the pub at Wirtenoom will be closed.
Mr COURT: I know that worries the member for Avon. Maybe we can do a special deal
around the hotel.
Mr Bloffwitch: Quarantine it.
Mr COURT: Yes, we could quarantine the site. Sometimes we have to spend a dollar to
make a dollar. It would be wonderful if we could open up that gorge country by providing
access through the back way - currently one needs a four wheel drive vehicle to get into that
great country. I do not know whether any member has been to Africa. Some of the
companies that run safaris in Africa would be delighted if they could run tours through this
country. We could have those safari lodges which would allow people to sit and watch
kangaroos jump by. That is the type of development that would add a second string to a
community such as Tom Price. As that area grows, it will not be dependent only upon the
resources sector although that will be a most important part. There are other terrific
opportunities elsewhere in which those communities could become involved.
I also refer to the establishment of the Pilbara employment and training unit. We can call the
bureaucracies what we like; there is a challenge to create more employment opportunities for
young people in that region. In the 1960s and 1970s there was a shortage of labour in those
areas. As the children of the people who had decided to live there grew, they took on
apprenticeships; they were able to get jobs with the companies by and large, and the
companies were keen to have them and keen to train them. However, many more people
from those families in the work force are looking for employment now than there are jobs
available. There are also special problems in relation to Aborigines. I would like to be able
to debate that matter on a bipartisan basis at another time. I began working at Newman as a
truck driver in 1968-69, in the early construction days. At the time we lived in tents in a
small construction camp. The people living at the Jigalong Community were the only people
in the area. In the early days of its construction phase the company tried to employ
Aboriginal people, but it did not work. The company did not have the patience and did not
understand how the Aborigines operated. As a result, it was considered by the company that
they were no good and they did not fit into an operation where the employees worked
12 hours a day, seven days a week. That was when the question of how Aborigines could be
employed in that area was first raised. Since then, advances have been made in the area of
Aboriginal employment and at the Pundulmurra Aboriginal College all types of training is
available. Some of the students have been extremely successful and, having completed their
trades, have taken advantage of employment opportunities. After visiting that college one
takes heart, but we still have a long way to go.
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During the debate on the Marandoo, iron ore project the Opposition expressed its concern
about the delays that were occurring. I will not go over that debate today because the project
has been debated at considerable length, but one of the issues raised was how jobs could be
provided to people living at the Karijini Community. I am not referring to Aborigines in
only one community, but in all the communities in the Kimberley and the goldfields. We
must look at these areas to ascertain how job opportunities for Aboriginal people can be
developed. Experiments must be carried out and we must be prepared to have a few failures
in that exercise.
When I was in Broome recently I spoke to a police sergeant who was assisting the Aboriginal
community in the running of a major basketball competition. It certainly was an impressive
tournament and teams from the Pilbara and the Kimberley participated, It was a well
organised tournament and from what I could ascertain the police sergeant was the only white
person involved in its organisation. He told me about the developments taking place with
Aboriginal children who were going through their primary and secondary education. He said
a growing number of students were completing a reasonable standard of secondary education
and, in some cases, tertiary education. However, the stumbling block is that after achieving a
reasonable level of education they find that no jobs are available. These people are no
different from other people; if they do not find a job, they do not earn money and, as a result,
they cannot have their independence and they lose their self-esteem. I know there is no
simple solution, but if the Opposition, when in Government, is able to do something towards
Providing genuine jobs, not artificial jobs, for Aboriginal people completing their secondary
education it will go a long way towards salving some of the social problems in these areas.
The member for Pilbara is aware of some of the programs which have been implemented at
Port Hedland and he has seen many of them fail. Many more will fail in the future. We must
put in an extra effort to find genuine job opportunities for Aboriginal people. I give a
commitment to this House that in Government we will be prepared to take some risks, and no
doubt there will be some failures, to make sure that young Aboriginal children leaving school
have job opportunities. It is only then that there will be real developments in solving the
social problems. Job opportunities can be created not only in the mining sector, but also in a
number of industries.
I have briefly mentioned the tourism potential of the Pilbara and I referred specifically to the
Hamersley gorges. That is only one tourist attraction in the Pilbara; there are many
attractions both inland and on the coast. It disturbs me when driving into Karrtha that it is
very difficult to find the tourist bureau. If anyone can find it, he deserves a gold medal. The
tourist bureau can be found by turning left at the "T" junction on entering the town and
travelling for a further mile until one sees a sign directing people to the caravan park. The
fellow who runs the caravan park is good enough to also run the tourist information bureau.
It is difficult to find, but it does offer a good service. However, I believe it does not do
justice to the attractions that are available around Karratha. Karratha is a tourist's dream.
For example, people can visit the world's largest LNG plant, go fishing in the best fishing
grounds in the world or visit the gorge country. For some years the local shire has had a plan
to develop a decent tourist facility on the corner at the main entry to the town. A dollar must
be spent to make a dollar and it is this son of investment in a community that will more than
pay for itself in the years to come.
During the by-election for the seat of Ashburton, which seems only a few months ago, the
current member for that electorate campaigned on the basis of the Government's taking
action to rectify the health situation in the region and to promote tourism. The Government
has done nothing to promote tourism and, to the contrary, it has cut back its budget for
tourism development. The Government has been spending money in the wrong areas and it
is so blind that it does not realise that the Pilbara has the potential to be one of the greatest
tourism regions in this State. It has natural attractions, minerals, water, energy and it now
has the infrastructure which makes it as sophisticated as any region in the world. If members
think I am over-enthusiastic about the developments that can take place in the Pilbara region,
they are right.
Mr Graham: Let me actively encourage you to be over-enthusiastic.
Mr COURT: It is something I have been brought up with and of all my responsibilities in
this Parliament it is no secret I enjoy tremendously that part of the State. My mother used to
say that her favourite hotel was the Mermaid Hotel at Dampier, It would not be if she went
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there today because it is not what it used to be. It has one of the most magnificent views
looking over the water to the islands -
Mr Grahant It has been suitably replaced by the upgrading of the Hedland Hotel.
Mr COURT: Is that right? It is these attractions which make the Pilbara a desirable place.
A few years ago there was a sense of disillusionment among the people in Port Hedland and
it disturbed me. People were concerned that the town would not develop further. It now has
a terrific future because BHP has made a major commitment to upgrade the port facilities
and as soon as the gas pipeline is constructed there the town's future is assured forever. The
gas will provide a source of energy not only for BH-P's operations, but also any other
company which wants to expand its operations in that region.
The Government has a strange attitude to the concept of regional development. The
Government went through an era of establishing the South West Development Authority, the
Mid-West Development Authority and the Great Southern Development Authority. It is now
establishing development commissions. Perhaps the member for Pilbara will explain the
difference between development authorities and commissions. With only a few weeks to an
election we have before us the Pilbara Development Commission, the wheatbelt commission
and other commissions. I guess it will not be long before the people in my electorate will
want a Nedlands development commission. I do not want to get involved in an argument
about the way the Government is handling the establishment of these commissions because
the Opposition, when in Government, will handle it differently. It is most important that the
local people have an input into what is taking place in their region because they know what is
happening. The people at Kununurra are experts on what is raking place in Kununurra and
die same applies to other towns in the Pilbara and the Kimberley.
It is important that these commissions do not override the role played by local government in
those areas. For many years many people have put a lot of voluntary work into the running
of local authorities, as the member for Ashburton is well aware. Ido not know for how long
he has lived in the Pilbara, but!I can recall going to Dampier before the town was established
during the early days of these new shires when they were developing the areas. It was an
exciting time for all the people in local government. As the area boomed they had to grow
quickly, and the local authorities can be extremely proud of what they did in a relatively
short space of time to assist development in these areas. However, we must be careful nor to
establish too many bureaucratic mechanisms that will override the important role local
government can play in chose areas.
I hope I have conveyed the message that the coalition is not only totally committed to the
development of the Pilbara, but also it envisages it as the next major region for heavy
industrial development in this State because of its abundance of materials and the like. The
coalition is totally committed to developing that region, whether as a resource base, tourism
base, fishing industry base or whatever. We want to make sure the area continues to go
ahead because it is one of the great assets of this State. It is sad in a way that people in the
metropolitan area do not fully appreciate what is taking place in some of those areas. I refer,
for example, to the Goodwyn platform which is part of the North West Shelf project and
which is probably this country's greatest tingle resource project. It will be worth seeing the
operations of that project when a new jacket is put in the water using components from all
over the world. I believe that next year production will commence from that well. Those
types of developments will improve the living standards of all the people in this State, and
the coalition has a strong commitment to them. The coalition will concentrate not only on.
the big projects, such as those at Tom Price and Newman, because so much can be done to
stimulate and help the smaller industries that will provide more diversity in the region.
MR RIEBELING (Ashburton) [12.02 pm]: I support the Bill, and I welcome the
comments by the Leader of the Opposition. Many of his remarks may be echoed from both
sides of the House. I agree that the Pilbara has a huge future and that the way to develop that
future is via the Pilbara Development Commission structure so that people within the Pilbara
can have a say in how the area is developed.
Those who were members in this House when the original Pilbara 21 study was set up know
that it was established as a result of the vision of the late Pam Buchanan and Larry Graham.
Of course, due to unfortunate circumstances, Larry Graham took control of the steering of
the committee and worked very hard in championing the cause of the Pilbara for the duration
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of the Pilbara 21 study. That study was commenced in July 1991 and the committee had a
year in which to complete its cask. As a result of the hard work and the leadership displayed
by Larry Graham, the committee was able to complete that task on time and produce a
document which contains recommendations, most of which have been supported by the
Opposition. It is, of course, a common theme that the future of the Pilbara is the prime
objective of the report. The report was put together after extensive research into many areas
and consultation by the committee throughout the Pilbara. Larry Graham and I had various
meetings throughout the area listening to the views of the people of the Pilbara.
One of the prime recommendations in the report is the establishment of the Pilbara
Development Commission. This recommendation is based on a number of conditions which
must be met if the report is to achieve its objectives. Those conditions are: That the
commission be based in the Pilbara so that the future of the Pilbara may be determined by
those people prepared to make a commitment to it; it must promote development in the
Pilbara; market and promote the region; be established by its own Act, which we are now
doing; have a five year life span; and, report directly to the Minister for State Development.
All of those things will be achieved through this legislation. The establishment of the
commission ensures that all industrial development within the Pilbara will take place in a
planned manner and is to the best advantage of the Pilbara. The Leader of the Opposition
mentioned earlier the rail systems throughout the Pilbara which are, of course, of world class.
However, even though the rail systems are magnificent in dimension and design, if they had
been planned together one rail system could have been developed which would have better
utilised the resources, possibly at less cost. The same applies to the road system; if a central
body had controlled the construction of company road systems, they could possibly have
been of greater benefit to the local community.
The prime functions of the commission are set out in division 2, clause 12 of the Bill, which
states -

The functions of the Commission are to implement the strategies and
recommendations set out in the Pilbara 21 Report and to co-ordinate and promote the
economic and social development of the Pilbara. Region, and for that purpose -

(a) to co-ordinate the actions of statutory bodies and State government
agencies, and to co-operate with representatives of industry and
commerce, employer and employee organizations, education and
training institutions and other sections of the community within the
Pilbara. Region in a manner which is consistent with the economic and
social development of the Pilbara Region;

(b) to market and promote the Pilbara Region;
(c) to encourage investment in the processing of minerals and other

products in the Pilbara Region;
(d) to co-operate with -

(i) departments of the Public Service of the State and the
Commonwealth, and other agencies, instrumentalities and
statutory bodies of the State and the Commonwealth; and

(ii) local authorities;
and

(e) generally to take steps to encourage, promote, facilitate or assist
economic and social development in the Pilbara Region.

Those strategies indicate what the Bill is all about. Another very important recommendation
contained in the Pilbara 21 study is the establishment of a university college of the north
west. That is designed to better utilise the facilities the Pilbara has at the moment and it is
hoped to attract more Commonwealth funding to the Pilbara so that a wider range of courses
can be offered in the future. The purpose of the training unit which is to be established is to
respond to local needs as quickly as possible, and also to utilise existing resources within the
two main colleges in the Pilbara so that they can better respond to the needs of industry. I
understand industry is happy with the way in which the colleges are operating. However, it
is the opinion of the Pilbara. 21 study that greater cooperation should take place between the
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two colleges as that would result in a greater service to the industries that they serve,
particularly the iron ore industry generally, and the gas industry in Karratha.
The Leader of the Opposition mentioned the study into the Pilbara's energy needs being a
necessary one. The purpose of the study is to reduce the cost of power. If the cost of power
is reduced sufficiently it will make the Pilbara a more attractive place for industry to
establish in the future. The whole area will then be able to develop and will hold a greater
attraction as one in which families can spend long periods. Gone are the days when people
went to the Pilbara to make a quick dollar. Nowadays, people make a long term commitment
to the Pilbara and consider it home, as I do. The Leader of the Opposition asked how long I
bad lived in the Pilbara. It has been 12 years and like many people I have seen major
developments within the area; for instance, on the Burrup Peninsular where the building of
the gas works has trnsformed the hills and valleys. That development has been quite
amazing and includes a liquified gas extraction works. The amount of work and effort put in
by Australians in the area has been outstanding and is an example of what can be achieved in
the Pilbara given the right economic and industrial climate.
The tourism strategy, of course, is set out in the Pilbara 21 study. That strategy involves the
Pilbara for the first time having a say in tourism and what direction that industry will take.
The Leader of the Opposition stated that when he enters Karratha it is difficult to find a
tourist information centre. The drive-in bay to which he referred and which is on the
approach to the town gives directions and tourist information on a large sign. That is not to
say that a tourist information centre should not be constructed. I am panl of a committee
endeavouring to have a tourist informnation centre erected on the outskirts of the town. That
will occur in the near future with Government and shire support, which are essential for it to
proceed.
The setting up of a land use plan by the Pilbara development commission was an important
phase to ensure that conflict about land use was minimised and where it occurred was solved
qdiclcly so that developments proceeded as quickly as possible for the betterment of the State
and the Pilbata. .The Burrup Peninsular land board, which is also a land use board, is
designed so that the best use is made of all land on the peninsular, It is a unique area which
should be.weli utilised, and that includes tourism development, industrial use, and use of the
large domestic populations of Karratlia and Dampier which also use the area for recreational
purposes. All concerns and conflicts related to land use must be considered. The Burrup
Peninsular land board will consider those conflicts and resolve any problems that arise. It is
also important to realise that the Pilbara development commission will actively support the
work of the Western Australian Iron Ore Industry Consultative Council and continue to work
with it to achieve improved industrial relations through cooperation in the Pilbara.
Unfortunately, at present, some people in the Pilbara consider that cooperation, which has
existed for the past 10 years, is under threat. I hope that commonsense prevails, especially to
the way in which some companies are operating at present. I fear that companies such as
Robe River will be affected because of the incidents which are occurring as we speak. I fear
they will ruin the good work that has been done in the past 10 years by the consultative

council.
It is important that we establish a framework from which Government authorities can
become more autonomous in their decision making in the Pilbara. Most people agree that the
managers in the Pilbara, and other areas, should be able to make decisions which affect those
areas and be responsible for them. The commission sets up a framework within which that
can occur.
The Leader of the Opposition expressed concern because people in Karratha were still
having to wait for a week or so to see a general practitioner. That problems has been
resolved; I am pleased to say, as two new doctors will hit Karratha early in January, one
through a training program based in Fremantle on a permanent basis, and the other a new
permanent practitioner who is to enter private practice. This will alleviate the problem which
has existed in recent months due to a shortage of medical practitioners.
One of. my main interests in this area is ensuring that the huge potential for tourism in the
Pilbara is realised. This matter was mentioned by the Leader of the Opposition. The only
way to gain advantage for the Pilbara is to have a tourism committee structured to benefit it
so that people are actively involved in tourism who hope to develop an industry related to the
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area's natural assets and mining which is of world class. People throughout the world travel
to areas to see large mountains and holes in the ground. We happen to have some of the
biggest holes constructed by man as a result our mining industry. We also have Australia's
biggest project since the Snowy Mountains Scheme involving an engineering feat on the
Burrup Peninsular which people will travel from the metropolitan area to see.
I recommend that all members of Parliament travel to the Pilbara to see the unique country,
especially in the Karijini National Park and the coastal areas off the Dampier archipelago.
Throughout the Pilbara one sees great resources and potential which are currently
underutilised. The proposed tourism committee will identify the tourist potential of the
Pilbara and focus on what direction tourism should take while ensuring that opportunities in
the area are put clearly to the tourism industry. A number of people in that industry do not
fully understand it. However, after opportunities are pointed out to those people, they
quickly take them on board and run with them. We must complete a comprehensive survey
of the Pilbara's assets and ensure that the marketing of those assets takes place correctly and
targets the type of tourism which we require now. It is silly to promote five star
accommodation within the Pilbara when we do not have five star accommodation. We
should promote the Pilbara in a way which will attract the type of tourism which it can
service currently. We should highlight what are the future needs and opportunities of the
Pilbara, and assist developers with advice about the types of services which tourists will
require and about the best location for services and facilities. Whether that will be within the
national park or on the outskirts of the national park should be left to industry to decide.
The Leader of the Opposition mentioned that there had been a cut back in the funds allocated
to tourism within the Pilbara. I dispute that. In my view, there is a great focus on what the
Pilbara wants to do in respect of tourism, and an increasing amount of resources is being
allocated to tourism. One of the initial roles of the projects officers of the Pilbara
Development Commission will be to identify the opportunities for tourism and to put to
developers what is the potential for tourism within the area. The advisory committees which
will be set up within the Pilbara Development Commission will have a different focus and
expertise. Those committees will make available to the commission the best advice which
they can receive. The commission will then be in a position to direct the future of the Pilbara
in the best possible way.
The Bill provides that there will be a five year sunset clause. If the commission does not
achieve what the Government wishes it to achieve within that five year period, it will be
disbanded, and another method of achieving that result will be set up. That will prevent, as
the Leader of the Opposition pointed out, the setting up of a bureaucracy which will grow in
size. The commission has been given a distinct life and a distinct target in respect of what it
must achieve. I commend the Bill to all members, and thank members for their time.
MR COWAN (Merredin - Leader of the National Party) [12.23 pm]: I have a great interest
in regional development, irrespective of which region of Western Australia is proposed to be
developed- One of the interests that I have in the Pilbara Development Commission Bill is
that it is starting from a sound and positive base; namely, that most of the recommendations
for the Pilbara Development Commission have come from committees which were
established locally. Although those committees were chaired by two members of
Parliament - admittedly, local members of Parliament - they have had a totally local input, as
I understand it, and one assumes that they have been able to put some emphasis upon those
issues which the local residents believe will be of benefit to the progress and development of
that region.
I was concerned to hear the member for Ashburton draw the attention of the House to the
fact that although this legislation is, to some extent, modelled upon the regional development
authority Acts which have come through this place on different occasions, it is different from
those Acts because it contains a sunset clause. I hope it was just a slip of the tongue when
the member for Ashburton said that because of the sunset clause, the commission can be
disbanded after five years if the Government does not think it has performed its task. I
would have preferred him to say that the commission wilt be disbanded if the people living
within the region which the commission will serve do not think it has performed its task.
Mr Graham: The sunset clause is designed to do away with the Pilbara Development
Commission in five years, so it will cease to exist in five years. In the year prior to that, the
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process of the Pilbara 21 study will be gone through again to determine what sort of regional
authority or commission is needed for the coming years.
Mr COWAN: I understood that the legislation provides for a review in year four, and.
subject to that review, one would be able to determine whether it should continue. The paint
I am making is that the determination about whether it should continue should rest with
people who live within the region and not be a bureaucratic decision made in Perth.
It appears to me that, with the exception of the five year sunset clause, this development
commission is modelled too closely on the legislation which has appeared in this House
previously to establish regional development authorities. If ever we wanted to find the weak
point of those regional development authorities, it is that the way in which they were created
allows those authorities to be manipulated completely by Government, The best example I
can give of that is the South West Development Authority, which has made decisions which
were based clearly on direction from either the bureaucracy or Government, Some years
ago, a towascape program was devised by the Narrogin Town Council, and was a great
success. The Government offered that council nothing to make that program a success, but
at the same time that it offered it nothing, it made available a sum of money of between
$160 000 and $180 000. through the South West Development Authority, for local
authorities which had not even asked for funding for a towriscape project and which had no
intention of implementing such a project until that funding was suddenly made available.
That is a small example of how regional development authorities can be directed by the
bureaucracy or by Government, to the detriment of the concept of regional development.
Mr Gordon Hill: I could be wrong, but I recollect that some of that money was poured back
into and used in a wider area, at the request of local authorities.
Mr COWAN: I would certainly hope so, but that demonstrates clearly that regional
development authorities are about not regional development, but Governments providing
themselves with a vehicle to distribute largesse, at the expense of taxpayers, in areas where
they think they can make some political gain. I do not want that philosophy to flow through
to what I regard as the proper concept of regional development. In this instance, committees
were established, albeit under the auspices of the local members, with considerable help ftrm
the Government. I would be delighted to do the same thing in my region. Indeed, every
member would be delighted to have the opportunity. Notwithstanding that, and
notwithstanding chat it makes some of us rather jealous that we do not receive the same level
of evenhanded treatment that Ministers swear to provide when they become Ministers, the
fact remains that the committees were established and they have reported. I commend the
member for Pilbara and the former member for Ashburton for the work they did on the
production of the Pilbara 21 study and its recommendations. That is the very basis upon
which regional development should be established and structured.
My concern is that having done the good work, having given the local community the
opportunity to identify important issues, the Minister's second reading speech listed 10 major
objectives, some of which were: The establishment of a university college of the northwest,
a Pilbara employment and training unit; energy provisions for the area; tourism; land use; the
Burrup Peninsula board of management; Commonwealth-State liaison; and identifying the
major industry in the area - iron ore, and maintaining consultation with the companies
involved in the production of iron ore and its export. Another important point referred to
working with existing Government agencies to ensure that Pilbara residents are not
disadvantaged in terms of provision of services. That is a very important issue. It is most
appropriate that committees established under regional development plans, irrespective of
from what side of Government they come, have as a charter the responsibility for monitoring
and giving opinion on the quality of service provided by the Government.
The level of service provided by Government to respective areas of the State should not be
left to the bureaucracy or to the Government to determine; it should be monitored by the
local community. If this process provides a vehicle for that purpose, it is a plus. That
certainly is part of the policy of the National Party. I can assure the House that that policy
will be spread across the entire State because it is about time. Because of demographic
trends, remoteness and isolation, and population densities some areas tend to be forgotten by
the bureaucracy. Unless we have another body that can say, "Hang on. Let's have a bit of
social equity and justice; let's have delivery of Government services at a standard that is
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equitable with any other area in Western Australia", unless someone is charged with that
responsibility it will never happen. It is commendable that that aspect has been included in
the charter for the Pilbara Development Commission.
The final issue relates to developing strategies with the Public Service Commission to
provide for greater regional autonomy for Pilbara-based Government agencies. I do not
argue with that provision either. Autonomy needs to be delivered to the regions because, in
some instances, people who have experience in the local area, who live there and understand
the needs of the area, have a greater capacity to identify precisely the needs of a region. If
we do not give those people power to make decisions they will always find themselves
thwarted by decisions of the central bureaucracy. I agree with the 10 major features of the
Pilbara Development Commission. I hope that the commission can set about its task of
implementing the objectives that have been set.
Another issue causes me some concern. Here, I make some comparisons with the South
West Development Authority. That authority has been given power to borrow money, as
have other regional development authorities. The borrowings are already substantial and
amount to about $18 million. Such bodies should not have the capacity to borrow funds.
The experience of the South West Development Authority should not extend across the State
to the stage where a number of regional development authorities or commissions have the
capacity to borrow and all borrow substantial amounts of money. It is totally unnecessary.
In addition, the capacity to borrow really gives those bodies the opportunity to operate
contrary to their functions. The functions of the Pilbara Development Commission, in part,
at clause 12 are -

(a) to co-ordinate the actions of statutory bodies and State Government agencies,
and to co-operate with representatives of industry and commerce, employer
and employee organizations, education and training institutions and other
sections of the community within the Pilbara Region in a manner which is
consistent with the economic and social development of the Pilbara
Region ...

(di) to co-operate with -

(i) departments of the Public Service of the State and the Commonwealth,
and other agencies, instrumentalities and statutory bodies of the State
and the Commonwealth; and

(ii) local authorities;
No-one would object to those functions. They are admirable. However, the moment we give
a regional commission or authority the capacity to borrow funds to expend money in
reasonable sums we transgress the responsibilities of other Government departments - and I
am not talking about funds for administration but the capacity to borrow money to the extent
that the South West Development Authority has borrowed around $18 million. That issue is
probably a major reason for my opposition to regional development as proposed by the
Government. First, the authorities are not locally driven and, second, they have the capacity
to raise, borrow and spend money in volumes which encroach on the responsibilities of
Government departments and local authorities which are already established. As another
example, the Great Southern Development Authority identified as a major priority for the
region the development of the Albany foreshore. No-one denies the authority the capacity to
identify that priority. Indeed, it is the body one would expect to do that. However, it is a
planning matter. The redevelopment of the foreshore should really be the responsibility of
the Department of Planning and Urban Development. That department should be allocated
funds for such development.
The Geraldton and Mid-West Regional Development Authority put for-ward its priority of a
marina development. However, that is a matter for the Department of Marine and Harbours
and it is unnecessary to allocate money to the development authority for that purpose. All
development authorities - the Pilbara Development Commission in this case - must only
determine development priorities for the region. Once a priority has been accepted by
Government, the funds should be appropriated through the relevant department or local
authority for the project. If that were to occur, the capacity to borrow funds would be
unnecessary. The commission should be a policy making body and the implementation of
that policy should rest with respective Government departments.
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Mr P.3. Smith: I can see your point. However, do some overall schemes not need a
coordinating group which should borrow the money? For example $1.8 million was
borrowed for the Bunbury Entertainment Centre. The funds are being repaid by the Bunbury
City Council. Do you not see that as a legitimate role for the development authority?
Mr COWAN: No, I do not. I have no argument that the authority decided that the
entertainment centre should be a priority to meet the cultural needs of the region. However,
once that decision was made, the matter should have been handled by the relevant
Government department. Do we not have a Department for the Arts in this State? The
development authority should play only a coordinating role with the local authorities, the
Government departments and anyone else interested in the facility. The authority should
ensure that the departments maintain that development priority and continue to appropriate
the funds.
Mr D.L. Smith: That is the main problem. If such matters are left to the mainstream
agencies, they will never give the priority to country areas which you and I desire.
Mr COWAN: I am sorry the Minister was not here earlier. I commended the "honorary
Minister for the Pilbara" for the work he has done in ensuring that the local community had
input into the focus of this commission and its financial structure for the next five years. I
commended that as opposed to the establishment of a development authority allowing the
bureaucracy to make decisions based on political gain. Authorities have been used for those
purposes in the past, and the Minister for Lands cannot deny it.
Mr D.L. Smith: I will not go into that argument now -

Mr COWAN: The Minister certainly will not as I do not have the time.
Mr D.L. Smith: The fact is the authorities have advisory committees and a director from the
region. The only power available to the Minister and the bureaucrats is to direct the
authority.
Mr COWAN: They must have used that power repeatedly. I have two reservations
regarding regional development. I commend the member for Pilbara and the former member
for Ashburton for the way they encouraged the Government to establish the local committees
which identified the issues of importance to the region. Now these issues have been
identified, they must be taken on board when establishing the commission to bring that
policy into fruition. That is how regional development should occur.
Mr D.L. Smith: I am sure you will be singing the praises of the wheatbelt development
commission in a couple of years' time.
Mr COWAN: I will make sure that I can!
The part of the legislation which relates to the process I have outlined is fine - I have no
argument with it. I have two reservations about this legislation, one of which is the model
for regional development authorities used in the past by which decision making power has
been transferred from local communities to a central bureaucracy or Government itself. I
warn the member for Pilbara not to allow that to happen. I offer him the encouragement that
I will do everything in my power to ensure that it does not occur. The other issue to which I
take exception is that this commission, like other regional development authorities, has been
given the capacity to borrow funds. That is not correct. The commission should have the
capacity to determine policy priority to be implemented by other departments or local
authorities.
Apart from my reservations, I commend the "honorary Minister for the Pilbara" for bringing
this legislation into fruition.
MR OMODET (Warren.) [12.46 pmn]: Along with my coalition colleagues, I support the
Pilbara Development Commission Bill. However, I do not share the enthusiasm for the
membership of some of the organisations, particularly the chairmanship of the Pilbara 21
study committee. It is interesting to note that the member for Ashburton, to whose electorate
this Bill relates, is not in the House; I assume he has gone to lunch. I was also disappointed
that the member read his speech completely; I would have thought that a member who lives
in the area would know the issues by heart.
It is most unusual that the member for Pilbara and the former member for Ashburton chaired
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the Pilbara 2! committee. It is probably the only time such a committee has been chaired by
members of Parliament. I am sure many members would have liked to chair development
committees across the State. Although the member for Pilbara. has worked hard on this
matter and with the right intentions - as he should, having been elected to his position - the
appointments were an undesirable precedent which could curry political favour.
My experience in regional development stems from my involvement with the advisory
committee for the South West Development Authority. At the time Baden Pratt, an adviser
to then Premier Brian Burke, sat in on meetings and took notes of proceedings. Nothing
much has changed - perhaps it is more blatant - as members of Parliament are now chairing
advisory committees. Probably the next step is to have members of Parliament chairing the
development authority committees.
Mr Bridge: Are you suggesting that if a meeting were held in Manjimup, it would not be
useful for you and me to attend?
Ms OMODEI: I see the job of members of Parliament in relation to regional development as
not interfering with that of local government. We have government by appointment. That is
occurring with regional development across the State; whether it be the South West
Development Authority or the Ceraldton Mid-West Development Authority, it is an
undesirable precedent, I would prefer to stick with the provisions of the Local Government
Act as it has been implemented in this State for many decades where people are elected to
positions.
Mr P.J. Smith: They have not been elected to lead us in the past.
Mr OMODEI: The membership of all regional development authorities has been appointed
by the Minister of the day.
Mr P.J. Smith: You must admit that was the case under the Liberals as well.
Mr OMODEI: The rash of appointments of regional development authorities has been
unprecedented in the past three or four years. I have no problem with regional development
authorities which are lean and mean and which are facilitating bodies. I do not agree with
the thrust by the Labor Party in Western Australia to have government by appointment. It is
resulting in a level of Government that has been put in place and funded by the taxpayers of
this State to the exclusion of local government.
Ms P.1. Smith: Rubbish; more than half are members of local government.
Mr OMODEI: The Pilbara. Development Commission Bill does not provide for members to
be elected from local government bodies. The member for Bunbury should compare that
with the South West Development Authority, where the Government must agree to one of
the board members being a representative of local government. I am not saying that some of
the members of the proposed Pilbara. Development Commission will not be from local
government, but it is not mandatory- These are warning signs for local government. They
must be very careful as they might otherwise be bought off by this Government. I support
the concept of a regional development authority which is lean and mean and which facilitates
development and cooperation between Government departments. However, it is incumbent
upon me as the coalition spokesman for local government to warn local government that its
role is being usurped by regional development authorities.
Mr Graham: So you don't support regional development authorities? You cannot have it
both ways.
My OMODET: I certainly do support regional development authorities. Western Australia
has a great many competent people across its length and breadth who are capable of sitting
on regional development committees, which are compact organisations that have contact
with Government departments. Such committees allow those Government departments to
make the decisions that relate to them, and local government to make the decisions that relate
to local government, and so on.
Mr Graham: Where in this legislation or in the Pilbara 21 study is that prevented? Where is
anything done other than to aid the process the member has described?
Mr OMODE!: If the member for Pilbara looks at the history and examples of regional
development authorities, he will find that the Geraldton Mid-West Development Authority is
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a good example of how thley can work. If the member compares that example with the South
West Development Authority he would have to concede that its staff numbers increased ftrm
six in the early days to the current level of 37. It is duplication of services and bureaucracy
gone mad. Western Australian taxpayers can no longer afford that sort of growth in
bureaucracies. I issue a warning to the member for Pilbara to look closely at the Pilbara
Development Commission so that it does not become a monstrosity. Good people are
properly elected under the Local Government Act; but it will be a temptation for Executive
Government of either political persuasion to appoint people of their liking to this
commission. The member for Pilbara might say there will be no politicisation of these
development authorities, but he is handling this Bill today rather than the Minister for State
Development or the Minister assisting him. Those Ministers sat alongside the member for
Pilbara today, but they are the people who properly should be handling this Bill.
I predict that the speech that was read by the member for Ashburton will be circulated in his
electorate. I would bet my bottom dollar on that.
Mr Read: So what?
Mr OMODEI: It is circulated for political purposes.
Mr Read: The member for Mandurah circulates his speeches all the time.
Mr OMODET: The member for Pilbara should not be handling this Bill- It should be
handled by the Minister for State Development.
Mr Read: He is a member; it is his job to make speeches.
Mr OMODET: It is another extension of the politicisation of regional development
authorities that has occurred under this Labor Government over the past 10 years. If the
member for Murray denies that, he needs to go to confession.
Like the Leader of the Opposition I am concerned about the provision in the Bill which will
allow the commission to borrow funds. Development authorities have power to do almost
anything; they become almost corporate bodies. They~could compete with businesses if they
wanted. That facility may be necessary from time to time, but it does concern me that they
have those extreme powers. The possibility of those development authorities being allowed
to borrow money either privately or from the Treasury does concern me. An authority could
be used for political purposes as occurred with the South West Development Authority in its
early days. I doubt that anybody in this House, even the Minister for South-West, would
deny that a lot of money was poured into the seats of Bunbury and Mitchell for political
purposes. The South West Development Authority has an annual budget of $5 million, and
over $3 million of that goes to servicing a debt of about $18 million. We should be aware of
that and try to prevent that occurring again. I have no problem with an allocation from the
Consolidated Revenue Fund for the necessary facilities in the Pilbara or any other centre in
the State, but I would not like to see development authorities being allowed to borrow
without proper purpose money that can be used willy-nilly at the expense of the taxpayers of
this State.
During the Committee stage of the Bill I will discuss the fact that local government is not to
be represented on the board of the Pilbara Development Commission. There may be
members appointed to the board who are members of local government, but it should be
mandatory under the Bill - as it is with the South West Development Authority Act - that the
Minister select one person from a list of three local government nominees for appointment to
the board. This Bill provides that the Minister is able to direct the development authority and
to demand information that is held by the authority. Should a Government or a Minister
wish to use the authority for political purposes, that is well and truly possible under the Bill.
[ see the population of the Pilbara growing dramatically. The area has a tremendous range of
raw resources that can be developed, not the least of which is the gas resource. I envy the
member for Pilbara, as his electorate will be a very exciting area of growth in years to come.
Mr Strickland: It would be exciting for any member.
Mr OMODEI: Of course. I do not think there would be a member in this House who would
not support the development of the commission; however, I have some reservations, which I
have outlined during this debate.

Sitting suspended from 1.00 t~o 2.00 pm
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MR BLOFFWITCH (Geraldron) [2.03 pm]: I have had a brief look at the Pilbara 21 study
and certainly concur with all the ideals, thoughts and objectives of the proposed Pilbara
Development Commission. However, I have same concerns about these authorities based on
my knowledge of the Oeraldton Mid-West Development Authority. Some things it does very
well and other of its activities cause concern. I urge caution by the Pilbara Development
Commission.
Mr Gordon Hill: Give us some examples.
Mr BLOFFW1TCH: If the Minister for Mines will listen to me he will hear a few examples.
These authorities engender some ill feeling and concern among local councils, particularly
the employees of the council rather than the elected members - the marina in Geraldton is an
example - because they see some intrusion by the authority in what they believe should be
purely council matters. A very fine line must be trodden. That is achievable and the
authorities can certainly do much good work. However, they must remember that their role
is primarily commercial and industrial development on behalf of the Department of State
Development, rather than building play parks or child care centres.
Mr Gordon Hill: They do not do those things.
Mr BLOFFWITCI-: I have been involved in a few studies on various aspects of the
Geraldton Mid-West Development Authority -

Mr Gordon Hill: Name one development authority that has been involved in those aspects.
Mr BLOFFWITCH: The Ceraldion Mid-West Development Authority was involved in
building a playground in a women's refuge centre, That is a social issue. Although it was a
worthy cause, the Geraldton Mid-West Development Authority was not established in the
first place to operate in areas like that. That is an example of the danger I referred to earlier -
the thin red line that these authorities should tread when working within the industrial area.
The other power they should not have - I will oppose this aspect in the Bill - is to borrow
funds. After all that we have read in the Royal Commission's reports about agencies or
branches of Government having the authority to commit the taxpayers of this State to
guarantees or large borrowings, the Government should be considering restricting that
ability. It should certainly not be introducing new Bills that contain that Provision. These
authorities must be provided with very strict guidelines under which to operate; they have
similar rights to an individual in their ability to become committed to a contract or
obligation. The guidelines must be very rigid because it is easy to become wound up in
worthy projects which may require borrowings of $8 million or $ 10 million. That is the job
of the Government, which would be the guarantor. I notice that the South West
Development Authority has liabilities amounting to $18 million.
Mr Graham: You are not debating the South West Development Authority, you are debating
the Pilbara Development Commission.
Mr BLOFFWITCH: I am debating the commission to be developed in the member for
Pilbara's region, That commission will have the capacity to borrow money and consequently
it can be placed in exactly the same position as the South West Development Authority. The
member may not believe that, but we should remove that condition.
I share the enthusiasm expressed in the Pilbara 21 study for the possibilities of development
within the Pilbara. I welcome the speech by the Leader of the Opposition in which he argued
the concept of providing power to that area at, I hope, a cheap and competitive rate. We are
selling the resources from that area on a world market and it is important that they be sold
competitively. To date a very sad and sorry tale surrounds our electricity prices. I will be
interested to see the effects of the new power station on those prices. They are extremely
onerous to me as a consumer who pays for electricity for his house and several business
premises. It is also a very heavy burden on industry.
I am sure that with the type of machinery that is used in the north and the type of production
that can be carried out there, electricity will play a vital and important role in its future. I
was very pleased to hear that Broken Hill Proprietary Co Ltd is looking at the feasibility of
implementing a gas fired power station. If it is feasible for B1-IP to do that no reason exists
why it would not be feasible for the State Energy Commission of Western Australia to look
at doing the same Provided it had the finance. Perhaps it could be a situation similar to that
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which the Minister is trying to achieve in Collie whereby a contract could be entered into
with a private station, perhaps financed by these people, to feed power into the grid and
reduce costs. The mineral ore body can be followed through the north of Western Australia
inland, beginning with the depleted lot at Coldsworthy and Shay Gap through to my own
area of Cue, Meekatharra and Mt Magnet. They are some of the richest ore bodies in the
world and will hold this State in great stead in the future. I looked at the predictions made in
the report about the exports and types of production from this State in the 1990s. It is a pity
that the trends of previous years have not continued and that we have gone through periods
of downturn. Nevertheless, iron ore is still a significant contributor to the State's wealth.
I welcome the forming of this commission; however, I cannot see the need for it to be able to
borrow money. That is a dangerous practice into which such commissions are often allowed
to slip, and that provision should be removed from the Bill. Additionally, I have a little
trouble with people being appointed to the board rather than perhaps by some sort of
nomination process. Another example of which the former Minister for Mid-West would be
aware is that in Geraldton an authority was set up to look at the new proposed industrial
lands. Nominations were called for from the various chambers of commerce and other
people. The President of the Geraldton Chamber of Commerce was nominated by the
chamber to be represented. He was placed on the list only to be told that because he was
number four on the Liberal ticket he was not seen as suitable to sit on that committee.
Mr Wiese: What if he had been number four on the Labor Party ticket?
Mr BLOFFWITCH: If he had been number four on the Labor Party ticket he would have
been the chairman of the committee without a doubt! When people become involved in the
selection process, party politics start to play a role. It is tragic for the concept of getting
these great community based projects together. It is a sad and sorry situation. The Minister
is always grateful for examples, so I hope he takes that example on board. It seems strange
that there was someone -

Mr Catania: Has the member for Geraldton had a look at when a conservative Government
was in power?
Mr BLQFFWITCH: That was 10 years ago; I find it pretty hard to remember back that far. I
can remember that the development aut~hority comprised two people in Geraldton who had
no trouble adhering to the guidelines.
We must look at a better type of system, bearing in mind that the Opposition will probably be
in Government next year and will be appointing people.
Mr Riebeling interjected.
Mr BLOFFWITCH: There will not be too many Government members wround to discuss the
matter with me. However, I can assure those who do come back that I will be a proponent of
people not being nominated. When the Opposition is in power it will examine that selection
process. I am not being totally critical. The Chairman of the Geraldton Mid-West
Development Authority, Bert Pepperell, would probably be one of the most respected men in
the mid west. Certainly, some people of a high calibre are on that committee. However,
when someone of a political persuasion who is not in favour with the local government puts
his name forward, the Minister for Mid-West will have no hesitation in saying that such a
person is not suitable.
Mr Gordon Hill: That is a load of nonsense.
Mr BLOFEWITCH: If it is a load of nonsense, would the Minister for Mid-West be prepared
to visit Geraldton with me, front Mr Boylan and ask him exactly what happened?
Mr Cordon Hill: I know what happened. I have discussed the matter with Mr Boylan
through the media. He chose to go to the media about the issue.
Mr BLOFFWITCH: Of course he did; he was nominated and then told that he was not being
selected.
Mr Gordon Hill: The Government policy is that generally it is not a good idea to appoint
candidates, no matter what their political persuasion, to the board or committees.
Mr BLOFFWITCH: In that case, why were the two members of Parliament involved in the
Pilbara 21 study?
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Mr Graham: I am elected to do those sorts of things.
Mr BLOFFWITCH: The member for Pilbara was not elected to the Pilbara study. HeI said
that it was a study set up for the Pilbara region and that a committee was established -

Mr Graham: Who instigated it?
Mr BLOFFWITCH: It was instigated by the Parliament. Who is going to insigate the
commission?
Mr Graham: It was not instigated by the Parliament but by Pam Buchanan and me.
Mr BLQFFWITCH: Did nobody else have any input? Were there no advisory committees?
If the input came only from members opposite I think that is totally the wrong way to go
because unless community input is received a joke is made of the whole study system.
Mrs Beggs: You are digging a big hole now yourself.
Mr BLO)FFWITCH: I am not digging a big hole. It is the Government memberi who
knocked back the President of the Geraldton Chamber of Commerce from the committee, yet
they speak about digging holes. Members opposite have dug a bigger hole than I thought
they could ever dig. That is the most blatant case I have ever seen of a person not being
appointed to an honorary position because he or she did nor suit the Government's politics.
That person was good enough to lead the Geraldron Chamber of Commerce but was not good
enough to sit on the advisory committee. Is that good, fair and open Government?
Mr Clarko: Jobs for the boys.
Mr BLOFFWlTCH-: Obviously, he was not one of the boys and he did not get a guernsey.
Mr Riebeling: We are talking about the Pilbara commission.
Mr BLOFFWITCH: We are talking about that commission, but I am providing examples of
why I do not think the Minister should be allowed to nominate who may sit on the boards.
We should look at the chambers of commerce and nominate people who could automatically
sit on the board no matter whether they happen to be candidates from the Liberal, National or
Labor parties. It would be no problem at all to obtain names from the chambers of
commerce, councils, shires and road boards in those areas.
Mr Graham: In my speech, which I hope will follow yours, I will announce who will be the
chairman of the Pilbara Development Commission. You will then have the opportunity to
tell me whether you believe the Government has made a Labor Party political appointment.
My RLOFFWITCH: There is a fair chance that because I come from Geraldton, and not the
Pilbara, I may not know the person. If the member had listened to what I said, the
appointment which was made to the Geraldton commission was of Mr Burt Pepperell, the ex-
chairman of the Geraldton Building Co Pty Ltd, and probably one of the most respected
people within the area. When we set up the advisory committees, such as the committee to
examine the industrial area, it appeared that a preference was given on the basis of where
people sat.
I am happy to have made that point. I look forward with interest to knowing how the
selections are made and I will be only too happy to give my opinion as to the suitability of
the appointee for the job. I wish the commission well in the future. I hope that it takes note
of that thin line along which it must walk to prevent it from encroaching on councils and
other Government departments. There needs to be a fine balance for the commission to work
properly.
MR GRAHAM (Pilbara) 12.20 pm]: I thank members opposite for their support of the
Pilbara Development Commission Bill and the concept of a development commission. It is a
concept that addresses some concerns raised about regional development and is the way
forward far regional development in this State. This concept of regional development did
not start in the Pilbara by accident. The Pilbara is an essential part of the economic
development of Western Australia. I would go so far as to join with some comments of the
Leader of the Opposition that without the Pilbara region this country would be in depression.
The Pilbara 21 study - a study process that was initiated by me and the late Pam Buchanan -
points out quite clearly the value of the Pilbara to Western Australia. It states that three per
cent of the population of Western Australia lives in the Pilbara and that three per cent
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produces 37 per cent of the export dollars of Western Australia. Its effect is much greater in
that the Pilbara region will supply $6 billion worth of export goods and contribute about two
per cent to Australia's gross domestic product. If that two per cent were to be whipped off
the latest trade figures, Australia would be back in recession instantly.
The Pilbara is a region of national importance to Australia and one that is a developing
region. The standard, number and quality of the facilities and services such as woads,
hospitals and schools, loosely known as infrastructure, that are taken for granted in other
areas of the State, do not apply in the Pilbara, or have been modified in the Pilbara. That
brings with it some difficulties, most of which were identified in the study process. The
study process with which the member for Geraldton seemed to take some exception perhaps
needs some explanation. I neither know how many members of Parliament have chaired
regional studies, nor am I remotely interested. My job and that of the late member for
Ashburton was to represent the areas to which we were elected. We took the plan to
Government and the Cabinet endorsed it. I do not want to turn this matter into a political
football, but along the way the plan was criticised. People have cried to politicise the
process. The honourable member representing the Mining and Pastoral Region, E-on
Norman Moore, described it as an attempt to keep Pam Buchanan in the party. That was not
true. Notwithstanding that we published a timetable for the sequence of events we followed,
we were accused of running up something.
Mr Omodei: Do you think that, as a member of Parliament, to keep the politics out of it, you
should have got somebody else to be the chairman?
Mr GRAHAM: I cannot win. On the one hand I have a member saying that we should not
involve members of Parliament because we politicise it and on the other the member for
Geraldton laid down his objection to appointing other people. We put in place a process that
set out quite deliberately to define the problems of the Pilbara and to define the impediments
that existed to the developmental process in the Pilbara about which we hear so much.
Instead of trying to sort out every issue in each of the town in the Pilbara, we addressed
ourselves to the overall process and systems in an attempt to get them to operate effectively.
I ant happy to say that the people who came onto the committee of the Pilbara 21 study
process were from all walks of life, from public life and as private citizens. Those
appointments crossed the whole spectrum of political parties. Some senior people from the
previous Court Government were involved. I am quite proud of that fact and proud of their
contribution. We never sought to use this process as one which would give partisan political
advantage. We have used it entirely to promote the development of the region and to set the
strategy right for the Pilbara.
Mr Court: You just happened to release the strategy before the Ashburton by-election. That
was just a coincidence.
Mr GRAHAM: Prior to that by-election the people of Ash burton had been advised of the
dates when we were going to do things. The tactics of members opposite did not work for
them then, and they will not work for them now. I am not as pure as the driven snow, but I
know there is a regional development imperative in the Pilbara that this State and this
country will ignore regional development in the Pilbara to its peril. This process puts in
place the machinery to develop the Pilbara. The prime recommendation in Pilbara 21 is to
set up a Pilbara Development Commission which is different from a development authority
in a number of ways, one of which is it has a finite life. It will be given specific tasks to
oversee and then it will be disbanded. Who heads up that development commission is a sore
question. There needs to be someone of standing not only in the Perth community but also in
the Pilbara community, to set it up in the style under which the Territory 21 process has been
operating.
Mr Omodei: Did you find that person?
Mr GRAHAM: I am pleased to say that this morning the Deputy Premier and Minister for
State Development has advised that Dick Canter, the chief executive officer of BI-P Iron Ore,
has accepted an appointment to chair the board of the Pilbara Development Commission. I
said earlier, by way of intetjection, that I would pause at this stage to give members opposite
the opportunity to comment
Mr Omodei: If the Minister for State Development made the announcement, why is he not
handling the Bill?
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Mr Taylor: I ant happy to do that.
Mr GRAHAM: The Minister for State Development will deal with that later. It is important
that people within the community who are prepared to serve the interests of the region or
Scare to be encouraged, not discouraged. I will deal with some points raised by members
opposite. The major point raised by the Leader of the Opposition had to do with the need for
some other system of energy generation and/or distribution in the Pilbara.
The study clearly identified the cost of energy as one of the major impediments to further
processing industries establishing in the Pilbara region. The Pilbara is unique in this regard
because the energy system in the Pilbara, apart from the gas pipeline, is not connected to any
other part of the State. The vast majority of it is privately owned. Several members opposite
spoke of a Pilbara electricity grid, but there is not one. A series of powerlines are owned by
private operators, including the State Energy Commission of Western Australia. People must
address themselves to the conditions under which the individual operators can operate as a
grid, the conditions by which third parties can come into these arrangements and the
conditions by which gas can be fed into and out of the system for Power generation and/or
further industrial development. These are the fundamental questions which the Pilbara
Energy Authority has addressed and in the next week its submission to the Carnegie
committee will be made public. I strongly recommend chat members read it.
The Leader of the Opposition made some valid points about the concerns people raised
during the Pilbara. by-election when it was announced that it was proposed to amalgamate the
two independent colleges. H-e ignored the final recommendation of the report; that is, that
these two colleges should maintain their independent status. However, attached to these
colleges will be an employment and training unit which will address the Aboriginal
employment questions he raised and the skills questions that industry has raised.
Negotiations are proceeding on that fmont with the Federal Government. If the negotiations
proceed as we expect, for the first time in regional Western Australia, residents of a remote
region will be able to address themselves to their educative needs from preschool through to
university degree courses. This has not been available in Western Australia before. That
step alone outweighs any of the concerns about the loss of autonomy for the colleges,
notwithstanding that the Government has protected their autonomy for them.
The Leader of the National Party raised the question of the Pilbara Development
Commission taking over the role of Government agencies. In our negotiations we were
particularly careful to ensure that we did not reinvent the wheel. Where a Government
agency is in place it will continue to do the job we believe it should do. Where a
development requires the approval of more than one agency, as most developments do, and
the involvement of local government we believe the commission should be the coordinating
body-
A number of objections were raised by members opposite about the loan funding
arrangements for the Pilbara Development Commission. I make this point because it is
obvious that some members have not read or do not understand the Bill. The Pilbara
Development Corporation has no authority to borrow money from private enterprise. In the
example quoted of the marina in Geraldton it has no authority to acquire real estate. It does
not have a borrowing ability, but it does have the ability to borrow only from the Treasury.
The types of cataclysmic events which members opposite foreshadowed are precluded by the
legislation.
A range of initiatives are planned in the Pilbara 21 process and I am pleased to inform
members that they have been put to Government and it has decided to act on them. The
initiatives can and will be implemented.
People in Western Australia must understand that more people living outside the Pilbara than
in it depend on the activities in the Pilbara for their livelihoods. When it comes to regional
interests being represented on organisations, we should be aware of where people's interests
lie and where they are from.
I record my appreciation for the assistance given to me by the late Pam Buchanan who, in the
early days of arguing the establishment of the Pilbara Development Corporation, used her
wiser counsel and kept me on the straight and narrow when I wanted to blow off steam. I
also record my appreciation to the implementation group which was required to work long
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and hard to ensure that the decisions were implemented. In addition, I record my
appreciation to the Minister for State Development because he is ultimately responsible for
approving the establishment of the commission and taking the punt of putting junior people-
in charge of what is an important regional study. I commend the Bill to the House.
MR TAYLOR (Kalgoorlie - Minister for State Development) [2.37 pm]: The formalities
of the House require that a Minister must conclude the second reading debate and I am taking
on that role. The member for Pilbara has given a clear indication to the House that his depth
of knowledge in relation to this issue is such that it was appropriate that he should be given
the opportunity to respond, as he did, to the points raised by members opposite. It is also an
indication that the members for Pilbara and Ashburton and the member for Northern Rivers,
who unfortunately is not in the House today, have a deep interest in the success of the Pilbara
Development Corporation. We broke new round in the way we went about establishing the
commission and also inasmuch as it is a commission rather than the normal development
authority.
Mr Omodei: What is the difference?
Mr TAYLOR: If the member had been in this House earlier he would have heard the
member for Pilbara explain exactly that.
It also breaks new ground in the sense that it gives the commission a job to do and a period
of time in which to complete it. That is most important. I appreciate the general support for
the legislation by members opposite. I take this opportunity to congratulate the member for
Pilbaxa for the dedicated and hard work he put into this legislation. Without him and the
support he has been able to garner from a wide range of people from inside and outside the
Pilbara, the establishment of this commission would not have reached the stage it has today.
I commend the Bill to the House.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

Committee
The Chairman of Committees (Dr Alexander) in the Chair; Mr Graham in charge of the Bill.

Clauses i to 3 put and passed.

Clause 4: Establishment of Pilbara Development Commission -

Mr OMODET: The member for Pilbara said the Pilbara Development Commission would not
have the power to acquire property. Clause 4(2)(a) states that the commission has the power
to acquire, hold and dispose of property other than real property and of suing and being sued,
etc. A later clause of the Bill provides that the commission has powers to purchase, sell,
lease or take on land etc.
Mr GRAHAM: Clause 4(2) outlines that the commission is a body capable of acquiring,
holding and disposing of property other than real property. That means that the commission
is unable to hold real estate. However, it must have the ability to acquire, hold and dispose
of such property as motor vehicles or furniture.
Clause put and passed.
ClauseS5 put and passed.
Clause 6: Membership of Board -

Mr COURT: When debating similar legislation on an earlier development authority the
Opposition moved to amend a similar clause to ensure local government representatives were
on the board. Many local authorities are concerned that these boards and commissions will
override their role in the present system of government. Thle Opposition believes it would
make sense to amend this clause to ensure local government representation on the proposed
board.
Mr GRAHAM: The concept of a development commission is fundamentally different from
chat of a development authority in that it exists to do a job and has a certain time in which to
do it. The board has no right or ability to usurp the authority of an existing Government
agency or local authority. It does, however, have coordinating powers. Therefore, the
fundamental role of the commission must be addressed first. The second part of the proposal
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is that a person from local government be appointed to represent the interest of local
government on the board. I cannot accept that suggestion. The reason for that is a simple
one: This will be a small board of six people aiming to do specific things. In the generic
region of the Pilbara as defined in the study are four local government authorities which are
different one from the other as chalk and cheese. No person representative of the four bodies
is available. When the Pilbara board of the Country Shire Councils Association meets it has
four executive members present to represent the four councils, so the chances of finding an
individual acceptable to all councils to appoint to this board is negligible. Thirty people have
applied for board membership. I am aware that senior members of local government have
applied to be representatives on the board. I would be bitterly disappointed if some of them
were not appointed given that they are of high calibre. To reserve a position on the board
simply for a local government representative would be counter productive and would do
away with the need for the Pilbara Development Commission.
Mr OMODEI: I accept the member's explanation. However, if the member took the time to
look at other regional development Bills he would find that they are remarkably similar to
the one before us. The member mentioned the councils of Ashburton, Roebourne East,
Pilbara and Port Hedland. That area had a population of 48 000 people as at 1990. As the
Leader of the Opposition has just said, local government well recognises regional
development, and in this case the development commission, may usurp the role of local
government. The ideal way to placate that concern is to have one of the five members as a
member of the commission. The Government has recognised that need to the extent that it,
with some prompting from the Opposition, amended the South West Development Authority
Act 1984 so that the Minister when seeking nominations would simultaneously request each
local authority to join with other local authorities in the region in submitting the names of
three councillors able and willing to be nominated to the board. In that way it was
guaranteed that local government would be represented. The member may quite rightly say
that most other development authorities have members of local government on them. People
of all political persuasions and ways of life are represented on chose authorities and that is to
be commended. I think the more productive members of his committee are from the
conservative side of politics, anyway.
Mr Graham: The member cannot help himself, can he?
Mr OMODEI: I am speaking from experience. I feel strongly that local government could
be eroded by the establishment of authorities or commissions. It would be a good gesture on
the part of the Government to move an amendment, if not in this then the other place, to
ensure that the concerns of local government are placated. It may be that some local
authorities are concerned about this matter at the moment. If the Act were in place
containing a provision to protect local government and showing that its concerns are
represented on the commission that would be seen as a gesture of goodwill that would do the
Government no harm.
Clause put and passed.
Clauses 7 to 11 put and passed.
Clause 12: Functions of Commission -
Mr COWAN: The second reading speech outlined 10 major issues to be dealt with by the
Pilbara Development Commission. I assume those issues are caught by subclauses (a), (c),
(d) and (e). One issue referred to in the speech is -

working with existing Government agencies to ensure that Pilbara residents are not
disadvantaged in terms of provisions of services. ..

That is very important indeed because very few monitoring systems exist outside the
bureaucracy or outside the Government assessment of the provision of essential services to
be delivered by Government. In this instance, one would assume that after its establishment
the commission will be another ann of Government with an overview of the provision of
services. However, the functions of the commission merely refer to the coordination of the
actions of statutory bodies and State Government agencies, and to cooperation with
representatives of industry and commerce, and so on. The functions talk about the
encouragement of investment, as well as generally taking steps to encourage, promote,
facilitate or assist economic and social development in the Pilbara. No specific power is
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given to the commission in this clause, or elsewhere that I can see, which gives greater
authority to the commission to undertake a role as a monitor of the provision of essential
Government services. That should be an essential function of the commission. I seek
clarification on that point and on how the commission will do that rather than merely once
again being a voice bleating in the wilderness.
Mr GRAHAM: The clause states that the functions of the commission are to implement the
strategies and implementations set out in the Pilbara 21 study. That is its primary function.
Page 58 of that report refers to the Pilbara Government management model which sets up the
way by which local communities will have a say in the running of Government departments
in the region, and where the regional manager's position has direct responsibility. That
strategy gives the local regional manager of any Government department the ability to be
answerable directly to the departmental head. The development commission's job will be to
ensure that that is implemented. Powers are given to the commission in later clauses which
will require it in the performance of its functions to use certain powers with the Public
Service and other agencies to ensure its functions are fulfilled. It has both the function and
the power. The function is defined in the Pilbara 21 study and adopted by clause 12.
Mr OMODEI: Will it be a function of the commission to deal directly with a Government
agency, such as the Department of Conservation and Land Management or the Department of
State Development? Will the commission consult local government? What will happen to
local government as a result of the establishment of the commission? In many cases already
across Western Australia local government has changed from being the local, pmoperly
elected body that makes decisions at the grassroots level. We now have a situation where a
new layer of Government - such as a commission - has taken over. The commission takes
away the role of local government, and becomes a negotiator or facilitator in the
development of a region. How will local government be affected by the functions of the
commission?
Mr GRAHAM: They are curious questions, given what has occurred and considering the
contents of the second reading speech. In matters purely local government, the Pilbara
Development Commission will have no role, power or function.
Mr Omodei: Local government matters are part of regional development matters. They are
one and the same.
Mr GRAHAM: As an example, public health issues in, say, South H-edland would be a
matter for the local authority. Local authorities' powers and responsibilities will not be
interfered with in any way. That is their job, role and responsibility. However, in a regional
development role the Pilbara Development Commission will coordinate and work with
Government departments and local authorities with the aim of promoting and developing the
region.
Mr OMODEI: That still usurps the role of local government. If, for example, at Port
Hedland we were to redevelop the port, or construct a road Or bridge, surely that is the
function of local government, as it is with public health matters such as the inspection of
food and premises. Local government plays a role in the planning and development of
infrastructure, and surely the functions of the commission will override or usurp the normal
role of local government.
Clause put and passed.

Clauses 13 to 17 put and passed.
Clause 18: Secrecy -

Mr OMODEI: The secrecy clause obviously applies to a member of the board or of any
advisory committee. Does that confidentiality apply to the Minister and, if so, what type of
information would be restricted to the Minister?
Mr GRAHAM: Clause 15 contains a provision for information flow between the
commission and the Minister. That clause outlines the business between the Minister and the
Pilbara Development Commission and what information is entitled to flow in either
direction. Clause 18 is a simple provision that prevents people covered by the Bill, including
board and committee members, from divulging information.

Clause put and passed.
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Clause 19: Funds of Commission -
Mr COWAN: Subclause (1) gives the commission the capacity to borrow money. I cake
exception to that because once we give a commission that capacity it then takes over the
responsibility of other departments or delegated agencies - the member for Warren referred
to that, particularly in dealings with local government. Regional development authorities
developed not only by this Government but also previous Governments have encroached
upon the responsibilities of local government, Government departments and statutory
agencies. The worst example of this is the South West Development Authority, which by
coincidence also happens to be the authority which has the highest level of borrowings.
Rather than being responsible for the development of strategies and the listing of priorities
for any specific region, the commission became a player in the field. To perform different
functions which are the responsibility of other departments the commission needs money,
and the money is either appropriated by the Government out of the Consolidated Revenue
Fund or borrowed. An example of what can happen is that funds, which should have been
appropriated through the Department of Planning and Urban Development in Albany and the
Department of Marine and Harbours, were appropriated through the respective regional
development authorities for the construction of marina and foreshore areas. To make matters
worse the Government proposes to give this commission borrowing powers which enhance
its capacity to become a bureaucracy and to take over the responsibilities of other bodies. I
am sure it would be more appropriate for funds to be appropriated from the Consolidated
Revenue Fund for a specific objective. Those funds should be appropriated through the
relevant department or Government agency rather than through the commission. I object to
the way in which the authorities have operated in this respect. I would like this commission
to not follow that path. In saying that I seek the support of the Chamber in making a start by
refusing to grant the commission the capacity to borrow funds. On that basis, I move -

Page 13, lines 11I and 12 - To delete the lines.
My purpose is to restrict the capacity of the commission to have at its disposal funds which
would allow it to establish a bureaucracy and rather than just being the body that determines
priorities and assesses what is necessary, it becomes a player. That is to the detriment of a
commission of that nature.
Mr GRAHAM: The Government opposes the amendment moved by the Leader of the
National Party. Page 49 of the Pilbara 21 study makes it clear that the focus of this
organisation is the implementation of development strategies, planning, research and
consultation. It is not considered appropriate for the commission to have loan guarantee or
equity raising capacities; although it will need a single line item budget from the
Government. There is no opportunity for it to run off and bankrupt the State. The Bill also
excludes the commission from borrowing privately; it will be able to borrow from only the
Treasury. Any loans obtained from the Treasury would be within all the constraints of the
global borrowings of the Government of Western Australia. The commission has no ability
to add to those global borrowings or to own real property, including shares. It cannot run off
and do all the things members opposite have been suggesting development authorities may
do. Conditions also apply to its borrowings. The Leader of the National Party raised a
concern about its funding, but it is a requirement under the Financial Administration and
Audit Act that each organisation has its own account and accountings. If this amendment
were passed the effect might be that a project being undertaken by the development
commission would cease through a lack of funding towards the end of the financial year.
The commission must have the ability to go to Treasury, but within the constraints that I
have outlined, and seek a loan to continue its operations.
Mr OMODEI: The section in the Pilbara 21 study to which the member referred states that
an ability exists to borrow funds. The member said that a single line of credit could apply to
make up for the shortfalls in the Budget. The Bill does not contain anything indicating to
where the borrowings will be limited. Clause 19(l)(d) states -

all moneys borrowed by the Commission under section 20 ...
Clause 20 states that the commission may borrow from the Treasurer. It does not indicate to
where it can be restricted.
Mr Graham: From where does it get the power to borrow somewhere else?
Mr OMODEI: It is not a question of where; I am concerned about the amount. The South
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West Development Authority had the power to barrow moneys for the purchase of land and
real property. Although the Bill excludes real property, I expect that it could provide the
commission with the ability to banrow from the Treasury to fund myriad advisory
committees. The Bill has the facility to set up an advisory committee to do almost anything.
I cannot see why that borrowing facility is required if the Consolidated Revenue Fund is
available on which to draw. If the commission is not budgeted properly surely the
requirements of the Financial Administration and Audit Act would preclude the commission
from running over budget. It does not ring true that a facility for borrowing exists. On the
one hand the Government states that it does not need it, but on the other hand it says that it is
required in case a shortfall occurs. If the commission is budgeted properly the allocations
from the CRF would cover all the expenditure.
Mr COWAN: I understand that the member for Pilbara is saying that the commission will
now be confined to borrowing from the Treasury Department. I accept that that may be a
small difference which we could say is acceptable so that we can proceed with the way
things are in the legislation. However, if members consider the Great Southern Development
Authority or the South West Development Authority legislation they will see that two
capacities exist: One can borrow from the public account, or with Treasury approval one can
borrow from anywhere one likes. On that basis, this legislation is much more restrictive. I
also acknowledge that if it were necessary to borrow funds to maintain the operation of the
commission on a year to year basis I would accept that. However, I do not think that is
necessary. I am certain that not all Government departments must have the capacity to
barrow in order to maintain their operations. However, I am not totally familiar with that
and I suggest that the member for Pilbara is not either.
Even though the member for Pilbara said that qualifications apply to that and the commission
cannot borrow publicly and can raise tts funds only from the Treasury through the public,
that is only a slight reassurance. For example, let us assume the commission decided that it
was going to make a big fellow of itself and assume responsibility for a major developmental
proposal within the area; that is, that it was going to join with BHP in the redevelopment of
the port rather than throw that responsibility back to the port authority or the Department of
Marine and Harbours in accepting the responsibilities associated with government in that
port redevelopment, which is where they would quite rightly belong. The commission could
say that it would prefer to do that because it could receive kudos for that. It could write in its
report that it had been responsible for the redevelopment of the Pant Hedland port area, for
example. There is nothing to prevent the commission going to Treasury and borrowing
funds for that purpose. Certainly, nothing would prevent the commission from going to the
Parliament and being appropriated the funds. However, it would be much more difficult to
get it through the scrutiny of Parliament than it would be to get it through the scrutiny of
Cabinet. I suggest that the capacity to barrow is not necessary for the day to day
management of the commission's operations. I would be surprised if the Government found
that necessary. It would be most appropriate if we removed the capacity to borrow. The
commission would then be strictly confined to the matter for which it was established; that is,
to develop strategies rather than be a developer.
Mr OMODET: If the capacity to borrow were removed the commission would undertake
only a facilitating role rather than operate as a development authority. No doubt exists that
the commission would have the power to borrow from the Treasury for many things.
including the construction of airports and buildings. Those facilities would not necessarily
belong to the commission and could possibly belong to the Crown. Certainly the
commission could be used for purposes that are advantageous to the Government of the day.
That has occurred in the past.

Mr Graham: It hasn't occurred in the past.
Mr OMODET: The South West Development Authority owns land. It was involved in the
DTX Australia Ltd problem at Picton.

Mr Graham: The Pilbara Development Commission does not own land.
Mr Cowan: This project is modelled on an existing development authority.
Mr OMODEI: The member for Pilbara should look at the other legislation because it is
almost word for word. He should consider the debt accumulated by those development
authorities of $18 million for party political purposes; that is, enhancing the image of the
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Government of the day. I am not saying that only because the Government has taken
advantage of its situation with other development authorities. It could occur with
Governments of any persuasion; that is what the Opposition is trying to avoid.
Mr GRAHAM: I reiterate that the argument of members opposite counters what they are
seeking to do. They keep putting to me what occurred in other development authonties.
This Bill is not dealing with those development authorities and I do not know what occurred
in those cases. I am not even remotely interested.
Mr Omodei: You should be.

Mr GRAHAM: I am paid to represent the Pilbara; that is what I do. The Government
recognises that this commission does not need loan raising or equity funding facilities; that is
stated in the legislation. The Leader of the National Party made the point that the restrictions
on the funding operations suggest that it could borrow millions of dollars. He gave the
example of the Port Hedland harbour. It could not do that; it does not have the power to
acquire those lands.
Mr Cowan: If Treasury gave it the funds it could undertake those tasks.
Mr GRAHAM: It does not have the power to acquire real property.
Mr Omodei: It does not have to acquire real pmoperty.
Mr GRAHAM: That is spelt out in the parts the Chamber has already approved. The
Opposition is leaping at shadows with loans and borrowings. The commission must have
some ability to raise funds through the Treasury Department in the event of exceptional
circumstances. It must have those funds. If it does not, the process the Opposition is
attempting to put in place could mean that the development commission could cease
operating. On that basis, the suggested amendment cannot be supported.
Amendment put and negatived.
Clause put and passed.
Clauses 20 to 22 put and passed.

Clause 23: Review of Act -

Mr OMODET: The Minister for State Development, in his second reading speech, said that
the Bill had a limited life of five years. That has been referred to also by the member for
Pilbara. Under clause 23(l)(b) it is possible, while the Government may be trying to give the
impression that this Bill will be in place for only a short time to undertake specific purposes,
for it to continue for a longer period. Other Bills contain a review clause or sunset clause. I
refute the statement by the member for Pilbara and the Minister for State Development that
the Bill will be in place for only a short time. That may be a good selling point politically,
but it will not happen.
Mr GRAHAM: The member for Warren must have had a horrible childhood. Clause
23(l)(b) refers to clause 24. 1 should not have to explain that to the member. Clause 24
begins with the words, "Notwithstanding section 23, this Act shall only continue in operation
until the expiry of five years after it first comes into operation." We are talking about
regional development. What can be done in five years? Do we fold it up and leave a
vacuum or do we assess what has been done? It is a nonsense to say that it will simply cease
to exist. The Government will have a look at how it has performed at the end of five years.
If there is a need to do it again it will come back to the Parliament.
Mr Omodei: You must bring it back here anyway whether it is a review or a consequence.

Mr GRAHAM: No, we do not. It ends in five years. If we want to do it again we will have
to bring it back here; if we want to do something different we will have to bring it back here.
I thought members opposite would queue up to do something like this.

Mr OMODEI: I think the member is trying to mislead the Parliament.

Point of Order

Mr GRAHAM: Mr Chairman -

The CHAIRMAN: If the member is objecting to the words, I do not think that is a point of
order.
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Committee Resumed
Mr OMODRI: I did not mean anything derogatory by that. The member is saying one thing
and meaning another. Clause 24(1)(3) allows the commission to continue. The member is
saying that it will not be able to complete all of its functions in five years and then he is
saying it will cease. He should make up his mind. The member for Pilbara and the Minister
have said it will definitely cease at the end of five years when they know full well it will not
cease. Why are they trying to give the people of the Pilbara and of Western Australia and the
members of this House the impression that it will cease? They should be honest.
Clause put and passed.
Clauses 24 and 25 put and passed.
Schedules 11to3 put and passed.
Title put and passed.

Report
Bill reported, without amendment, and the report adopted.

Third Reading
Bill read a third time, on motion by Mr Taylor (Minister for State Development), and
transmitted to the Council.

STATE FORESTS - REVOCATION OF No 68 AND PARTIAL REVOCATION OF
Nos 20 AND 36 PROPOSAL

Assembly's Resolution - Council's Concurrence
Message from the Council received and read notifying that it had concurred in the
Assembly's resolution.

ONSLOW SOLAR SALT AGREEMENT BILL
Returned

Bill returned from the Council without amendment.

MOTION - MINING LEASES, GRANTING OF
Lease Application 7818, Munglinup and Lease Application 70/64 9, Baldivis

MR GORDON HILL (Helena - Minister for Mines) [3.30 pm]:. I move -

That this House consent to the granting of -

(a) Mining lease 74/8 on land situated at Munglinup in the Shire of Esperance on
A class park reserve 3175 1; and

(b) Mining lease 70/649 on land situated at Baldivis in the south west mineral
field on A class cemetery reserve 39885,

pursuant to section 24(4) of the Mining Act 1978 and subject to the conditions
detailed in the attached schedules.

Where mining leases are applied for on A class reserves and national parks in the south west
land division and the Shires of Ravensthorpe and Esperance, they may be granted only with
the resolution of both Houses of Parliament and then only on such terms and conditions as
are specified in the resolution. Mining lease application 70/649 is situated in the south west
land division on A class cemetery reserve 39885 and lease application 74/8 is situated in the
Shire of Ravensthorpe. on A class park reserve 3175 1.
Lease application 70/649 has been applied for by the Metropolitan Cemeteries Board which
proposes a sand mining operation that will facilitate the progressive development and
funding of the new Baldivis regional cemetery. However, actual mining cannot commence
until the board lodges a plan of its proposed operations, which must include measures to
safeguard the environment, and it has received the written approval of the State Mining
Engineer, after consultation with the Environmental Protection Authority. The cemeteries
board acquired this land some considerable time ago and it is zoned for cemetery purposes.
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However, there is a sand dune over much of the area and clearly in order to establish a
cemetery the sand dune must be removed. That is the purpose of this motion.
Lease application 74/8 has been applied for by Vermiculite Industries Pry Ltd and is a
conversion of existing mineral claim 7 4/1567 granted to Vermiculite Industries in 1976. The
ground, the subject of the application, has been mined sporadically for vermiculite for the
past 50 years. Vermiculite Industries has been the operator since 1976 and has recently
constructed a plant on site. Ir is the only operating vermiculite mine in Australia and could
supply the whole Australian marker for at least the next nine years, thus saving an
importation of the material. In both cases, the concurrence of the responsible Ministers - the
Minister for Lands and the Minister for Local Government - for the reserves affected has
been obtained subject to certain agreed conditions. I commend the motion to the House, and
in so doing [ table the schedules which indicate the conditions which apply to the grant and
the precise location of the leases.
[See paper No 627.]
MR COURT (Nedlands - Leader of the Opposition) [3.34 pm]: In the short time available
the Opposition has made some inquiries about the two areas involved in this motion. We see
no problem with the proposal for the land at Munglinup, based on our inquiries yesterday and
this morning. With regard to the Baldivis cemetery reserve, I do not think it is normal for
cemetery boards to dig and sell sand; they often dig the sand but they do not usually sell it.
Will the Minister explain the volumes likely to be involved in this exercise? Is it a major
sand mine?
Mr Gordon Hill: No, it is not a major sand mine. I cannot be precise about the volumes. It
is really just to flatten a sand dune. The board will contract a miner to remove the sand and
that will help pay for the ongoing development of the cemetery.
Mr COURT: On the information available to the Opposition, it has no objection to the
motion.
Question put and passed.

Request for Council's Concurrence

On motion by Mr Gordon Hill (Minister for Mines), resolved -

That the resolution be transmitted to the Council and its concurrence desired therein.

ROYAL COMMISSION (CUSTODY OF RECORDS) AMENDMENT BILL
Second Reading

MR D.L. SMITH (Mitchell - Minister for Lands) [3.37 pm]: I move -

That the Bill be now read a second time.
With the completion of the report of the Royal Commission into commercial activities of
Government, one of the most important steps has been to secure the original documents and
records of the commission pending their evaluation in respect of possible prosecutions. The
Government has already moved to ensure that this will happen, with the Royal Commission
(Custody of Records) Act. During passage of the custody of records Bill through the
Parliament amendments were made, which inserted the present section 10, that had the effect
of requiring some internal working documents, private submissions and administrative
records to be sent to the State Archives unless the State Archivist agreed to their destruction
by the commission. The Government had no alternative but to accept that amendment at the
time, despite its deficiencies, because it was essential that the Bill be passed before the
Parliament goes into recess.
There are some fundamental problems with existing section 10. Firstly, it refers to the Stare
Archivist rather than the Library Board which is the body charged with the custody and
control of all State Archives. I refer members to section 22 of the Library Board of Western
Australia Act. Secondly, it does not enable essential machinery provisions of the Library
Board Act to apply to the Library Board's consideration of any records which the Royal
Commission wishes to destroy, nor to the transfer to the Library Board of those records
where the Library Board does not consent to their destruction. As was pointed out at the
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time the amendment was moved, the Royal Commission records are not "public records" as
defined in the Library Board Act, so that necessary provisions of the Library Hoard Act do
not apply to them without special provision.
Thus, the Bill will re-enact section 10 to apply the relevant provisions of the Library Board
Act; that is, subsections (2)(b), (3), (4) and (5) of section 30. Similarly, it is necessary to
expressly apply section 32(3) of the Library Board Act where Royal Commission records are
to be transferred to the Library Board, otherwise the standard procedure under which there is
power to impose restrictions on public access does not apply - despite assertions to the
contrary when the amendment was being dealt with. This new section will, therefore, enable
the spirit of the existing section 10 to be achieved in a manner that is legally effective and
which is consistent with the provisions of the Library Board Act. It does no mare than that.
Section 15 of the Act has been amended to extend from three months to five months the
period in which the former Royal Commissioners can deal with the records of the
commission. This Bill also makes consequential amendments, and corrects two defects in
the custody of records Act which have come to notice since its enactment. In the custody of
records Act the definition of "internal working document" applies only to a record prepared
by officers of the commission, and does not extend to a working document prepared by one
of the commissioners.
It appears that a number of internal working documents exist which have been prepared by
commissioners rather than by officers. In other cases, commissioners have written notes on
documents prepared by officers. This emphasises the difficulty. It was not intended to
exclude internal working records prepared by the commissioners. In fact, the debate in both
Houses proceeded on the basis that drafts prepared by the commissioners were internal
working documents. The limitation in the definition was overlooked. The present Bill
corrects this error. It is now apparent that some members of the public may still wish to
purchase transcript of the public hearings of the commission. An unnecessary effect of the
custody of records Act is to preclude this. This Bill corrects that so that transcript will still
be available for purchase.
To sum up. this Bill will enable the custody of records Act to operate in a legally effective
way to achieve the result originally intended by both Houses. I commend the Bill to the
House.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr Bradshaw.

MORLEY SHOPPING CENTRE REDEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT BILL
Second Reading

Debate resumed from 24 November.

MR COURT (Nedlands - Leader of the Opposition) [3.41 pm]: The purpose of the Morley
Shopping Centre Redevelopment Agreement Bill is to ratify an agreement which is designed
to enable the redevelopment of a large part of what we know as the Morley City shopping
centre complex. For about 12 years, people have been trying to put together a redevelopment
proposal for that area but for one reason or another have never quite succeeded. The Morley
City shopping centre started off as a regional shopping centre. Some years ago, Boans had a
shop there which was burnt down. The development of that shopping centre has been a bit
higgledy piggledy, and I know that many of the developers who have looked at that site over
the years and have cried to put together a redevelopment proposal have found that it has
never quite stacked up.
It is unusual to have before the House an agreement Bill for the redevelopment of a shopping
centre. I say at the outset that the Opposition will not oppose this legislation. However, we
have some reservations about the manner in which the Government is treating the issue of
water rates for the business community. This legislation will set a precedent whereby the
joint venture partners will be given a major concession on the water rates applicable to this
project. The small business community has advised us in no uncertain terms that it is
opposed to preferential treatment being given to these joint venture partners when it has been
crying out for years for some form of relief in respect of the water rating system. When I
tinst came into Parliament I I years ago, the major area of concern for the small business
community was the iniquitous position in respect of the water rating system for
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non-residential operations. We all have tales to tell of small businesses which may have just
a single tap and use barely any water, yet which are forced to pay exorbitant water rates
because their water rates are tied to gross rental value. It is all very well for the Government
to come into the Parliament with an agreement Bill which will give a concession to a major
development, which will include the Colonial Mutual Life Assurance Society Limited and
Coles-Myer, but during the Government's 10 years in office it has ignored the pleas of the
small business community to change the water rating system.
In the last year of the previous Government. a move began towards a system of user pays for
water rating. Sadly, in the past 10 years that thrust has not been continued. We have a
situation today, in the middle of a deep recession, where a number of small businesses have
been sent to the wall because of the excessive burden, not of Federal taxes, but of State taxes
and charges. I accept the need to provide jobs and investment opportunities, but the
Opposition believes that concessions which are given to business should be fair to all
businesses and not discriminate against some businesses. Members opposite can jump up
and down and say they support this development and are only too keen for it to take place,
but we must remember that shops opposite this shopping centre will have to pay water rates
which are higher than those which the businesses in this shopping centre will have to pay.
This Bill has come into the House at short notice. The Minister said a few days ago that the
Opposition had been briefed by the joint venture partners. Some members of the Opposition
were briefed, but this is a pretty complex matter to understand.
Mr Thompson: They hung around here for about a week and were prepared to talk to as
many of you as wanted to talk to them.

Mr COURT: The members of our party to whom they spoke did not get the detail that they
required so that they would understand the true situation in respect of this development,
particularly in respect of water rates. The member for Darling Range would know that, in his
time in the Parliament, water rating has always been a vexed issue. It has always been
regarded as unfair to distinguish between the residential and the business community in the
levying of water rates. This morning, we were briefed by officers of the Minister for Water
Resources and the Water Authority, and also by two officers from the Department of State
Development. They explained to us how these concessions would be applied. However,
while I said at the outset that we will not oppose this legislation, I am sure the member for
Darling Range would agree that the issue of water rating is still causing considerable concern
to the small business community.
Mr Thompson: One of my constituents who owned a liquor store once told me that it would
have been cheaper for him to supply his staff with French champagne than to supply them
with morning tea because the water cost more than the champagne.

Mr COURT: I thought the member was going to say that it would have been cheaper for
them to flush their toilets with beer!
Mr Thompson: That problem still exists, but this is a proposal whereby some relief will be
given.

Mr COURT: Yes, but I am saying that the small business community is concerned about this
matter and has been for some time. We have received correspondence from it in the past few
days. The small business community makes the point that it has been crying out for 10 years
for some reform to the water rating system for the business sector so that it is a user pays
system rather than a system based on gross rental value. They are not decrying the fact that
people are receiving a concession. They say that because other people can talk about
$100 million investments, because they have the muscle, they are able to achieve something.
They cannot do that.
Mr Thompson: Can't they see that that is the thin end of the wedge? If you don't start
somewhere you start nowhere.
Mr COURT: It was explained to us at the briefing this morning that in 1995 all the
properties valued in excess of $12 million will receive tapered rates. That is not the thin end
of the wedge, because we are talking about small business. I will explain how the situation
was put to us this morning regarding concessions in water rates. The stamp duty concessions
will be a one-off cost to the State of about $1.5 million as part of the rationalisation of the
land. We accept that as an incentive to the developers. The Bayswater City Council has
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made it clear that it does not mind a special rate. This legislation will enable a special rate to
be established. The shire is prepared to go along with that. Water rates are tied to an
estimate of the gross rental value which is something like $22 million. It has been stated that
they would have to pay about $2 million a year. Under this proposal it will be $1.5 million a
year for 20 years indexed to the consumer price index. The briefing this morning explained
the process by which the determination on the concession was reached. One of the main
conditions for the company was to know exactly what the water rates would be to ensure
certainty. It was mentioned that at the time the R & I Bank Ltd tower was about the most
valuable building at $12 million gross rental value. That value has increased to around
$14 million. They say that the gross rental value of the QV I building is $21 million;
however, I would not like to be attempting to collect the rent; it would not take too long.
Mr Taylor: The situation is Starting to improve.
Mr COURT: The problem for the taxpayers is that they own a few buildings in a similar
situation.
Mr Taylor: They are magnificent buildings.
Mr COURT: The Central Park and Westralia Square buildings might be magnificent but
they are also a severe burden on the functions of the State.
It was stated this morning that when one compares a shop in the new Morley shopping centre
development with a shop across the road, the old shop will pay $4 000 and the new shop will
pay $3 000 in water rates. That reflects a considerable saving in the water rate component of
a business, and that is significant when considering the State taxes and charges for small
business. We are setting a precedent by providing a concession to one group but not to
another. At the meeting this morning I said that these people would be flooded with
developers trying to negotiate special deals. The answer was that they had already been
approached regarding special deals. That is why it is so important when talking about rates
to treat everyone fairly and equally.

The way the Government treats the whole question of determining water rates for the
business sector is crucial. At the beginning of its 10 year term the Government stated it was
prepared to move more towards a pay-for-use system to bring about some equity. Our
commitment is that on winning Government we will commission an independent study to
investigate water, sewerage and drainage service charges. That study will involve full and
open public consultation and will concentrate on the issues of equity and efficiency in
charges. A report will be handed down within six months, and probably some people will
not like some of the recommended changes. As a former retailer, with two small shops in
Perth and one in South Perth, I am well aware of the burden of the various taxes and charges
involved. Instead of considering one-off situations, as we are here, the issue should be
tackled in a different way. Basically, the company has stated that if it does not receive relief
through taxes and charges the development will not proceed. That is the same message being
received across the State; it does not matter whether one goes to the Pilbara or to Esperance,
that is the message. Small businesses become marginal when the level of taxes and charges
becomes too high. Our commitment is that within six months of attaining Government we
will commission an independent study to make recommendations on the changes to be
implemented.
I have mentioned that the small business community is not impressed with the fact that its
concerns have not been addressed. In the final days of this Government, a special concession
is being granted. As we all know, when someone receives a concession someone else misses
out. In this case, people will continue to pay water rates under the current rules. They
question why they are not being considered. It is unfortunate for the Government that it has
been put in a position of granting concessions at the end of a 10 year term, after doing
nothing to redress the inequities in the water rating system.
Other issues are covered by the agreement. It is a complex agreement because apart from
water rates it addresses council rates, stamp duty, and land transfers. It spells out the
relocation of the facilities and where they fit into the proposal. The council will receive
certain facilities from the redevelopment, such as a library. However, it is important to
recognise that a precedent is being set, and that the Government can expect a considerable
backlash from the small business community, not so much because these people have
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received concessions but because small business pleas for a change to the current system
have been ignored for 10 years.
Retailing and the competition involved is a vexed question. When the Government came
into power in 1983 it was as a result of a backlash from the small business community, the
retailers who were concerned about the level of taxes and charges. I remember the campaign
of Don Rowe; he promised a better deal on taxes and charges. People have received the
opposite. It is a tough marketplace at present with competition between shopping centres,
large and small, and regional centres - many of whom are struggling to survive. Many
shopping centres have been forced to cut rents dramatically to attract tenants. Therefore, the
Government can expect some controversy with this Bill because the pleas of the small
business community have been ignored. Nevertheless, we will not oppose the legislation, but
it provides an opportunity to indicate that after 10 years this Government has failed to
address the water rate inequities.
Mr Thompson: Is it the intention of the coalition to pass this Bill in the upper House or to
refer it to a committee?
Mr COURT: Our intention is to allow the legislation to pass. For the member for Darling
Range's information, we held a special party meeting today to consider enabling a number of
items of legislation to be passed. The Deputy Premier asked us to consider certain Bills and
for them to be passed through this House today; indeed, most of these Bills were introduced
only yesterday. The member must understand that we have 33 members who want an
opportunity to comment on these items. We discussed the payroll tax, agreement Acts and
other legislation, yet most of the time was taken up with this Bill - we spent an hour and a
half on it. The Liberal Party predominantly comprises people from a small business
background and we all have experiences to share regarding water rates. I express the
opinions of that meeting in my comments today.
The view was that if the big boys could negotiate good deals on stamp duty, council and
water rates, good on them. However, the reason that the party meeting took so long was that
for 10 years we have been representing people who said that they could no longer survive if
they had to continue paying inequitable water rates. These people wanted to see change in
the levies for the non-residential sector. Therefore, the coalition is adamant that at the
beginning of the term of the next Government it will seek independent advice on how to
change the system so it is more equitable.
Mr Thompson: Will the legislation pass through the upper House before the end of the
session?
Mr COURT: I cannot speak for the other place, but I do not see why not. I thought I had
answered that question. We have expedited these matters at the request of the Government.
However, we do not like rushing through such agreement legislation as this project involves
a considerable amount of money in a special 20 year deal with a joint developer. All other
businesses must comply with a general set of rules, but a special deal has been made.
I recently obtained a copy of the rating structure which appeared in the Governent Gazette.
When one is putting a development proposal together - I have been involved in such
matters - one must work through all the outgoings and costs associated with the development
to determine feasibility. When these rates and levies are added up, the amounts are quite
frightening. It does not matter whether the business is Coles-Myer or a stall at the local
market, one must pay one's share of the variable outgoings and businesses must take into
account the costs involved.
We want to see this development go ahead but the message must be heard by the
Government that the business community has not been well served. It would be appropriate
for the Minister for Water Resources to explain in Parliament how this Government, during
its 10 years in office, has addressed the issue of water rates in the business sector. In that
way the small business community could make a judgment on whether it has received a good
deal from the Government.

MR DONOVAN (Morley) [4.05 pm]: It is ironic that the Morley Shopping Centre
Redevelopment Agreement Bill should be before the Parliament in my last week in this
place. This was the first major electoral issue raised with me in 1987 when I was elected at a
by-election. The irony is doubled because that shopping centre development is located in a
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part of Morley which is not, and never has been, as far as I am aware, within the electorate of
Morley. However, members will appreciate that one of the major, if no: the major, reasons
for the final decision by Colonial Mutual Life Assurance Society Limited and Coles-Myer to
go ahead with this development - as they acknowledged when they came to see me 10 days
ago - was the population growth in the electorate of Morley. Indeed, the proponents
conceded that that had been the final deciding factor.
Mr Bloffwitch: is that the Beechboro area?
Mr DONOVAN: Yes, along with others. I was hoping the member for Darling Range
would allow me to pursue with the Opposition the point regarding the Bill's passage in the
upper House. I was keen to know whether the Bill would be sent to a committee or whether
it would be supported. If the Bill is to be sent to a committee, I wonder what compensatory
platform will be provided to Gary Lillyman in Maylands, Kim Haines in Dianella, and John
Horrigan in Morley. I am sure the member for Maylands would have a similar query.
Surrounding electorates have had a very long wait for this project. The Leader of the
Opposition mentioned the fire which destroyed the Boans store several years ago. Following
that fire the area developed in a higgledy-piggledy fashion, and for several years it was
unsafe: Children were falling down holes in the Boans site and spearing themselves on star
pickets. People with all types of injuries were being admitted to hospitals and medical
treatment centres, and these were due to the dilapidated state of the site.
Given the substantial population growth in and around Morley, the commercial centre was
focused largely to the north and east of Morley. The commercial sector and the local
community were increasingly up in arms with the local authority and the Government for a
plan to redevelop the precinct. They sought a commitment that a central shopping and
commercial centre would be provided for the good people of Morley. This commitment was
not as speedily forthcoming as the rapidity of the population growth in the area.
As far as the people of Morley are concerned, this is much more than a shopping centre
proposal. The development will provide something of a heart for the Morley community.
The Leader of the Opposition noted in passing - as did the second reading speech - that this
was not a matter of shops alone, as this proposal involved cinemas, a library, a community
centre and a great many other community-orientated facilities. However, I have some
concerns regarding the concessions to which the Leader of the Opposition referred.
To put the picture in some kind of perspective, in 1991 the Morley regional centre structure
plan was finally developed. With respect to the physical environment which was left by
neglect - I have no hesitation in saying commercial neglect as much as by public sector
neglect - the consultants involved in the structure plan said -

The commercial and general business areas to the south of Russell Street and north of
Walter Road offer a chaos of individual new and old developments which have arisen
without regard for visual harmony or any integrated planning policy. The streets are
generally bare of any mature trees; signage proliferates the view along the SEC poles
and cabling.

The consultants went on to say -

There is no obvious regard for:
i) Orderly planning
ii) Integration between outlets

iii) Consideration of pedestrian movement
iv) Car parking integration policies
v) Traffic flow from one area to another
vi) Visual harmony
vii) Integration of signage

They made a separate and major point of the fact that pedestrian movement from Morley
markets through to TargeQ/Woolworths poses a serious safety issue. I regard those as very
polite understatements of what has been - and continues to be - the situation in that precinct
for the past eight or nine years.
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Mr Strickland: One has only to go there to see it; one does not need to be a professional.
Mr DONOVAN: One has only to drive past it. Against that, I will say something for the
Bayswater City Council. I do not often say much in open commendation of that council, but
the opportunity has not arisen. The Bayswater City Council, during the process of this
structure plan, has bent over backwards over the years to try to resolve what seemed to be a
dilemma. That was simply that, on the one hand there was a desperate need to make the
precinct safe, redevelop it and turn it into a viable commercial and community centre. On
the other hand, enormous costs prohibited that from ever occurring. Commercially, the
subsequent owners, firstly Boans Ltd, then Colonial Mutual Life Assurance Society Ltd and
Coles Myer Ltd, who own separate holdings, regarded the project as commercially
unsustainable. That standoff remained for several years; indeed, until just two weeks ago
when it was proposed these concessions be resolved by an Act of Parliament.
The other characteristic of the terrible situation which existed in Morley was the many delays
experienced in achieving any sont of result. Four separate planning approvals for
developments have been given for that site, each one of which has expired from lack of
action. The first was in 1985, another was in 1987, and there were two in 1990. 1 understand
that the 1990 ones have technically expired as we deal with the matter today. That has
caused extreme frustration to not only the Bayswater City Council but also the community
surrounding the Morley region which has been badly disadvantaged by the standoff that has
occurred over the years. It is a great pity that the owners of the properties concerned were
not more willing to take what are regarded elsewhere as normal business risks. The way I
read the situation it seemed that they were operating on the basis that if they waited long
enough for the expansion, particularly of the Beechboro, Carramar, Somerset Estate corridors
the demand would rise sufficiently for the Stare and local government authorities to
eventually offer the concessions which would make that development an attractive
proposition. I may be being somewhat unkind to developers in reading the situation that
way. Notwithstanding my concerns and "cynicism" about that protracted standoff we are
now being offered a project which will make a massive difference to not only the
commercial life of Morley, but also the community life and its surrounding areas which are
incorporated in the idea of Morley as a regional centre.
It also offended the local community in Morley that the development of Midland as a
regional subcentre proceeded more rapidly even though it got off the blocks several years
after the Morley property.
Mr Lewis: Morley has never been considered a regional centre.
Mr DONOVAN: It is a subregional centre. The interjection by the member for Applecross
is a typical example of why the good people of Morley and its surrounds feel the way they
do. It is typical of exactly what they have been confronted with year in and year out over the
past seven or eight years. One cannot expect to resolve this problem in Morley because
Midland has a greater priority as a regional centre. That has gone down like a lead balloon in
Beechboro, Morley, Carramar, Somerset Estate, Dianella, Bayswater and Bassendean.
Mr Lewis: They are parochial. That is commonsense.
Mr DONOVAN: It is not simply a matter of being parochial; it is a matter of understanding
that that is one of the fastest growing areas north of the river. Nonetheless, it has been one of
the least serviced areas in commercial and community facilities. With this project finally
getting off the ground, much of that will be overcome. I have mentioned a number of times
in this place an aspect of this project that concerns me, and to which the Leader of the
Opposition alluded. I refer to the shotgun approach to the acquisition of State welfare for
private enterprise - that is essentially the way I tend to see these concessions. It is worth
looking at them; it is the other side of the picture. The fact sheet that was presented to me by
the representatives of CML and Coles Myer 10 days ago runs like this -

When the shopping centre is completed it is likely that a GRV of approximately
$22 million will be assessed.

That represents $1.1 million in rates in 1991-92 values. That is what Bayswater wanted to
agree to. but could not without this Act because it did not have the authority. However, a
saving of $400 000 a year on rates has been agreed to.
There was a saving to the Water Authority of Western Australia of $550 000 a year. There is
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also a 20 year option to purchase the Water Authority's compensation basin. The option fee
is $126 000; that is equivalent to seven per cent per annum of the value of the land and is to
be paid quarterly. There is also an option to acquire the sump for either the market value or
$1.8 million escalated by the consumer price index plus the cost of relocating the sump to the
other side of Russell Street. However, payment will be the lesser figure. In other words, the
price is fixed for 20 years.
That has been achieved by the State Government, with the support of the council, granting a
99-year lease over reserve 40963, the major car parking reserve on the Russell Street side.
That will cost $100 a year for 20 years. That 99-year lease will carry with it an option to
purchase at the market price or the present price valued as at 1 September 1992, whichever is
the lesser.
The Government has also agreed to sell to the joint venture for $200 000 the closed portion
of Johnsmith Street which is bounded by the joint venture's land. When we understand the
critical position of Johnsmith Street in the dissection of the property to be developed at this
precinct, we will understand the Christmas present value of that decision. CML and Coles
Myer have a joint venture arrangement which they are still concluding, part of which
involves some land swap. Land presently owned by CMAL will go to Coles Myer. I am not
sure whether land owned by Coles Myer will be exchanged in return. There will a balancing
of the disparate landholdings. To facilitate that those companies have obtained from the
Government a $1.5 million refund on stamp duty. I can understand the ire of the broader
small business community, as the Leader of the Opposition has outlined.
Mr Bloffwitch: My very word, you ought to. What about the person who buys motor cars
and who pays stamp duty every time he purchases one?
Mr DONOVAN: This has been raised in this House about four times in as many weeks. I
have a great deal of difficulty with these sorts of concessions being easily negotiated by a
major corporate entity upon the simple measure of "if you do not do it, the project will not be
viable and we will not go ahead with it". On behalf of my electors and the surrounding
communities, [ take that as a shotgun approach by the corporations involved for precisely the
reason that I outlined in my earlier remarks.
This site has been left vacant for nine years. The area has been one of the fastest growing
north of the river, It has been an underserviced area. Environmentally it is a disaster. Until
recently, safety wise it was not much better.
The engine driving these concessions seems to me to be quite offensive. The representatives
from CM.L and Coles Myer quite frankly admitted to me that if they did not get the
concessions, the project would not be viable and they would not proceed with it. I find that
shotgun approach quite offensive. I put it to the representatives of the companies that they
had really been waiting for confirmation of the expansion in that area so that they could do
their sums on the commercial viability of the project. I have to accept, and I do accept, that
the Minister is convinced - and I am convinced - that were it not for the concessions the
developers would probably walk away from the project for the time being.
Mr Lewis: I accepted that.
Mr DONOVAN: I accept it reluctantly. The member sitting behind the member for
Applecr-oss appears to be unsure. The Minister is convinced. I ask again, as I did in
discussion on the Dardanup pine log sawmill and other matters: When will we take the
necessary step to say to some of these developers, whether they be retailers, miners or
whoever, "We will not cave in every time you put a shotgun to our head"? There is an
argument that the concessions in this Bill represent a return to local government in rates and
to the State Government, in terms of the Water Authority, that would not necessarily exist if
the site remained undeveloped.
Mr Lewis: You can say that about any development.
Mr DONOVAN: Let me finish. I was just about to say that. The concessions total about
$2.7 million and that real cash cannot be expended elsewhere. The funds cannot go to senior
citizens' support, education or community facilities because they have been allocated to a
major national corporation - a transnational corporation in the case of CML. I am concerned
every time one of these developers, however important that developer may be - I regard this
development as vitally important; if it does not happen now, I do not know when it will -
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aims a shotgun at the State Government and says, "You give us the concessions we want, the
welfare that we seek, or we do not go ahead with the project." I am starting to find that a
very tedious process for this Parliament to be subjected to with every single development that
is entertained in this State.
While we are saying, as everybody is, that wage and salary earners in this country now have
to do their bit to redevelop and rebuild after a severe recession, I say to some of our
corporate big boys that it is time they did their bit, too. The ordinary working men and
women provide the bread and butter for these retail giants by spending money in these
shopping centres. They are the people who keep CML, Coles Myer and the other corporate
entitles afloat. If we ask these people to bear the brunt of restructuring and redevelopment,
we should also ask those corporations which like to refer to themselves as goad corporate
citizens to behave in that way and to accept their responsibilities more seriously than they
have to date.
I welcome the project. It is long overdue. It will play a big part in the development of
Morley as a community. I am appalled that it has taken so long for the owners of those sites
to meet the responsibilities that go with the ownership of commercial land. They have not
met them. They have reneged on them and they have waited for two things: Firstly, for the
expansion of the population that was needed - I accept that as being a commercial decision;
and, secondly, for the Government to say, "We will bail you out and we will get the project
off the ground by offering you the concessions that you demand." Notwithstanding the
importance of the project, we must stop that immediate response to shotguns. Frankly, every
single man, woman and child will be supporting the redevelopment of the Morley shopping
centre and on their behalf I support this Bill.
MR COWAN (Merredin - Leader of the National Party) [4.30 pm]: It is regrettable that
agreements like the Morley Shopping Centre Redevelopment Agreement Bill are brought
before the Parliament in the dying days of the session because it prompts people like the
member for Darling Range to start asking all sorts of questions about whether it will pass
through the Parliament. I will put his mind at rest by informing the House that the coalition
parties recognise it is not appropriate for the Government to announce a major restructuring
of its water rating system through the application of a State agreement which does not
address the very complex issue of water rates for commercial property owners or lessees, but
nevertheless it provides some concessions to the panties to the agreement. I reiterate that it is
regrettable that this agreement is before the Parliament in its dying days - I should say nights.
This agreement allows for the redevelopment of the Morley City shopping centre to provide
something like 60 000 square metres of retail space and it is expected to cost between
$100 million and $110 million. The Minister for State Development made an optimistic
forecast that it would create about 2 500 jobs. If he can create another 400 he will have
solved the employment problem in Western Australia.
Mr Taylor: Another how many?
Mr COWAN: Another 400. The Government would then have the 100 000 unemployed
covered.
Several members interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Thomas): Order! I suggest that the Leader of the National
Party continue his remarks.
Mr COWAN: T will do that, Mr Acting Speaker. This agreement, like all agreements, places
obligations on the parties to it. In this case, it places an obligation very clearly on the
Colonial Mutual Life Assurance Society Limited and Coles Myer Ltd to redevelop the
Morley Shopping Centre and, through various Government agencies, it offers four
concessions. The first concession relates to various land swaps which bring about
consolidation for the developers; the second concession deals with the water rate structure
that will be assessed for the redevelopment; the third concession provides for the Bayswater
City Council to offer a rate concession; and the fourth concession provides for the refunding
of stamp duty. I do not think anyone would argue with the land consolidation proposals or
the different designations that have been attached to the various parcels of land which axe the
subject of this agreement. There might be some argument about the valuation of the land
that it has been agreed will be transferred. For example, Johrtsmith Street was valued by the
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Valuer General's Office at $600 000, but for the purpose of this agreement the valuation has
been set at $200 000. The land would certainly be of little value to anyone else because of its
location and if anyone did purchase it certain requirements would be attached which would
reduce its value. One expects the Valuer General's Office to do its job and if the land is
assessed at a value of $600 000 one would assume the valuation is relatively accurate. The
Moinister should explain why the valuation for the purposes of this Bill is $200 000. 1 will not
deal at length with the land consolidation provisions contained in this agreement, but I will
refer to the proposal for water rates. I understand that the Water Authority of Western
Australia has been giving consideration for some time to placing yet another table in its
structure of water rates for commercial properties. This table relates specifically to any
property which has a gross rental value in excess of $12 million. 1 understand that in this
case a concession of something like 50 in the dollar will be given to any property valued at or
above that figure.
This agreement effectively pre-empts what one assumes will be the Water Authority's
policy; that is, to introduce legislation in 1993-94 which will build another tier into its rating
structure. At the moment the authority has the capacity to charge water rates for properties
with a gross rental value of up to $8 000 at 4.680 in the dollar for water, 4.480 for sewerage,
and 70 for drainage, giving a total of 9.860 in the dollar. The charges applying to properties
with a gross rental value of up to $1.59 million are 4.Oloi in the dollar for water, 4.450 for
sewerage, and 70 for drainage, giving a total of 9.160 in the dollar. When the gross rental
value exceeds $1.6 million the rates change again to 3.970 in the dollar for water, 4.410 for
sewerage, and 70 for drainage, giving a total of 9.080. If the Water Authority's intention as
outlined to me is accurate, properties with gross rental value of in excess of $12 million will
attract a charge of 50 in the dollar. By doing that, properties in the central business district
valued in excess of $12 million will be ranted some rate relief from the WAWA.
In the case of this agreement the developers want some certainty in the assessment of their
water rates by making sure that a rate will be struck on 1 July 1993 and that it will remain
constant for the first 20 years and will be subject only to CPI increases. Apparently, that is
what has occurred.
The Water Authority has accepted that it should provide a rate discount of 50 in t dollar for
properties valued in excess of $12 million. The developers have estimated that the gross
rental value of this project when developed will be $22 million. On that basis, it should
receive a discount of $500 000. It has taken that figure and accepted a CPI increase for the
next 19 years. That is fine for those developers because it provides them with the certainty
that they want and allows them to budget accurately for their water rates. My personal view
is that at sometime in the future, because Governments have adopted the practice of ensuring
that water rates do not increase at the same rate as the Consumer Price Index but are kept at
levels below that increase, they may receive a request from developers that there be a
variation in the agreement that removes the water rate from full CPI equivalent increases
along with a request that the development be returned to an increase assessed by the Water
Authority annually as that is usually less than the CPI increase.
One of the problems associated with this legislation is that it addresses the question of rates
only on properties the subject of redevelopment and does not deal with water rates as a
whole. The Leader of the Opposition made clear the views of Opposition members relating
to the rating system applying to water charges for commercial properties. He has given a
commitment which I heartily endorse that a review will be undertaken of the water rating
structure used for commercial properties in the metropolitan area, and for that matter in all
commercial areas in urban parts of Western Australia, when in Government.
It is interesting to note that the joint venturers will be given free water. I understand that that
agreement is based on a formula always applied to commercial properties under which they
get 400 000 kilolitres of water free of charge each year. The information provided to my
staff is that the development will never use anywhere near that amount of water and will be
lucky to use half the amount allocated. Therefore, although the developer is getting some
concessions because the development is in the upper bracket of gross rental values,
practically everything else related to water rates remains the same. As the Leader of the
Opposition has said, the anomaly which exists in rating of commercial properties will have to
be addressed at some stage in future. It may not be a bad idea if, when legislation to amend
the Water Authority Act dealing with rating of valuable properties in particular is introduced,
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amendments are made to ocher sections of the Act to ensure that the rating of commercial
properties is addressed.
I tum to the municipal rates struck by the City of Bayswater on this property which were also
written into the agreement. The rates struck will remain constant but the agreement contains
an escalation clause connected to either the CPI increase or the percentage increase in the
city's rates each year, whichever is the lesser. That will provide much comfort for the
developer. I was surprised to learn that the City of Bayswater was prepared to offer that
concession. My research staff have been assured that the City of Bayswater regards this
development as an excellent proposal which will provide it with substantial additional rate
revenue, which it sees as a benefit to the council.
As a result of the council's policy of passing on some of the advantages of additional rate
revenue to commercial properties by reducing their rates across the board, this rate increase
will provide advantages for all commercial ratepayers in the City of Bayswater. I am a great
believer in local government having some autonomy. Therefore, if the City of Bayswater
believes that it is an advantage for this development to proceed and for it to offer rate
concessions to the developer knowing that it will receive an increased revenue overall from
those rates part of which will be passed on as a benefit to other ratepayers by providing them
wi th a concession, who are we to oppose that?
I understand other members wish to speak on this Bill, particularly the member for Darling
Range. I hope that before the House rises he will make some complimentary remarks during
one of his speeches about members on this side of the House. However, perhaps my
expectations are too optimistic.
The State has agreed that it will refund up to $1.5 million in stamp duty to the developers of
this project. Much controversy arises about stamp duty. However, it is one of the principal
revenue maisers for the State. No question arises that if any State wished to encourage
development, irrespective of whether it be at (he bottom of a recession as we are now or at
some other time, one of the most appropriate ways to offer encouragement to developers
would be to reduce their establishment costs by waiving such charges as stamp duty. I would
like the Minister to inform the House when the stamp duty will be refunded and when it is
likely to be claimed. I know provision exists in the agreement for the developers to complete
the construction of the development and immediately after sell their part of the development.
I would like to think that ministerial provisions exist which allow the Minister to have an
overview of any sale. He may say that if the development were to be sold to foreign
operators it would be subject to the Foreign investment Review Board, and those sorts of
things. As this State is a participant in the agreement, it has some responsibility to place
checks and balances into the system regarding the sale of such a valuable development.
Mir Taylor: I understand your concerns, but whoever buys the development cannot take it
away. They could not do away with the development or the jobs, so does it really matter in
the end?
Mr COWAN: We would like to be aware of who is likely to buy the development and to
have some say in the matter. The concessions have been offered. If the development were
sold, who would refund the stamp duty concessions? Would it be the joint venturer involved
in construction or the new owner? This involves $1.5 million. If the stamp duty refund were
completed before the sale of the development - which I doubt would happen - would the cost
be refunded to the people who constructed the premises?
A number of peripheral matters are involved, such as the preference for local labour and
professional services. Everyone welcomes such clauses. These should be enforced in some
way. This is a development in a time of recession. I am not sure from where the extra
consumer dollars will come to justify the $200 million expenditure; however, a decision has
been made by some hard-nosed businessmen in the Eastern States. I welcome the legislation
as this development, which this State badly needs, should proceed.
MR LEWIS (Applecross) [4.52 pm]: I am against the ratification of the Morley Shopping
Centre Redevelopment Bill, but the Opposition will not oppose it. This is another example
of the Government bringing an agreement to Parliament which cannot be amended. With a
third party agreement we either go along with it, or we throw the whole lot out.
Good reasons exist for giving assistance to major developments of merit. This proposal
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involves scamp duty, internal transfer of various parcels of land, reductions in contributions
and the granting of land. Indeed, the ongoing reduction in races which the City of Bayswater
has given to the developers would have been sufficient support.
I object greatly to this Government signing away SIC million over 20 years to two major
Australian companies at the expense of the small business people of Western Australia. This
legislation is all about inequity and preferment; it is about special deals. I do not suggest that
this is a WA Inc deal, but it was put together by a naive Government with no understanding
of commerial realities. The Governiment has dealt with some sharp and competent business
people who make this type of deal every day of the week. Again the Government has been
sold the old story: "If you do not cop the deal we present to you, we will take it elsewhere."
I do not accept that argument for a moment. A better and more equitable deal could have
been done, and this deal creates a bad precedent.
This deal is at the expense of the other small business people in this State, particularly those
in the Morley area. This development involves 60 000 square metres of retail space, and the
local small business people know that it will affect not only businesses over the road, but
also those a mile or two down the street. These businesses will still be paying the full quid
for water, and they will see the $80 million capital investment on this site. Also, the
developers will receive a concession of $2.7 million for the first year, and $500 000 per year
thereafter. I imagine that if I were a small businessman in that location, I would know that
my trade would deteriorate, and I would certainly like some of the concessions the
proponents will receive with this project.
I accept that some concessions should be given, but the project is insulting for two reasons:
First, in the dying days of the thirty-third Parliament, after the Government has been
mucking around with this deal for six months, this legislation is introduced at the eleventh
hour when the Opposition has not had the opportunity to research and take opinion on the
project. Second, this matter is a fait accompli. The agreement is prese 'nted as one which
must be accepted or thrown out in its entirety. In other words, the Parliament has no option
as it cannot amend the agreement. The agreement reflects the Government's naivety in this
type of deal. Unfortunately, it does not have the experience in these matters.
Mr C.J. Barnett: It has had 10 years and not learned anything.
Mr LEWIS: Every time the Government does deals like this it is stitched up!
This is touted as a $200 million deal. The second reading speech indicates that t first
$80 million will be contributed by the developers, with another $33 million contributed in
the fit-out; however, that would come from the tenants and not the developers. Interestingly,
people presume chat the race relief provided to the developers will provide the tenants with
some relief. However, that is not true. Under our commercial tenancy legislation the rates
and taxes are assessed on what is called variable outgoings. Those outgoings are paid by
tenants and not by the developers, and the people who will receive the concessions will be
the tenants. Nevertheless, that means that the developers will be able to charge higher
ground rents. Rents in commercial properties are determined on the basis of aggregate costs
of variable outgoings and ground rents. In general tenms, a norm is established and people
know the market rate.
If one can reduce the variable outgoing to a tenant, it is possible to move the rent up
accordingly to obtain that balance. This is done through simple capitalisation and this
increases the capital value of the deal. Indeed, the tenant will receive the reduced variable
outgoing contribution, but he or she will pay a higher rent because the figure at the end of the
day will be the same. If this is touted as a $200 million deal, I understand that the net return
from rents will be about $18 million. If that return were capitalised at 10 per cent, which is
fair for that type of shopping centre, the value of that development at the end of the day
would be around $180 million. The developers are expending about $80 million. I do not
know what the land value is - it may be $20 million or $30 million - so the cost to the
developer is about $120 million. The capital value on the books will be $180 million; that is
a very handsome capital profit at day one. That capital profit is at the expense of the
taxpayers and small business people of Western Australia.
I am against this concession in water rates because it discriminates against small business
people around the State. The irony of course is that the deal is being sold to us on the
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argument that the Government will be collecting rates that it would not otherwise get. As the
member for Morley said, that is the case with every development. Alan Bond said that all
deals are the same, it is just how manty naughts one puts on the end. That is true. Water
rates should be no different between this deal and a small development of $10 million, just
because the value of this development happens to be $100 million. If it is good enough to
provide concessions for water rates to enable two major national Australian companies to get
a good deal, it is good enough for the business person who is trying to build a neighbourhood
shopping centre at the back of Beldon for $3 million. Just because this company is a big
group and is able to outfox and probably out-negotiate the Government - with its lack of
business acumen - to get this deal, the little business person misses out.
I do not object to there being a one-off concession for stamp duty and maybe the land deal.
If the City of Bayswater wants to do a differential rating deal, that is its decision. If it makes
the wrong decision the ratepayers will decide whether to take it out on the council and adjust
the situation by virtue of manipulating the rates either way. I am annoyed that concessions
granted by the Water Authority of Western Australia are locked in, and this Parliament must
accept them or reject the Bill. I am delighted that a lot of jobs will be generated from this
redevelopment project, and that is a good thing. However, the Government could have
negotiated a better deal and still done the deal notwithstanding the threat that the group
would pack its bags and go to Queensland. This Government is still tampering at the edges
with water rates. We know that water rates have been the bane of small business people in
this State for many years, and the Government has had 10 years in which to do something.
In 1990 this Government introduced into this Parliament the Water Bill. It was a complex
piece of legislation and a parliamentary Select Committee was appointed to look into the
Bill. The member for Morley and I were members of that committee, and during its
investigations it became patently clear to me - [ do not know whether it became clear to the
member for Morley - that gross inequities existed within the rating systems of the Water
Authority of this State. The outcome of the Select Committee was becoming obvious.
Mr Donovan: Do you mean the 4:1 split?
Mr LEWIS: Yes; it was not going to be very good for the Government. The message from
that committee was that it would recommend a complete rewrite of the method by which the
Water Authority determined its rates. What happened to that committee? The Parliament
was prorogued and the Water Bill slipped off the Notice Paper, and the Select Committee
into the Water Bill was put to bed for another year or so. The Government was not
committed in any way to investigate the inequities in water rates in this State or to look at
how these small business people were getting screwed. The Government comes into this
House after doing a special deal with a major group of companies and the insult to the poor
little bloke in the community who is still suffering is that he will be paying for that trade-off,
not the Government. The Government has done a deal that reeks of inequity.
Mr C.J. Barnett:. The Labor Party used to claim it represented the battler. It changed its
game in the 1980s.
Mr LEWIS: The Labor Party does not represent the battler at this time. The Opposition does
not approve of the deal, but it will not oppose the legislation. I am very disappointed that the
Government in its naivety has again done a preferential deal at the expense of a lot of little
people. The timing of the introduction of this legislation into this Parliament is an insult to
Parliament, to the public of Western Australia and to the small business people of Western
Australia. They have not had an opportunity to be apprised of what it is about, nor to vent
their ire on the Government. This Government is playing politics. It was hoping the
Opposition would oppose this legislation. It was hoping to get its propaganda machine
working to accuse the Opposition of not being pro-development, and to say that the
Opposition is a knocker of development rather than a pro-development party. The
Government was punting on this; it wanted to win both ways. The Government thought that
politically it would get a free kick because the Opposition would come out with that position;
but it did not, of course. The Government has been left with a bag of inequity that it now
must wear for the next 10 years. In the run-up to the election the small business community
will give the Government a very hard timne because it has done this deal at the expense of
small business.
Mr Donovan: The Government needs to recognise that this came to Parliament not because
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of the Government but because the proponents discovered they could not continue without
some assistance.
Mr LEWIS: The member for Morley is saying that it is more deceit from the Government.
Mr Donovan: It was desperation on the part of the developers. There was no way they could
achieve what they wanted to achieve without an Act of Parliament. They understood that
about three weeks ago.
Mr LEWIS: This legislation is an admission that the Government has failed to do anything
about water rate inequities. in the past 10 years. A manifestation of those inequities is that the
Government must do a special deal before a development is worthwhile. That is admitting
that the Government has failed to look at water rates, that perhaps rates are over the top and
something should be done. The Government's argument for giving special concessions to
get this deal off the ground has no substance on the basis that the Government would get
rates that it would never have got. That would count for any deal; any development
enhances the value of a property. Once that is done, of course there will be more rates and
taxes associated with the development. It all relates to the scale of the development, and the
Government's argument has no substance in my estimation.
During its 10 years in office, the Government should have looked at the rating system to
properly analyse it and to bring down a fair and equitable rating system so this agreement
would not have been necessary. The Government should review the water rates in this State
across the board rather than tampering at the edges with one-off deals to appease the desires
of a large consortium of Australian companies, at the expense of the little business people.
The Government will have to live with its ineptitude in the run-up to the election. I hope the
small business community of this State wilt let the Government know loudly and clearly that
it has been sold out once again and a preferred position has been given to a major corporation
that will build a mega shopping centre which will cost many small businessmen in that
region much money over the next dozen years or so.
MR THOMPSON (Darling Range) [5.10 pml: I congratulate the Opposition for its support
of the legislation. However, it was not a decision that was made unanimously by the party.
If a few more Opposition members had been of the same view as the member for Applecross
we would have probably seen another proposed development being opposed by the
Opposition. Nonetheless, it is a welcome sight for me that the Opposition has decided not to
oppose this legislation.
Much has been said about special deals that have been offered. There are three components
to the concessions being advanced. The first relates to the Bayswater City Council. One of
the reasons this Bill is necessary is that the council did not have the legal authority to enter
into the arrangements which would ensure that this project went ahead. In debate on this
matter so far, no member has opposed the tax relief for the transfer of land. Owing to the
legal requirements, one of the proponents must be an owner of the land and not only a part
owner. The only area about which disquiet was expressed by the member for Applecross,
who preceded me in this debate, related to water concessions. It is my understanding that the
Western Australian Water Authority is perfectly happy with the proposal that is embodied in
this legislation. Indeed, had it been within its charter it would have freely entered into the
arrangement with the proponents of this development.
Mr Shave: Does that make it right?
Mr THOMPSON: Yes; it does make it right. There is a scale of fees depending on the
amount of money -

Mr Strickland: They don't pay the bills.
Several Opposition members interjected.
Mr THOMPSON: Okay. I am trying to be nice. Every time I speak in this House and try to
be nice, members of the Opposition want to get into me.
Mr Strickland: That is because you speak utter rubbish.
Mr THOMPSON: At lunch today I said that at least two members in the House could not
constrain themselves; the member for Scarborough and the member for Melville. Every time
I rise to speak they want to get into mn; I respond and I am then accused of being nasty to my
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former colleagues. Even Paul McGeough of The West Australian writes about me. The fact
is that the Water Authority has a scale of fees depending upon the value of the project that is
under discussion. Of course, it is in a position to charge less when ir is supplying an outfit
that will be injecting massive amounts of money into that organisation. The Water Authority
is a business undertaking and is run very competently at the moment as it has been for some
time. I congratulate the Water Authority on providing the marvellous range of services
which it does. The Water Authority is noc giving away anything in this development that it
would not quite freely and willingly have done in any other case. It was willing to enter into
the deal because of the magnitude of the proposal. If only one lot is connected with water
and services that will cost significantly more proportionally than if a huge development is
being supplied, such as this project.
I do not agree at all that the consortium is being given a special deal; it is receiving what is
commercially sound. The project under consideration is mammoth. It provides the
opportunity for people in that area to have access to not only a range of shops, but also a
significant community facility because a number of facilities are embodied in this legislation
that will be of tremendous advantage to that community. It should not be seen only as a row
of shops. It will provide a heart for that community which is long overdue. I have known
that area for a long time. Indeed, I left a fair chunk of the backside of my trousers on a barb
wired fence there one night. When my eldest daughter was two years old my wife and I took
her to the drive-in theatre which ultimately became the site of Boans. All eldest children are
spoilt. When we arrived home after the movie, my daughter discovered that she had lost her
favourite teddy bear and she carried on a real treat. We lived in Mundaring then so my wife
dispatched me all the way back to Morley to find that teddy bear. When I got back there I
scaled the six foot fence in the darkness, and in the process of doing so ripped my knickers. I
did find the teddy bear and had to get myself out of there. I have a long time interest in that
shopping centre. Subsequently, a Boans store was built on that site which later burnt down.
My wife and many other people from the hills used to shop in Morley. Members may find
that unusual but it was more convenient for people to shop in Morley than go to the city
Stores. As a result of the injection of millions of dollars into that complex the centre will
become more vibrant than it has been in recent times. The shop owners across the road from
the development will benefit greatly from the influx of many people to the Morley shopping
centre because it will provide a greater range of facilities. Rather than being to the detriment
of the existing traders in that area, it will be to their advantage for this development to
proceed. It is not accurate to suggest that the rental which will be paid by a person who owns
a corner store in Morley which was developed 20 or 30 years ago will be more than that paid
by the people who are obtaining the concessions in the shopping centre over the road. The
people in that shopping centre will be paying substantially more.
Mr Strickland: It is not only rent; their turnover will go down.
Mr THOMPSON: Their turnover will not go down; in fact, it will increase, and
proportionally they will be better off.
Mr Strickland: Not three kilometres away.
Mr THOMPSON: I suggest they will be better off because to reach the shopping centre
people will have to drive past them; there will be more passing trade. It will not be to the
commercial disadvantage of anyone already-in business. In fact, it will significantly enhance
the existing businesses. It is wonderful that this Parliament is aiming to pass this Bill in the
last couple of days of this session because it is one of the most significant things the
Parliament will have done to address one of the greatest ills in our community; that is, the
lack of employment oppontunities for our young people. This project will generate many
much needed jobs in the construction industry and when it is completed it will provide an
opportunity for employment for many people in the Morley area where there are a lot of
young people who cannot get jobs. It will enhance the opportunity for people in that area to
have access to jobs. I think this is a wonderful project and deserves the full support of the
Parliament. I congratulate the conservative forces in this House for supporting the
legislation. I hope members of the Opposition will tell the Leader of the National Party that,
because he accused me of never saying anything nice about his crowd.
MR McNEE (Moore) [5,21 pm): Of course the Opposition will support the Bill. However,
I think it is very important that we understand clearly why we are here discussing such an
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important issue in the dying days of this Parliament when members opposite will be sitting
there for only a few more hours. They will not form the Government when we come back;
those who are left will be over here. We need to make it clear why we are here discussing
this issue. This miserable Government has failed yet again and the Minister for Small
Business has failed more than anyone else. The Government failed the people because in
1983 it said it would help the small business sector. Would members believe that the then
Leader of the Opposition, one Brian Burke, had the temerity to talk about record
bankruptcies in 1983? Nobody had even heard of them; they were a rarity! Today, there is
something wrong with somebody who has not been bankrupt at least once. These people
said they were going to help! The perception in the community is that this Government is
doing what it said it would not do; it is helping its big mates and has forgotten the little
Aussie battler. The 1983 election policies and promises read like Alice in Wonderland stuff.
The little Aussie battlers are trying to stave off bank managers with ever diminishing profit
margins and are battling like hell to employ a few people. They are the payers of non-
domestic water rates in the metropolitan area that form only 15 per cent Of ratepayers and
pay 52 per cent of the rates. flat is very significant.
Mr Bloffwitch: The Government has done a lot for small business, hasn't it?
Mr McNEE: Yes. I remind the member for Geraldton that these people opposite are the
same people who, in 1983. talked about the record number of bankruptcies. They said the
O'Connor Government was sending this State to the wall. What have they done? Their
union ticket mates were out the front of this place the other day. What was said in
yesterday's newspaper was not bullshit; it was a sad story. There are now a million
unemployed. Even today Dawkins said that he thinks the unemployment figure will grow
and this miserable Government is contributing to it. If it had had any doubts about this, it
should have discussed this matter with us weeks ago. Heavens above, it has had time to do
something about it. For how long has this matter been round?
Mr Donovan: You could tell us about something that has gone before.
Mr McNEE: Does the member want to know?
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! I suggest that the member not be diverted.
Mr McNEE: In 1983, this Government made many promises and by 1987 it had carried out
one; it had complied with the Minister's favourite trick and set up a working party to have a
look -

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! Is this germane to the debate on the Morley shopping
centre Bill? I want the member to relate his remarks to that.
Mr McNEE: Of course my remarks relate to that.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Tell me how.
Mr McNEE: It is important that we understand what is happening. Members opposite have
said that some people on our side have reservations about the Bill. That is not the case. Let
me be honest and fair about it and look at why we are here talking about this issue at all. We
are happy to discuss any of these issues with the Government at any time, but we must have
a basis for doing it. In 1987, we looked at this very problem of the huge amount of rates
incurred by business in the establishment of their businesses and at the head works charges
that are thrust upon developers. Of couise it is a problem; everybody here recognises that. 1
remind the Government, as much as it might be hurt to be reminded, that it said it would do
something about it and it failed. The Minister for Water Resources said on 28 October 1987
at the end of a meeting that he had instructed the authority to investigate the matter further
and to come up with relevant recommendations by early 1988 with a view to initial
implementation in 1988-89.
Mr MacKinnon: What did he recommend - a song?
Mr McNEE: That is what he should have done. Recognising this very serious problem -

Mr Bloffwitch: That is, the I5 per cent who pay 52 per cent of the charges?
Mr McNEE: That is right. That is the problem with this Government. It has no balance; it is
grossly unfair. Everybody on this side recognises that. The difference between the
Government and us is that we will do something about it. I have a letter from a group of
business people written in November 1988 which states -
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As it is now over 5 years since the government made its pre election promise to
introduce Pay For Use Water Rates far the commercial sector, our members are now
expecting some positive statements .. .

That was the problem five years ago. Those people are still asking the Minister for a positive
statement.
[Leave granted for speech to be continued.]
Debate thus adjourned.
[Continued below.]

[Questions without notice taken.]
Sitting suspended from 6 .00 to 7.30 pm

STATEMENT - BY THE SPEAKER
Letter from Dr J. Orr, Executive Officer of Official Corruption Commission

THE SPEAKER (Mr Michael Barnett): Earlier today I received correspondence from Dr J.
Orr, the Executive Officer of the Official Corruption Commission. He has written to the
Speaker of the Legislative Assembly and the President of the Legislative Council as follows -

Dear Sirs
re: REPORT TO THE PARLIAMENT UNDER SECTION 7(6) OF THE

OFFICIAL CORRUPTION COMMISSION ACT.
It is possible that a report relating to a known person (who should at present remain
nameless) will be submitted shortly to the Parliament under Section 7(6) of the
Official Corruption Commission Act.
It is a requirement of the Act that before such a report can be made, a person upon
whom the report may reflect adversely must be given the right to be heard.
Taking account of the delay which will be involved in following the proper
procedures and of the need to inform the Parliament at the earliest possible time, it is
apparent that should the Commission decide that a report is to be made, it cannot be
submitted before the Parliament rises but should not be delayed until the next
Parliamentary session in 1993.
This is drawn to your attention so that you may consider whether it would be
appropriate in the circumstances to issue an order for the report, should it be made, to
be formnally received and distributed during the recess.

[See paper No 628.]
BILLS (2) - RETURNED

1. Land Tax Relief Amendment Bill
2. Indian Ocean Territories (Administration of Laws) Bill

Bills returned from the Council without amendment.

MORLEY SHOPPING CENTRE REDEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT BILL

Second Reading
Debate resumed from an earlier stage of the sitting.
MR McNEE (Moore) [7.36 pm]: it is unfortunate that the Government, through its
inadequacy, has placed the Opposition in the position of debating this agreement at this late
stage. It is a clear indication of the way in which the Government has conducted its business
throughout its term of office. In this case it has certainly created a very bad impression in the
business community, although it may have had good intentions of trying to create some
employment. I suppose that after its having devastated employment in this State, one could
have some sympathy with the Government for trying to make up some ground in that area.
In 1983 the Government made it very clear that it would be the saviour of, and certainly help,
the business community. It has done everything but that. In his usual way, the Minister for
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Water Resources established a committee, or a task force - call it what one likes - I believe it
is a working party. It has a different name but it amounts to the same thing; that is, a cover-
up for doing nothing. The Minister has received reams of letters asking for action and itris
because the Minister and the Government failed to take any action that we are here today
discussing this legislation. The Government has done nothing more than pay lip service to
the rating situation which has led it into this position. People have consistently written to the
Minister asking that his working party meet and that he make some recommendations.
Finally, one group wrote to the Minister and complained about the lack of progress towards
any change. They referred to the fact that the working party last met in 1987 and that they
were concerned at the lack of progress. The Minister replied -

..I believe it may be premature to reconvene the working party at this time as little
would be achieved other than reinforcing our common understanding.

That clearly illustrates the hopeless position in which the Government found itself because it
failed to address the question properly. I remind you, Mr Speaker, that the Leader of the
Opposition said that he intended to have an inquiry into this matter - an inquiry that will have
some teeth, that will do something and will achieve something; not just an absolutely nothing
inquiry, such as the one proposed by this Government that does nothing and that leads us to
this crazy situation. I am disappointed to have to stand and point out these matters, but the
Government deserves it. It has failed the business community once again. I suppose that it
has created for itself a very bad perception only after the wearing of 10 years of sins. On this
occasion the Government deserves to incur the wrath of small business. We must remember
that, while we welcome large development and big business, we need to make very sure that
we keep the vital small business sector of our community alive and well. It is a major
employer of Western Australians and it needs to be encouraged, not discouraged as it is by
this Government. With those few remarks I take the opportunity to say that I think the
Government, as usual, is acting in a deplorable way.
MR STRICKLAND (Scarborough) [7.41 pm]: This Bill is a bag of oranges and lemons. I
have used the Morley Shopping Centre from time to time, and agree there is a need to
redevelop the centre. To be quite blunt, itris a rabbit warren which includes the old burnt out
Boans store. There is a need to redevelop the centre and get something befitting the area.
On the positive side of the redevelopment we are able to plan and coordinate the centre, to
get a better situation that will create jobs. On the negative side, to which other members
have alluded, we have a redeveloped centre which will attract people from outlying areas to
it which will cause a shift in business turnover. People have only so much money in their
pockets to spend and in these recessionary times people have less money to spend in shops.
A shift in business towards a central location will, in my view, take turnover away from the
small shops and small shopping centres. I acknowledge the fact that if people go past the
door of a business, that business has every chance of picking up additional sales. The people
with shops close to the centre wilt have a chance of gaining business. When someone gais,
others lose. That is life. That will happen in any redevelopment. It will put a lot of pressure
on some people and the viability of their businesses will diminish and create difficulties for
them. That is pant of conmmerial life.
That is not the main reason I want to speak. A special arrangement is being put in place for
this development which provides concessions. I will not go into the stamp duty concession
or the council rates concession, but I will refer to the concession that should be concerning
members in this place: The water rates concession. The truth about a water rates bill is this:
The bill for water rates is determined as a fraction of the whole. The Water Authority of
Western Australia works out what it needs to raise to complete its works and people are
charged a fraction of that amount. If the fraction of the assessment for one individual goes
up, the fraction for others will go down. In this case a special concession will reduce the
rates that would normally be payable by about $500 000 a year. That will have a flow
through impact on all other people who pay water rates. Their bills will increase, although I
concede only marginally. In doing this an inequity has been created. My wife, who is a
business proprietor, a wholesaler, services shopping centres in the metropolitan area. She
sees the signs of the recessionary times. Many businesses are going through extremely
difficult times, experiencing cash flow problems and finding it hard to pay their bills. When
a new shopping centre comes on stream it creates pressures over and above those which the
shops normally have to bear.
00079--13
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I take up the point made by the member for.Applecross who told us that in commercial life in
shopping centres there is a market figure that people pay in the combination of their rent,
variable outgoings and so on. If that marker figure is being paid by tenants, and if water rates
are reduced, the saving in water rates will go to the proprietor as additional rent. The
member for Applecross made the point that, in effect, it means $500 000 a year will go into
the pockets of the landlords - in this case, the Coles Myer group. In establishing the value of
a commercial property, the rule of thumb is to multiply the aihnual rental by 10. If we do
that, this concession that the Government has given could equate to a $5 million bonus or
improvement in the capital value of the project. That would go to the developers should they
on-sell it. That is a part of the result of the concession that the Government is giving. It will
not necessarily make it easy for the shopkeepers who go into the shopping centre. Their
payments will not be reduced. At the end of the day there will be a $5 million improvement
in the capital value of the building. I guess that is what makes it viable and makes it possible
for it to proceed. I am very pleased the Leader of the Opposition gave a commitment that
within six months of the Opposition's becoming the Government it will undertake a study
into the inequity of water rates for commercial and other properties. It is a difficult issue and
a committee did inquire into it many years ago. However, the Government did not take any
action. The Government is in this situation because it did not give sufficient consideration to
the way in which water rates were determined and collected. It has now been forced into
giving a concession so that this redevelopment can occur. It would have been much better if
the Government had done its homework and this concession did not have to be made. One
could compare this issue with what happened with the University of Norm Dame Australia.
A decision was made to give support to only one university and problems arose. It would
have been better if the Government had a policy of providing support and assistance to all
universities. Through some selection process it could have allocated the available resources
to universities either one at a time or on an equal basis.
I join the other Opposition members who have indicated they recognise the positives of such
a substantial redevelopment and the jobs which will flow from it. However, like my
colleagues, I express concern at the principle of introducing further inequities into the water
rates system. The Opposition will support this Bill in spite of its opposition to the principle
which has been broken.
DR EDWARDS (Maylands) 17.53 pml]: I am very happy to support the Morley Shopping
Centre Redevelopment Agreement Bill. The Morley Shopping Centre is located in a corner
of my electorate, near the junction of the electorates of Dianella and Morley. Despite the fact
that it is in only a corner of my electorate the centre is used by a large proportion of my
constituents. My electorate is different from the electorate of Morley in that my constituents
are generally older and perhaps of a lower socioeconomic status. Their reasons for wanting
the redevelopment of this centre are different from electors in other electorates. One reason
which has been put for the redevelopment is the increased population growth of the
Beechboro area. I congratulate the Minister for State Development and the City of
Bayswater for persisting with their negotiations to bring this redevelopment to fruition. In
the two and a half years I have been in this Parliament the redevelopment of this site has
been a major local issue. Ever since Boans burnt down local people have complained about
the state of disrepair of the Morley Shopping Centre.
I am pleased this project will provide a n ew impetus for the centre, will clean up the local
environment and will be of great benefit to the local people. I am particularly pleased at the
number of jobs that will be created. I do not want to become involved in any debate about
how many jobs will be created, but I know it will be a large number. The number of jobs
which will become available on an ongoing basis in the retail sector will be significant. I
know there is a great deal of local support for the centre and in the last few weeks I have
received many calls from local business people wanting to work with me to make sure that
the Government will be involved not only in SkillShare, but also other institutions to ensure
the availability of suitably trained people for the retail jobs. It is a challenge I will take up
and help develop. If 1 000 jobs become available after the completion of the centre it will
certainly solve a huge problem in sections of my electorate. In the Morley and Bayswater
sections of my electorate unemployment is extremely high and young people and their
families arc suffering because of it.
it has been pointed out by many speakers today that the magnitude of this project is huge.
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There will be a new Coles supermarket, a Myer store, a cinema complex and specialty shops.
Last year a special study looking into the needs of youth in the Bayswater area determined a
need for youth entertainment and the cinema complex will help resolve that need.
The member for Morley identified the need to develop this area as a subregional centre and
the shopping cente redevelopment will be an excellent focus for this. It also fits in with
other developments; for example, the development of the new recreation complex, a library
which the centre is helping to fund and the redevelopment of the bus station. In addition,
some environmental problems will be solved. Like the member for Morley I have been
contacted by people who have been injured as they have walked along some of the streets in
the vicinity of the shopping venure. In the light of this redevelopment these streets are being
repaired. Added to that has been the ongoing problem with the water compensating basin in
the centre of the site. Basically, it has become a dumping ground for shopping trolleys and
rubbish. Fortunately the redevelopment will be a means of solving this problem. I hope the
relocation of the compensating basin will add to the amenity of the area.
In doorknocking the local area I have found that people desperately and definitely want this
redevelopment. reople who live in Embleton, Bayswater and particularly Morley all want
this redevelopment. It has been of great interest to me to hear people say that they chose to
live in the Morley area many years ago simply to be near the Morley Shopping Centre and
that its demise, since the fire, has been of concern to them. I know, and I have had telephone
calls which verify this, that they welcome the redevelopment of the shopping centre. It is an
excellent local development and, as the member for Applecross said, it has merit. I am
pleased it will employ local people and it will improve the local environment. It will also
increase this State's economic wellbeing and add to the quality of life of the people in my
electorate. I commend the Bill to the House.
MR BLOFFWITCH (Geraldton) [7.58 pm]: As I have properties in Morley it is only
finting that I should contribute to the debate on the Morley Shopping Centre Redevelopment
Agreement Bill. From the outset I advise the House that I am categorically 100 per cent
behind the intent of this Bill and what the Government is doing. It is a pity that we do not
offer large projects incentives similar to those which are being offered in this legislation. A
large number of projects have been lost to this country and to the world because we have
buried our head in the sand and have the mentality that because some people are not offered
incentives no-one should be offered them. We must offer incentives if we wanlt
development.
If I am to be critical of the Government it is about the headworks charges and the rates which
small business pay. My colleague stated that 15 per cent of the business community pay
52 per cent of the total water rates collected in this State. It is a hideous statistic and the
sooner the Government does something about it, or the Opposition when elected to
Government does something about it, the better.
I am fully aware of what has happened to the Morley Shopping Centre since the fire several
years ago. I saw what happened as a result of that fire and the hotchpotch development that
was Johnsmith Street. It was an accident waiting to happen. The worst decision ever made
was to move the buses into Johnsmith Street. I commend the Government for what it is
doing to remove all that. When Boans first burnt down and the shopping centre changed it
had a dramatic effect on the Morley shopping centre. I can remember a newsagent in the
centre saying that he lost a third of his business. This development will certainly
complement the Morley shopping centre. The Government has my total support for this Bill.
and the quicker this development happens the better.
MR KIERATH (Riverton) [8.01 pm]: it is important that 1 state from the outset that]I am
not opposed to the Morley shopping centre redevelopment. However, I am opposed to the
granting of an exemption from water rates of $500 000 a year to the developer. When one
looks at the costs of the project one sees that a fair amount is to be spent on buildings. The
proponents of the project claim that a thousand new jobs will be created by it. I do not
believe that. There may well be a thousand new jobs on the site. However, shopping centres
such as this usually draw their clientele from surrounding areas within a radius of five
kilometres. Therefore, all we will see is a transfer of jobs from small businesses to the
shopping centre. I am not opposed to that happening as such. However, I caution people
who are bandying figures around and saying that there will be a thousand jobs that those will
not be additional jobs. That is the important point.
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By granting rate concessions to this shopping centre the Government will open a Pandora's
box and set a precedent for every other shopping centre development in this State to follow.
I know that you, Mir Speaker, have your office in a major shopping centre, as do 1. 1 am sure
that the centre where my office is situated would be pleased to have a concession of' this
magnitude. I know that water rates are not paid by the shopping centre owner but are passed
on to the tenants. Before I purchased my own commercial premises every place 1 rented
passed on costs such as the water rates to the tenants. To whom are we granting this
concession? Is it to the propenty owner for developing the property? Hopefully, this
concession will be passed on to the tenants. However, I believe that it will not but will
perhaps be hidden in an aggregate rent Or some such arrangement. That worries me. This
could result in a business outside the shopping centre paying $4 000 for water rates while the
equivalent shop inside the centre will be paying only $3 000 for its water rates. This Bill will
set a precedent for a process of discrimination. I am sure that small business people would
not thank me if I did not stand here tonight and make these points. I do not object to the
shopping centre, merely to the concession granted to it on its water rates.
I remind members how leasing arrangements often work in major shopping centres. During
my time in local government I was a councillor when the shopping centre in the town of
Kwinana underwent major development. In order to attract a major tenant lease bonuses
were offered. Many shopping centres offer conditions so lucrative that their major tenants
get into the centre for nothing or for a peppercorn rental. That is pant of the tactic to lure a
major tenant into the centre. However, the proponent must still make a return on investment,
so the lease payments of' the small operators who are not in a position to argue with the
shopping centre are loaded. When such people go to the developer of the shopping centre
about such matters they are simply told that if they do not like it they can leave. This
development includes some major tenants, which is part of the overall promoter of the
development, whose lease payments will be held low at the expense of specialty shops.
I remind members of these facts; that is, that major tenants have highly subsidised lease
agreements to attract them into shopping centres in the first place, and that the water rates
will be passed on to the smaller tenants. This concession has not been implemented in the
form it should have been. If the Government were honest in this matter it would make an up-
front subsidy payment of $500 000. 1 am disappointed that the Government has chosen to
take this path. I have heard the argument that rating anomalies occur within the Water
Authority. My reply to that argument is that we should fix those rating anomalies rather than
come into this place and use this Bill as a backdoor method of allowing a shopping centre
developer a water rate concession. I can guarantee that every other shopping developer in
this State will be approaching the Minister's office demanding a water rate concession and
that when they do so they will present a better case than has this developer. That is why this
rebate should not have been agreed to in the form it has.
MR TAYLOR (Kalgoorlie - Minister for State Development) [8.07 pm]: I thank members
for their support of the Bill and their contributions to the debate. A divergence of opinions
either strongly or mildly supporting the Bill or expressing severe doubts about it have been
expressed. In general, the Bill has the support of all parties. This is an important Bill which
has undoubtedly broken new ground. A couple of members have spoken about the nature of
that new round. One or two have said that the legislation sets a precedent which will
change the nature of major developments like this one in suburban areas of Perth and perhaps
some of the major regional centres in Western Australia. If one did something on the basis
that one could not set these sons of precedents because of what the final outcome might be
throughout the Stare, one would never make these sorts of decisions. In fact, they would be
impossible to make because of what people thought might happen as a result of giving these
sorts of concessions and such support for a major development. If we all took that approach
to life we would not be standing still, we would be going backwards!
Negotiations with Coles Myer and Colonial Mutual Life Assurance Society Limited have
been tough. The member for Applecross said that the Government had been done over in
those negotiations. I believe it achieved a fair outcome that will see this shopping centre go
ahead creating jobs during construction and other jobs on completion. We will see a
ramshackle subregional shopping centre turned into a centre of real consequence in Western
Australia. The State Government, the Water Authority in particular and the City of
Bayswater will benefit financially as a result of this development proceeding.
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Mr Kierath: That happens with any redevelopment because values are enhanced.
Mr TAYLOR: Of course it does enhance value, and a better return results from that
enhanced value. The member must remember that this redevelopment has been on the table
for many years. One could stand back and say, "Let's take the risk and see whether it will go
ahead without our support."
Mr Kierath: What about the subsidies?
Mr TAYLOR: One could also say, "Let's make no concessions whatsoever. Let's not give
any support, and see whether development goes ahead." That is not a risk that we should
take. It is better to step in and say chat we are prepared to support the development. That
was the position taken by the City of Bayswater and the State Government. As to the
concessions, the Bill reflects the openness of the situation. People will be aware of the
concessions.
Mr Kierath: Did you need legislative approval for the Water Authority rates?
Mr TAYLOR: I will answer that shantly. The concessions will apply to other major
developments in Western Australia which have gross rental values of more than $12 million.
They do not apply only to this development.
Mr Kierath: Why did you not change the legislation relating to the Water Authority?
Mr TAYLOR: The change to the Water Authority provisions is made on a rating basis and
applies to all developments which have that sont of gross rental value.
Mr Kierach: Will it apply now?
Mr TAYLOR: It would apply in 1994-95.
Mr Strickland: If you had considered chat first there would not be any need for this
legislation.
Mr TAYLOR: The reason it has been necessary to put it in the agreement Act is that the
level of rating will apply for 20 years at no less than the CPI rate. For the Water Authority
and for the State in general this is a continuing contingent liability in relation to the rating
package. The Burt Commission on Accountability report requires that when we establish
that liability it is necessary to come to Parliament. It could have been done for the Water
Authority, as it will be, by changing the regulations and the rating base of those regulations.
It will apply, I gather, by 1994-95 to properties such as the R. & I Bank tower, Westralia
Square, Central Park and the QV I building.
Mr Strickland: And to large shopping centres?
Mr TAYLOR: I do not know of any shopping centres at the moment to apply it to, apart
from the one at Morley. The other large shopping centres are at Karrinyup and Garden City,.
but they do not have that level of gross rental value. I expect that in future years they will
redevelop and reach those levels so they will benefit from this concession. Other
concessions relate to stamp duty and land values. All of that is open in relation to the actual
development. I understand that some people feel nervous about where we are going so far,
and they ask, "Why not small business?" The concessions for water rates are valued at
$500 000 and to spread that amount across small business generally it would not go far. It
will be important for the major developments and will give the message to industry.
Mr Blotfwitch: I thought it was only $67 000 in Western Australia.
Mr TAYLOR: I do not swear it was $90 000; however it does not go far whether it is
$67 000 or $90 000.
I thank members for their support. This is an important issue for the members for Maylands.
and Dianella, and other members and their constituents. For other members, this is a
recognition of this type of development for Western Australia. It is encouraging that
organisations such as Colonial Mutual Life and Coles Myer Ltd have announced this
investment decision in tough times. They want to open the shopping centre before Christmas
1994. 1 commend the Bill to the House.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.
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Third Reading
Leave granted to proceed forthwith to the third reading.
Bill read a third time, on motion by Mr Taylor (Minister for State Development), and
transmitted to the Council.

PAY-ROLL TAX AMENDMENT BILL (No 3)
Cognate Debate

On motion by Mr Taylor (Deputy Premier), resolved -

That leave be granted for the Bill to be debated concurrently with the Pay-roll Tax
Assessment Amendment Bill (No 2).

Second Reading
Debate resumed from 1 December.
MR C.J. BARNETT (Cottesloe - Deputy Leader of the Opposition) [8.16 pm]: The Pay-
roll Tax Amendment Bill (No 3) and the Pay-roll Tax Assessment Amendment Bill (No 2)
deal with the payroll tax changes announced recently by the Treasurer. This is very much a
last act of a dying Government. It follows a public announcement by the Treasurer of
changes to payroll tax at a Chamber of Commerce and Industry dinner last week. The media
release at the time was that payroll tax relief would be offered in three ways: First, an
increase in the payroll tax threshold; second, an adjustment of the various threshold rates of
payroll tax, and an undertaking that they would be indexed by average weekly earnings; and,
third, the introduction of a scheme where if an employer takes on new employees he will
receive a payroll tax rebate. That was the essence of the announcement which was
subsequently reported in The West Australian- The announced changes were accompanied
with great fanfare. The Government placed a full page advertisement in The West Australian
on Friday, 27 November, under the heading 'Pay-roll Tax Relief for Small Business'. It was
an announcement by the Government of Western Australia and paid for by the Government
of Western Australia - in other words, paid for by the taxpayers at a cost of some $10 000.
Two issues emerge in this debate: First, has there been any sort of subtle policy change by
the Government? Second, is the Government genuine about what it proposes to do in the
payroll tax area?
On the question of policy change, the Treasurer seems at last to have acknowledged some
link between payroll tax and employment. I note that throughout last year she denied such a
link; indeed, because the coalition at both the Federal and State level has as part of its policy
the abolition of payroll tax, the Treasurer has continually criticised that policy implying that
it has no major effect on employment. That is not the case. Statiscics resulting from research
done by the Australian Chamber of Manufacturers show that the abolition of payroll tax
would result in the creation of 175 000 jobs nationally and 17 000 jobs in Western Australia.
Only after the failure of all other State Government policies on employment creation does the
Treasurer, albeit reluctantly, seem to admit a link between payroll tax and unemployment;
indeed, a link between the cost of employing people and the number of people employed.
Perhaps it is not so surprising that the Government seems to have taken this change of tack.
If we look at the employment record of the Lawrence Government, no matter how many
schemes have been announced, the housing package announced in February 1990, the glossy
brochures, the job creation schemes, the training schemes - and they have gone on and on
the cold hard facts of the record are that when Dr Lawrence became Premier in February
1990, 57 700 people were unemployed with the unemployment rate at seven per cent. In
October 1992, 99 400 people were out of work; that is an increase in unemployment of
41 700 people and the unemployment rate in Western Australia is currently at 11.6 per cent.
Perhaps the starkest figures of all is not the massive increase in unemployment but the simple
fact that when Dr Lawrence became Premier 761 900 people had a job; today 759 900 people
have a job. Two thousand fewer people are in employment now than there were in February
1990. It is an appalling result in terms of job creation and sustaining employment. Perhaps
that is why now after all this time the Treasurer reluctantly has acknowledged that the cost of
employing people and such things as Payroll tax do impact on employment. How good is the
concession that is offered? What has been offered? 1 will quote from the Treasurer's second
reading speech on the Pay-roll Tax Assessment Amendment Bill (No 2) where she said -
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The purpose of this Bill is to reduce the impact of payroll tax on employers by
increasing the payroll tax exemption threshold level by approximately seven per cent,
as pant of a $19 million package of payroll tax concessions recently announced by
Government.

The Treasurer continued -

This Bill provides for the annual payroll tax exemption level to be increased by
$25 000 from its current level of $350 000 to $375 000.

This increase in the basic threshold is important. Earlier this year the Government with
much fanfare announced that the threshold level below which a company is not liable for
payroll tax would be increased by 10 per cent from $320 000 to $352 000. This later
announcement increases it a further seven per cent from $352 000 to $375 000. It sounds
pretty good if one has a payroll of up to $375 000 because one does not have to pay payroll
tax in Western Australia. How good is this? H-ow do we compare with the other States of
Australia? Western Australia does not compare all chat well. I refer to a comparative study
released by the New South Wales Government, and although these figures relate to
December 1991 they still make my point. In New South Wales a company must have a
payroll of $500 000 before it pays payroll tax; in Victoria the payroll must be $500 000; in
Queensland, $550 000; in South Australia, $443 000 and little old Tasmania, $520 000; in
the Northern Teritory, $400 000; and in the Australian Capital Territory, $400 000. Western
Australia taxes small business more than any other State in Australia. No other business
anywhere else in Australia with a payroll of $375 000 would pay payroll tax. Western
Australia hits its small businesses harder and earlier than anywhere else in Australia. For the
Treasurer to get up at a business dinner and say that the Government is giving payroll tax
relief when it is running at $125 000 or around 30 per cent in threshold level behind the other
States is a hollow commitment. We. do not compare well even with this so-called tax reform.
The major point I will make concerns the promises made to small business people. They
were promised an increase in the payroll tax threshold, and that is what this legislation does.
They were also cold that the various other threshold levels at which different rates of payroll
tax apply would also be adjusted; again, this legislation does that. The third thing they were
told was that those threshold levels would be adjusted for two years according to average
weekly earnings. No legislation is before this House to do that. If there were, why adjust it
by average weekly earnings for only two years? Why not make a genuine commitment to
adjust those threshold levels on an ongoing basis? There is no long term commitment; there
is a two year commitment, but no legislation is delivered. Most important is the so-called
commitment on rebates for employers if they take on new employees. An advertisement in
The West Australian authorised by the Government states -

Eligible employers can now take on extra staff with no increase in payroll tax.
Private sector employers with payrolls of $3.2 million Or less may qualify for payroll
tax rebates for two years if they can show a net increase in employment in their
company.
The rebate will be $1,800 for each additional Western Australian employee and a
ceiling of $18,000 per employer will apply.
The new scheme is effective from 1 July 1992.

A company taking on new employees will get a rebate that applies from 1 July this year.
However, if one reads the fine print at the bottom of the advertisement, one sees it. says that
employers will be eligible to apply for payment of the 1992-93 rebate only after 30 June
1993.
The Government has not even made an offer; it is an election promise to the business
community saying that it will give a payroll tax rebate if new people are employed and that
rebate will apply from 1 July this year. However, the rebate cannot be claimed until the start
of the 1993-94 financial year. It is bad enough that it is a shallow sort of promise, but it is
far worse than that, because this legislation contains no provision to put that into effect.
There is nothing at all in either of these two Bills to deliver to small business those payroll
tax rebates for employing extra people. That is quite reprehensible. The Government has
made a promise to give payroll tax concessions for employing new people which presumably
applies from 1 July, but it has failed to bring in any legislation to deliver that promise. The
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Government has said that the rebate can be claimed after June 1993, but again there is no
legislative provision. We have an election promise by an outgoing Government effectively
trying to commit an incoming Government to budgetary changes in taxation. If the Premier
were genuine about these tax cuts, she would have done two things.
Firstly, the Premier would have introduced the legislation instead of making only a promise,
and, secondly, she would have ensured that rebates applied during the current financial year.
All that exists for business in this deal is a promise on which there is no obligation to deliver.
That is extraordinarily shallow. What has made it worse is that it was very much a party
political promise in the lead up to an election. I do not mind political parties making
promises - we will all be doing that over the coming months - but I take exception to the
Labor Party's making an election promise and using taxpayers' money out of State taxation
revenue to publish full page advertisements, under the banner of the Government of Western
Australia, explaining tax cuts, when no legislation exists to deliver them. The advertisement
to which I referred earlier indicates that a tax cut will be wanted. It is an advertisement
about an Australian Labor Party promise and is a scandalous abuse of taxpayers' money.
The Royal Commission drew attention to such actions. Had the Premier as Treasurer been
genuine, she would have introduced legislation for that rebate, would have made the rebate
apply this year and would have made it refundable in this financial year. It is not acceptable
for a Government to make election promises and simply assume that an incoming
Government will honour them.
The Opposition supports payroll tax cuts however miserly they are. The Opposition's policy
is to abolish Payroll tax. However, Opposition members will not say that they will undertake
to honour election promises made by the Labor Government. If members opposite were
serious they would have introduced legislation in this House yesterday or today to which the
Opposition would have agreed. It is not a genuine promise and is effectively misleading the
public and the small business community. They believe they have a tax cut, but they will
have a tax cut only if the next Government decides to legislate for it. No basis nor moral
justification exists for what this Government has done on payroll tax. It is scandalous and
the wrong act of a Government in its dying days, and is certainly the wrong act at the end of
the parliamentary session. The Opposition supports any tax cuts however small and however
poorly they compare to what occurs elsewhere in Australia. However, the Government's
move is a very small adjustment which has been done for crass political reasons. The
Government has not delivered by bringing forward the simple legislation. It merely hopes
that its election promise will be met by a future Government. The Opposition has an agenda
for reforming payroll tax and for its abolition in October 1994. In Government we will run
our program of Budget policy and tax reform and will not feel bound to commit ourselves to
promises made in a pre-election environment by an outgoing Government which has not
shown the responsibility to introduce legislation to honour what it promised at a dinner last
week.
MR BLOFFWITC- (Geraldton) [8.33 pm]: I have deep concerns about payroll tax
because I pay it each month. I emphasise to members the inequity of the system and how
little effect the promises made in this Bill will have on the majority of businesses.
Additionally, I am concerned about the hypocrisy of the statements being made. It is nothing
short of a joke to talk about such an insidious tax as payroll tax and use that in blatant
propaganda to try to save a dying Government and regain support from the small business
sector which it has absolutely persecuted in its 10 years of Government.
Payroll tax affects many businesses. One of the best examples I can provide members is
with my Ford dealership, where I pay the tax each month. I also operate a little service
station at the other end of town employing three people. Under normal circumstances all the
other service stations do not pay the tax. However, because of the insidious and deceitful
grouping effect I must pay it. It is incredible that the Government looks to lump in
everything, because this is a collection of taxes which will take something from the business
sector. The Government really relishes that. Is it receiving them in directors' fees and car
allowances? On what sort of hidden remuneration can the Government whack this tax?
Under Federal income tax laws if I make a loss in that service station under one company I
cannot write it off against the ocher business. I am not allowed to associate the two
companies. No interfacing is permitted to exist because in one we may be getting a benefit
as the business sector, whereas in the other the Government may be getting a collection. It is
a very sinister tax.
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On hearing the Premier's announcement at the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of
Western Australia dinner last week that new employees would be exempt and a large
reduction in the taxation would apply from 1 July this year, I immediately thought that I
would receive a reduction in the $2 700 1 pay each month. However, that was not to be the
case. It has already been illustrated that this Bill will not come into force for payments until
the end of the next financial year.
Mr C.1. Barnett: Would that encourage you to employ someone else?
Mr BLOFFWITCH: That would not only not encourage me, but also lead me to think that I
could not believe anything that was promised any more. I would have difficulty in accepting
anything that this Government has said. It is little wonder that the business community so
distrusts this Government.
Mr C.J. Barnett: They were totally unimpressed by the announcement at the dinner.
Mr BLOFEWITCH: Why would they not be totally unimpressed? They were told they were
going to receive a reduction in payroll tax. Most of us pay payroll tax; it sounds like a
wonderful idea. However, a little further on in the speech we were told that we would not be
able to claim the reduction until 30 June 1994.
Mr Gordon Hill: You are talking about a rebate, but the threshold level has been increased.
Mr BLOFFWITCH: The threshold level has been increased to $375 000. Queensland was
planning to raise its level to $600 000, but Western Australia is still around $375 000. Is it
any wonder that the development about which we were just talking for the Morley City
shopping centre requires such attractive discounts because of the onerous conditions placed
on companies?
Mr C.J. Barnett: Ninety per cent of businesses are not affected but 60 per cent of private
sector employees are covered.
Mr ELOFEWITCH: We love to use statistics. Only about eight or nine per cent of
businesses pay payroll tax. However, we hate to move it the other way and say that
something like 62 per cent of all employees in this State are subject to the burden that when
they are taken on they must enter into the payroll tax system. All we ever hear is that it is
only seven or eight per cent and is improving. It is not improving. It is an indictment of any
Government. In September 1971 the Federal Government generously handed this tax to the
States. Little wonder! It was the most unpopular tax in this country, and probably the
greatest contributor to unemployment of any tax. We had the opportunity, as the Deputy
Leader of the Opposition said, to get rid of it altogether.
How many times have I heard from members opposite that we will charge our grandmothers
15 per cent more for their milk? Why are they not a little honest? I will accept it when they
say to me, 'Yes, people will pay an average of four per cent cost increases." Instead of the
$2 500 that I pay in payroll tax, I would be more than happy to pay four per cent more to
give fourjuniors jobs. That is the type of reform we need in this sort of legislation. I accept
that in moving the threshold the Government is trying to eliminate more and more businesses
from paying the tax and that, up until now, because it has not had the right formula Or Mix to
get rid of it altogether, it has struggled to come to grips with it. However, to do this in the
last days of this Government - to tell someone that the next Government will give them a
break in 1994 - is a scandalous abuse of legislative power. It is an attempt to promote
something that this Government cannot put in place. It will have no control over it. It is like
many of the pieces of legislation we have dealt with late in this session including the
National Rail Corporation legislation. The Government is trying to ensure that the burden
for all of this legislation is placed on the shoulders of the next Government. Is it not funny
that everything that must be funded is being put off until after the election?
Mr C.J. Barnett: What moral right does the Government have to try to promise policy
changes after an incoming Government?
Mr BLOFEWITCH: I wonder what moral right any Government has to place a penalty on
employment when 90 000 people are unemployed in this State and almost a million Australia
wide. Every State still has this tax. Is it any wonder that it was passed over as a source of
revenue by the Federal Government? This tax collects $600 million; that is the significance
of it. Nothing else in the Budget apart from the Commonwealth's contribution of
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$2.5 billion comes close to raising that amount of revenue. It is a huge amount and
illustrates the effect it has on the work force. We are collecting $600 million from
businesses for the pleasure of employing people in this State. I think the Government should
be ashamed of itself for not applauding the Opposition's plan to remove payroll tax totally
and allow the $600 million to pour back into employing people. On the statistics, half of the
90 000 dole queue would be cut immediately if these funds were used to employ people.
Those are the types of reforms that I want to see in a Bill. Next October, after a successful
challenge at the polls by the Federal and Stare conservative forces, we will give businesses
the opportunity to reduce those dole queues and operate more efficiently and we will show
the Government what payroll tax reform is all about.
MR WIESE (Wagin) [8.45 pm]: Much of what I wanted to say has been said already.
Therefore, I will not repeat it. The Deputy Leader of the Opposition has spelt out clearly
some of the worst aspects of this payroll tax legislation. Quite frankly, it is a real con job. I
agree with other speakers that I am glad to see attempts being made to lift the level of
exemptions, minimal though they are. However, it is just playing around the edges of what
is the biggest problem faced by employers in this State. One has only to look at the Budget
figures to see that payroll tax is by far the largest revenue earner by way of taxation. It is
estimated that payroll tax will produce about $537 million in revenue this year. Contrary to
the scene that the Treasurer and the Government are trying to paint, last year
$519.665 million was collected. Therefore, despite the economic circumstances that this
State is facing and despite the economic circumstances of those employers who are forced to
pay this inequitable tax, we will be raising $18 million more from them this year than was
raised last year. That is the real figure. It indicates that payroll tax collections are not going
down; they are budgeted to be up this year. Whether that figure will be achieved is yet to be
seen. However, the Government expects to raise $18 million more from employers this year
than it did last year. In the present circumstances and with unemployment levels being what
they are, that speaks for itself.
The reality is that the only people who can provide employment for those who are out of a
job are the same people the Government is taxing because they employ people. Small,
medium and large businesses are being hit by this dreadful tax and they are the only people
who are able to address the unemployment problems of this State. I and many other
members are aware of the situation facing this State because I have a son who has been
trying desperately to get employment and cannot. I hope that he will. That situation is being
repeated thousands of times all over this State as young adults come into the work force for
the first time and have to confront the reality that they cannot get jobs. One of the major
reasons they cannot get jobs is that a number of employers are not willing to put them on
because they will be lumbered with an additional five per cent or six per cent payroll tax for
the pleasure of doing so.
To put the impact that payroll tax has on the business community into perspective, let us look
at other sources of revenue. Stamp duty, the next highest revenue source, will earn
$424 million this year. Where does that come from? It comes from the small business sector
in one way or another. Mineral royalties and rentals are the next highest earner at
$383.5 million. The various licences which are also paid by small business will bring in
$177.5 million. The point I make is that the majority of those are again taxes on the small
business sector. One wonders why on earth small business is not able to take up the
unemployment that exists around the country. Small business people cannot afford to and
until we address this problem they will not be able to do so. That is the reality facing us and
we deal with it by an election stunt in the dying days of this parliamentary session. It is
absolutely dreadful.

Another aspect of payroll tax I shall briefly address is that not only is it an inequitable tax
because it taxes people for employing other people, but also it is inequitable in other ways. I
refer, for example, to the shearing industry. Between 50 per cent and 60 per cent of the
sheep in this State are shorn by shearing contractors. The contractors employ a large number
of people for the majority of the year and pay large sums of money because they pay not only
the shedhands but also the shearers who work at piece rates. The majority go above the
payroll tax threshold and are lumbered with a five per cent or six per cent payroll tax. The
payroll tax is not paid by those who do not reach that level, such as the small contractors or
the cocky shearers who shear the remaining 40 per cent of the sheep in this State. Therefore,
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those people who do not pay payroll tax are able to do the job for between 8 0 and lO0 a head
less. The large contractors are not able to compete and must put off workers, That is a
totally iniquitous situation. The payroll tax places many people in a totally unfair position
and it works to the detriment of employers who provide the major portion of employment
oppontunities in the shearing industry. That has occurred over the years not just in the
shearing industry but also throughout the small business community. The man who employs
seven or eight people in his factory comes below the payroll tax threshold and pays a
substantially lower wage bill and associated costs than the person who employs between
10 and 15 people and who must pay payroll tax.
Mr Bradshaw: Is there any incentive to expand?
Mr WIESE: Of course, the smaller businessman will not expand his operation. The reality is
that employers are more likely to go the other way and reduce the number of employees, as is
happening all over the community. Again, those people who are employing the majority of
employees are not able to compete with the employers who do not pay payroll tax. The
larger employer is immediately at a five per cent or six per cent disadvantage. It is
absolutely and grossly unfair, and yet we are doing nothing about it. It is insanity to impose
this payroll tax. The Minister by interjection said that only nine per cent or 10 per cent of the:
businesses in Western Australia are paying payroll tax. I accept what the Minister says on
face value but, should it be true, that reinforces my opinion that it is a dreadful situation
because it means that a small percentage of employers is paying $53? million annually in
payroll tax. The Minister should hang his head in shame rather than crumpet about this
measure. The fact that less than 10 per cent of businesses are paying a contiribution of that
size to the revenue of this State is a condemnation and an indication of the absolute
unfairness of the payroll tax system.
In the second reading speech the Treasurer trumpeted to the community that because of the
measures inherent in this legislation before us she estimated that approximately
180 employers who would otherwise have had a payroll tax liability, would now be exempt.
First of all, I have doubts about the veracity of the figures quoted by the Treasurer
However, I will bet anything the Government would care to name that far more employers
will fall below that exemption level this year for at least three reasons which have nothing to
do with the Treasurer's measure. The first reason some people will fall below the exemption
level is that they will put off employees because they do not have enough work for them.
Also they will want to come below the exemption level in order to make their businesses five
per cent or six per cent more competitive. That factor alone will account for more than the
180 employers referred to by the Treasurer. I will also bet anything that additional people
will fall below the exemption level because they will close down their businesses as they are
unable to continue operating in the economic climate created in this State for small business.
Further, unfortunately, I believe that a substantial number of businesses will fall below the
exemption level because their owners will be forced into receivership or bankruptcy in the
present economic climate. That is a real tragedy because even if they were employing only
four or five people, that means four or five more jobs will disappear and the unemployment
situation will continue to go from bad to worse. That is exactly what has happened in this
State over the past four or five years. I wish it were different. I would like to say the decline
has stopped but when I talk to small business people who are trying to survive in this State at
the moment, I do not get a great deal of joy and I tend to hear from them more doom and
gloom. Although I am a relatively optimistic person, I find it is frankly depressing to talk
with small business people and I sympathise with the way they feel.
I conclude by saying that payroll tax is basically an inequitable tax. This legislation does not
start to address the basic problems of payroll tax and I do not believe the Government has
any real commitment to doing anything about one of the major disincentives for employers in
this State at present.
MR TAYLOR (Kalgoorlie - Deputy Premier) [8.59 pm]: One of the interesting things
about payroll tax legislation is that it gives members of Parliament the opportunity to make
the speeches we have just heard. I do not dismiss them lightly but we hear only one side of
the debate, and particularly about the cost of payroll tax to small business. The last speaker
referred to the takings from payroll tax and the other major State taxes. However, he did not
talk about the other side of the question in that we cannot make major changes in these areas
unless we introduce a goods and services tax, as has been suggested.
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Mr Bloffwitch: Will it create jobs?
Mr TAYLOR: It will not create jobs. In fact, it will cut Government expenditure and lead to
higher unemployment. That is the truth of it. The Opposition's health policy states that the
Opposition will chop $100 million from the health system in Western Australia. I would like
to find a tax which is reasonable and cheap to assess, and which does not penalise people as a
GST will do. However, the other side of the coin is that if we cut payroll tax, from where
will we get the $500 million? Where can we save the money? I make the point also that a
OST which would do away with payroll tax would tie this State more closely and more
fiercely than ever to the purse strings of the Federal Government, and we have had enough of
that master-servant relationship. We tried desperately with the previous Prime Minister, and
we have continued to try with this Prime Minister, to deal with that relationship and with the
fiscal regime that exists between the Commonwealth and the States.
These Bills will save businesses in Western Australia a considerable amount of money.
They focus specifically on the issue of employment, and, once again, as has been the case
year in and year out in Western Australia, we have introduced legislation which seeks to
reduce the impact of payroll tax on employers in the State in a fiscally responsible manner.
That is the nature of this legislation, and I hope the House will see fit to support it.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

Third Reading
Leave granted to proceed forthwith to the third reading.
MR TAYLOR (Kalgoorlie - Deputy Premier) [9.02 pm]: I move -

That the Bill be now read a third time.
MR CJ. BARNETT (Cottesloe - Deputy Leader of the Opposition) [9.03 pm]: I rise
briefly on the third reading of the Bill because the Treasurer has now come back into the
Chamber. I invite the Treasurer to state why promises have been made to business groups
and why we have had full page advertisements at taxpayers' expense which have promised
tax cuts which are said to apply from I July this year, when those rebates to employers will
not apply until 1 July next year? It is quite immoral for a Government to make promises in
its last days in office and to not have the courage or the integrity to introduce legislation to
make good those promises. This Labor Government, as it goes out of office, is making
promises which it expects an incoming Government to honour. Why did the Treasurer not
introduce that legislation in this session? If the Treasurer was genuine in making that
promise, where is the legislation for the promised rebates? We would happily support it;
there would be no debate. We think that proposal does not go very far, but we would support
it. We will not undertake to simply pick up election promises made by the Labor
Government.
Mr Taylor: What legislation?
Mr C.J. BARNETIT: Legislation for the rebates.
Dr Lawrence: It is there.
Mr C.J. BARNETT': It is not.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a third time, on motion by Mr Taylor (Deputy Premier), and transmitted to the
Council.

PAY-ROLL TAX ASSESSMENT AMENDMENT BILL (No 2)
Second Reading

Order of the Day read for the resumption of debate from I December.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

Third Reading
Leave granted to proceed forthwith to the third reading.
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Bill read a third time, on motion by Mr Taylor (Deputy Premier), and transmitted to the
Council.

APPROPRIATION (GENERAL LOAN AND CAPITAL WORKS FUND) BILL

Second Reading
Debate resumed from 1 September.
MR COURT (Nedlands - Leader of the Opposition) [9.05 pm]: I expected to speak in this
debate last night, and 1 am glad the debate is taking place tonight, because the Treasurer is
here. This could well be the last loan Bill on which we will speak from the Opposition
benches after 10 years. Ten years ago, I sat in this Parliament as a backbencher and listened
to the last Labor Leader of the Opposition, Brian Burke, speak during the loan Bill debate. It
is appropriate that I remind the House of the speech which he made, because in that speech
he set the agenda for the financial mismanagement of this State during the past 10 years.
culminating in the current financial problems of this State. HeI stated in his speech that -

We would in Government be about the job of implementing projects and new and
particular policies in relation to economic management.

He continued -

These new policies include -

(1) A review of the State's taxation system and revenue raising including
a review of the expenditures from the taxation systems in the form of
exemptions and concessions.

(2) Renegotiation of Commonwealth-State financial arrangements in the
form of a negotiated contract.

(3) The progressive phasing out and eventual abolition of payroll tax.
(4) A fundamental restructuring of the Budget process.

Those four objectives were set 10 years ago. After 10 years of Labor Government, not one
of those objectives has been achieved. Indeed, the opposite has been the case, and instead of
putting the State's finances on a stronger footing, the State's finances have been undermined
and State debt has now blown out to in excess of $11 billion. It was not easy to arrive at that
predicament; it required a level of incompetence and financial irresponsibility of
monumental proportions. The past 10 years of financial mismanagement by the Labor
Government in this State were based upon the flawed premise that the Government should be
a major player in the State's economy. In fact, we heard time and time again that the
Government needed to have "windows into industry" and that it had to be a player in the
system. The current Minister for Microeconomic Reform was one of the strongest advocates
of the Government's heavy involvement in the way in which things were done in industry.
However, the problem with that economic strategy was that-
Mr Bloffwitch: No collective responsibility.
Mr COURT: No. When it all went astray, there was certainly no collective responsibility.
In fact, no-one was prepared to stand up and accept any of the responsibility. The problem
with that economic strategy was that it demanded a high degree of integrity and honesty from
the key players. Part I of the Royal Commission report indicated that that just was not the
case. It has shown that these people acted highly improperly, and in some cases illegally,
and could not be trusted with Government. This turned out to be an economic strategy which
was disastrous for the State.
The last decade saw major increases in State revenue collection: From 1983 to 1990 State
revenue increased by $2.51 billion or more than 108 per cent; at the same time as the revenue
increased at such a rapid rate the level of State debt increased by more than $5.2 billion or
133 per cent. At this time we went through the problems with the WA Inc deals and the
ensuing losses. We will know the latest situation with the Government Employees
Superannuation Board next week with the release of its report. We have seen the total
liabilities blow out. This situation was perhaps best summarised in The West Australian by
Louis Beckerling on 20 November, when he wrote -

The recurring budget deficit and rocketing State borrowings by profligate WA
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governments have created a debt time bomb primed to explode at the cost of future
taxpayers. The latest debt data unveiled in Parliament - recording total Government
liabilities of $17.791 billion - should have school children marching on State
Parliament to. demand that today's politicians keep their grasping hands off
tomorrow's tax revenues.

Perhaps the most telling comment is at the end of the article -

This is perhaps the greatest crime which the present generation of government is
guilty of - borrowing to the hilt in an endeavour to buy their way back into power at
each election - and leaving future generations of taxpayers to pick up the tab.

Louis Beckerling got it right! Later I will explain how the Government's borrowing program
does not follow the economic cycle; it follows the political cycle by way of elections. That is
exactly what is happening at the moment. For example, the Government participated in the
failed petrochemical deal prior to the last election, and this involvement has cost taxpayers
dearly. This underlines the ethos of members opposite who have been prepared to place
political self-interest ahead of the economic interests of the State. It is disturbing that if the
coalition is successful at the election, it will face not only the State debt situation, but also
the wad of contingent liabilities in current legal actions which could well cost taxpayers
further hundreds of millions of dollars.
The Government's self-interest continues today. The Government has borrowed almost
$500 million this financial year in what could be described only as a last ditch attempt to
show the electorate that some signs of recovery exist in the economy. The Government
believes that if money is borrowed and spent, it will create the impression that things are
happening. Fortunately people are now starting to question the level of State debt and our
ability to service it.
The Premier quickly jumped on the bandwagon when Bill Clinton won the American
election a few weeks ago. He said that he would initiate a loan and expenditure program to
give the American economy a boost. The Premier immediately jumped up at question time
and said that Bill Clinton does it, and we should do so to give the economy a stimulus.
However, she did not mention that the Government has been borrowing heavily to provide
that stimulus for some time. It is pointless trying to stimulate the economy when one is not
prepared to implement major structural reforms in the economy. Even with the high level of
debt incurred by the Government in recent years, unemployment has continued to rise with
almost 100 000 people out- of work in this State. Decisions in this State are primarily based
on short term political gain. The hardest lesson which must be learned from the last decade
is that we cannot take a short term approach in planning the economy. One cannot live from
one election to the next without having long term goals in place.
The Appropriation (General Loan and Capital Works Fund) Bill deals with the capital works
program proposed for this financial year. This involves the expenditure of $1 billion to
$1.5 billion, with half a billion dollars appropriated from the General Loan and Capital
Works Fund. I shall spend a few minutes outlining some concerns about not only the debt
level, but also the manner in which we are provided information in relation to debt. We are
not well informned in this State about the aggregate level of debt and its break-up. In other
States' budget papers the levels of debt are listed - but not this State. We must wait until the
Treasurer's Annual Statements - which were released a week or so ago - before we discover
what is happening with debt and its repayment. The availability of these figures enables us
to develop a better understanding - not a good one - about the level of debt in different areas.
It is important to understand whether the debt is used for capital purposes or for recurrent
expenditure which should come from the State's revenue stream. Unfortunately, this State
has a substantial borrowing which is not for long term capital works-type projects. Last year
loan funds were used for maintenance in schools and hospitals, for redundancy schemes - in
other words, paying the wages bill - and for purchasing motor cars. We should not barrow
money unless we use it to build our capital stock. Approximately 13 per cent to 15 per cent
of our borrowings are now used for other than capital purposes. Also, the Parliament is not
being fully, properly and adequately informed on the nature of debt and the way in which the
expenditure is being used. We should know quite clearly how much is being used for new
capital works, repairs and maintenance and for pure consumption on items such as
accommodation and the like which should not be funded from the General Loan and Capital
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Works Fund. The interest payments should be spelt out in the Budget papers, but that is not
the case. This State carries three areas of debt: The total public sector debt; the general
Government sector debt as shown in the Budget; and the public trading enterprises' debt.
However, the debt figures to which we have referred do not cover financial trading
enterprises such as the R & I Bank Ltd, the State Governmient Insurance Office and the
Government Employees Superannuation Board. The funding for those organisations is not
split into areas such as new capital works, repairs and maintenance or recurrent funding.
Most figures come from the Australian Bureau of Statistics.
The Government in Queensland. through good management, has been able to eliminate all
Government borrowings in the general Government purpose sector. That is an achievement
which this Opposition has publicly stated it wants to move towards. The level of debt in this
State has blown out. I suggest that members who have not read the latest analytical
information on the Treasurer's Annual Statements should do so. It is quite frightening to see
the manner in which the debt has blown out in this State. It is totally unfair that the
continuing burden of debt will be imposed on future generations, particularly if it is not being
used for things like schools and hospitals which will be for the long term benefit of those
people. It is irresponsible of us to borrow 'funds for nmaintenance purposes.

It is interesting that the Government produced a debt management strategy a couple of days
before the Budget was released in which it spelt out how it intended to wind back the debt to
impmove the financial situation so that this State could regain its AAA credit racing.
However, having gone to the trouble of announcing that plan, the Government then did not
proceed to implement it. That paper was released on 28 August and in that document the
Treasurer said that the increase in net debt would be contained to at least one per cent per
annum on average less than the growth in the Western Australian economy. If the Treasurer
had been able to adhere to that plan, the debt this year would not have grown by more than
three per cent; yet it was announced in the Budget that the net debt had increased by I11 per
cent. A matter of weeks after the Government released its debt management plan it saw fit to
scrap that proposal. According to the Treasurer's plan, to regain the State's AAA credit
rating which this Government lost, the total debt would have to be equivalent to 18 per cent
of gross State product. However, it is at nearly 23 piet cent according to Standard and Poor's
rating.
The other matter which has been conveniently omitted from th e debt management plan is
some of the large losses accumulated as a result of the WA Inc dealings where, again, our
future generations must pay for this Government's misdemeanours:- We are beginning to pay
off some of those WA Inc losses on the never never. Again, the Government announced how
it would pay back some of those losses. It set in place a repayment structure, but no sooner
had it done so than it was unable to meet that plan.
The Australian Bureau of Statistics' data reveals by how much capital has increased; it tells
us how much was involved in depreciation and how much was.net debt. An analysis of those
figures will determine that our borrowings have exceeded our increase in capital stock; that
is, we have been borrowing money, but not using it to develop our capital infrastructure.
That debt has been used for other purposes. Consequently, we cannot say to our children that
we borrowed money to build a school but rather that we borrowed it to maintain the school
10 years earlier. We, as responsible citizens, should be maintaining those schools and other
assets with other funds.

When analysing the debt situation in this State, it is important to compare it with other States.
For example, it is easy to understand that Queensland has lower taxes and charges than this
State when its debt level is approximately one third of ours. It does not have any
Government borrowings for general Government purposes. Will you, Madam Acting
Speaker, be speaking on this matter in relation to the Public Accounts and Expenditure
Review Committee's report when we have the opportunity to debate this matter further? I do
not know whether you agree or disagree with me.

The ACTING SPEAKER (Dr Edwards): Half and half.

Mr COURT: The point I want to make is that one cannot have a debt problem - the
Treasurer will say that everything in this State is under control - without comparing it with a
State such as Queensland which has kept its debt levels under control and, consequently, is
able to keep its taxes and charges at a lower level...
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I wanted to make those general comments during this Joan debate because our debt at both
State and Federal level is something we must all understand better. This State has gone
through a period in which a generation - I am part of that generation - contr-ary to my parents'
generation, was brought up without a savings mentality. The idea was that one borrowed and
if one kept borrowing one could pay it back next year because things would be better next
year. The 1980s were all about a debt mentality. One has only to look at what happened
with the Alan Bonds and similar people who were so highly geared; they got away with it for
a while, but eventually it caught up with them. It will catch up with State and Federal
Governments. Will the Treasurer be handling this Bill?
Mr Taylor: She will be back in the House; she is at a meeting at the moment.
Mr COURT: I refer now to the fact that considerable concern has been expressed that even
though we are only a few months, possibly a few weeks, away from an election this
Government is continuing to place its political mates in senior positions in the Public
Service. That is, those in Government are taking advantage of their last period in office to
ensure that their people are entrenched in senior positions. We have tried to get an assurance
from the Premier that the Government will not be making any of those appointments in the
senior executive service between now and the election. Yet the $90 000 positions are still
being advertised. We have asked questions and, conveniently, we have not had any answers
to those questions. We have asked whether contracts have been renewed for some of the
Government's senior political advisers, for people in senior positions in the Public Service
and we have asked whether some of those five year contracts are being renewed just before
an election. Those contracts have clauses in them that, if an incoming Government wants to
get rid of those people, the contract must be paid out in full. First of all, we would like to
know the answers to those questions that we have had on notice as to what senior positions
have been filled in recent times. Secondly, we want to know whether the Government will
give a commitment that it will not be making senior appointments between now and the
election. We want a commitment that it has not been renewing contracts for some of the
senior people in the Public Service. It is a simple request. The Government has told us time
and again that it wants to be accountable to the people in this State. It would be quite
inappropriate, quite improper, if the Government had been ensuring that those people were
entrenched in positions with good financial contracts so close to an election. This also
applies to filling some of the vacant positions that may occur when the new bodies are
established. We believe it is inappropriate. Just as the Government has delayed announcing
the new Governor - Sir Francis Burt has been good enough 10 fill in in that position until a
permanent appointment can be made after the election - it is proper for the Government not
to make appointments to senior Public Service positions. I do not know whether the Deputy
Premier will answer those questions and tell us what appointments have been made in recent
times, what appointments have been renewed in recent times and whether contracts -

Mr Taylor: You are making allegations; you do not have anything to back them up.
Mr COURT: For the past couple of weeks I have been asking the questions, but I have
received no answers. What else can I do when people come to me and say that this
Government is renewing five year contracts? We asked questions in Parliament about
whether the Government will give a commitment to stop filling these senior positions
between now and the election. What do we get? No answers. When Parliament finishes
tomorrow we will still not have answers to those questions.
To summarise the present situation: Just as Brian Burke spelt out his objectives 10 years
ago, we are now able to see that he was not able to fulfil those objectives. We have ended up
with a legacy of record levels of bankruptcy and unemployment, a stagnant level of new
investment and the record level of debt which the State and Federal Governments have
achieved. Our previously fine international reputation has been tarnished. This Government
has gone into a recession that it has no idea how to get out of. To its credit today's The West
Australian graphically depicted the situation accurately with the picture of a plane with its
four engines on fire. For the first time someone was trying to shock the people out of their
complacency. There is a problem with our debt levels, unemployment and the balance of
payments performance. We will be able to remedy that situation only if we are prepared to
accept change. Those in Government can argue about whether they support our proposals
for tax reforms, but the current taxation system is not providing the incentive that is required
to get the system up and running.
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In relation to the current industrial relations system, those in Government can have their
marches and do what they like, but how can they sic here with one million people out of work
and do nothing about it? If the Australian Council of Trade Unions and the Trades and
Labor Council can put so much effort into campaigning against our proposed changes, why
can they not put the same effort into improving what we currently have and making it
possible for our children to get jobs when they leave school and to enter tertiary institutions
to enable them to follow a career path in a chosen profession? Surely instead of putting
energy into campaigning against our blueprint for change, the Labor Party should be putting
its energy into trying to improve the system. The Government will never convince the
people, not only the million people out of work but also the millions who are in jobs, that a
few weeks down the line they will have a job. We should not have those problems in this
country. After a decade of Labor that is the legacy with which we have been left.
When we go into this election we will be seeking a mandate for four years in Government.
We want a mandate for at least two terms in Government so that we can bring about changes
that will be required. At the end of 10 years of a Liberal-National coalition when making a
judgment of our record, instead of the appalling judgment that we can make today on what
the Labor Party has done, we want to be able to say that we have restored integrity to
Government; we have restored confidence into this State; we have improved the living
standards of all people in this State; and we have put the State back into a sound financial
position. That is what we want to achieve if we are given the opportunity, a similar
opportunity to that given to this Government a decade ago. This Government has blown it.
We do not want to spend 10 years in Government and have those sorts of judgments placed
on us.
As we go into this election we see four key issues upon which it will be run:
Unemployment; economic development of the State; financial management of the State; and
the issue of integrity in Government. The financial management of the State is very much
tied in with this Bill that we are debating. The fact is that we are able to present, as we did
nearly a year ago, our debt management plans; how we will go about trying to wind back our
ever growing debt level. We simply cannot turn this State around if we have a short term
perspective about the things that need to be done. Long term planning is required to turn this
State's finances around and to increase our economic growth. That is why we must face up
to the taxation reforms and the labour market reforms. I see the member for Eyre sitting on
the front bench. He must be very frustrated that some of the proposals that he would have
liked to implement to turn the economy around have not been put in place. I disagree with
many of the proposals the member for Eyre has advocated and I agree with many of them.
He must be frustrated that the Government has not taken advantage of the development
opportunities in this State over the last decade.
It is important that we ensure that integrity is restored to Government and the key to that is to
ensure that the Cabinet system of Government operates properly in this State. It was the
collapse of the Cabinet system which caused many of the problems in the 1980s and even
today Cabinet is still refusing to accept responsibility for the decisions it made. The collapse
of this system removed one of the major checks and balances from our political system. The
Premier would be pulled into line very quickly if a Minister stood up in Cabinet and said that
he did not accept what Cabinet was doing and, therefore, he would resign from Cabinet and
tell the people of this State why he was resigning. That single action would jolt any Premier
back into line very quickly, but in the past 10 years that did not happen.
When the current Premier took office there was no guarantee that confidence in the Cabinet
system of Government would be restored because she participated in the decisions of the
Dowding Cabinet. Decisions were made without Ministers seeking the proper information
on which to base their decisions. The Opposition's doubts about whether the Cabinet system
is operating properly today are well founded and only recently its doubts were confirmed by
the Simcoa deal. Cabinet made a decision to provide support to the tune of $200 million to
this company without finding out on what it will spend that money. The Cabinet system of
Government is operating without examination of formal submissions detailing expenditure.
We must all work to restore integrity to the operations of this Parliament. Unfortunately, its
integrity has been severely tarnished. It is crucial that we restore confidence in this State's
economy if we ame to turn things around. We desperately need investor confidence in this
State to attract capital investment. We cannot have a situation whereby companies which
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warnt to invest hundreds of millions of dollars in this State have their developments delayed
because of slow approval processes. This, in turn, delays the growth in employment
opportunities. As a result of this Government's go-slow development approval policies,
investment in this State has stagnated. The Government has had 10 years to deliver and it
has not been able to do that.
In my contribution to the second reading debate on the Pilbara Development Commission
Bill today I referred to the many opportunities this Government has had to take advantage of
the natural resources in this State. The Government has done absolutely nothing; it has been
far too slow. The member for Swan Hills has had his eyes opened in the last year as he has
travelled to different parts of the world to look at new resource projects. It is important that
members of Parliament have the opportunity to visit countries to witness, first hand, the
developments taking place.
Mr Troy: It is also important to look at the mistakes made in the past and avoid them in the
future. The Japanese make more out of our natural gas with their ongoing value-adding than
we do and that is a very good example of an error we continue to make.
Mr COURT: The member for Swan Hills has returned from some of his trips very excited
about the developments which are taking place in countries like, for example, Korea. He
described to me a steel operation in Korea which I have not seen. I have visited one in Korea
and that was mind boggling. I have not seen the new generation of steel making technology
and plants, but if it is better than the last generation it must be pretty impressive stuff. I have
visited Taiwan and it needs all the things we can offer it. To restore confidence in this State
we must move away from our short term outlook and look to the long term. The travelling
and the work the member for Swan Hills has done has been wasted because he has not been
able to promote his ideas as a Minister in Government. The senior people in Government
should have a close relationship with the senior players in Government and business, not
only in Asian countries, but also in other parts of the world. Europe is changing and terrific
opportunities will arise there.
Unfortunately, this Government has been obsessed with looking after its own political
advantage and it has put that ahead of the people of this State. In the words of the Royal
Commissioners, this Government has taken its eye off the ball and investors no longer have
sufficient confidence in it to invest in this State.
Mr Troy: If you examine it closely -

Mr COURT: I have examined what has taken place in the last 10 years and it is tragic. In
the last four years new investment has stagnated. If we take the investment in the North
West Shelf gas project the investment figures for the last four years show that the
Government has had an appalling record in that period. The best this Government could do
with that project was to drag it through the Royal Commission.
I commenced my speech by saying that Brian Burke was the last Labor Leader of the
Opposition and 10 years ago he spelt out the four objectives he wanted to achieve when in
Government. The Government has not achieved one of them. The coalition is spelling out
four objectives which it plans to achieve and they include restoring integrity and confidence
into the parliamentary system, improving the standard of living for all Western Australians
and putting this State back into a sound financial position.
As this Government nears the end of its 10 year term it is in disarray and is totally
discredited. It has forfeited its right to govern and it is simply a caretaker Government. The
public simply cannot trust this Government and that is the view advanced in the Royal
Commission's report. It has acted grossly improperly, and in some cases illegally, in
carrying out its responsibilities in Government.

As we go to this election the public will have a very clear choice between what they have
seen in action during the last 10 years and a united Liberal-National Party coalition that will
restore open, decent Government. We will not only have a strong pro-development policy,
but also we will do what we have done in the past in Government; that is, deliver a strong
pro-development policy.

MR WATT (Albany) [9.50 pm]: Normally in such a debate one would welcome the
opportunity to rise and defend the electorate, push the parish pump and complain bitterly
about lack of funding allocated to one's electorate for various capital works crying out for
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funding. Tonight I resist that temptation. This is about the only opportunity afforded to me
to make a few comments and observations in this place as this will be the last time I stand
here to do so.
Over the years I can remember thinking to myself at different times when I have been angry
about something that when I made my farewell speech in the Parliament I would open up on
that subject and give somebody a broadside. Like many letters that one writes, one sleeps on
them overnight and the next morning they do not seem so important. Had I written down
those issues they probably would not seem half as important today as they seemed at the
rime. That is probably a pretty good thing because I am sure that by now they would not
achieve anything anyway.
What [ will do instead is make a few observations and express a few appreciations. I have
had a most interesting time in the 19 years I have been here. I have served in the Liberal
Party under five leaders: Sir Charles Court, Ray O'Connor, Bill Hassell, Barry MacKinnon
and now Richard Court. During that time we have seen six leaders of the Labor Party: John
Tonkin, Colin Jamieson, Ron Davies, Brian Burke, Peter Dowding and the present Premier,
Carmen Lawrence. It is interesting to compare the styles, attitudes and personalities of some
of those people.
A number of interesting subjects were debated during that time, some of which were highly
controversial. Some members here think they are sitting late when they sit to 2.00 am or
3.00 am. When I first came here the House did not sit until 4.30 pmn and sometimes would sit
through and we would have breakfast here. I think the latest that we ever sat was 10.30 am
the following morning. That was a late. night and people were very weary after it. I saw the
split that caused the demise of the Country Party and the birth of the National Party. Those
were also traumatic times and there was much tension round the place, certainly on our side
of politics, while all that was happening.
During that time I have seen four different mayors come and go in the Town of Albany. To
have the opportunity to work with so many different people [eaves one richer for those
experiences. During my time here I have also seen a hut of humorous incidents from time to
time that [ might talk about at another time and in another place.
Mr MacKinnon: Why not now?
Mr WATT: Time does not permit. I have also seen much sadness and trauma from time to
time in different situations that have developed. Itris a little sad to reflect on some of the
people with whom I have served in this Parliament who have passed away. It was only when
I was thinking about this matter that I realised how many former members had passed away.
Notable amongst them is the late Sir David Brand, who was still in the Parliament when I
came here. He was truly one of nature's gentlemen and a fellow who, when I first came here
with a whole group of new members in 1974, was generous with his time and patient with us
as new members. If he saw a new member doing or saying something he thought was
unnecessary or lavish he would quietly sidle up and have a little chat. He would never
admonish one and members did not realise until after they had been advised in a nice way
what had happened. Such was his manner of doing things. Some of us could learn
something from the technique of Sir David Brand who was noted by all Western Australians
for his gentlemanly behaviour and style. I count it as a privilege to have served as a member
of this Parliament with him.
Mr Court: My one and only political experience with Sir David Brand was when I had a
small business in Perth and went to the Cough Whitlamn rally. I was standing at the back
near the GPO next to Sir David Brand and did not know it until halfway through the rally,
which was the one that got out of control. He was the leader and sat there quietly watching
what was going on.
Mr WATT: I will not digress into reminiscences about Sir David Brand, but he was a great
man. Others with whom I have served in this House who have passed on include Andrew
Mensaros, Cyril Rushton, Ted Evans, the member for Kalgoorlie who preceded the present
member for Kalgoorlie, Cambell. Nalder, and Colin Jamieson, and in the upper House, Jack
Heitman, Graham MacKinnon, Arthur Griffith, the former President, Gordon Atkinson -

Mr Gordon Hill: Clive Hughes.
Mr WATT: Yes, Clive Hughes, although [ am unsure of what was his electorate. He was
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not here long and T did not know him well. They are just some of the names I thought of in a
hurry. It is interesting when one reflects on the people who have come and gone from this
place over the years.
I was interested yesterday to hear the member for Darling Range when making a speech say
how question time had deteriorated in relatively recent years. I did not necessarily agree
with everything he said, but I certainly agreed with quite a bit of it. I especially agree with
his comments about the misuse of question time. Some of my colleagues do not agree with
me, but I believe that my party certainly contributed to that misuse, which has been refined
by the present Government.
Mr MacKinnon: Into an ant form.

Mr WATT': Into an art form, if the member likes. It is time that stopped. It will stop only
with the cooperation of members from both sides of the House. I recently came across an
article which appeared in the Canberra Bulletin of Public Administration of October 1991
which was written by a Federal member of the House of Representatives, Wal Fife. He is a
Liberal member and was manager of Opposition business in the House of Representatives at
the time. I believe it would be generally agreed that he is a fairly moderate fellow and an
experienced and well respected parliamentarian.
Mr MacKinnon: I think he, too, is retiring at the next election.
Ms WATT: He was involved in a redistribution that saw his seat either disappear or certainly
be considerably rearranged. Question time should be, and I think probably is, the high point
of the parliamentary day. I have no doubt that it is for that reason that the Federal Parliament
has chosen to televise that part of the day's proceedings. It should provide members - and
not just members of the Opposition but members from both sides of the House - with an
opportunity to question Ministers about their performance and the performance of their
departments and explore the failings, weaknesses or mistakes that may have occurred in their
operation. I believe fervently that if parliamentary democracy is to be preserved as the
foundation and cornerstone of our system of representative Government we need to preserve
some of the significant features and procedures such as question rime and some others. I will
quote selectively from some of the things that Wal Fife had to say in that paper. First -

The Opposition considers that Question Time is not being conducted as it should be.
This is leading to a great deal of frustration which results occasionally in unruly
eruptions.
Such outbursts represent the only form of protest at the Opposition's command after
endeavouring to raise its concerns through the standing forms of the House.

This has meant that Question Time at times has resolved into a charade. The blame
for this rests essentially with the Government though, by its approach, the Opposition
can also help to set the tone for conducting daily business. But the Government has
developed the tactic of encouraging its backbenchers to ask "Dorothy Dix" questions
which enable a minister to harangue Parliament, for up to 10 minutes or more.

He gives an example of how Paul Keating took 16 and a half minutes to answer a question
and so on. Further on the quote reads -

What these ministers and others are doing is making ministerial statements. Such
statements have no place in Question Time which, if it is to be effective, calls for
ministers to give accurate, concise responses to matters concerning their portfolios.

That is precisely the way the situation has developed in this Parliament. It is a shame. We
have tried through the Standing Orders and Procedures Committee to overcome that situation
to some extent by amending Standing Orders and providing for brief ministerial statements.
Although it has been used to some small extent it is not being used enough. Thle article
quotes Paul Keating as saying that the Government's attitude to question time is that it is a
courtesy extended to the House by the Executive branch of Government; that is, the
constitutional position in Standing Orders is simply to facilitate delivery of the courtesy. I
agree with the comments of Wal Fife when he says that that is a very arrogant position put by
Mr Keating. Mr Keating's is not a view that I share. Nevertheless it is a fact that it is an
important part of the procedures of the Parliament.

The article goes on to give some statistics of the average number of questions asked in
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Federal Parliament in a 45 minute question time. In 1978 it was 19 questions and in 1988 it
was 11.5. The number rose slightly to 12.9 in 1990. 1 do no' know if anyone has produced
any statistics in this State but we would not do all that much better. We should have a close
look at our Standing Orders to see whether they cover the situation as it should be because in
the Federal Parliament Standing Order 145 states that an answer shall be relative to the
question. If we had a simple Standing Order that related to that point, then - and only then -
it would give the Speaker the opportunity to control question time in the way that I think it
should be, and it would be a considerable improvement for the Parliament.
Mr C.J. Barnett: If we had answers closely related to the question it would be an advance.
Mr WATT: That is right. To conclude my reading from the article I refer now to a small
passage which relates accurately to the Parliament in this State. Of the Federal Parliament, it
states -

The time has come for the Government to review its attitude to question time and the
conduct of business generally in the House of Representatives. It is not a question of
redrafting Standing Orders. The whole matter can be resolved by the Government if
it has the will to do it.

I say that requires the will of members on both sides of the Houses of the Parliament. I am
firmly of the view, and I know others disagree with me, that the time has come when the
managers of business from each side of the House, and the leaders, must get together and
plan some time management of the business of the House. The way we go on with some of
our debates is unquestionably the most tedious repetition which achieves absolutely nothing.
All we achieve is contempt and disrespect from the community for the way we abuse the
time when many important other matters await our attention. At the end of a session
important Bills that are fundamental to the lives of many people are either rushed through or
deferred. Some Bills have been deferred not only for one year but for two or three years. No
better example of that could be found than with the adoption legislation today. The
Government said that the legislation has been on the agenda for 10 years. and yet with one
day to go, it has not been debated. If it is to be debated in this session it will not receive a
proper hearing because of all the amendments on the Notice Paper. That is a classic example
of why we need cooperation between both sides of Parliament and between members of
Parliament to manage the business of the House in a better way.
Wal Fife quotes a particular member, and I will not name him because people may think [ am
playing personalities. I do not wish to be seen that way. He states -

It is up to Members on both sides of the House to work to dispel the public cynicism,
sometimes bordering on contempt, for politics and politicians in Australia today. We
have to lift our game and let people see that we, as politicians, are tackling the
mounting problems facing this country and its economy seriously and responsibly.

We must not shrink from the necessity for reform and renewal. Parliamentary
democracy cannot flourish and endure without it. It is not only in our interests but in
those of the nation for the hand of Parliament to be strengthened rather than
weakened.

And that applies to the State also.
I wish to make a few final remarks. It has been a privilege to serve in this Parliament and to
represent the electorate of Albany. I must also say that it is nice to be able to determine
one's own departure time and to leave on one's own terms. For those members who are
about to retire and do not yet know it, I can only extend my sympathy.
Several members interjected.
Mr WATT: The little bit of cross-Chamber dialogue really demonstrates the point that it is
nice to be able to retire on one's own terms. I feel some sadness for those who are about to
go and do not know, because that will be an enormous disappointment. I have had more than
my fair share of criticism both within and without Parliament. Some I accept as valid; some
I do not. I leave this place with a clear conscience, and that is important to me. Whatever I
have done, I have done to the best of my ability. If I do not have enough ability it is bad
luck. I have had many wonderful, unique experiences as a member of Parliament including
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the opportunity to visit fascinating places which I am sure I would never have visited had I
not been a member of Parliament. I have had the opportunity to meet many interesting
people, members of the Royal family and other people from overseas, including foreign
dignitaries. They are the privileges afforded to members of Parliament that do not go to
members of the public generally. For those opportunities I am also very grateful. As I leave
this place I have few regrets. I think everyone who comes into the Parliament comes in
bright eyed and bushy tailed and feels like they are going to change the world.
Mr MacKinnon: Overnight.
Mr WAll'7: I am not even sure that I thought it would be overnight, but sometimes it is a bit
of a shock to find out how much hardcr it is to achieve some of those things that one thought
one would achieve. That is life, and I hope people who come into this place in the future do
not come in with any fewer stars in their eyes than I had when I came in here, because that is
how it should be. I have some regrets, but as far as I am concerned they will remain with me
and there is nothing to be gained by talking about them.
During my time here I have made many friendships that I believe will be enduring from both
sides of the House, and also from some of the people who have worked in Parliament House,
and I thank them all for their friendship. That has been something I have enjoyed and will
continue to enjoy and - I hope - value. I thank all of the people who work in Parliament
House. I do not intend to list all the people, but from the very top to the very bottom, all of
the people who have worked in Parliament House have been absolutely outstanding. They
have been courteous and diligent at all times and I appreciate the attention they have given
me. I assure members I will not miss this place, and I am especially not going to miss it
when we get to these end of session sittings that go into the wee small hours; but I will spare
members a thought while they are here. I hope that people do not miss my corny jokes too
much. I seem to have established something of a reputation in that area which I am not
necessarily sure I deserve.
Mr C.J. Barnett: We will miss you, Leon, but we will survive without those jokes.
Mr WATT: I conclude by reading a small poem I came across quite some time ago. I
thought]I would save it for this occasion. It reads -

A man once knocked at the pearly gate
His face was tired and old
He stood before the Man of Fate
For admission to the fold.
"What have you done," St Peter asked
"To gain admission here?"
"I've been in Parliament, Sir" he said,
"For many a long year."
The pearly gates swung open wide,
St Peter wished him well
"Come in and choose your harp," he said,
"You've had your share of hell."

I thank all members for their friendship over the time I have been here and God bless you all.

[Applause.]
DR ALEXANDER (Perth) [10.13 pm]: I want to make a contribution to this debate, but
not in the same sense as the member for Albany has; he has been here far longer than I have,
and for someone who has been here less than six years, it does not seem appropriate to sound
like an old stager, because I am not.

Mr MacKinnon: You look like one.
Dr ALEXANDER: That is what this place does to people. There is a saying, "Quit while
you're ahead." I am not sure if I am ahead, but I think I am and that is the main reason I
have decided not to re-contest the seat of Perth.

Mr Court: You have had your most active year in Parliament.

Dr ALEXANDER: That is true. It has certainly been very interesting. When I look back on
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the things that I said when I first came into this Parliament I guess I am slightly embarrassed
because from my perspective now I came in, as the member for Albany said, with stars in the
eyes hoping to achieve a great deal. I can see now it is not as easy as I thought in 1987 for a
whole variety of reasons, which I will not try to cover.
I will concentrate briefly on the issues in my electorate which I have raised many times in
this House. I will pass those on to my successor from whichever side Of politics he or she
comes with the hope that they persist with those issues. One of the things that occurs to me
after a few years in this place - it seems like many at this time of night - is that local
members pressing for things that they find important to their electorate whether they are
members of either party or Independents often have great difficulty getting the Parliament to
recognise the importance that they attach to those issues. One of those issues which I have
raised at various times, for example, in the Perth context is the question of whether a
northern bypass should be constructed to connect the Orrong Road extension to the Mitchell
Freeway.
Mr MacKinnon: Of course it should.
Dr ALEXANDER: It goes to show the variety of opinion in this place. I say that it should
not. It has been on the map for 30 years and time has passed the idea by. A survey was
conducted in and around Northbridge and of the 500 responses, 82 per cent of those people
said they did not agree with the idea of the northern bypass and that it would be harmful to
that area both from a business and a residential point of view. That is not surprising to mae as
the local member who has been saying for some time that the majority of people in and
around the central residential area of Perth and increasingly in business premises in
Northbridge are opposed to this proposal. There are a whole lot of other reasons why it
should not be built, and I will not go through them, and they do not just relate to the
electorate of Perth, but I would be very glad to see my successor take up that issue. I will be
pursuing the issue outside of Parliament just as I have tried to do even if I was unsuccessful
inside the Parliament. The member for Fremantle came in to this place with a promise to
delete the eastern bypass. Despite the controversy and perhaps use of an incorrect method,
he has achieved that objective. I said to him the other day that maybe he should turn his
attention to the northern bypass as 1 have not been able to achieve the lifting of it despite
what I believe to be similarly persuasive if not more persuasive arguments to his. Of course,
these things are not always what they appear to be. If one makes a promise in a by-election,
and if one is the member for Fremantle, and the former leader of one of the most powerful
unions in the State, and now I suppose the leader of one of the most powerful factions in the
Labor Party, it is no surprise to me that he was able to achieve his objective, whereas I have
not achieved mine on behalf of the Perth community. There is a lot of protest about that
decision in the very area which he represents, so things are never as simple as they seem.
The second thing I would like to see achieved in the Perth electorate is the protection of the
Northbridge area - which everyone increasingly recognises as an attraction for the whole of
the metropolitan area and the State and increasingly a tourist attraction - from further high-
rise development. The survey that was conducted showed overwhelming support for that
objective; certainly the Perth City Council says it would like to achieve that, but regrettably
both the council and the State Government have failed to agree on ways of restricting high-
rise development from swamping the character and variety of premises currently in
Northbridge. Unless those planning guidelines are corrected pretty soon we will find that
vibrant mixture of cafes, pubs and restaurants which attract people to the area is pushed out
very quickly by too much high-rise development swamping the area. There is a huge area of
land to the south of the railway in central Perth which is still available for multistorey office
development and I do not think that sort of development has a place in areas like
Northbridge.
The third area which still needs attention and one which many people, including Planning
Ministers, have spoken of in this Chamber, is what to do about the jurisdiction over planning
in the central city area. I have favoured for a long time a change to a situation where one
would have not just the Perth City Council in control but a broader community say and not
just the State Government raking aver the Perth City Council. I do not think that is any
answer to the problems. I never really thought so, but I certainly do not think so now after
the experience of the past few years watching Government instrumentalities in the name of a
Government seeking profit in the central area override virtually every planning objective that
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was set for the area in a disgraceful display of arrogance and power. Regardless of that, the
issue of who controls development in the Perth central area still must be addressed. The
matter must be resolved quickly if development in the central area is to meet the
requirements of the region in the future.
I also think the vexed question of urban consolidation needs attention. T'he Minister for
Planning says from time to time that we must have it and that it is one of chose things which
people may not like but which is good for them. Therefore, the Government will push it on
them whether they want it or not. I recognise that when people want to live on smaller
blocks - the member for Darling Range raised the issue about Bassendean the other day -
good arguments exist in favour of doing that in certain areas. However, some good
arguments for not doing it also apply. Local people are not easily convinced of the benefits
of urban consolidation. Studies elsewhere show that if a State Government tries to foist such
policies on local governments and/or local communities the policies usually end up
backfiring, years of controversy follow and the objectives of the consolidation policy are not
necessarily achieved. If we are going to encourage extra residential development in and
around the city ways of doing it axe available which will not affect existing suburbs such as
Mt Lawley, Highgate or Subiaco, by concentrating on areas of unused or under used land.
Members need to think for only a few minutes to identify a whole range of sites in and
around the city centre which could be used for residential premises without impinging on
anybody's privacy, and which would achieve the objective of building up a residential
population in and around the city.
The issue which still bedevils partially the electorates of Penth and that of the Leader of the
Opposition, Nedlands, is the Swan Brewery. I am amazed that the Government still persists
with that development. Sure, it has handed it over to the private sector. Members have been
through that debate several times and I will not go over that ground again. However, the
Government still has time to review those plans. Clearly, it has no intention of doing so at
this point, but the community will take a long time to accept the wisdom of that decision to
go ahead with the development, for a range of reasons. Through that brewery protest I have
come into contact with a wide range of lobby groups who are concerned with social rights,
union and Aboriginal issues. I have developed immense respect for a number of people
involved in that movement, although I know that many members in this place with a swivel
of a hand simply say that they are stirrers and not worth listening to. The more that people
get to know others in social movements such as that, the more they realise that the power in
the community resides with the grass roots and ordinary people, and not so much in the
Parliament as members like to think.
I turn now to an issue which has not much to do directly with the electorate I represent, but is
one about which I have thought for a considerable period. The issue of conserving the
forests does not receive adequate representation in Parliament for a variety of reasons. One
of those reasons is that whenever it comes to the crunch, the Labor Government, although it
professes to have a conservation based approach to development, tends to fall on the side of
development in the name of jobs and economic progress, particularly in a time of recession.
It seems that the strategies put forward by the Department of Conservation and Land
Management generally meet approval on both sides of the House. I know that some
individual members do not necessarily agree with the line taken by their leadership.
However, the conservation needs of the forest deserves more attention in the Parliament. I
hope that in the future people will be elected to this Parliament who have a strong interest in
that way of looking at the world.
In my reading of some of the documents which CALM has recently released I have observed
that although it professes to be interested in both the development of timber resources and
the conservation of the forests, it seems to be increasingly coming down on the side of
resource security for the timber industry. By a back door method CALM has achieved the
strategy of de facto resource security legislation. It is certainly not something of which I
approve because it has never been debated in this Parliament. Indeed, resources security is
outlined in the CALM documents. For example, page I11 of the 1987 document "A strategy
to take WA's south-west forests into the 21st century" states that Western Australian forest
based industries employ directly and indirectly about 20 000 people. Sure, they are
economically important, and they have a turnover of $300 million. One cannot deny that.
However, the document then states that the major factor preventing investment in the
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industry is the absence of security of the timber resource. That is exactly what the timber
industry says itself. That point was pushed to me when a delegation from the timber industry
visited me only today.
Although resource security for the timber industry is an understandable objective, it must be
recognised that if CALM in an implicit or explicit way gives resource security to the timber
industry, it precludes other activities in the forests and other values being recognised. In
particular, in the latest plans it seems that the balance has tipped even further in favour of the
timber interests. When the 1987 forest management plans were drawn up, a 10 year period
was going to be allowed before they would be reviewed. In other words, the review was due
in 1997, However, the review occurred in 1992, five years early. I am not quite clear about
the reasons for that, but this year CALM has produced review documents, the Environmental
Protection Authority has reviewed them, they have been put out for a very short period for
public comment - only four months - and the documents have been produced in such a way
as to make comparisons with previous documents very difficult for those who take a more
critical stance than CALM on these issues of concern.
My particular concern is with plans to extend clear felling from the karri forest where
generally they have been confined to high rainfall areas where at least a reasonable prospect
of regeneration exists, into the jarrab forests where the prospects for regeneration,
particularly in the lower rainfall areas, are simply not as strong, if chey exist at all. CALM
and the timber industry deny this. They say that the conservationists are lying and they use
all sorts of denigrating terms to criticise them if they dare to criticise this strategy. Instead of
calling it clear felling they call it gap creation. Whether one calls it clear felling or gap
creation it is much the same thing. That is, trees are being felled over a wide area rather than
being logged selectively. Clear felling is very well hidden from the public view. Anybody
who knows the forest well will know that. If people drive down the main roads between
Bunbury and Walpole by the classic tourist route through Manjimup and the timber towns,
do not deviate far frm those roads and visit only the designated tourist spots and forests they
receive a rosy impression of forests of all ages - old growth, new growth, regeneration e tc -
and think that it is pretty good. Of course, owing to the policy of road reserves and stream
reserves people tend to gain the false impression if they do not go off the beaten track.
However, once they do drive or walk off the beaten track, if they fail to observe signs erected
by CALM which say, "Do not enter; timber felling in progress" they very quickly come into
the clear felling areas. It is obvious that clear felling is proceeding quickly in the southern
and more northern parts of the south west karri area. In a sense, that is no secret. After all,
the process has been occurring for nearly 20 years. However, I do not think the public is
altogether conscious of the large area which is involved. We have now reached the point
where huge areas are being clear felled each year. Not all of that clear felling produce goes
into wood chipping as some opponents of clear felling claim. A good deal does, but also a
good deal does not. It has always seemed to me that that is a total waste of resources, for a
variety of reasons.
With the Government's strategy in this area, I wonder how the Dowding Government before
the last election could promise to phase out timber cutting for woodchips in the old growth
forests by 1997 - at least I think that was the initial proposition, although it was not clear
whether it was by 1997 or from 1997 and there still seems to be some confusion about that
commitment. Either way, the promise does not seem to have been lived up to. The idea was
to transfer the demand for timber for woodehip into plantations which would supposedly
replace the old growth timber. However, when one looks more closely at the CALM
strategies it seems 'hat nothing is happening and the forecasts put out by CALM and
analysed by the EPA suggest that we will have, if not a vast increase in logging and clear-
felling, at least a continuation of existing targets for the next decade if not longer.
Mr MacKinnon: What is your objection to clear-felling?
Dr ALEXANDER: That is a fair question. My objection is based on several factors. The
first is that clear-felling turns the forests into a plantation or a farm. It seems to me that when
one goes through a reasonably controlled selective logging process, one has some chance of
retaining a variety of timber ages, a variety of species, and a variety of understoreys and
therefore flora and fauna generally. Once we clear fell and start again we have virtually
created a plantation because we have forests of uniform age and roughly uniform height.
Sure, it regrows. However, it then, to my way of thinking, becomes a plantation or a tree
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farm rather than a forest. That is a subjective definition, but it is treating the forest resource
as if it is there simply for timber cutting and not for any recreational or tourist value.
The second objection I have is that, if we take it into the jarrah forest, it will exacerbate the
problems of dieback. Because of the heavy vehicular traffic involved, the risk of dieback
spread seems to be greater. The third problem which arises, particularly if clear-felling is
undertaken in areas of low rainfall, is that there will be problems with increased salinity, at
least according to the literature I have read. In the long run it will seriously reduce the
amenity and tourist attraction of the forest zones. I realise that areas are being put aside in
the forests for conservation purposes and there has been some increase in national parks and
reserves. However, even on the admission of CALM we will end up with a system that is
representative of forests of different types and ages and a large proportion of the rest will be
opened up to further timber cutting or to clear-felling. At a time when our forest resource is
shrinking, when the younger generation increasingly realises the value of forests in as close
to a natural state as possible these days, it does not make a great deal of sense to woodchip
and turn forests into tree farms.

I realise this is a matter of some controversy and everybody will have a different view on it.
However, the Government of the day, whatever its political complexion, needs to take the
conservation interests in this issue a little more seriously rather than simply wiping off
people as enemies of the timber industry when they may not be. Many in the conservation
movement recognise that selective logging could and should continue and recognise that
plantations as an alternative to old growth forests are a viable source of timber into the
future. The problem is that the plantations have not been put in quickly enough and there is
not sufficient resource in plantations in the younger stages of growth. Although a lot of the
blue gum plantations have been put in in the last 10 years, they will not reach harvesting age
for woodchips for pulp mills for years to come. In the meantime the forests are being put at
risk to a far greater extent than they should be.
I will quote a few points from the EPA review which I know the timber industry is concerned
about because, as far as the timber industry is concerned, if the EPA review is adopted, the
timber industry will be out of business in five to 10 years. That is an alarmist interpretation,
but it shows the divergence of views on the topic. The EPA is Of the opinion in its report on
proposals to amend the 1987 forest management plans from CALM -

CALM's proposals for the jarrah forest involve major changes to forest management
in Western Australia - the most significant since the extensive forest clearfelling of
large areas of the forest in the 1930s.

According to the EPA at least, there is a significant change in the method of forest
management and it refers to a proposal of gap creation which is "a process similar to
clearfelling, and other intensive management techniques as becoming the common
silvicultural technique in the jarrah forest".

Mr Omodei: That is in the high salinity risk areas.
Dr ALEXANDER: That is right, that is where I think the most risk is.
The Conservation Council of course would put it in terms that Some people would not agree
with. It says in its latest issue of the Greener Times of November-December 1992, "Farewell
to the jarrah forest". While it puts forward its objections in pretty dramatic terms, it deserves
to be taken seriously and not dismissed by the timber industry in its usual way by saying,
"The conservation movement is telling lies and we do not need to take it seriously. If the
EPA proposals were adopted, we would all be out of business tomorrow". I presume the
truth is not as drastic as that. The conservation movement needs to be taken more seriously
than just being written off as a bunch of econuts and liars; they are not. If I had to pin my
colours to the mast of any political movement in the future, although that is unlikely, it
would be more likely that I would pin it to the mast of the conservation movement than to the
masts of any of the major parties represented in this Parliament.
[The material in appendix A was incorporated by leave of the House.]
[See pp 7935-7939.1
Dr ALEXANDER: The incorporation includes a graph from the EPA report and several
other graphs which are the Conservation Council's view of what would happen under these
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CALM proposals for future production targets. The graphs relate to jarrah, karri and marri
and the total timber resource.
I do not have time to go through the graphs. However, they show a very large increase in the
timber take according to the Conservation Council. The timber industry denies that.
However, when one reads the CALM documents, there will be some reduction in the first
grade karri and jas-rah logs but a great increase in the supply of second grade logs and
regrowth. If we add up the increase in the take of second grade logs and regrowth logs, that
exceeds the reduction in first grade logs. The conclusion seems to be that, by one way or
another, the total extraction from the forest under the CALM proposal will increase. While I
am certainly no enemy of the timber industry - I understand its economic importance - I think
that the Governments of the future need to look at ways of focusing the timber industry out
of the forest as far as clear-felling is concerned and to get them to look to these plantation
resources as an alternative to continuing to thin and clear-fell the old growth forests. That is
a move which, while it has been hinted at on occasions by the current Government, it does
not seem to have been supported in its actions. I have not seen any commitment as far as the
conservation objections to the current strategies are concerned.
Just to underline the point about the reduction in the tourist potential, I received a letter from
a tourist operator who is in the business of running expeditions into the forest, mainly for
people from the metropolitan area, and it is a growing and very successful business. He says
that it is increasingly difficult to find new places to take his tours and even maintain existing
ones within reasonable distance of Perth because of, firstly, the lack of good forest close to
Perth; secondly, continual logging within the remaining areas of good forest; and, thirdly, the
large areas set aside for water catchment and quarantine forest. He talks also about the
burning programs and so on. While they may all be justifiable on an individual basis, when
added together it means the tourist value of the forests, particularly those closer to the city, is
gradually being diminished. If these proposals to clear fell the jarrah forests, whether to the
north or the south of those forest resources, go ahead the areas where tourists can go to look
at relatively unharmed and natural forest will clearly be diminished.
I have run our of time but I believe it is an issue which must be taken seriously. I certainly
hope that Parliaments in future will debate this issue more seriously than Parliaments in the
past five years have done. Whenever there is controversy surrounding the forest both major
political groups support what is essentially the CALM line and, while I recognise the value
of the timber industry in an economic sense, the Parliament must come to grips with the
conservation values of the forest, as the conservation movement is urging the Parliament to
do. I am sure it will continue that urging and I hope it gets a fairer hearing in the next
Parliament than it has in this Parliament.

[Applause.]
MR MacKINNON (Jandakoc) [10.42 pml: On the eve of moy retirement from the
Parliament, looking back on my 16 years in this place, what comes most readily to mind is
the questions that I am asked more than any other, and have been throughout my
parliamentary career. I imagine that applies also to other members. I am asked: Why did
you do it? Why put up with the hours such as those we have gone through in the past couple
of weeks, the criticism and the harassment from some people? Why put up with party
politics and with sometimes painful constituents? Why put up with some of the painful
colleagues that we all meet from time to time? Has it been worth it?
The answers for all of us - and I am sure that includes the member for Perth and the member
for Albany - are probably different and diverse but for me they have meant the following
things. I have started with what the members for Albany and Perth mentioned; that is, the
original motivation for coming to the Parliament, which for me was to achieve change. I do
not mind admitting that Gough Whitlam pushed me into politics. I did not like what he did
to Australia and I believe he is one of the few people who has changed this country, quite
significantly and for the worse. I wanted to try to change Western Australia through this
Parliament to what it should have been. As both members who spoke before me said
members never achieve as much as they hope to and, of course, it is much more difficult to
do that in Opposition than in Government. Even from Opposition and throughout my time in
Parliament, however, we have achieved a few things of which I am very proud to be a part.
The Royal Commission is the highlight from the Opposition's point of view. That has been a
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major achievement over the past three or four years. Were it not for our persistence that
Royal Commission would not have been held.
Mr Watt: The Premier has said that is her major achievement.
Mr MacKINNON: As the member for Albany knows, that is not the case. History will judge
who was responsible and at the end of the day in any event it does not matter who was
responsible. The Royal Commission has been held and the most important point is that a
report has been made, it has exposed and disclosed the facts and made recommendations for
the future. That report will live past my time in Parliament and, I hazard a guess, past the
time of almost all members in this place. It was interesting to read the quotation on
yesterday's calendar, which is very appropriate in respect of the Royal Commission. The
quotation on I December is -

Facts do not cease to exist because they are ignored.
The facts were ignored by the Government for a long time, but once exposed they could no
longer be ignored.
The second achievement of which I am very proud to have been a part is the development of
my electorate. The members for Perth and Albany have attested that they participated in
their electorates in their own way. My electorate has grown from a young and expanding
area to a more mature area but one which is still expanding. In the political sense it is a good
Liberal seat and I am pleased to have been pant of that. It is a fact of life that has been
ignored by many people that from Opposition we have led many of the changes that are now
part and parcel of our community. The Government has adopted many of those changes, not
to the extent that it should have, but it has adopted them nonetheless. I refer particularly to
changes. in industrial relations and privatisation. Who could forget that in the 1986 election
campaign the Civil Service Association funded a very aggressive campaign against the
Liberal Party opposing, above all things, privatisation? We now see the CSA ignoring the
current Government's implementation of privatisation. The CSA is also ignoring the Royal
Commission report which indicates the most disgraceful treatment of its members by any
Government in history, yet it spends their money trying to discredit in a most untruthful way
the industrial relations policy of the Liberal Party. It indicates that leopards do not change
their spots. I had a lot of time for Mark Smith of the CSA and I spent some time working
with those people. However, the CSA has chosen to ignore the value of that work in the
interests of an election campaign and a constituency which it directs.
The second reason I entered Parliament - and I did not believe it would be as satisfying as it
has been - was to assist people. I am sure all members will agree that working with
constituents on many occasions is frustrating, but most of the time it is very satisfying. I
have enjoyed that aspect of the work. Many people say that we are quasi social workers, and
I do not mind being called that. It is very rewarding work. Thousands of people in the
community do not have the capacity to look after themselves adequately, or to do the things
that we can as members of Parliament can do.
Mr Taylor: It is the best part of the job.
Mr MacKINNON: It is certainly one of the best parts and it is certainly something I have
enjoyed. Thirdly, as the member for Albany said, it is a great privilege to be a member of
Parliament. As a member I have met people and been to places that I would not have had the
opportunity to do were I not a member of Parliament. Together with the member for
Cockburn I met the Dalai Lama, when a dinner was held for him, and that will certainly
remain in my memory. Another momentous occasion was meeting and dining with the
Queen. Members opposite may not regard this as a highlight of their career but having
dinner at the Parmelia Hotel with Margaret Thatcher, who is a woman who has chalnged the
world and not just Britain, was a highlight for me. It has been a great privilege to hOave met
many Western Australians throughout the length and breadth of this State. It has also been a
privilege to travel to India, China and Indonesia, and to travel all around Western Australia.
The third reason I did not initially come to this Parliament for, but which is something I have
learnt and want to impart, is to improve Parliament as an institution. The Parliament is an
institution which is not well understood, certainly not by the members in here, to the extent
that it should be. It is totally misunderstood by the media in many respects. It is an
institution at which we need to take a good hard look, as the Royal Commission stated, but
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an institution which remains the cornerstone of the Westminster system, 1 do not support the
comments of people like the Martin Webbs and Paddy O'Briens of the world, who say that
we have to throw out the Westminster system because it has failed. People have failed the
Westminster system, and we do need to make some changes to it, but the system itself is as
good as it ever was, although in its basic form it does require need some fine tuning.
I came into this place, I hope, with the ability to have a goad laugh at myself and at others,
and I have had that. In fact, it started the first day that I came into this place, and I will never
forget it. We were to have a party meeting, and as members opposite and probably in our
party know, as soon as the election is over, a new member is telephoned, and in this case I
was telephoned by Hon Sandy Lewis, the secretary of the party, who said, "Be at the party
meeting and do not be late." Of course, being a fool, I was there five minutes early. One
never does that in the Liberal Party. I do not know what members opposite do in Caucus
meetings. When I arrived at that meeting, I found only two people, Hon Sandy Lewis and
one Thomas Dadour. Those members here who know Tom Dadour - and it would not be too
many people these days - would know him to have been a firebrand. They would know also,
as the member for Nedlands and Leader of the Opposition would know, that he had a great
dislike for Sir Charles Count, who was the Premier at the time. We had just won a massive
victory in 1977; we had a record majority and won a heap of seats. I went into the meeting
and sat next to Tom Dadour because I knew him, and we had a yarn, and all of a sudden the
room filled up with people and, of course, right on cue, exactly at 2.00 pm, in strode Sir
Charles Court and everyone stood up and gave him a clap, with the exception of Tomn
Dadour, who was sitting next to me, and who stayed right where he was. He looked at me
and said, "Who is it?" Of course, I laughed loudly, and Sir Charles Court gave me the
filthiest look of all time. I learnt very quickly that one does not sit next to Tom Dadour in
party meetings, behind him, or anywhere near him!
Mr Court: I see him once a year at the Anzac Day function, and every year he asks me if my
father is still alive and tells me that he always had a dilemma when he was in Parliament, and
the dilemma was if my father ever had a heart attack, he would not know whether to go and
look after him!
Mr Watt: I sat next to him in the Parliament for three years, and I can tell you that was an
experience.
Mr MacKINNON: He was certainly an interesting man. There were many other times when
I had a good laugh about things that happened, but, needless to say, all members of
Parliament should learn the lesson not to take themselves too seriously; too many do.
I have had my disappointments too. We all have disappointments in life and in the
Parliament. As the member for Albany said, we are in politics to win elections, and to not
win the elections in 1983, 1986 and 1989 were major disappointments for me. In our game,
we have one chance to win, and we now have that chance only once every four years.
Therefore, the stakes are high indeed. It has not been a great pleasure to sit in Opposition for
as long as we have, when one is in politics to be in Government.
The second disappointment for me was my inability as leader to be able to achieve a
coalition in Opposition. In my opinion, that is a fundamental prerequisite if we are to
achieve victory at the next election, and I am pleased that it has now been achieved. I was
disappointed also - and it might be easy for other people to do this, but it was not for me - to
have to fight people within my own party at times. That really is the difficult part about
politics, and I have never come to terms with it. It is perhaps easier in the Labor Party,
where the factions are more entrenched and where members are used to chat sort of
arrangement. That did riot come naturally to me, and I did not enjoy that. Of course, I must
say - and I mean no disrespect to my colleagues - that losing the leadership of the Liberal
Party, when we are on the eve of an election which I believe we will win well, was a great
disappointment. However, that is part of life, and one must go on and meet the next
challenge as best one can.
Mr Deputy Speaker, I too, like you, and the member for Albany, would like to give a little
advice to the people who will follow. It is, no doubt, advice that will not be heeded. I have
found in my time in the Parliament that plenty of advice has been given, and I too have
ignored a lot of it. I am sure that my advice will probably also be ignored by the majority,
but nonetheless I give it for what it is worth. The first point I make is along the lines of the
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point made by the member for Albany, and I am sure it is a view shred by many in ibis
place. This Parliament needs to be restored to a position of strength. The Parliament is an
integral part of the checks and balance system upon which the Westminster system was
founded. The Royal Commission made many suggestions abdut that, and I agree with many
of those suggestions. If we fail to restore the Parliament to that position of strength, we will
fail in our duty to the people of this State. We will ignore to our peril those
recommendations for changes to this place. Some of the things which I have seen in recent
weeks do not fill me with great confidence that that lesson has been learnt, and, if it has not
been learnt, I fear for this institution.
As the member for Albany said, question time in this House is an absolute waste of time, and
I do not know why we persist with it. It is not anywhere near what it used to be, and, like the
member for Albany said, our party must share part of the blame for introducing the dorothy
dixers which have now been refined to an art form. The system needs fundamental change.
The televising of question time in this House would assist, if the television stations were
interested, and freedom of informiation legislation would also help in respect of getting
access to information, and I hope sincerely that the committee system of the Parliament is
improved and strengthened in line with the report of the Royal Commission and so improve
the working of the Parliament.
I hope that members will listen to the words which I used in my maiden speech on 4 August
1977, words which I attributed to Sir Walter Murdoch. My first electorate was called
Murdoch, and was named after Sir Walter Murdoch. Those words were good advice, and we
should all try to remember them, particularly from the partisan political point of view with
which we all too often look at issues. He said that -

There are two sides to every question. I have always believed that to insist on this
truth in and out of season is to play one's humble part in civilising one's country. For
a civilised country is a country that weighs without heat, without passion and without
violence, both sides of the question.

That is why it is important that we restore this Parliament to its proper position, where it will
have the capacity to achieve just that.
The second point I make about this Parliament is that there are many - in fact, a hell of a lot
of - rules about this place which are in many respects unwritten. Those rules or customs
have, I believe, declined or been worn away over recent years. Again, I am not blaming any
particular Speaker or Parliament for that, but it happens to be a fact of life. For example, the
dress standard has declined quite markedly.
Mr Thompson: If I were Speaker, you would be thrown out if you were dressed as you are
now!
Mr MacKINNON: Yes. The language in this place - with all due respect to my colleague,
the member for Moore, who today swore in this Parliament - should not be tolerated, if we
expect to be respected by the public. I am sorry to say that to the member for Moore because
he is a good friend of mine, but it is not a situation which should be tolerated. If those
standards are allowed to decline, as they are, this place will continue to be treated with the
disrespect in which it is now held. The ministerial conduct and ethical standards which have
been practised by the Government in the past decade have also been a major contributor to
that fact. Those standards of conduct and ethics can be written down all we like, but unless
members are prepared to abide by them, we will not get this Parliament back into the
position in which it should be, where it is a proper House and a proper institution, where
standards are maintained, irrespective of whether they are written down, and where the
public of Western Australia will come to respect what happens in this place.
I said earlier that I have been disappointed in recent times on three occasions when we
should have seen sensible decisions made and that has not happened. That has involved the
Government, Independents, and my own side of politics. I was disappointed in the failure to
censure the Premier regarding Notre Dame;, this was an action in which you, Mr Deputy
Speaker, participated. I say that not because I dislike the Premier - she is the best of the three
I have seen on that side of the House. I had no time for Burke and Dowding. Unlike her
predecessors, this Premier at least has some commitment to standards, even though I do not
agree with her policies.
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The second disappointment is that members opposite sat idly by and let the member for Eyre
get away with his attack on the Royal Commissioners. I do not disagree with criticisms of
the commissioners' findings; indeed, Professor Martyn Webb criticised the Royal
Commissioners today in the newspaper as others have done on many occasions. However,
none has said anything about the honesty and integrity of the Royal Commissioners.
Members opposite sat idly by, and this shows why this House has come into disrepute.
All members argue about issues in the party room1 and I do not agree with my party about its
position on the Commission on Government. We should get on with the job of establishing
the commission. The failure of this Parliament as a group to do so is a failure of the
institution itself. It indicates a failure in commitment right across the board. Until we make
a commitment to standards, members of Parliament will continue to be rated at the bottom of
the social ladder. I say at the moment this is with some justification.
Also, people outside the Parliament do not escape unscathed either. The media do not
understand this institution or report its processes properly. It is time the media took much
more interest in understanding the processes of Pairliament and became much! more critical of
people and Parliament when they fail. The business community is equally responsible for
our situation. When we consider what happened throughout the 1980s, this community
cannot escape criticism. It made my blood boil to see the names of the people who made
donations to the David Parker campaign fund. These were people who professed to be
conservatives and to have standards and principles. However, they were supporting both
sides of the political fence every day of the week. Also, they were supporting the principles
of the people they were supporting financially.
I offer other words of advice which I am positive will be ignored! This does not relate to
Parliament but to the next election campaign. I hope that this election, more than any in the
past, will focus on the future. The Leader of the Opposition made one of his best speeches
tonight when he referred to the future. I hope that will be the direction of debate during the
next election campaign. This nation and State is blessed with resources, locations and people
unmatched in the world. We could do a hell of a lot better in the standard of political debate
than that which occurred in the last decade in considering how to best approach the future to
exploit those advantages.
Looking back at my maiden speech I see the person who made his maiden speech before me
was the then member for Gosnells, now the member for Armadale. In his speech he said -

If the Government cannot command a majority from the community on the basis of
those political philosophies it should accept the fact and not endeavour to promote the
politics of fear as a means of gaining or holding office.

Both sides of politics engage in campaigns of fear, and this will continue to be done because
negative campaigns are powerful political tools. However, both sides of Parliament have a
responsibility, particularly at this time in the history of this nation and this State, to look to
the future by advancing positive proposals. This has been done at a Federal and State level
with the Oppositions' Fightback packages. This is the first time in this nation's history that
such a positive package has been proposed in such a way.
The media must avoid the trivial and focus on the macro issues. I was amazed at the media's
focus on whether the Prime Minister broke the law when he signed a $5 note. Who cares? It
is far more important to consider the value of that note and what it will buy at the end of the
Prime Minister's term in Government. The media should consider how many people will be
employed and paid by that $5 note, not the stupidity of whether the Prime Minister signed it.
I suppose this is a vain hope. Nevertheless, this State and its people deserve a better quality
of political debate.
As other members have said, many people must be thanked. One cannot become a member
of Parliament without the support of a large number of people. I thank my family
particularly as my wife and children have made a magnificent contribution - they have made
a sacrifice about which all members would know. I have friends and supporters who are still
with me - I did not think they would be after 16 years in Parliament but 1 thank them. I thank
my electorate. One cannot become a member of Parliament without the support of one's
electorate. Obviously they do not all vote for their member, but the people of Murdoch and
Jandakot put faith in me for 16 years for which ( thank them. Apart from the member for
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Floreat, we are all here through a political party. The Liberal Party endorsed me - I do not
know why it did, but I thank it for the endorsement. One makes some friends in Parliament -
I have not made a lot as it is not that sort of business. Nevertheless, I have made friends and
I thank them for their suppont throughout my parliamentary career. As the member for
Albany indicated, we are blessed with excellent staff in Parliament. The Leader of the
Opposition has his own staff and one tends nor to realise the support available from
parliamentary staff. This quickly became apparent when I again became a backbencher. I
thank the staff here from the library and Hansard to chose throughout the building.
Although not marny of the media are here at this time of night, I even thank them. By and
large the media gave me a fair go - sometimes a rotten go - and I appreciate the time I have
had dealing with them.
As I said at the beginning, has my time in Parliament been worth it? Of course it has. I am
sure you, Mr Deputy Speaker, and the member for Albany would do it all again. I certainly
would. It is an honour and a privilege to be a member of Parliament - as I have been - to be a
Minister - as I have been - to be a party leader - which I had the great honour to be - and I
would do it all again. In all those positions I have had a great deal of fun. Summing up my
time in Parliament I use the words of Albert Facey:. Indeed, for me, it has been a very
fortunate life,
[Applause.]
MR THOMPSON (Darling Range) [11.08 pm]: Earlier this year I distributed the calendar
I hold throughout my electorate, Having said 18S months earlier that it was my intention not
to contest the next election, some media speculation arose abouit whether I had changed my
mind! I am not your average, conventional member of Parliament. I hope I will be
remembered that way. Also, I hope that I have ear-ned some respect from people with whom
I have been associated, even though some will be disappointed and will have disagreed with
me and my actions. However, I have operated from a base of sincerity in thinking that I was
right. After all is said and done, one must be satisfied in one's mind - if one cannot satisfy
oneself, who can one satisfy?
I have enjoyed the various roles I have played in Parliament, right from the early days.
Indeed, even before my election to Parliament I became involved in a controversial issue
which was running for a number of months and into the commencement of the Parliament for
which I was elected. This issue related to the construction of some power-lines. It gave me a
tremendous opportunity to gain exposure and I developed a high profile in my electorate and
beyond.
I think the most enjoyable three years of my life in Parliament were the first three when I was
in Opposition. It was a very rewarding experience for me. However, I must say that having
had a bit more experience now, I wonder whether many of the things we did at that time
were really constructive and done in the inter-ests of the State. One gets caught up in the
thrill of it all and I did enjoy those three years. It was a tremendous disappointment to me at
the conclusion of that time in Opposition when the Liberal Parry went into Government that I
was not invited to participate in Government. I found it fairly hard to accept when I
compared my performance with the performance of some others who were inducted into the
initial Court Ministry. I was, however, given some authority in that I was made the Deputy
Speaker. It was a role I enjoyed, albeit one that was fairly rugged at times. Indeed, the
Opposition at the time was staring to flex its muscle, Its members were young and
enthusiastic as a result of a very deliberate decision on the part of the Labor Parry to move
away from the traditional candidate it selected for Parliament. The traditional Labor people
to come to Parliament until the 1970s were from the trade union movement; those who were
steeped in Labor politics and people who were generally more average run of the mill
members of the community. I am sure a very deliberate decision was made by some people
in the Labor Party at that time to induct into the Parliament some young, well educated,
articulate and capable people. People came into Parliament who were quite different from
the traditional Labor Party people.
Mr MacKinnon: They were not like Jack Skidmore.
Mr THOMPSON: Or Jack Brady or Drummer Hall -

Mr MacKinnon: Or Colin Jamieson.
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Mr THOMPSON: That is true; they were net like all the other old time Labor people. The
new group were a lot more articulate and switched on. However, I do not think they were as
deeply steeped in Labor politics as those who bad preceded them. Perhaps the fact that they
were not the usual Labor people was sowing the seeds of the disasters of the 1980s. I do not
want that to be seen as a criticism; I am just reporting it as I see it.
I found myself in the Chair of the Committees and indeed chairing the House when a lot of
pretty vigorous young people were in the Parliament. It was, at times, a fairly difficult
position to hold down. Nonetheless, I enjoyed the challenge. I certainly enjoyed the six
years in which I served as Speaker of this House. It was a time of great reward to me and I
hope I will be remembered as having made a contribution to the standards and decorum of
this Parliament. I believe the Parliament is the place where Oppositions should have a little
better go than Governments. Oppositions do not have much of an arena other than the forum
of Parliament. Governments have resources; today they have armies of Press secretaries and
other methods by which to get their message across. In the main, Oppositions have only the
institution of Parliament to pursue the issues in which they believe. It was for that reason
that, if anything, as Speaker, I leaned towards the Opposition. It was not a popular position
with the party of which I was a member; it did not like it very much. Nonetheless, I still
believe it was appropriate and remains appropriate today. I certainly operated on the basis
that the Opposition should get a slightly better go in this institution than the Government.
Mr MacKinnon: I remember one day particularly.
Mr THOMPSON: That was a memorable day. I will remember it for the rest of my lire. If I
were given the same circumstances again, I would do precisely the same thing.
An unhealthy trend has developed in our community relating to this institution; that is,
debate has moved away from Parliament. That has happened because Government has had
available to it the resources to he able to get its message into the media. Naturally, the
Opposition is forced to match that. It is inappropriate for Governments to make statements
outside of Parliament on issues of vital public concern. Those matters should be first
announced to the Parliament and then the information disseminated via the parliamentary
process. If there were any change I would like to see concerning debate in our community it
would be the Parliament should become more paramount in that process. However, talkback
radio and access to the media people make that a difficult goal. Nonetheless, the Parliament
and the community would be a better place if the Parliament were used more appropriately
than it is at present.
I have enjoyed a number of humorous times in this place. One of them involved the member
for Albany who is sitting in the corner. It might be just as well that he is sitting in the corner
and not in front of me. I was about to leave for the Parliament one day when I received a
telephone call from a senior police officer who wanted to know what were my movements. I
was keen to know why he wanted to know that. He told me that the police needed to get a
vehicle to me as quickly as possible and to afford me some protection. I was rather mystified
with what it was about. It transpired that a man had been to a gun shop to purchase some
ammunition and on his way out he declared that he was on his way to shoot the Speaker.
The gun shop owner, being a good citizen, rang the police who contacted me. They
accompanied me to Parliament and I parked in my spot outside. It was just before the House
was due to sit. I took the Chair, but immediately left the Chair and put the member for
Albany in it. It was to ensure his safety that I left him there! I did not deliberately put him in
the firing line; I wanted to find out what progress had been made with the gun man. He was
apprehended in the bushes outside and was carted off.
Mr Watt: I reckon you should have told me at the time.
Mrs Beggs: It would have been hard to get someone to take the Chair.
Mr THOMPSON: I have been involved in a number of matters of some significance. I
would like to think that I played a significant role in a number of events that have occurred in
this Parliament. As an Independent, joining with other Independents, I have had a lot more
clout than I enjoyed in the past. I have enjoyed these past three years. The prospect of my
playing the same sort of pivotal role in the next Parliament is almost zilch. I have been
flattered by the number of people who have approached me and asked me to reconsider my
decision not to stand. I would not enjoy being in a Parliament where I was irrelevant and
0907-i4
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where I was not playing a role. I would be selling my electors short were I to be here and not
be effective. I would not be in a party and could not have the opportunity to have any input
to the decisions of any party. The intense interest shown in the Independents by the Press
would dissipate pretty smartly. I would finish up going out of this place a pathetic figure. 1
have been in the play in one way or another all my parliamentary life, right up until today
and tomorrow. 1 am not too certain that I would be in that position in the next Parliament.
That is partly the reason that I should make it absolutely clear to the Parliament and to the
people of Darling Range that I will not be seeking re-election.
Like other members I have enjoyed the role I played in assisting people in my community. It
is rewarding to be able to achieve something for someone. There have been a few occasions
when I have done things for people which have given me a real kick. I will not repeat those
because they are fairly personal and I would not like the people who were involved to
become aware that their cases had been raised in the Parliament. It has given me a great kick
to be able to do something for someone, when I have been able to change people's lives.
1 want to record my gratitude to the electors of Darling Range for the trust they have placed
in me. I would also like to record my appreciation to the supporters who have worked for me
over the years that I have been involved in public life. The member for .Jandakot said that he
will go out of this place and retain the friends he came in with. I think he is hinting that we
do not make too many friends in this place. I recognise that we have hundreds of
acquaintances in parliamentary life, but we develop very few close friendships. I have not
formed that view over a short time. Sir David Brand, one of the most popular Premiers of
this State, left this Parliament a desperately lonely man. He made the mistake of assuming
that al the acquaintances he made here before he left were friends. To his dismay he found
that was not the case. People who flocked to see him when he was the Premier suddenly
walked past him to see John Tonkin. I tucked that early experience away in the back of my
mind. Although I respect all the people in the Parliament - I would like to think I have a
good relationship with all of them - I do not expect that I will be invited home for tea by
many of them. That is the nature of the institution that we are in. We do not form the close
friendships that some people think we might. It is an occupation where not only are we
unable to develop close friendships with the people with whom we serve, but also it is
difficult to develop friendships outside the institution. Because of the calls on our time we
cannot find time to entertain friends on a personal basis. We tend to entertain people because
of our politics, our public role.
Most people develop friendships through sporting clubs, social clubs and the like. Members
of Parliament cannot do that. They cannot participate in golf or tennis or any other sporting
activities on a regular basis. I have tried on a number of occasions. I have said, 1 am going
to join the golf club and play on a regular basis; I owe it to myself to do that." I found that
although I had resolved to do that, ultimately it was impossible to carry it through. We will
all tend to be drawn closely to our families. My greatest supporters and those who will
provide me with great comfort when I get out of public life are my four girls and my wife
who have been absolutely tireless supporters of mine. Whilst the devil in me was half
suggesting that I should contest the next election, I took into consideration the view of my
wife who has always been extremely supportive. Many members of Parliament who know
my wife will know that she has given me not only moral but also physical support. She has
done a marvellous job. My wife is a quiet, shy, retiring person. The last thing she wanted
was involvement in public life. She has given me 22 years of loyal support, and I owe it to
her, if to no-one else, to make this announcement that I will not be a starter at the next
election. My wife does not know that I am making this speech tonight.
I would like to think that I have made a contribution in this place. All the things I have done
I have consciously believed to be right. One of the hardest things I had to do related to a
former Premier of this State, Ray O'Connor. When the majority of the people in the
parliamentary Liberal Party thought that Ray should go, no-one was prepared to go to him
and tell him he should go. There Were several gatherings of people and a suggestion was
made that two or three of the more senior members should go to him and say, "it is time for
you to move on;, why don't you take the opportunity to announce your intention to get out for
one reason or another?"
I am sure that those members who were around then will remember that it was a most
unsatisfactory situation. I took it upon myself to go to Ray O'Connor and tell him that it was
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my view that the majority of members thought he should go and if he did not elect to go
voluntarily, I would announce that I would move for a spill. That was a pretty difficult time
for me, and I am sure it was a difficult time for Ray. He was being convinced by some of his
supporters that he had the numbers to get up. From the time I said publicly that 1 would
move the spill, not one of my parliamentary colleagues got in touch with me to say, "I am
with you, mate." Some of my colleagues actually went public and said, "This bloke has to go
because he is stirring up strife; we will expel him from the party." In the absence of any
show of support I wondered where I stood and as 1 drove to Parliament House that day I
rehearsed my resignation speech. I thought it would have been untenable for me, having
stirred up all that strife and then moving the spill motion without a seconder, to remain in this
place. I went into the party room with not one member committed to seconding the motion.
History reveals that Ray O'Connor had only six or seven supporters and the change
eventuated. I said earlier that I would like to think I was instrumental in changing the course
of events on occasions. I certainly changed the course of events on that occasion.
Ultimately, there would have been a change, but there would not have been a change then if I
had not taken the action I did. I hope people will take what I have said on board and
understand that there have been times when I have done things which may appear to be a
little bit irrational, but when I reach a decision that something should occur, I take the
necessary action; that is the nature of this individual. On occasions it has been to my
embarrassment that [ have succumbed to the rush of blood to the head. In the presence of the
Leader of the Opposition the best]I can say to him is that on one occasion he was the subject
of the rush of blood to the head. It is to his credit that he has not held that against me.
It is with some reluctance that I make it absolutely clear tonight that I will not be a candidate
for the next election. I have enjoyed my time in the Parliament, but I believe it is better for a
whole range of reasons for me to go now. Although I have enjoyed election campaigns in
the past I am not sure I will enjoy the sont of election campaign that the next one will be,
given the son of circumstances that will lead up to it. It will be a vitriolic campaign and I
would be exposing myself to a lot of heartache and, more than that, I would be asking my
family and friends to be involved in it. I do not want to be a part of it. Of course, there is
always the prospect that!I would not win, although I still reckon I could get up and win; but
that is another matter-
The direction that public and parliamentary life will take following the Royal Commission
concerns me because there will be a lot More scrutiny of individuals and the actions of
people in public life and, to an extent, there should be. With organisations like the Official
Corruption Commission and other opportunities for people in the community to make
complaints about people, I make the prediction that there will not be a person in public life
who will not become the subject of a complaint to the Official Corruption Commission or
some other organisation. I think we are in for at least a decade of public life where people
will be asking whether they should be offering themselves for this sort of activity.
One of the reasons that the Select Committee on the Official Corruption Commission
recommended that there should be severe penalties for people who divulge the fact that a
complaint has been made to the Official Corruption Commission is that we made it much
easier for complaints to be made to the commission. I know from what the committee was
told in New South Wales and Queensland that people in politics will be making complaints
to the Official Corruption Commission about people on the other side of politics. I suggest
that in the great majority of cases there will be absolutely no substance to these complaints.
Of course, if it were able to be published that someone was being investigated by the Official
Corruption Commission that person's reputation would go down the gurgler or, at least,
would be called into question. The members of Parliament who will be here in the next
Parliament must expect an increase in the number of people who will become the subject of
investigation by organisations like the Official Corruption Commission. It will be a difficult
situation for people in public life to come to terms with, but that is the sont of society we will
become in the next few years.
I take this opportunity to sincerely thank the staff of the Legislative Assembly and of the
Parliament generally. I have enjoyed a very good working relationship wit many of them.
In the six years I was Speaker I had a very close relationship with the staff, many of whom
are still here. I certainly applaud the work they do. They are very loyal, hard working
servants and we never hear any complaint about bias in the way in which they go about their
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work. I can only speak very highly of all the people who work in the Parliament and who
serve the members of Parliament. I have respected their professionalism and the way they
have assisted members.
I have always had a good relationship with the Press and I urge all members of Parliament to
develop a rapport with the media. They are one of the most important elements in the system
of parliamentary democracy, and if members do not get their message across to the Press
they do not get it to the people.
[Applause.]
MR TROY (Swan Hills) [11.38 pm]: It is a little over three months short of 10 years since
I first spoke in this place, and it is 10 years of my life I will never forget. It has been a very
rare experience, but one I must admit I leave with mixed feelings. I read my maiden speech
earlier this evening and in that speech I raised a number of issues which warrant repeating
tonight. I acknowledged the assistance I had received from a range of people, in particular,
my family. I have heard retiring members tonighc acknowledging their families and the
enormous support they have received from them. The same applies to me. I am sure I would
not have lasted for 10 years without the strong support of my family. I am very fortunate
that I entered this place when my youngest child was 14 years of age. I take my hat off to
any member with a young family who steps into this environment. It is a great challenge in
such an occupation to keep a family together when the children are young. I guess I had four
adults assisting me and I am most grateful for what they did.
In the 10 years I have been in this place I have been a candidate at four elections. In the first
two elections I was a candidate for the seat of Mundaring, which was a country seat. It is
interesting to reflect on the electoral changes which have occurred. When the Labor Party
was elected to Government in 1983 one of its objectives was to implement electoral reform.
Some changes have been implemented, but we still have a significant way to go. It was
interesting to see that issue linked with the Royal Commission report in the way it has been.
It certainly has significant implications for the upper House.
I was fortunate to have, in addition to strong family support, the support of two other groups
I wish to mention specifically. The first was my campaign team which held together almost
without change for my whole period in this place. it comprises a small group of dedicated,
loyal, particularly intelligent and able people who were able to carry me and who were also
hard working and respected each other's talents. I mention particularly the value of a team
working together. It was an absolute delight to be associated with those people and I am
grateful to them. I am also grateful to their respective spouses because the time they put into
the Labor Party through me was an enormous contribution. In fact, such people are the
unsung heroes of the party. They were not all active in the branches; they merely got in there
with their beliefs and philosophy and expressed them through their work for me. I am
enormously grateful for their contribution. The other people I must thank are my
constituents in the Mundaring electorate and latterly during my last term in Swan Hills,
which is an extended area geographically of small proportion but significant in terms of its
population. It has been a wonderful area to represent.
As many members know my early life was that of a country boy. I moved to the city for my
secondary education and this is where my working career started. I gained an excellent blend
of experience from that combination of country life and urban living which I was able to
apply to work in my electorate. That experience made my task much easier. One of the
fortunate things about an outer metropolitan seat is that one has there a mix of people with all
the challenges that involves because it combines the worst and best features of metropolitan
and country living. That is the wide spectrumn involved and it is a great challenge for anyone.
Special people come through those walks of life and I was grateful for the opportunity to
serve them.
In my maiden speech I made reference to the Previous Labor member for Mundaring, Jim
Moiler, and said in that speech that if I left politics with a reputation equal to that held by
him, which he earned as a result of his concern and response to people in the electorate, I
would be extremely proud of a job well done. I would like to think that I got somewhere
near Jim Moiler's reputation in working for my electorate because he certainly set me a good
example. He was one of those unfortunate people who had to face the fact that Mundaring
was notorious for tipping out its members after six years; I was grateful to get beyond that
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period. I chink that may have had something to do with the change of name and boundaries
for this last election, for which I was grateful.
I will mention a whole range of people in relation to work in my electorate. I came into chat
work after some exposure to seniors during my time as a Mundaring Shire councillor. Of all
the time I have spent in public life, none has given me greater satisfaction than working with
the people in the senior citizens' group, particularly in my role as president of the Yallambie
retirement village in Mundaring during its formative years. I was absolutely delighted to go
there the other day for the opening of a hostel pant funded by the Commonwealth. This
highlighted an interesting point about how local communities struggle to support a
worthwhile facility. An opportunity existed some five years ago for the local community to
build chat facility at a cost of a little over $300 000. However, it was unable to do so and
when the building opened the other day it had cost $1.3 million over five years. That is
probably significant in itself, but if one looks back over the five years during which the
facility could have been used so effectively that underscores the consequences of how we
struggle for funds at times.
Another section of my community with which I had close contact was the local schools. In
my maiden speech I noted the Poor condition of the schools in the area. I have no shame
standing here and saying that I am most grateful to all the Ministers for Education with
whom I have had contact for the support they gave me with a program which I advanced
constantly each year and which in the end allowed me to achieve all the major requirements I
had for every one of my schools. Parents and Citizens Associations do not like to be told
when they are not on my priority list. However, if one explains to such groups why they are
not on a list or another school is higher on a list and they can see an opportunity to be
satisfied within a reasonable time they accept the answers one gives them. I do not see
anything wrong with being frank with those groups to that extent. My personal experience is
that such groups accept that approach very well. As a result of my approach school
standards in the area are now very good.
The same thing applies to transport in the area. Mine is a rapidly growing outer metropolitan
area which initially had huge transport problems. I am grateful that I was able to arrange
some solutions before I became Minister for Transport as it may have been embarrassing to
achieve those things after that happened. I am grateful that my predecessor as inister for
Transport fixed a number of the areas of concern and I am sure the community appreciated
the improved transport standards he put in place.
The same thing applied to the local roads. Swan Hills is an area of significant growth. If
one examines a map of the metropolitan region one must acknowledge clearly that the Shire
of Swan and parts of Mundaring will be the growth part of the metropolitan area in the years
to come. I hope that some of the major infrastructure I have helped put in place will stand
them in good stead.
I am reminded in relation to planning and development of the period leading up to the 1989
election and the decision about a new highway over the hills, commonly referred to as the
orange moute. I look back on the box at Wooroloo. One certainly gets a clear example of
how one can lose votes over one issue when one looks at how my support tumbled suddenly
during the last election over that decision. I think people now realise that was the right
decision. That is the sont of problem that politicians always face. However, as I said before,
being open with people is the only way past that predicament. The early part of my time in
the Swan Valley is an interesting one to reflect on now as David Smrith, as the responsible
Minister, wrestles with an issue related to that valley. I am pleased to see that the new
scheme is nearing finalisation. If we step back to the first three years of my term, all of the
Swan Valley was threatened with housing and the viticulture industry was dead on its fect. I
am pleased that productivity of table grapes in the region has increased enormously. The
area has a great future with that sont of mixed development. It will be very important as a
buffer to the suburban metropolitan area for many years to come.
I am also very pleased to have been involved in supporting the Vines Resort development.
The Swan Valley has always needed a jewel on the northern edge; the Vines has provided
that in a very effective way. I specifically mention the Vines in order to acknowledge their
efforts since building their establishment - with overseas capital, I acknowledge, and that
raises questions in itself - because their efforts to use local produce and to concentrate on
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local employment are worthy of congratulation. They have adhered to sound policies on
local input since they built the place. Everyone in the region values the Vines for its pursuit
of those policies.
Mr C.J. Barnett: They are good, corporate community citizens.
Mr TROY: Without doubt.
Mr Shave: And you have a vested interest.
Mr TROY: I moved there 10 weeks ago. I looked at it for a long time. I compliment the
Vines for the way they handle their staff.
I refer now to local authorities. I acknowledge the close working relationship I have had
with both local authorities, in particular the Swan local authority, throughout my time. As to
the Mundaring Shire, I guess politics came into play in the latter half of my time as a
member of Parliament- Unfortunately, I think the community were the losers rather than
their being advantaged. It does not matter with which level of government one deals, one
must work at it if one is to serve the local community in an effective way.
A raft of sporting facilities have been provided in the Swan Hills area. I will not specifically
mention them. Sporting facilities aside, I want to note what I think will be a major facility
for Midland in the future; that is, the decision to re-establish the Department of Land
Administration there in order to give that micro economy a significant lift. DOLA will play
a very important pant in the Midland region as a subregional centre in the years ahead.
As to my electorate and its future, without question it is a diverse area and will remain so. It
needs careful planning, and I am confident it is moving in that direction. Land utilisation
will change. That is linked with economic factors, and they will change as a result, but it can
be maintained as a very effective mixed formn of living. I am sure that very successful
conclusions can be drawn from that.
There has been an overplay by the environmental movement - if I may criticise it for a
moment, and I hope this is taken in a constructive way. I am conscious of the Ellenbrook.
issue. I have seen the movement in the Helena Valley area as well. It is interesting to
consider the socioeconomic linkages of the groups who oppose housing. Most of them have
houses; and in the case of both developments, a fair number drive around in Volvo cars; they
are comfortable with what they are doing and they have time to put into the environmental
movement. I am glad they do, because it is an important issue. However, they should assess
what they are pursuing, and accept many people in the community do not have as many
advantages as they have. Today's effont by the Confederation of Affiliated Residents and
Taxpayers Associations was clearly something that is now commonly referred to as the
council of nimby- I am sure there is a message there; for example, with the Ellenbrook
proposal, the former Minister for the Environment was more than generous in setting aside
400 hectares of wetlands when there was a legitimate case for about 90 hectares, but still
they are not satisfied. That illustrates the problem the Government faces in convincing
environmental groups to accept a fair thing. The allocation of 400 hectares was in excess of
what was warranted-
Mr C.J. Barnett: Will you comment on the Swan Valley itself?
Mr TROY: Yes, I am happy to do that. I played a large pant in the formulation of the
previous Swan Valley policy which was bmought down in 1985. It is interesting to note when
reading that policy that the original concept of the Swan Valley - particularly east of the
standard gauge in the area where the controversy is currently occurring - was that about
24 000 people would reside in the area. It is unfortunate that the Department of Planning and
Urban Development in its efforts to provide housing in the metropolitan area produced a
figure of 60 000, with which only the department agreed. In my view the latest plan by the
Shire of Swan, mentioned in the newspaper the other day, received good acceptance and
looks to a figure of about 18 000; that is, a figure less than the 24 000 envisaged in 1985. I
am happy that that is an appropriate balance. It incorporates the extension of an increase in
the core area. Overall, from what I saw of the plan, it is an effective solution;, it is well-
reasoned, and should be widely accepted.
My electorate work has been enormously satisfying, as a number of previous members have
indicated theirs has been. I am grateful that people had enough confidence in me to elect me
as their representative. When one talks about electorate work, one must bear in mind many
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people. Heading that list are the electorate secretaries. Members of Parliament spend many
long hours here, but the people in the electorate office keep things ticking over. The public
do not understand the hours we keep. One would not expect them to. Throughout my time,
my electorate secretar-y has always done the right thing. Everyone thinks the local member is
a great person but if they knew the truth, nine-tenths of chat acknowledgment would go to the
electorate secretary rather than to the member. I have had about four electorate secretaries in
10 years. They have all been very competent people and I am very grateful for their efforts.
Turning to the Parliament, I do not want to repeat the many issues raised tonight, but as a
former Minister for Productivity, frankly I am appalled by this place. Probably I can be
rightly criticised for not having taken up certain issues in my time here. I do not want to
reflect on a previous leader of this place but in the first three years here I found the
atmosphere to be appallingly bad, largely due to personalities that were on the floor at the
time. The member for Armadale had a very hard task to rebuild a working relationship; he
did that superbly. Most people would agree on that point. However, it was very difficult for
him to move from that point to effect major change in the parliamentary process. Clearly, we
are outmoded and too much emphasis is placed on peripheral issues. I differ from the
member for Jandakot in the areas he raised tonight. They are important, but they are not the
key issues. The key issue is to consider the question of time control, the standard of the
content of speeches and the lack of research. We are all guilty in this place because these are
areas that need attention.
I will leave this place with one thought: What a wonderful group we could have if we
appointed a committee between now and, say, next June comprising the member for Darling
Range, the member for Jandakot and the member for Armadale - I guess the Nationals would
want to be in it too - to report to this place about some really effective changes to our
parliamentary system.
Dr Turnbull: The National Party will deputise the member for Swan Hills,
Mr TROY: I thank the member for the honour. There is a wealth of talent in this place arid
those three people are now in a position where they could offer something to this House.
Reform will never come from Government or Opposition in this place; it is not in their
interests, it is as simple as that. Unless that is realised and someone bites the bullet along the
lines [ have suggested there will be no change. God bless all those who are going to remain.
I do not envy them. It is interesting the new sorts of friendships that one develops as a result
of contact here and in the parliamentary system generally. One develops new friendships,
new respect over time for people perhaps for whom one had an intense dislike, for whatever
reason, but time does wonders. I am sure we have all experienced this. Clearly my
comments apply to many people on the other side of the House. There is also the converse to
that and that is one loses some friendships even with one's own close colleagues on what is
obviously a permanent basis; friendships have been fractured, sadly perhaps forever. People
will say that that is what politics is, and I have to admit that is how I have found politics. I
refer members to my maiden speech where I said -

I am proud to be associated with such a team. The ALP in the 1980s is broad based
both in philosophy and representation. Its democratic structure ensures a width of
consideration and discussion that simply can never be entertained by an organisation
motivated by profit margins dominating all human consideration.

I probably would not say that today. I am a bit older and wiser. I still hold the ALP
philosophies, perhaps an interpretation that is mine, but it is shared by a very large number of
people in the party. That will not change with me. It is still something I am very proud of
and will stick to. I think I have been very fortunate to be a member of the Australian Labor
Party because it has clearly presented a range of experience of life that I would not otherwise
have had. First of all, being a member of Parliament. Not many people become members of
Parliament. It is a wonderful experience and one which we all should be very gratified in
undertaldng. In my case attaining a position in the Ministry in a relatively short time was a
further great honour. I look back over the portfolio areas that I had the honour to administer,
over different lengths of time. I found the Transport portfolio particularly interesting. It had
a strong parallel with my old caneer in communications, Small Business was a revelation to
me having studied it academically and not practised it too much. It was a challenge and I
must admit I am enjoying the practical side of that to a degree these days. A lot of people
would put Works and Services down the pecking order of the Ministry, but those who have
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ever had the portfolio would have found it quite different from that. It is an interesting area
and one that I certainly enjoyed. There were significant changes going on which I am
pleased to see being caried through.
No doubt my greatest challenges were in the Productivity and Labour Relations and also
Employment and Training portfolios. That was a fantastic experience and I look back to that
period when there was significant legislative change. More importantly, in the Productivity
and Labour Relations scene I felt that we were getting somewhere in trying to remove the
conflict that had dominated the scene for some time. Unfortunately an election is emerging
where there is quite a polarised view about the industrial scene. There is some threat to what
should be an ongoing improvement and removal of that conflict within that scene. I hope
members come back after the election with a much more rational approach to industrial
relations. The Leader of the Opposition mentioned tonight the experiences one gains
overseas. It is sadly the case in Australia that many people have not had an opportunity to
visit Europe and Asia and see the wonderful examples of effective cooperation in the
industrial scene. We should be looking more closely at those areas.
I am deeply indebted to the Labor Party for giving me the opportunities it has. I want to
briefly comment on Premiers whom I have served. Members may find this hard to accept,
but please do so because there will be another side of Brian Burke that will come out in the
Course of history. Many members will not be able to see that today and I am not a close
friend of Brian's; in fact, he and I did not get on too well in the first 12 months I was a
Minister as I was not attracted to his faction and got burnt a bit around the ears. I have a
respect for the vision the guy had and it is unfortunate that in the process of pursuing that
vision he may have run off the rails to some extent. His successor, Peter Dowding, was a
guy whom some people disliked. I found Peter to be someone I could work with very easily.
I had a great deal of respect for him, and all too quickly members on our side lost sight of the
job he did in the 1989 election which, against enormous odds, he won on his own. It has
saddened me to see that the party in endeavouring to find a sacrificial lamb for a Federal
election chose Peter. That is what it boils down to. I have some respect for Carmen
Lawrence. She has a lot of talent. She came to this place without a lot of experience and
took on a very difficult job in a very difficult environment.
I can say nothing more than that the last two years has been my period of disappointment. I
heard the member for Jandakot refer to that. I have always seen myself as a team person and
I have wanted to be that all my life wherever I have been. I thought my performance was
reasonable and I was very sad that I was a victim of factional politics within the Labor Party.
I have paid the consequent price. I would dearly have loved to see a number of issues
addressed in the youth and unemployment situation. The question of employment and
training is very important to a nation such as Australia with a small population. Sadly the
isolation we as a nation and a State experience is a huge burden to carry. The newspaper is
used as a political opportunity to slam politicians for gaining experience overseas, but travel
is one of the greatest educations that they can ever have. The media should be far more
tolerant of this type of learning process.
I acknowledge the staff of Parliament in all the different departments. I found them superb
over the 10 years I have been in this place and I certainly wish them well as I do every other
member of this Chamber. I wish them all the best of health in the forthcoming years. both
those who are leaving Parliament and those who remain. To those who remain, good luck in
your efforts to effect change for the betterment of this State.
[Applause.]
MR DONOVAN (Morley) 112.10 am]: This is probably a good time of night to have
valedictory speeches because the Press Gallery is empty, the Chamber is half asleep and
nobody ever reads Hansard except the members of Parliament. Therefore, although we may
bore each other at least we do not run the risk of boring the public. Perhaps that sounds a
little cynical. I suppose that is where my experience of politics has left me to some extent.
Perhaps I can express it this way: Not too many students of English have not come across
the lines by Robert Frost which state -

Two roads diverged in a yellow wood.
And sorry [ couldn't travel both ...
And looked down one as far as I could
To where it bent in the undergrowth;
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Two roads diverged in a lonely wood, and diverged and diverged, and kept on diverging.
The past six years for me have been a process of diverging roads and trying to make the right
decision about which one to go down. That is not unique to me. I know that that is an
experience which has confronted most of the members in this place with whom I have
spoken or shared any political intimacy over the past five and a half years. For me, it has
been the mast polarised period I can remember in my life. It has had highs and lows and has
always been about change, not necessarily the right change, made by me or others. I was
going to say something about the progress in the electorate of Morley over the past five and a
half years. In fact, I had a list of things to say about that matter. I then thought that it would
probably be better to let the electors of Morley judge whether those had been worthwhile
changes and improvements and whether my contribution to them had been as important as
the contribution that people in the electorate have made to bring about those changes.
Therefore, I will not do that.
However, I say to my successor through this medium - if ever he or she picks up a Hansard -
as I have said to the Minister for Housing and others: Whatever he or she does with the
people of Morley, for God's sake, take them seriously and do not regard them as simply a
rubber stamp for a safe Labor seat, because they are not. They may have been that at one
stage; they are no longer. I urge whoever succeeds me to see the people of Morley in a much
more serious light than I fear they have been seen by the Labor Party, and sometimes by the
Government in this State. I will not hand out too many brickbats or bouquets, but I will
illustrate my point in the following way: It involves the Minister for Housing, and I know he
has broad enough shoulders to live with it. The campaign to demolish flats which were at the
heart of the social and economic law and order problems in many ways in Lockridge was
waged for six or seven years by the residents of Lockridge. It was taken seriously over the
past four years and is a campaign with which I was privileged to be associated. When those
flats came down with the approval of the Minister for Housing, it was a long-awaited event.
People were ready to celebrate it and to congratulate the Government and the Minister - and,
I am happy to say, congratulate me for my part in it - but they were just pipped at the post by
the Minister's announcing that it was all the result of the new Labor candidate for Morley in
the electorate and him.
That example is the last brickbat I will hand out in this place because it has had an absolutely
alienating and disastrous effect on the morale of the people of Morley and on their attitude
towards the Government and the Labor Party. All members should take their electorates -
my concern is with Morley - much more seriously and much less cynically than that episode
betrays. Many people have also asked me over the past several months, and it has been quite
flattering as it was for the member for Darling Range and others, why I did not continue to
sit as an Independent. I made the decision to leave politics partly because I have discovered
that I am not really a politician. The problem with politics for the idealists and romantics
among us is that a tension always exists between outcome and process. In hindsight, it is
probably appropriate that it is this way. For most politicians the essential issue confronting
them is outcome; the outcome of elections, policy decisions, decisions in this place,
legislation, and administrative decisions. The problem I have with this matter is that the
emphasis on outcomes demnotes to some extent the issue of process; that is, the issue of how
things are to be done rather than what is specifically to be done. That is not only a matter of
words; for me, it is also a matter of fundamental importance. It is that difference between
outcome and process which describes accurately the relationship between people and their
Parliaments and the community and its Government. If people are feeling, as I believe they
are, cut off and alienated from the decision-making process that this institution is all about, if
people really have put politicians, as the member for Jandakot suggested, so far down the
bottom of the ladder in their scheme of things, and if communities have come to distrust the
process of politics so much, that is probably because they do not feel part of it in any way.
That is probably as much at the heart of the problem of the loss of confidence in the political
system in this State and country to some extent as have been the problems associated with
WA Inc, the Royal Commission and so on. After all, those events - WA Inc and all that that
label stands for, and the Royal Commission for which the member for Jandakot fought -are
outcomes. However, they are the outcomes of a process of which the community at large has
felt itself not to be a part. It was interesting to see the Royal Commissioners make precisely
that point in their comments on the responsibility that the public must play in the process of
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recovery from WA Inc. For me, outcomes and processes have been the fundamental
problems which I have never quite been able to resolve and which have led me into the sorts
of decisions that I have made since being in this place. Of course, the most notable of those
was to leave the Labor Party, which was a family to me, and sit as an Independent member
until the expiry of my term.
Politicians and political systems that are concerned with only outcdmes will find
themselves - regardless of the experience this State has just been through with the Royal
Commission and other events - locked into procedures for decision-making that are
characterised by deals and brokerage behind closed doors. That is the process in which
accountability is at best periodic and general. It occurs every four years at election time.
Politicians who might become more concerned about process and about the involvement of
people that they represent in that process will become much more concerned about what it is
they stand for or represent. Politicians who see that as important will see the beginnings of
decision making processes that are based upon open consultation and negotiation with the
people that they represent. That is the kind of political process that is more likely to give rise
to an accountability that is continuous and specific. I do not know which way we will go in
this State and I am not that confident that the Royal Commission and all that has gone before
it and after it will necessarily bring about the sorts of changes that will lead to a fundamental
shift from the habits that we have fallen into of policies by deals and Government decision
making by brokerage behind closed doors. I am not confident that we have learned that
lesson sufficiently well to make a fundamental shift towards a process that takes people into
the confidence of the Parliament and the Government. That is yet to be seen.
Mr MacKinnon interjected.
Mr DONOVAN: Yes, in different words. It is interesting that two of us on this side of the
House should see it in similar terms. One hopes that will not be ignored altogether.
Why is it important? It is important because, if we do not shift to a process model of
decision making rather than a simple outcome of deal making, we will not carry with us the
support of the people that we started with. Support is very much related to the level of faith,
confidence and trust that people have in us. My faith, confidence and trust was first shaken
in this place when a Labor Premier supported a Labor Prime Minister who in turn supported
a declaration of war in the Middle East. Members may recall that I nearly left the party at
that point. I could not believe that a party that I had, in a sense, been convented to because of
the division experienced by this country over the Vietnam war, the party that had presided
over the healing process and which had played such a major part in bringing that about,
could, 20 years later, say, "It is a bit problematical for us right now; we need to give the
American President our support and so will endorse the war." I found that an incredible
stance for a Labor Party whose national and State platforms were then and remain now
implacably opposed to participation in foreign wars. Not only did that lead me to something
of a crisis; it led many other people who had faith in the party to a similar sort of crisis. I
present that simply as a graphic example of an issue that I think political parties of any
persuasion in this State will have to come to terms with. It is one that I felt the Labor Party
needed to come to terms with. The member for Jandakot referred in his remarks to some
issues that he considers the conservative parties will have to come to terms with if they are to
maintain the support, confidence and trust of the people they seek to represent.

Other issues followed that. Members will recall that the most continuous of them was the
University of Notre Dame Australia land grant proposal. I will make a couple of comments
about that because it has probably been misunderstood. My concern about that issue arose
again because of what I saw as a fundamental breach of Labor Party thinking, policy and
principles on these sons of matters. The involvement of the Deputy Premier who has been,
for several years, a close friend and confidante of mine, did not make my addressing that
issue any easier, in fact, it made it a damn sight harder and I know he recognises that.
However, that is where it started. That led to a problem for Labor supporters and party
members over that 12 month period in trying to come to terms with what was being asked of
them. It was that, in this case at least, they should be prepared to depart from fundamental
policy long enough to allow this Government to achieve a particular result. Two years from
the origins of this case we have found that it had less to do with a land grant and much more
to do with a terribly embarrassing decision that this Government had inherited from its
predecessor which involved a massive joint venture land speculation to the north and a
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substantial property acquisition program in Fremantle ostensibly geared towards a tourist
industry in support of a campus. It was a huge affair that nobody had any conception about
at the time that the concern was first raised. Of course, chat has done damage to the Premier
at a personal and public image level and it has done damage to the Government and certainly
to the Labor Party. 1 could understand it if members said, "Look Donovan, you had a lot to
do with causing that damage." The point I am trying to make is that it was the process of
decision making by deals and brokerage behind closed doors that locked successive
Governments into a situation which sooner or later would explode and cause problems. That
is why that process of decision making is so unhelpful and why it should be reformed and
why political parties should extract themselves from it at the earliest opportunity. That left
me with a conflict of loyalties. Was my loyalty to be to the party that I had been a member
of and that I had come to serve and which had served me for 17 years, and to what I regarded
as its platforms and the principles upon which it is founded or, frankly, was my loyalty to be
to me and my principles? I had to make a decision for the latter and say that the party would
have to live with itself because I could not live with it under those conditions.
I have raised these matters tonight on my outgoing to make the best of the last opportunity I
have to tell politicians of all political persuasions, including the Independent members, that it
is desperately important that this place be reformed. If we are to change our image for a
public who see such little value in us and who have come to distrust us and be suspicious and
cynical about us, I urge members to get past the deal model of decision making. Why? Not
because it is immoral or because I have a personal discomfort but because, firstly, it does not
work well and, secondly, it produces disastrous resultswhich we have all experienced. The
Government must get past the deal brokerage model that occurs behind closed doors and get
the confidence of the electorate by an open process of consultation and negotiation in a
serious way. That seems to me to be the only opportunity we have for effective reform in
our political system, That is the only serious thing I will say because one can go overboard
and I probably have already done so.
There is a humorous and human side to this place which I have enjoyed and got something
from. Because of the way the House has been functioning, I have not been able to do the
Christmas shopping I wanted to do, but I have a list of awards relating to members of this
place and they can expect certain things to arrive in their Christmas stockings, if they still
have them, and if Father Christmas exists and collects in Bassendean and delivers to the rest
of the metropolitan area. My first award goes to the Minister for Transport, Hon Pam Beggs.
She gets the Thomas the Tank Engine award for rail transport. It is a model electric train set
with a full complement of Australian Railways Union two man crews. The member for
Dianella in his absence will, of course, quite predictably receive a packet of condoms but it is
a particular packet of the variety produced by the company part owned by the Vatican. He
also gets along with that a one day complimentary subscription to the Hospital Benefits
Fund. The Minister for privatising things, and in particular power stations, who is asleep in
his seat, will receive a Kodak supra life award for services to power generation. It is a
miniature coal fired, and genuinely privately owned, 1.5 volt battery for his exclusive use
when or if the coal fired power station in Collie breaks down and the Minister is unable to
operate the typewriter upon which he prepares his political speeches for delivery in the
Parliament. The Premier and the Minister for Justice receive a joint award - the empty
keyhole award for services to youth. The keyhole is empty, of course, because both
supported the legislation the Premier introduced in February, threw away the key, and do not
intend to recover it too quickly, at least until the juvenile justice legislation is repealed, as I
am sure it will] be.
I was most unsuccessful in obtaining the presentation I wanted to make to the member for
Applecross. I tried several outlets today and yesterday, but could not find a spare set of
genuine BMW wheel nuts. However, I assure him that Santa is still looking and by
Christmas we hope to have them to him so that the next time the wheels fall off he will have
a spare set of nuts with which to replace them. The Minister for Mines and Fisheries, who
was formerly Minister for Police, gets the John Samuel and Inspector Ayton award for
information security. It is a blue file which is as empty as the Minister said it was at the
time. Finally, the Deputy Premier gets the Denis Morgan/University of Notre Dame
Australia combined award for services to religious education. It is in fact an endowment plot
of land in the back garden of my Bassendean home. I had to negotiate hard with my wife on
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this matter. It is a plot of land measuring six feet by three feet and six feec deep for the
exclusive use of die Deputy Premier when he feels ready to retire from life, and in the
meantime its maintenance is Government guaranteed.
I thank members for their indulgence and I sincerely wish members very well for their
futures and in particular for the forthcoming Christmas season.
[Applause.]
MRS EDWARDES (Kingsley) [12.36 am]: Unlike other members who have spoken in the
Appropriation (General Loan and Capital Works Fund) Bill, I expect to be back in this place
next year and I look forward to it with enthusiasm.
I refer firstly in this debate to safety around schools. I have raised this matter on a number of
occasions by presenting petitions, asking questions and constantly harassing the Government.
I have tried to resolve what is a constant nightmare for parents, teachers and the community.
The Government's failure to release the report containing positive recommendations and to
implement those recommendations is purely procrastination. A committee was set up under
the chairmanship of the member for Balcatta and the recommendations were sent to the
Minister in April. In reply to a question I asked at the time about when we could expect the
Government's response, I was cold that the Government could be in a position to make a
decision within the following two months. I was later told that the task force study on road
safety had been completed and would be submitted to Cabinet shortly. I wonder whether the
Government is delaying the release of this report until the writs have been issued so that it
can make a wonderful election promise, with all the pomp it can muster, and make safety
around schools an election issue leading to the beginning of the school year in 1993? The
safety of ow- children is a basic commodity and it is not a luxury we can do without. This
Government has put children's lives at risk by not implementing those recommendations. It
has done so for purely political purposes. It is absolutely imperative that the issue be
addressed now. The Government should not wait until the writs have been issued. If the
Government wanted to wait until it could gain some political advantage from this issue,
surely we are now close enough to the election campaign for it to do so. The
recommendations should be implemented now so that the benefits will be available for the
first school week in February 1993.
We need to address the installation of permanent drop off and pick up points at all new
schools. It is often talked about. We also want a management plan so that when a need is
demonstrated, it can be put in place over a period. Unless it is put in place and set down with
a structured timetable it will never happen. We need also to limit the speed at peak times on
the roads surrounding schools. We need manned children's crossings which should be
budgeted for in the first place. The provision of these crossings should not be left until they
axe demanded and petitions are presented, and after delays of three to six months during
which measurements are taken of the distance of the crossing from the nearest corner and so
on, and the number of cars is counted. When planning a school, provision should be made
for manned crossings. The authorities know in advance where the major intersections are
which will create problems. The cost of a manned crossing is $3 000 a year, and that could
easily be included in the budget when a school is established.
Bicycle paths and cycle ways should be developed when schools are planned. That does not
happen. In the past, we have had wonderful schemes for bicycle paths and the like, but those
schemes have not been implemented in a positive and coordinated way and in conjunction
with the planning of a school. This Government has procrastinated long enough about safety
around schools. Children's lives are being put at risk. The Government has put its political
considerations above the lives of children.
I say on behalf of all true Westminster public servants, the career public servants who were
identified in the Royal Commission report, that some confidence must be restored in the
Public Service to ensure that it regains and retains its integrity. Part HI of the report states at
page 6 -5 that -

There are substantial reasons for believing that the merit principle was put in
jeopardy. Some people were "parachuted" into the Public Service from positions of
contract employment.

it states also, at point 6.3.2, that -
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The Commission has concluded that the Public Service itself was devalued by what
has occurred. Perhaps it is inevitable that there be some distrust shown by ministers
of a body of officials who are constitutionally obliged not to be politically partisan,
but who nonetheless are required to serve those holding government for the time
being.

True public servants are loyal to the Government of the day. Their role is to implement
Government policy. They are not policy makers. The report continues -

But it is impernissible for a government to encourage allegiance by making the
Public Service partisan at points of strategic significance.

The report states at page 6 - 6, at point 6.3.3, that -

The constitutional integrity of the Public Service must be secure. The Commission
makes a number of recommendations with this in mind.

Several of the recommendations made by the Royal Commission deal with the Public
Service Act and with the merit principle. The report states at point 6.3.5 that -

Secondly, the merit principle in public service appointments at all levels, including
that of chief executive officer, must be observed ... if appointments are to be made
to positions which are to have partisan political/policy purposes, this should be done
openly and in the light of the recommendations we make in the next section of this
chapter.

The Royal Commission stated that Public Service appointments should be open and
absolutely accountable and should not be partisan political appointments. However, what do
we find in the Public Service Notices of 18 November 1992? 1 am sure you will be pleased
to hear, Mr Speaker, that this Government is totally immoral because it has read this part of
the report but has ignored what the commissioners have said. More than that, a general
election is a matter of weeks away, yet the Government is seeking to make political
appointments to certain positions. It is absolutely immoral for the Government to seek to
make appointments to the Senior Executive Service now. Those positions should be acting
positions, and whoever may be the next Government should make those appointments. I
refer to page 715 of the Public Service Notices dated 18 November 1992, which advertises
the positions of director, strategy and planning section, Office of the Auditor General, which
is a level 9 position at a salary of round $70 000; coordinator, strategic State projects, Office
of Strategic State Projects, the Department of Cabinet, at a salary of $90 726; director
general, Department for Community Development at a salary of $98 947; Valuer General, at
a salary of around $68 000 to $73 000; etc. I could mention also the positions which will be
created for the new regional development authorities. We arc talking about total salaries of
$300 000 per annumn for these five positions. These Senior Executive Service positions will
have a five year contract, so just those positions which I have mentioned will cost this State
$1.5 million. It is absolutely immoral and wrong for this Government to make those
appointments when we are only weeks away from a general election and when the
Government will make partisan appointments by putting into those positions its own people.
We have been advised that this Government is moving at a rapid rate to fill those positions,
and not only the positions to which I have referred but also every vacant position, and that
where until now there have been acting positions, permanent appointments are being made.
We have also been advised - I do not know whether this is true, and I cannot even believe it
even of this Government - that there is a term in those five year contracts that in the event
that a conservative Government wins office in the forthcoming general election, if any notice
is given to people who occupy those positions, they will receive a full payout of the whole of
their five year contract. I cannot believe the Government would do that, and I hope the
Government will respond to a question on notice about this matter, because we want to know
what will be the terms and conditions of chose employment contracts. This Government is
still playing around with taxpayers' money for its own political purposes, to the tune of
$1.5 million for those five year contracts. That is not acceptable to the people of this State.
I turn now to several people who are in the Public Service.
Mr Taylor: Another personal attack under the privileges of the Parliamentl Here we go
again!
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Mrs EDWARDES: People should know what the Government has been doing since 1983.
Since 1983, this Government has been untrustworthy.
Mr Taylor: That is a disgraceful abuse of parliamentary privilege.
Mrs EDWARDES: Members opposite do not want to hear this because it will show up what
the Government has been doing.
Mrs Beggs: You have just said that these positions should not be filled because you want to
make partisan appointments if you are in Government.
Mrs EDWARDES: No. There is a longstanding convention -

Mrs Beggs: You axe assuming that if these people are appointed, they will be partisan
appointments. That is an absolutely disgraceful assumption.
Mrs EDWARDES: I can point to a former campaign manager of the Minister's in 1986 who
became the Minister's principal private secretary, and who is now the Director of LandCorp.
Mrs Beggs: He was my principal private secretary?
Mrs EDWARDES: In 1986, after the Minister was elected, he came into the Minister's
office.
Mrs Beggs: That is untrue. He was never in my ministerial office, so you are being
absolutely bizarre. He was seconded to my office for a short time.
Mrs EDWARDES: So he was working in the Minister's office, and in what position?
Mrs Beggs: Your husband was actually working.-
Mrs EDWARDES: That was when the Minister put him up for redeployment.
Mrs Beggs: I did not. You see, you have a vested interest in this. Vince Paparo actually
worked for a short time in my office. He was acting in that position. It was very temporary.
I do not know where he went after that.
Mrs EDWARDES: He went to the South West Development Authority.
Mrs Beggs: He was never my campaign manager.
Mrs EDWARDES: Did he work on the Minister's campaign in 1986?
Mrs Beggs: No, he did not.
Mrs EDWARDES: Not in any way, shape or form?
Mrs Beggs: No.
Mrs EDWARDES: We will see about that too, because it has been identified clearly that he
did.
I have a vested interest in this State in terms of all public servants who work and live in my
electorate who need to be given heart; these people have been disgusted by this Government.
Mrs Beggs: Are you saying that Vince Paparo is not doing a good job? Will you sack him
when in Government?
Mrs EDWARDES: He will not be under my control. This Government has made an ant
form of politicising the Public Service. Let us look at a few people and see how far they
have advanced with appointments and Promotions to some of the political appointees.
Mrs Beggs: Do you not believe in promotion on merit? We do.
Mrs EDWARDES: That is not what the Royal Commission said. It said that the merit
principle went out of the window and that partisan appointments were made in the Public
Service. This led to the service being downgraded; the merit principle needed to be returned.
The report said that this had confused the integrity of the Public Service. That is why this
matter needs to be exposed.
Mrs Beggs: You say no matter how good Vince Papamo is he did not get his job on merit.
He was a political appointee. Therefore you will demote him. This is not denied; it must be
correct!
Mrs EDWARDES: The political appointees or those appointed along political lines do not
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deserve the position they hold. I do not care how people vote if they are tr-ue Westminster
public servants. The Government brought in many media advisers who have since been
slotted into the Public Service in permanent positions.
Mr Taylor: You said that this person worked on the Minister's campaign committee, which
he apparently didn't. You said that and went ahead and attacked him. I used to be a public
servant and I had a great deal of pleasure in working on Keith Wilson's election campaigns.
Under those circumstances should people's politics be taken into account?
Mrs EDWARDES: The Deputy Premier was regarded highly as a public servant as he was
loyal to the Government of the day.
Mr Taylor: So were those people to whom you have referred!
Mrs EDWARDES: But look at who is the Government of the day.
Several members interjected.
Mrs Beggs: You are making a fool of yourself.
Mrs EDWARDES: No. Let us take Vince Paparo: In 1983 he was an environmental officer
in a P2 position. Less than 10 years later he is the Director of LandCorp. L.ooking at other
people, in 1983 -

Mrs Beggs: You sound like Kennett in a dress. People out there will shake in their boots.
You will make them sign on the dotted line stating that they voted for the Liberal Party.
Mrs EDWARDES: That is what this Government has done: Unless people were ALP
sympathisers or held an ALP ticket they would not be promoted.
Dr Watson: Don't be silly.
Mrs EDWARDES: The Minister is a new girl in these matters, although she saw exactly
what happened.
Mr P.3. Smith: How did Ian Osborne get to the top?
Mrs EDWARDES: I did not appoint him; I am not in Government. When we look at the
background of some of the senior officers in the Public Service from the same office of
CALM, a story is told. In 1983 when Vince Paparo was an environmental officer, Ed Russell
was an L5 administrator officer; he is now the Director of Parliamentary Services.
Interestingly, working in the same office at the time was Ross Field, who was an assistant
environmental officer, and he is now the Executive Director of the Office of State
Development.
Mr Taylor: He is an outstanding officer at any time.
Mrs EDWARDES: I want to point to the connections. Charlie Welker worked in the same
office as Ross Field and Paparo He was a P3 environmental officer in 1983, and, as we
know, he was promoted to the position of deputy chief of the Electoral Commission. HeI was
promoted from that position last year and I do not know where he is now. Therefore, from
that one office four people, who were at base level, are now senior directors or holding senior
positions.
Dr Watson: This is a born to rule attitude.
Mrs EDWARDES: I raise this in an endeavour to stop members opposite from this practice
before the next election.
The SPEAKER: Order! On several occasions in the past I have indicated that members have
the opportunity to say virtually what they like in Parliament, but that this ability should be
tempered. It seems that the speech the member is making is endeavouring to taint certain
people whom she has named as though they have done something wrong. I have listened
very carefully and am reluctant to stand and make this point; however, having named the
people in this place the member must address why she named them and what these people
have done wrong, and why they should be forever worried about her raising these matters in
the Parliament. However, that has not been the case. We should not use parliamentary
privilege in such a cavalier fashion. I ask the member not to persist with her course of action
unless she has a case to make against one or more of the people she has named.
Mrs EDWARDES:. I thank you, Mr Speaker. I named individuals to demonstrate what this
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Government had done, not to claim that what the individuals had done was wrong. This
Government had promoted people at a very fast rate, as indicated by considering the history
of promotions and appointment of the officers I named and how die Government has used its
power for politically partisan appointments. In the process, the Government has muined the
Public Service. Public servants are absolutely disgusted about not only what happened
previously, but also what is occurring now. People were parachuted into the media office as
advisers in 1983, and these people are now in permanent positions. Some of them may even
be regarded as political stooges. Those appointments are still occurring. I referred to the
Public Service position advertisements identified in the Governent Gazette of
18 November. If these positions were filled on a five year contract, they would represent a
cost of $1.5 million. That does not take into account other positions which have been pushed
through the system.
The Government should be concerned with adding to the new Pilbara Regional Development
Commission positions to which particular appointments will be made. If the salaries for
those are added, it will be obvious that millions of dollars will be utilised to ensure that the
Government has its own people in particular positions, particularly policy areas. The co-
ordinator of strategic State projects in the Ministry of the Premier and Cabinet will receive a
salary of $90 726. What if the new Premier does not want that position? A new Premier
should have the opportunity of deciding whether the Ministry will be restructured and
whether he wants to spend $90 000 on that position. It is immoral and unjustified that that
position should be filled at this time. The Government will he giving that public servant a
five year contract. However, the new Government may find that with a restructuring of the
department it does not want that position. That appointment would be made by a totally
immoral and untrustworthy Government.
The public servants who have been appointed or promoted on the basis of their political
persuasion do not deserve to hold those positions. If constitutional integrity is to be restored
to the Public Service and some heart, credibility and professionalism is to be given to the true
public servants so that they can have some confidence in their position, when they apply for
a position, the merit principle should apply, even to those as high ranking as the chief
executive officer. Those principles have not applied with this Government; the ALP ticket
principle has applied where one sought a Public Service appointment or promotion beyond
the normal level. They are not my words, but the words of the Royal Commission which say
that this Government has thrown the merit principle out the window and that it needs to be
restored along with constitutional integrity.
I am calling on this Government not to appoint people to not only these positions but all
other positions from today, before the next election is called in February. That is only a
matter of weeks away. It is outrageous that appointments are being made at this stage. Why
can the Government not put in people to act in those positions? They have allowed that to
occur for over 12 months in some positions. There is no reason that the Government should
be rushing in and putting people on five year contracts. The Treasurer did not respond to my
query about whether those positions will have to be paid out in full if they are not required.
The Government should not continue to be immoral. It should start adhering to exactly what
the Royal Commissioners said; that is, restoring integrity to the Public Service and, from
today, stop making political appointments because it is only weeks until a State election. If
the Government is elected again - I very much doubt it will be - it can make the
appointments. Those five positions on five year contracts could involve a totally
unwarranted and unjustified waste of $1.5 million of taxpayers' money.
MR STRICKLAND (Scarborough) [1.04 am]: I intend to focus fairly directly on the Bill
and related financial matters. However I will first make a few comments relating to the
various speeches we heard tonight. It has come to my attention that some people who have
devoted themselves for many years to working towards achieving changes to the adoption
legislation are in the gallery on the understanding that that mailer would be debated.
However, they have just witnessed a range of speeches and probably may even be wondering
what was going on. This general loan and capital works debate is allowed to be a very wide
ranging debate and some of the members who have spoken have made it their farewell
speech to the Parliament. We are now returning to the details of the actual Bill. I hope that
if we get the time we will be able to devote some time to adoption matters later this morning.
This Bill seeks to appropriate funds from the General Loan and Capital Works Fund to
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finance items of capital expenditure. When the Premier introduced the Budget papers to the
Parliament earlier this year, she indicated that the main thrust of this Government's Budget
was to address jobs. Towards that aim, there was to be an increase in capital works which
would be financed from Government sources. The Premier claimed that there would be a
32 per cent increase and that would be very positive action in a difficult recessionary climate.
I will place on the record the events of the past two or three years so that the facts are clear:
In 1991 this Government proposed to spend $1.388 billion on capital works. A year later, on
examination of what was actually spent - $1.195 billion - it was obvious there was a shortfall
of $193 million. In 1991-92 the Government proposed to spend $1.355 billion on capital
works. However, this year's Budget papers indicate that it spent $ 1.145 billion, resulting in a
$210 million shortfall on capital works expenditure. That shows a pattern of shortfalls in
capital works expenditure. That does not augur well for those people who were hoping that
extra jobs would come on stream from this year's additional allocations. When claiming
percentage increases it is important to identify the basis. The Premier claimed that the
increase would be 32 per cent using a very low under-expended Budget figure and putting
the high figure on this year's Budget papers. If we compare proposed expenditure with
proposed expenditure, we will find there is only a 12 per cent increase in the moneys
allocated towards capital works. That is what should have been said.
One of the grizzles we have from time to time with this pant of the Budget is that we do not
have the same opportunity through the Estimates Committee to question Ministers and heads
of departments on the details of expenditure, on what has proceeded and been completed
with the allocated funds. The previous Leader of the House should be complimented for the
way in which he conducted Parliament and brought in the provision of dealing with many
matters in the Estimates Committees, which I generally support. It is an opportunity for
members to get some in-depth information. When I was raising these matters in 1990 the
member for Armadale, as the Leader of the House, indicated that it was his view that these
capital works matters should be included within the Estimates Committees and that the
Estimates Committees should look at the loan fund as well as the Estimates. He was happy
to propose that the following year. Unfortunately he did not achieve that goal.
Mr Pearce: The Standing Orders Committee should have looked at it. It was referred to that
committee each year. I hope it will be done next year.
Mr STRICKLAND: It is a matter that needs to be addressed. The chief executive officers
can come forward to answer in-depth questions. If we are to make Governments more
accountable to the Parliament, we must have the opportunity to question the details of capital
works expenditure.
I will concentrate on community services capital works. I have been following this area
since I have had responsibility for it. When successive Budgets have been brought down I
have gone to the trouble of analysing the proposed expenditure at the beginning of the year
and the actual expenditure at the completion of the year and noting the resulting shortfalls.
Without going into minute detail, a 56 per cent underexpenditure of funds occurred in the
1991-92 budget for capital works for community services. Of the $12.5 million allocated
only $5.5 million was spent. This was not just a one-off example because some project had
been part completed. There was a pattern. In 1988-89 an underexpenditure of 72 per cent
occurred in capital works for community services; in 1989-90. 33 per cent; and in 1990-91.
50 per cent. Those are in addition to the 56 per cent underexpenditure for last year.
The Government comes into the Parliament and indicates the services and facilities that it
will provide to the State. It indicates the taxes that it will raise, the income from Federal
sources and the borrowings that will be incurred to make the Budget work. The following
year at Budget time we come into the House and find there has been this underexpenditure.
An article in The West Australian newspaper on 13 June under the heading 'Lawrence
dismisses deficit fear" states -

Premier Carmen Lawrence claimed yesterday her Government could still balance this
year's Budget despite carrying a $259 million deficit into the last month of the
1991-92 financial year. Dr Lawrence denied that a balanced Budget was beyond the
Government's reach.

Is it not interesting that at the end of the year there is a $210 million shortfall in capital
expenditure which goes a long way towards making up the $259 million projected Budget
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deficit? At the end of the year the Government appears to be able to balance its books partly
because it has not expended funds on capital works. That begs the question: If it has
balanced the books, if the money has been spent elsewhere, where was it spent? These are
some of the mysteries of the Budget process that we will uncover next year when we are in
Government. I have not been able to uncover them, despite my interest in the matter. The
questions I have asked from time to time have not received complete answers from those on
the Government benches.
As an indication of what is happening in the community services area, we should go back to
the 1990-91 Budget papers and to the estimates for the expenditure for capital works. Within
community services there is an item for long day care facilities. The estimated cost at that
time was about $3.3 million and the proposed expenditure in that Budget was, in round
figures, $1.4 million. In the following year's Budget papers we find that instead of
$1.4 million being spent, the actual expenditure was $0.9 million. Somehow $500 000 was
not spent. Thie proposed expenditure for the subsequent year was about $2.5 million. In last
year's Budget papers we found that instead of spending $2.5 million the actual expenditure
was a little under $1 million. Once again $1.5 million was not expended on long day care
facilities. These facilities looked as though they would be completed in two years; however
four or five years later it appears that these day care centres will be built. In the meantime
lots of money was raised for the purposes of building long day care centres but was never
spent on that project. The money was raised, so the question is: Where did it go?
Opposition members are very concerned about the debt level in Western Australia. On
Tuesday, 5 May this year an article in The West Australian written by Louis Beckerling and
headed, 'WA borrowing level high among states" reads -

During 1980-91, WA governments have, with a single exception, claimed each year
to have achieved a "balanced budget" - claims which misrepresent the true condition
of the State's finances and, arguably, gave voters the false impression that the state
did not need to borrow.

The Government only achieved this "balance budget" by defining the budget
narrowly to be the consolidated revenue fund, by defining borrowed funds as revenue
and by defining financial assets drawn upon as revenue.

This is one of several articles which have appeared in the Press this year which have
concerned many people. Perhaps the public at large do not read that section of the
newspaper, but with the different headlines and articles they have read in the Press in recent
times they are beginning to believe that Western Australia has a serious debt problem.
We must put the whole thing in perspective. I refer members to a very good document
entitled "Analytical Information in Support of the Treasurer's Annual Statements 1991-92"
which indicates that this State is paying interest of $1.15 billion per annum. It is referred to
in terms of being three per cent of the State's gross product. This concerns me greatly
because the State's gross product, in round figures, is $40 billion and one must ask how this
State Government has the capacity to repay its debt. The State Government's debt has
nothing to do with that. The State's Budget, which is approximately $5 billion this year, has
much more relevance to this State's debt figure. The revenue this State receives to run the
affairs of the State is from Commonwealth funds and taxes. Taxes collected total
approximately $1.5 billion and, in addition, royalties to this State total approximately
$500 million. In other words, the total State-controlled income is in the order of $2 billion.
To make up the difference of $3 billion, fees are collected by Government departments as
part of their process of trying to pay their way. In addition, there are Commonwealth grants
which are generally fairly well accounted for. If the interest payments total $1.15 billion per
annum and the State's controlled income is $2 billion, the interest payments are 57 per cent
of the State's controlled income. This represents the revenue which the Government can
spend in whatever way it wants.

As a matter of interest, the State's gross debt is $11.3 billion and one third of that is ascribed
to the general Government sector. The Parliament has a direct responsibility, on behalf of
the people of this State, to raise funds to service general Government debt. The other part of
the debt is being serviced through arms like the State Energy Commission of Western
Australia and the Water Authority of Western Australia. It is reasonable to distinguish
between the public trading enterprises and general debt because these enterprises are in the
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business of spending money which, in turn, creates income. That is a different situation from
what this Parliament is doing through the Government; that is, spending a lot of this State's
loan money on services and general facilities which do not earn income.
One-third of 57 per cent is 19 per cent. Therefore, 19 per cent of the income from State taxes
and royalties is committed to interest payments for general State debt and that is a rather
hefty percentage. From the information provided to members I have been able to ascertain
that the debt is taken out over a 33 year term. This State's debt is one-third of $11 billion,
which is $3.8 billion and this figure is nearly double the State's controlled income. Even
under a 33 year term something like six per cent of the State's income must be applied to the
repayment of the principal. Thirty three year terms are horrendous and in this case 25 per
cent of the State-controlled income is gobbled up through the debt management process. If
we were to reduce the drain on this State's funds, we would be looking at shorter term
borrowing to ensure that the loan is paid off much more quickly.
Local government borrows money over a six year term. In other words, it has only six years'
interest to pay out and in the ongoing process of government it costs a lot less to lose money
to finance works. It is a pathway leading off the treadmill of debt. If a debt is being paid off
over six years, 17 per cent of it must be paid each year. This State has a debt which is double
the State's controlled income and by doubling 17 per cent and adding 19 per cent the debt is
over 50 per cent of the State-controlled income. If we reach a situation where we are
minimising the drain on State finances by borrowing funds over a six year period, a
horrendous situation would be created. No-one in his right mind would suggest that we
should become involved in that process. In local government two decisions were made. The
first move was to put on the brakes and constrain what could be borrowed each year - to live
within one's means. The second move was to introduce new rules so that new borrowings
were over shorter terms. As the years went by that part of the loan problem was able to be
serviced and with a six year term the other loans gradually dropped off. Within a few years
the City of Stirling was able to manage its debt problem. It eventually reached the next
phase of being debt free.
I have expressed great concern over what the Opposition has found in relation to the State's
debt and its implications for it. However, the Opposition is confident it can introduce
management programs in Government to solve these problems in a way that is readily
acceptable to the community. The Leader of the Opposition quoted earlier tonight from an
article which appeared in The West Australian of Friday, 20 November tided 'Debt ltgacy is
a time bomb" once again written by Louis Beckerling. I congratulate him on the article. The
points he made in that article, using slightly different words, were the ones I made in my
maiden speech in this place to the effect that the State has been borrowing from the future to
prop up the present and the trouble now is that so much has been borrowed that the
Government is having a problem propping up the present. The State finances are in a parlous
state and any person who does not acknowledge that is in cloud cuckoo land. This problem
must be addressed as soon as possible.
Families today range in size, but if one takes a typical family of mum, dad, son and daughter
I have calculated that they have suffered through the budget process a debt increase of $936
this year. Each family in this State now owes almost $27 000 in State debt. Unless that debt
is brought under control taxes and charges will increase. Family bread winners are now
committed to State interest payments of more than $2 500 a year for the next 25 or 30 years
to meet the State's obligations. All this money must be taken from taxpayers. Although
$2 500 a year does not sound much, it is $50 a week to service the interest on the State's
debt. It would be marvellous to get the State in a position to do new capital works without
having huge amounts of interest to pay so that more work could be done with the same
amount of money. That is possible and achievable, but needs to be done in a reasonable and
gradual way so that people are not unduly penalised over a short period.
DR TURNBULL (Collie) [1.34 am]: Tonight I will speak on the subject of the new coal
fired power station in Collie. I know that all members sitting here are saying to themselves,
"Not another speech by the member for Collie on the new coal fired power station!" I can
assure members that over the past four years this project has been progressing slowly, but it
has made progress. Each time I have made a speech on the subject I have included new
material or an update of where the power station proposal was at the moment. Tonight I will
cover some facts related to the future situation. On Monday Cabinet gave Asea Brown
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Rovedi the go ahead to continue with negotiations and prepare a power purchase agreement.
One of the disappointing factors was the appearance in the statement of a possibility that the
Government would back out of the deal depending on what happened as time went by. A
number of statements made by the Premier seemed to back up the possibility of the
Government's backing out of the deal at some stage down the line. They included such
things as the fact that the company would have to ensure that the price of electricity
generated was economically valuable to Western Australia or in the best interests of the
economy.
People who report on these matters, both inside and outside this House, and who speculate a
lot and use many figures from here and there, have been saying there would be no
commitment by the Opposition to this power station. That is absolutely untrue. As members
know, it is only as a result of the continued push from Collie and its member, who lost the
1986 election but won the 1989 one, that the project has reached its present position. I have
some facts which show that the people of Collie have contributed greatly to the present
position. I turn to the State Energy Commission of Western Australia's annual report for
1991-92 in which Norm White, the commissioner, is reported at page 14 as saying that one
of the keys to SECWA's long term tariff strategy, and an essential component in the drive to
reduce tariffs by 25 per cent in real terms by the turn of the century, is the new Collie power
station. The annual report shows that in the year 1991-92 an increase of only two per cent
was added to the cost of power which, when inflation is taken into consideration, means a
drop in the real price of power. In 1992-93 no increase in the price of electricity will occur
in Western Australia.
'What has brought about these changes and the drop in the price of electricity and why is
SEC WA's long term strategy for a new coal fired power station in Collie so important in
reducing that tariff by 25 per cent by the turn of the century? The things that have
contributed to this have been the extra input by the people of Collie who have been involved
in the reduction of the price of coal despite increase in the coal royalty paid to the State. It
has also been provided as a result of a reduction in the total production cost of electricity at
the Muja power station, and an increase in productivity. That has not been without cost, as
we all know, because redundancies have occurred in the coal mines and at the Muja power
station. So far, that redundancy program has affected 350 people from an overall work force
of about 2 000. The reduction in tariffs will continue into the year 2000 due to the impact of
cheaper coal produced from new mines. Production costs in underground mines cannot be
reduced. When the Government introduced its cost reduction strategy it stated that the
removal of the premium on underground coal would assist the reduction in the cost of
electricity in Western Australia. The loss of the premium on underground coal will be one of
the largest sacrifices that the people of Collie will make because the premium maintained
jobs in the coalfields. The structural adjustment in the area, if the underground coal mines
are no longer viable, will create problems for Collie, the miners' union and coal mining
companies generally. About 400 people will be involved.
When we talk about the moves that will be made to achieve a reduction in electricity prices,
many people forget that we will be shedding many jobs in the coalfields. The reason we
have pressed so strongly for a new coal-fired power station at Collie is that it will produce
jobs. It will not replace jobs but it will assist to maintain the community in a viable way.
People in this House, the urban dwellers, think that gas is a nice, clean component and that
coal is dirty, nasty and a pollutant. It is a fact that in greenhouse terms gas is a greater
pollutant than coal. Gas produces 60 per cent of the carbon dioxide produced by coal.
However, everyone forgets the methane gas leaks from the pipeline between the North West
Shelf and the south west. All pipelines leak, even the best in the world. The gas pipeline in
Western Australia is a very good one but it leaks at the rate of four to five per cent, partly
due to the length of the pipeline. That is an indisputable fact. The pipeline leaks methane
gas which has a high greenhouse effect. The greenhouse effect of methane gas leaked is
calculated at the rate of between 20 to 60 times more than the rate of carbon dioxide. So, in
greenhouse terms, gas and coal are almost equal. Many people would like to hear that gas is
a cheaper fuel. The figures touted for gas may give that impression.
Gas from the Tubridgi field and from Hadson field is coming in at a very low price but the
figures ignore the cost of transport which is reliant on the pipeline. The annual report 1992
of SECWA discusses transmission. It states -
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Enhancements to the Dampier-Bunbury natural gas pipeline, increasing capacity from
345 terajoules a day (Ti/day) to 440 Ti/day, were completed during 1991/92. The
additional capacity was soon utilsed when a new daily delivery record of 516 TI/day
was achieved on 30 March 1992 as a result of an unusually high demand for gas from
SEC WA's power generation system. A new weekly record of 427 Ti/day had been
set in September 1991.

That statement indicates that the pipeline capacity is already filling up. By the year 2000 the
pipeline will be full, according to forward contracts that have already been signed for
incrementally increasing gas supplies. In no way can any more compressors can be put on
the pipeline. We already have the maximum number of compressors. People say chat we
should put in an extra pipeline but according to the capital works statements this year, the
cost of six new compressors was close to $130 million. That figure equals five per cent of
the cost of a new coal fired power station which is $2.1 billion. Supplying an extra pipeline
is not a cheap business. Many people say that if we try to increase the capacity of the
pipeline to bring down enough gas to feed a 600 megawatt baseload power station of any
description it would cost $1 billion.
The price of the production of gas and coal is about equal; therefore, the cost of production
of electricity would be about equal. However, gas does not provide jobs. I cannot
understand why the Premier, the Minister for State Development as well as the Minister for
South-West - although he was probably very strong; but we do not know who was strong and
who was not - came out with such an unequivocal statement about the negotiations with Asea
Brown Boveri. The State needs jobs. As far as I am concerned it is a real indictment of the
Government chat it has made such an unequivocal statement about a power station that is
supposed to produce electricity in 1998. Some say the concern is that we will not be able to
use the electricity. What will be happening in 1998? Will we remain in this stagnant
situation? People may think that we will still have a Labor Government in Canberra,
Perhaps that is the calculation. Ifthe Government can instil confidence - and a change of
Government will assist that, perhaps only as a result of such a change - we will have progress
and investment.
Western Australians must recognise that this $2.1 billion investment package for a new coal
fired power station with international involvement, equity stakes and Australian investment
is the best financial deal we will get. It involves equity bonds from the Federal Government;
but they are finite. Equity bonds will be taken up by privatisation programs around
Australia, and we are competing with such organisations as the Water Board of Sydney. If
Western Australia does not show enthusiasm for this project, what will happen to the equity
bonds Western Australia should be getting? What about investment incentives that the
Federal Government has implemented for new projects? How are we going to carry on with
a four year delay, or even a two year delay? Will the Government go on saying, "You can
have that, although you will not be able to start your projects within two years"? We need
projects which will start now. That was one of the problems with the national rail
construction program; it did not get started. This power station is another example of where
we could get stuck into creating proper jobs; that is, jobs that will produce infrastructure.
It is a poor indication to those people who are concerned with economic development in
Western Australia that we should have had such an equivocal answer to the continuation of
negotiations for the development of the Collie coal fired power station. It is an important
step and the National Party is pleased that it has happened, but it is disappointed that it has
not been achieved with a great deal more conviction. In a few days time the Opposition will
be briefed by SECWA and I hope the companies involved will also provide a briefing. The
Opposition must be well informed on all the facts, figures, and details of how the price of
4.80 per unit of power was achieved for the overall power price for the 30 year life of the
station. The electricity cost for power of 4.80 per unit is a good level. People may say that
the cost is much higher than in Queensland, and that is true, but compared with world costs
for electricity it is a good price. It is a price which will attract companies that want to
downstream process our raw product, particularly our mineral sands. The fact that electricity
in Europe and Asia will be slightly more competitive than in Western Australia is balanced
by the fact that we have the edge in raw materials. Western Australia's standing with
electricity costs should be compared with not only Queensland, but also New South Wales
and neighbouring Asian countries so we can see that we do have a competitive level.
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The General Loan and Capital Works Fund Estimates of Expenditure provide expenditure of
$2 million for the management of the State's hardwood forests. We must ensure that the
regeneration of hardwood forests in Western Australia will produce a good forest. CALM's
management strategy for the south west forests of Western Australia is insistent that we
produce a proper forest. Page 134 of the report states that the structural goal for the jarrah
forest is the maintenance of the existing distribution of size classes. This will ensure that all
of our use associated with different stages of tree development will be represented in
perpetuity and the proportions of each will be similar to that exhibited in virgin stands. The
only way we can do that is by making sure that we thin the regeneration in jarrah forests.
Jarrah does not have a self-thinning process like karri. One of the elements of the
silviculture management system that is being developed is that we will thin the regeneration
correctly, so that we will end up with a valuable, viable and sustainable growth within the
forests. This will cost money. It is my vision that the thinning of the forests should be done
by many of the people who do not have jobs at present. This is a wonderful opportunity to
enhance the capital value of our great foresi resource. We have the people who can do it.
This State should be entering into an arrangement with the Federal Government whereby
people who work on value enhancement and management of the forests will continue to
receive a subsidy which is equal to their Jobsearch allowance. The State Government will be
able to top that up to a certain degree so that we can use those people to enhance the capital
value of our valuable forest resource. Thank you, Mr Deputy Speaker, on your last night in
the Chair for allowing me to bring these issues to the attention of the House.
It is important that we have somewhere for the management of juveniles who are badly
affected by drugs. The capital works program provides funds for the new juvenile remand
centre at Murdoch. Within or adjacent to that centre should be a good, efficient facility
manned by medical people who can be involved in the commencement of drug rehabilitation
programs for juveniles. Much good work has been done on drug rehabilitation programs,
particularly those run by the Perth City Mission and other such organisations. There is a
great need for a unit to allow commencement of treatment. The area should provide medical
attention for those young people who have been in remand centres or who have been
involved with the law. This centre should not be limited to those young people but should
also be available if parents feel their child has been seriously affected by drugs. If medical
evidence indicates that the child is addicted and that the drug involved is causing danger to
life, such a centre should also be available. A reasonable number of people are in that
position. At the moment in Western Australia there is nowhere for them to go. Of course,
those young people from the country face particular problems. It is very difficult for them to
receive adequate treatment at a centre which provides safe, secure living conditions and
supervision. I expect that the work listed to be done will be done well, but other areas in
need of expenditure must be examined. It will be a matter of balance. To me, those areas
which help in the rehabilitation of youth are vital and should have moneys allocated for
further developments.
MR OMODEI (Warren) [2.01 am]: I am reluctant to extend the debate at this hour of the
morning. However, I have important points to make. The Appropriation (General Loan and
Capital Works Fund) Bill allows for a wide ranging debate. I wish to speak about the report
released by the Department of Conservation and Land Management in February this year
regarding its documents and proposals. The first was the proposal to amend the 1987 "Forest
Management Plans and Timber Strategy and Proposals to Meet Ministerial Conditions on the
Regional Plans and the WACAP ERMP". The second document was the "Management
Strategies for the South-West Forests of Western Australia: A Review - Draft for Public
Comment". The third was a "Nature Conservation Strategy for Western Australia - a Draft
for Public Comment" and the fourth was "National Estate Values in the Southern Forest
Region, South West Western Australia". These important documents were issued in
February by CALM for public consumption. At that time, the Premier of Western Australia
announced in the WA Advantage package that an action package for the forest industry
would be released in May. In October, the Environmental Protection Authority released a
series of recommendations following the review of the CALM document, which has been
identified by the timber industry as seriously threatening the viability and future of the timber
industry in Western Australia.
Members will have met today representatives of the timber industry who have expressed
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deep concern about the future of their industry. One of the questions that must be asked is
what impact will the EPA recommendations, which appear in the EPA's document "EPA
Bulletin 652", have on CALM's resources and its capacity to satisfy the contractual
obligations for log supply to the timber industry. That matter was mentioned earlier this
evening. Some of the recommendations of the EPA will impact severely on the viability of
the timber industry. What impact will the EPA recommendations have on the long term
sustainable resource supply to the timber industry? Will CALM haVe the financial resources
to ensure a satisfactory and sustainable supply of the log resource? They are serious issues
which must be addressed. I alert members to CALM's proposal in the main document
relating to a new management objective. That proposal states that the forest management
objective nowadays is to manage the native forests of the south west of Western Australia in
consultation with the community so that they provide the values required by society while
sustaining indefinitely their biological and social diversity.
It alarmns me that the forest management objective does nor contain anything about timber
supply. CALM also has revised the road, river and stream reserves. Other proposals were to
put in place a Department of Conservation and Land Management and Australian Heritage
Commission agreement in the southern forest region, which is mainly in the karri forest area.
Guidelines were also included for the management of the karri forest, the jarrah forest and
for CALM's marri chip log harvesting in the salt risk zone, the management of State forest
next to resources, and CALM's changes to reserves in State forests. The new timber strategy
was necessitated by the completion of the 1987 five year plan for the allocation of timber to
the timber industry. Those matters will impact on the jobs of the many timber workers in the
south west. Members will know that the timber industry has gone through some traumatic
times in the past few years. To now place at risk the supply of timber as a result of the EPA
report, should that report be adopted, would be a serious blow to the forest industry in
Western Australia.
It was interesting to hear the Minister for the Environment say earlier tonight that no
problems existed in the industry, and that no-one from the industry had raised any of those
concerns with him. In fact, those concerns were raised today throughout Parliament House
with members of all political persuasions. People from the timber industry are so concerned
about the matter that they will be lobbying and negotiating with the Government as a matter
of urgency in the near future. In his response to questions tonight the Minister mentioned
that the matter could be resolved by cooperation and consultation, and by using conciliation
rather than imposing decisions and using conflict as a resolution to the problem. The
conservation movement has lobbied very strongly to ensure that the EPA's reports are
adopted to such an extent that the Minister and the State Government have decided to
appoint an arbitrator to mediate on issues that are referred to in the document. To that extent,
a former judge from Papua New Guinea, Mr Tos Bamnett, has been seconded to mediate on
the issue. Mr Bamnett is a former member of the Administrative Appeals Tribunal. He is
well qualified and must make a decision by the end of this year so that the Minister can make
a final decision on the document. That decision has already been extended and'it is likely
that it will be into 1993 before the Minister has a chance to make a decision on the EPA
report. That has thrown the timber industry into confusion, particularly those timber mills
which had five year contracts which have now expired. Members can imagine how they
would feel if they needed a vital resource to continue an enterprise. If that resource were
curtailed in any way it would place those jobs in financial jeopardy.
The document sets out some of the restrictive logging practices that will occur in the A zone,
particularly in the jarrah forest in the 900 millimetre isohyet which has currently been
extended to 1 100 millimetre isohyet or areas known as low and intermediate logging areas.
Two-thirds of Western Australia's jarrah and man-i are harvested in those two isohyet areas
and two-thirds of our chip wood comes from that area. Mr Deputy Speaker, you referred to
the chipping of native forests. It would do members a lot of good to go through the forest
industry so that they understand where the chip log comes from. It is absolutely necessary
that that is part of the sawlng section of the industry. Of course, should that chip log be left
in the State forest we would have a forest that would regenerate but would be mainly mari
and a low standard forest area. Therefore, there needs to be a clear-fell of the jarrah area to
properly regenerate.
The CALM report talks about visual resource logging in those seriously salt affected areas,
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gap creation, and there is a proposal within the document that provides for an extra 3 200 ha
of old growth karui forest to be protected as a linkage area or site of high social or
environmental value. This will mean that another 3 200 ha of hardwood forest will be
excised from the timber strategy. It means that the timber industry will be short of that
timber some time in the future. Although the idea of changing the logging regime will allow
for this gap creation and for the protection of flora and fauna, it will cause greater hardship in
years to come. If this report of the EPA is adopted, CALM will not be able to deliver the
necessary resources to sustain the timber industry in the future.
The Minister for South-West can argue that other Bills have to be discussed in this sitting. I
remind the Minister that we are at the end of the thirty-third Parliament. We have another
day left to discuss matters of vital importance and I do not think there are many issues more
important than this report and I am taking the opportunity to dci that. I am surprised that the
Minister for the Environment has not taken the opportunity of explaining to the House some
of the problems associated with the report and some of the things which could emanate from
the report which could be very damaging to the State's timber industry. I do not want to
delay the House, and so will refer quickly to the main recommendations that are of concern
to me and to the timber industry. They are recommendations 10 and 13 of the report.
Recommendation 10 states -

The Environmental Protection Authority recommends that in the intermediate and
low rainfall zones at least 30 per cent of second order catchments in the multiple use
jarrah forest should be left untreated (i.e. undisturbed from harvesting, thinning, etc.)
for a period of at least 15 years after harvesting or treatment of the remainder of the
catchment. This untreated proportion should:

include areas of multi-aged forest (including unlogged sites);
be selected to emphasise wildlife, water resource and visual objectives;
comprise sites with a minimum dimension of l00m; and
be in addition to protected river and stream reserves and diverse ecotype
conservation areas.

The crux of that recommendation is that the proposal "be in addition to protected river and
stream reserves and diverse ecotype conservation areas." Under the current and proposed
strategy, roughly 30 per cent of a logging coupe will be retained for road, river and stream
reserves. Recommendation 10 is that an extra 30 per cent of a cutting coupe be set aside for
at least 15 years. That will virtually decimate the timber production forest of the State and
will impose on the industry a huge added burden of cost for logging of cutting coupes. By
that I mean that the timber industry will have to cut a far greater area to be able to excise the
necessary resources it requires to sustain its logging operations. We are not now talking
about conservation areas, national parks or reserves. We are talking about areas of State
forest that have been set aside for wood production. The message that needs to be sold to
people in areas that are not aware of how the timber industry works is that aras in the State
have been set aside specifically for conservation. Many areas of mature age forests, of
forests that were once known as management priority areas, all who have high ecological
diversity, have been set aside in perpetuity for generations. The area we are talking about in
the document is the area set aside specifically for wood production. The picture that we have
to sell to people particularly in the city and in areas that do not have a reasonable knowledge
of forest production is that there are two areas: One of conservation and one of wood
production. We should allow the harvesting of wood production areas in the best way
possible. The forest is a dynamic thing, almost like a human being. It grows, it gets old and
it dies. For us to set aside inordinate amounts of forest for what is perceived by some as
necessary for conservation is folly and will prove to be the undoing of the timber industry.
The other recommendation which follows from and which impacts on recommendation 10 is
recommendation 13 of the EPA report on the CALM timber strategy and timber management
plans. It states -

in Recommendation 10 several constraints on logging in the jarrah forest are outlined
for the protection of water resources, wildlife and visual amenity. There are some
sites, mostly in the Intermediate and Low Rainfall Zones (i.e. < 11 00mm per annum),'
where even with these constraints the risk of salt impacts following logging is still
unacceptably high.
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The Environmental) Protection Authority recommends that the jarrah silvicultural
prescription should be modified to provide for the identification by CALM, on advice
from the Water Authority of Western Australia, of second order catchments with a
high salt risk, within which

permanently protected stream buffers, at least 50 metres wide, should be left
on both sides of all streams and
that part of the catchment which is to be left untreated as required by
Recommendation 10 should be concentrated in the lower part of the
catchment.

Those areas high up in the c~tchment should be left and logged on the gap mnethod leaving
far prester areas and cutting back on the actual logged area. The actual area is about
80 hectares which I think is a very small when one considers that logging areas in the past
have been up to 400 ha in size. This is a matter of great concern to me. In my electorate of
Warren are situated the whole of the southern region of forest and parts of the central region.
It is vitally important that the industry be allowed to expand and prosper, and it alarms me
that the EPA report on CALM's plans contains recommendations that could cause preat
trauma in the industry. It places the independent arbitrator, Mr Barnett, in the most
unenviable position of trying to reach a compromise that Will suit the conservation lobby as
well as the timber industry. The solution is to set aside quite clearly those areas for timber
production and those for conservation, and to allow the timber industry and CALM to
manage the areas for the benefit of all Western Australians with as little interference as
possible. I want the Minister for the Environment to know that many people in Western
Australia are looking very closely at this issue and his handling of it. I know that in the run-
up to the election he will be under pressure to further restrict logging in the timber
production areas, and he should resist those approaches as much as he possibly can with
these issues in mind in relation to the areas already set aside for conservation, If he fails to
do so we shall see a massive dislocation of people in the timber industry after Christmas and
neither this Parliament nor the people of Western Australia want to see that. At a time when
jobs are at a premium in this State we need sound, rational thinking about the forest estate
and its future management. I put the Minister on notice that people are looking over his
shoulder and will watch how he handles this matter in the future with great interest.
MR SHAVE (Melville) [2.22 am]: I feel compelled to make some comments in the debate
on the Appropriation (General Loan and Capital Works Fund) Bill, particularly in relation to
the funding of and problems associated with the Police Force. I go back to the comments
made by Peter Dowding in 1989 in the Labor Party's policy presentation to the public. It is
interesting to dwell on what he said at that time -

Under Labor, Western Australia is becoming a safer place. A re-elected Dowding
Labor Government will ensure that Westerni Australia remains one of the safest
places in the world to live and bring up a family.

He also said that a range of tougher penalties for violent and serious crimes would be
imposed; that the police presence on the streets of Perth would be doubled; that staffing
levels at suburban and country centres would be increased to cater for beat policing; and that
the Labor Party would extend a shop front police service to major shopping centres. We
know that has not happened, and in Western Australia at the moment the State is in crisis in
relation to its Police Department. There are a number of reasons why that has occurred.
Recently, a situation occurred in which two people were made victims of a system put in
place by politicians. Those two people are Joe Dethridge, who is the son of an acquaintance
of mine, John Dethridge, and Mr Des Smith, who was involved in the same incident. The
sad part about Desmond Smith's involvement is that he was the victim of a system which is
undermanned and a Police Force that is totally disillusioned with the way the Labor
Government has assisted it in administrating the law in Western Australia. It has recently
been reported in the local Press that the Police Union is considering passing a no confidence
motion in the Commissioner of Police. There is a total lack of morale in the Police Force
and it all stems from the fact that the Police Force is undermnanned. In my view, when Brian
Burke camne into Government in Western Australia political interference in the Police Force
increased and the people of Western Australia are facing the legacy of that interference.
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A young police officer, who belongs to a local sporting club, came to see me the other day.
He told me he was in my electorate and wanted to know what the Liberal Party would do for
the Police Force after the next election. He asked whether the coalition would support the
Police Force. I asked him what the problems were. He told me he wanted to do his job and
work hard to effect the sort of changes needed in law and order but that all the senior police
officers with whom he worked told him that he should keep his mouth shut, watch his back
all the time and not make any decisions. It is an absolute tragedy to have a situation in which
young police officers coming out of the academy, many of whom have a dream about one
day becoming a commissioner, are being told by senior officers chat there are major
problems in the force and the best way to resolve them is by not becoming involved in any
contentious issues. That is a very sad situation and it all comes back to the commissioner
and the Government. With due respect, although the current Commissioner of Police has a
hard job, he has not put his case strongly enough to the Government regarding the level of
manpower in the Police Force. Desmond Smith went to his superior officers and told them
he had a problem, was under mental stress, and wanted to get out of his work situation. The
people involved told him he could not go because the department did not have sufficient
resources to transfer him. Prior to becoming a member of Parliament [ was a publican and in
that capacity I sometimes dealt with unsavoury people who threatened me.
An Opposition member: That happens in this place sometimes.
Mr SHAVE: They are a fairly gentle lot and mostly cream puffs in this place. Members of
the Police Force are under threat all the time. A letter from a police officer's wife appeared
in the Press on 17 November - which I do not totally subscribe to - in which was given an
indication of the pressure placed on police officers. The letter states in pant -

*'My kids go to school and get harassed: 'You're dad's a copper. A piece of pork, is
it?'
"Coppers get this all the time.
"If only the public knew. We're isolated, you wouldn't believe how isolated.
"Ninety per cent of police officers have an unlisted telephone number, and they don't
give it out to too many people.
'My husband is a good copper. I'm proud of him.
"I don't think the public understands what it does to a person to deal with scum, day
in, day out.
"You don't arrest nice people. All you see is scum.
"Day after day you deal with drunks, violence, rapists, drug addicts. You live it every
day. You become desensitised, like a nurse who becomes blase about death.
"Coppers who can't handle it often turn to drink and family abuse. Many coppers'
marriages are short-lived. The wives can't stick it. You can't blame them."

The easy answer for the public and people like ourselves is to say that if they cannot handle
the job they should not be in it. I do not subscribe to that proposition, because if a person is
in a job where an extraordinary amount of pressure is put on him as a human being, whether
that be in the Armed Forces or in the Police Force, he must have the right resources anid
suppont. The reality of the situation is that we have had window dressing from this Labor
Government for 10 years and we have had no real support for the Police Force or for the
people involved in the Police Force. The courts are no less to blame. One can listen to
calkback radio programs day after day and hear the comments that people make about their
experiences with law breakers. A woman telephoned one of the talkback radio stations
yesterday, and said that her 41 year old husband had been made a paraplegic as a result of a
car accident. In court, the offender received a $1 500 fine and had his licence suspended for
a year. There is no justice, this lady said, because her husband can move only his eyes, yet
the person who did that to him is going to Bali for Christmas.
There was another situation where a man telephoned a talkback radio program and said that
thieves had broken into his parents' house the previous night, had stolen some goods, and
had run off after they had threatened the two elderly people in the house. The caller's mother
collapsed as a result of the trauma from which she suffered, and died from shock. These are
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actual examples of what is happening in Western Australia every day, yet we have a
Government which has said that under Labor Western Australia is becoming a safe place,
and that a re-elected Labor Government will ensure that Western Australia remains one of
the safest places in the world in which to live and bring up a family. That is not the situation,
and I tnrge the Government to immediately make the necessary changes to assist the Police
Department, and to provide die sort of support which the Police Department needs in order to
restore confidence within the police system.
There is no doubt in my mind that there are some police officers who probably should not be
in the job. Recently, there was a situation in Queensland where a Federal Labor politician
will lose his endorsement -

Mr Graham: That matter is before the courts.
Mr SHAVE: Okay; I will respect the comment made by the member, because that is
import.
The public are concerned that morality has been lost in this place, and, as a result, people
have lost respect for the political system and for the Police Force. I do not believe for one
moment that the responsibility lies with the police officers. The responsibility lies with this
place. If we have any responsibitity at all, we must ensure that we have a decent health
system, a decent education system, and, above all else, a decent system of law and order.
The Police Force has been crying out for more support, just as Desmond Smith cried out for
support. That man gave 17 yeasrs of his life to the Police Force and to the public of Western
Australia, but having previously told the people involved that he needed support, the price
that he paid for one indiscretion was the loss of his job and an income of $40 000 a year for
the next 20 years. Therefore, Desmond Smith has effectively been fined $800 000, or more,
for one occasion when he snapped. That man was under stress, yet what did the Minister for
Police do to support Desmond Smith in his hour of need? We had an inquiry under way. We
had a Minister who said that people like Desmond Smith should not be in the Police Force. I
reject that comment. Desmond Smith went through the necessary processes to get into the
Police Force, and if Desmond Smith was not a decent person, he would not have lasted
17 years in the Police Force. I have never met Desmond Smith and I do not know him
personally. I have no reason to wheel his barrow.
I urge the current Government to get behind the Police Force. I do not believe the remedies
which the Government is implementing are the right remedies. Every person has the right to
make a phone call if charged; I respect that right. That is a good suggestion. I do not support
the concept of a police board. Why should we need a police board now? Why suddenly,
after 70 or 80 years of good administration and a good Police Force, do we need a police
board? The reason that we need a police board is that there is a crisis within the Police
Force. However, we do not resolve that crisis by setting up a police board. We must come
to terms with the problem itself. The problem with the Police Force is a Problem of morale,
and of totally inadequate manning.
I remember the speech made by the prospective Premier, Peter Dowding, after the 1989
election, when he stated that since 1983 police numbers had increased by 500 or 600. That is
admirable. However, crime has increased by a lot more than that. It is not the current
Government's total fault that crime has increased. I think everyone would acknowledge that
crime has increased in all countries and in all States by a considerable degree. Nevertheless,
if that is happening, we must improve the situation, and the only way to improve the situation
is to improve the resources.
I said earlier that the common complaint which I have received from police officers over the
last three years is in respect of the lack of morale. The major complaint has been that from
the day that Brian Burke and the Labor Party came into Government, there has been severe
political interference with the Police Force. I urge the current Government, in the remote
chance that it is returned to Government next year - and I do not expect that will happen - to
desist from trying to interfere politically with the Police Force, and particularly with
appointments to the Police Force. I urge the Government to get behind the Police Force. I
believe, as a result of the Premier's comments in the Press over the last two days, that the
Premier has not supported the Police Force. She has taken two bob each way. She knows
that the public are upset because every day people's houses are being ransacked and people
are being bashed in the street.
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I have a situation in my electorate which involves an elderly couple, aged 75 and 76, where
the pensioner lady was kind enough to knit my kids a couple of jumpers last Christmas, and
who asked me recently if I could visit them. There are a number of young people in their
area whose behaviour is out of control, and every time this lady and her husband went out,
those kids ransacked their house. As a result, the husband would stay at home while his wife
walked to the Willagee Shopping Centre to do some shopping. That was all right until a
couple of weeks ago when she was accosted in the middle of the day and pushed over. She is
very frail, and her handbag was ripped off her arm. She went home and now neither of them
will effectively go out as they are frightened to do so.
Aboriginal children in the suburb of Willagee are glue sniffing. They wear an open bag on
their shint fronts walking down the street in the middle of the day. They are out of their
minds and go to the homes of elderly pensioners and harass them. This takes place in the
middle of the day, but what is the Government doing about it?
Mr P.J. Smith: Come on! You should have stayed asleep. This is a serious problem!
Mr SH-AVE: Then the member should listen to it.
Mr PAJ. Smith: The problem is just as much in you.
Mr SHAVE: Why does the member say that?
Mr PAJ. Smith: You should not stand up at 2.30 am and talk about that serious problem!
Mr SHAVE: It is a serious problem.
Mr D.L. Smith: So is adoption reform.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order!
Mr SHAVE: This Government has done nothing about law and order. I find it objectionable
that the member for Bunbury can criticise me in this place for raising a serious matter, when
it has taken the Government 10 years to introduce serious adoption legislation into this
Parliament, and the Government expects this side of the House to accept the legislation in
24 hours.
Several members interjected.
Mr D.L. Smith: Stop filibustering.
Mr SHAVE: I am not.
Several members interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! I will not sit here and listen to that sort of wrading of
insults across the Chamber. The debate began reasonably well, and it is possible to put
opposing points of view without trading insults.
Mr SHAVE: I will not be sayinig much more, Mr Deputy Speaker. This is a major problem
which has not been adequately debated. Today we saw photographs of the Premier in the
newspaper and read her claim that people are entitled to a telephone call. However, we have
a major crisis in the Western Australian Police Force.
I find it objectionable that I do not have the right to stand in this place and express views on a
very serious subject without people opposite indicating that they have introduced a Bill
which is on a serious subject. I agree; it is serious. I would like to speak on the matter, but
my colleagues have restricted the number of speakers from this side. It is objectionable for
the Government to turn around and say that we are filibustering. The situation has arisen
because of Government incompetence for the past 10 years. The Government introduced this
serious Bill and wants our suppont within 24 hours.
Mr D.L. Smith: The Bill has been available since September.
Mr SHAVE: Why did the Government not bring it on?
Mr D.L. Smith: It has only risen up the Notice Paper today.
Mr SHAVE: It has had an equal opportunity to be brought on earlier. It is typical of a
Government in decay that it has no concern for people on this side of the House. The
Government has the audacity to attempt to bludgeon the Opposition to support a Bill in a
limited time.
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We were prepared to do that. Our colleagues in Mnother place have agreed to come back to
consider the matter even if it takes four weeks for the Bill to pass through this place. This is
a very important piece of legislation. We have indicated that we will come back next week.
Our leader, deputy leader and leader in another place have all said we will come back to
debate this Bill. Therefore, the members for Bunbury and Mitchell cannot blame us for this
Government's incompetence!
MR AINSWORTFI (Roe) [2.48 ant]: This will be the last opportunity affonded me this
session to raise a serious matter affecting my electorate. This involves mental health services
in the goldfields region, which contains 12 per cent of the State's population. A recent
survey showed that it received less than one per cent of the State's rural mental health
allocation. However, this situation is being redressed to some degree.
A recent Health Department paper looking at mental health issues in the entire region made
certain recommendations. The recommendation for the Esperance region was that the Shires
of Esperance, Ravensthorpe and Dundas should be serviced by one community mental health
nurse, and with a fortnightly visit by a social worker and a clinical psychologist from
Kalgoorlie-Boulder. Members will know the size of the area and the large distances between
populations and a great deal of time is wasted by these health workers in travel.
One of the terms of reference for the survey was that the services be provided from
Kalgoorlie- Boulder, Given the distances involved, more than one mental health nurse should
be available in a place like Esperance. Mental health cannot be serviced in the same way as
other health problems. When one suffers a mental health problem, one does not visit the OP
and receive a tablet or have a minor operation. It is usually a matter of a monitoring service
by health professionals over some time. It cannot be done once a month or once a week.
Problems that have arisen in the past - drawn to my attention by visits and from people I
know in the community - with people suffering from schizophrenia which have led to
marriage and family breakdowns. These problems are not helped when the only available
services, practically speaking, are in Perth over 700 kilometres away.
The size of the problem in Esperance has been underestimated by the Health Department.
An Esperance mental health steering committee has been formed and a meeting was
convened in conjunction with the regional health director who visited to obtain community
feedback on the problem. The meeting was attended by about 40 people1 which was quite
surprising. Most people tend to shy away fmom public meetings dealing with things like
mental health because, unfortunately, they have a severe social stigma attached to them. It
was interesting to note some of the people who came out of the woodwork at that meeting. It
was an indication that their representation is the tip of the iceberg and that many more people
would have come, but chose not to. One person of whom I am aware - a man who I think is
in his sixties - although not hiding a problem has not been very open about the fact that two
members of his family suffer from severe mental illness. He has been coping alone and there
are many more like him who have been under extremely severe pressures.
I am pleased to see the beginning of a mental health service in the town with the stationing of
a mental health nurse. As I said earlier, that person will be responsible for the daily
requirements of mental health patients covering three shires, a vast area of the State of which
the Deputy Premier will be well aware as he is from the same general area. Much more must
be done. Although I welcome the service, it will not be anywhere near sufficient to cater to
the needs of the people in that area. In light of the figures 1 gave earlier, that 12 per cent of
the population receive less than one per cent of the rural health budget, there is a greater need
for extra funding in this area than perhaps any other area of the State.
Mr Wilson: New funding of $2.2 million was allocated for counury mental health in this
Budget
Mr AINS WORTH: I acknowledge that. I said earlier that I welcome the fact that this
service has been placed in the eastern goldfields. I know the Health budget faces difficulties,
along with other budgets in the State. However, mental illness has a severe and debilitating
effect, not only on the people suffering mental illness but also on the community, particularly
family members. This is a very high priority area which must be addressed in new budgets.
I wished to raise that matter this evening even though it is very late in the day because it is
sufficiently important to be aired publicly in this forum.
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MR TAYLOR (Kalgoorlie - Deputy Premier) [2.52 am]: On behalf of the Treasurer I
thank members on both sides of the House for their contributions. I particularly thank the
members who are retiring from this Parliament for their contributions. It was a wide ranging
debate, but one which those of us who listened to what members had to say greatly
appreciated. I commend the Bill to the House.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

Third Reading
Leave granted to proceed forthwith to the third reading.
Bill read a third time, on motion by Mr Taylor (Deputy Premier), and transmitted to the
Council,

PUBLIC ACCOUNTS AND EXPENDITURE REVIEW COMMITTEE
Report No 25 on State Debt Part I Tabling

MR CATANIA (Balcatta) [2.54 amj: I present report No 25 of the Public Accounts and
Expenditure Review Committee and move -

That the report do lie upon the Table and be printed.
The committee's inquiry started on 6 November 1981 under terms of reference approved by
the Assembly. Some of those terms of reference were obviously not appropriate. Terms of
reference 2 and 3 required estimation of the level of likely borrowing over the next six years
which we needed to cover existing or foreseeable liabilities, and asked the committee to
identify any contingent liabilities which may require borrowing during the next six years.
Term of reference 6 was to assess the impact of the debt on the revenue and expenditure of
the State over the next six years.
In the absence of forward estimates over such a time scale from Treasury and in light of the
fact that a number of implicit variables must be obtained, it would be crystal ball gazing and
irresponsible to try to forecast what the contingent liabilities would be over the next six years
and to assess the revenue and expenditure. The committee noted that in the report. It was
very frustrating trying to define what was debt because the two main sources that dealt with
debt in the State, Treasury and the Australian Bureau of Statistics, each defined it differently.
In order to make comparisons, the committee had to adopt both definitions: To identify the
historical trends in debt it adopted a Treasury definition; to compare debt between other
States it adopted the ABS definition. Its immediate first conclusion therefore, was that
uniform treatment of debt reporting should be adopted. That would then provide a
meaningful analysis. The committee considers it essential to have an Australia-wide
standard for the treatment of debt reporting. We are in fact going into Australian uniform
standards in many areas; this is one.
The other area the committee examined quite extensively was the trends in the State public
sector debt- One of the assumptions that has often been aired by the Opposition is that debt
itself is inherently harmful. The committee agrees that excessive debt is unacceptable
because high debt servicing costs will prevent Governments from undertaking other
important programs. Howeve, there is nothing intrinsically wrong with debt if the
borrowings are kept to a manageable level. In fact it is vital to the economic and social
wellbeing of the State. It is meaningless for the Opposition to state, as it did in its Fightback
package, that it will reduce debt to zero by the year 2010. An article in The West Australian
of 23 November, headed "Hewson's solution is out of its decade" reads -

The Fightback package reflects the fashionable 1980s ideology which saw the
solution to just about any economic and social problem as cutting government
spending and letting markets have their head.
Last week's revelattons about the latest ANZ Bank loss and the profligate behaviour
of the State Bank of South Australia have provided an ugly reminder that the free
market does not always offer a panacea.
Nor has financial deregulation removed the need for prudential supervision of the
tr-ang banks by the Reserve Bank or some other body more willing to do the job.
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When it comes to government spending, the international tide of opinion is now much
more relaxed than a few years ago about using stimulatory policies to combat
recession.
But Dr Hewson can be portrayed as offering policies chat are likely to squeeze the
economy rather than stimulate it, at least in the short term.
In his attack on the August Budget, for example, Dr I-ewson promised to slash the
Budget deficit by $6 billion at a time when growth is so sluggish that unemployment
seems stuck around I I per cent.

Mr Shave: Who wrote the report?
Mr CATANIA: Brian Toohey.
Mr Shave: Do you know that Dr Hewson is a doctor of economics?
Mr CATANIA: I do know that.
Mr Shave: He might be better qualified to talk about it.
Mr CATANIA: The Japanese Government has announced a plan to give its staggering
economy a boost by spending. We need to spend. The article continues -

..he still has to explain how syphoning off $6 billion from the economy in the
current climate would not depress local demand and discourage employers from
taking on extra workers.

This nonsense about a zero debt level is something to romance the newspapers. The article
suggests that borrowing for infrastructure required to meet the community's demand for
services and to provide the basis for the economy's future growth is absolutely important.
Debt is not inherently bad, if it is managed properly. The public sector debt allows people to
pay for what they use by expending the cost of capital works over the life of the investment.
It is not fair for the present population to pay for infrastructure; the payment should be spread
over the life of the infrastructure.
The current downturn in the economy has led the Government to spend more to expand the
economy.
Mr Shave: To borrow more.
Mr CATANIA: it has to borrow more for infrastructure. Moody's and Standard and Poor's -
reputable international credit agencies - have stated in their most recent ratings that this is a
rapidly increasing resource rich economy and OUr fiscal system shows that Western Australia
is a healthy State, one which they recommend for investment. I can go on about the impact
of debt and other anticipated borrowings; but, as I said earlier, at this time of the morning it
is sufficient to summarise my comments on the report by stating that the debt has been
incurred for infrastructure and to stimulate the economy. The committee considers that the
inquiry is an exceptional one. It is unfortunate that it has been undertaken in the present
climate where an election is just around the corner. It should be conducted on an annual
basis so that it is not seen to be a political exercise.
In conclusion, I would like to thank the committee's research officer, Michael Baker, who
undertook the drafting of the report; the people who assisted him; Neville Smith, the
Assistant Under Treasurer; and the committee for this very important report. I sincerely
hope that members take the time to read it.
MR BRADSHAW (Wellington) tj3.03 am]: I would also like to make a few comments as I
was on the committee. I thank Mike Baker, our research officer, for the work he did in
preparation of this report - not an easy one. It was not a simple matter for those sitting on
this committee to find a definition of debt and how to assess it. Different people have
different ideas as to how debt should be assessed. We decided to take the face value of
borrowings less the amount held in sinking funds as that seemed to be the most reasonable
way to proceed. The Australian Bureau of Statistics is recommending that procedure for use
by other bodies throughout Australia..
Mr Bloffwicch: What did that come in at?
Mr BRADSHAW: I will come to that later. Comparing figures side by side is not
necessarily a good thing but it did give us an idea how Western Australia fares in comparison
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with the rest of Australia. We are midway in chat assessment. However, chat is no
consolation.
The committee also took into account in assessing the debt of Western Australia the
Australian Bureau of Statistics' definition of public sector which is defined as all bodies
under and controlled by the State wit the exception of financial institutions, such as
Government banks and insurance offices. When we calculated those borrowings by State
Government agencies, we could not take into account the borrowings of the Government
bank and insurance offices, the R & I Bank Ltd, the Government Employment
Superannuation Board, the SCIC and the 5010. In Western Australia because of the WA Inc
situation, the borrowings of these bodies should be taken into account because they have run
up considerable debts. It is part of the debt structure in Western Australia. We also broke
down State debt into general Government debt and public trading enterprise debt. The
Government debt covers such things as community services and education while the public
trading enterprises are, to some extent, self-supporting organisations such as the Water
Authority of Western Australia and SEC WA.
It was interesting to hear the chairman say that debt is not harmful in Western Australia. We
received one submission from the Treasury and one frpm the Institute of Public Affairs, the
latter submission being put together by Mike Nahan. The Treasury's attitude was that the
debt was not a big deal in Western Australia; it was manageable. I hope Treasury did not
feel that it had to be compliant to the Government by submitting a report that softened the
impact that the debt is having on Western Australia, The [PA concluded that Western
Australia is in a bad state. Its submission was entitled "Legacy of the 1980s, Handicap for
the 1990s'. From that title one can understand that the institute has grave concerns with
regard to the State debt.
As I indicated earlier, the committee chairman has suggested that there is no real problem
with the amount of debt owing in Western Australia. He quoted a newspaper article of
23 November. He should have looked at an article in The West Australian yesterday, in
which was depicted an aeroplane with its engines on fire heading towards the ground,
heading for a great calamity. Given the rate at which our State debt is rising, Western
Australia is also heading for a calamity. It is time we started to look at ways or overcoming
increases in that debt.
The report is outdated as figures are taken up to June 1991. From that angle it is a little sad,
particularly now that the analytical information in support of the Treasurer's annual
statement has been released and includes up-to-date figures. The Public Accounts and
Expenditure Review Committee has been requesting the Government for many years to make
this information available. To my knowledge this is the first time the information has been
made available by the Treasury.
I have already referred to the interpretations put on this State's debt by several analysts.
Members must be mindful of this State's debt position. It is interesting that in the last
12 months this State's debt has increased by $1 billion. The debt increased rapidly during
the 1980s and it is still continuing to increase. The Opposition has ascertained from its
investigations that the State's debt is approximately $11I billion and it represents the amount
owing on loans to Government agencies, less sinking fund money. It does not take into
account unfunded superannuation moneys of about $4.5 billion. In addition, it does not take
into account possible liabilities to organisations like the Bond Corporation which is claiming
from this Government, through legal action, about $500 million. The Government may not
have to pay out that amount, but the liability does exist. The amount does not include the
losses incurred by the State Government Insurance Commission. This report indicates that
the SOIC has lost through WA Inc deals -

Mr Catania: You cannot say that. It is not related and you know it.

Mr BRADSHAW: The SOIC has incurred a debt and has borrowings of over $400 million.
Mr Catania: It is not related.
Mr BRADSHAW: If it impacts on the State's economy, which it does, it is related. It is
either foregone because it has not been paid into the Consolidated Revenue Fund or it is
money that the CRF will have to pay to the SOIC to keep it afloat. It is important to indicate
whether that money is actually owed. The member cannot say it has nothing to do with this
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issue simply because the Australian Bureau of Statistics does not consider the SGIC or the
State Government Insurance Office to be Government agencies. The SCIC has total
borrowings of $587 million.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Thomas): Order! The member for Wellington will return to
the question.
Mr BRADSHAW: The question is that the report be printed and I am talking about that
report. It is no good having a report printed if we believe that it does not need to be printed.
Several members interjected.
Mr BRADSHAW: This State's debt does not include the ongoing losses through the SGIC
and the Government Employees Superannuation Board on projects like Westralia Square and
Central Park. These developments are unknown quantities and we do not know what the
rental revenue from them will be. In addition, we do not know dhe level of borrowings for
these developments. Therefore, a huge loss will be incurred over the next few years and it
will affect the people of Western Australia.
It is interesting that in its submission the IPA said that since 1986, debt has increasingly been
used to fund non-revenue earning activity and that that is a clear sign that the public sector
has lived beyond its means. This submission also indicates that borrowings have been used
for consumption purposes. It is very important that borrowings should not be used for
consumption purposes; for example, education. These services and facilities should be
funded on an annual basis out of consolidated revenue. Consumption in this form certainly
indicates mismanagement by this Government over the past 10 years.
During the boom time of the 1980s this State's debt continued to rise and that is disgraceful
because it should have decreased. I refer members to an article in The West Australian on
20 November which was written by Louis Beckerling and was headed "Debt legacy is a time
bomb". The article points out very successfully that the actual State debt is $17.79 billion. I
understand Louis Beckerling obtained his information from the "Analytical Information in
Support of the Treasurer's Annual Statements, 1991-92", The article states that the children
of Western Australia should have the Western Australian Government liquidated because it
has mortgaged their future. It is the children of this State who will have to repay this huge
debt and it is a very sad state of affairs.
Earlier this year the Premier brought down what she claimed was a balanced Budget. It has
been balanced by more borrowings. A few months before the Budget was brought down the
Premier said that the Government would put a debt management plan in place. However,
when the Budget was brought down she said that the plan would be put in place not this year
but next year. It is unfortunate that the Government is not prepared to make the hard
decisions. Instead of adopting the attitude that it must get this State back on track and reduce
the debt level it continues to give money away.
This Government is hocking the future of our childrin and our living standards, which have
dropped in the last few years, will continue to drop. This week we witnessed a national day
of strike and it is absolutely atrocious that the Premier supported it. The Government does
not have the answers, but the coalition does in its Fightback policy.
In 1983-84, 420 in each dollar expended by this Government was allocated to capital works
projects and in 1991-92 it dropped to 26o in the dollar. OUr roads and schools are not being
maintained to the standards Western Australians expect. The time will come when money
will have to be spent on upgrading these facilities. The Government is very good at running
up debts, but it is depriving this State's capital works projects of funds. This State must
borrow funds for major projects like a gas pipeline or a power station -

Mr Strickland: For income producing projects.
NIr BRADSHAW: Yes. Those amounts need to be amortised over a number of years. The
State should be run in the same way as we run our household budgets. Day to day living
should come out of the money in hand while buying a house should be spread over a number
of years. At present Western Australia's money is not being spent on major items of capital
works such as power stations or gas pipelines but on day to day living. At the same time the
State is still borrowing and mortgaging the future of our children. The State's debt includes
unfunded superannuation liabilities and problems with Westralia Square and Central Park. It
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is time the hard decisions were made about these matters. They will be made after the next
Strate election. I thank Mike Baker, our research officer, for the work he has put into this
matter. It is time the people of Western Australia took note of the size of the State's debt and
said that something must be done because the State cannot afford to keep running up debt at
its present rate.
DR EDWARDS (Maylands) (3.21 an]: The committee put much work into this important
report. One of the reasons this State has a debt is the general perception that it should
provide certain goods and services, The member for Roe tonight called for mental health
services in country areas, thereby demonstrating the sorts of pressures put on the
Government to provide services. The matter was also highlighted last year by the
appointment of a Select Committee to investigate small country hospitals. People in country
areas are calling for all sorts of services and buildings because they have perceived that
people in the city have them and feel they have the right to have them also. When looking at
this whole issue the committee was concerned not only with general Government debt but
also the debt of public trading enterprises. One of the conclusions it reached was that
scrutiny of both those sectors should be the same.
I will comment briefly on trends and comparisons in debt and point out that in Western
Australia two factors have influenced our debt level; first, the rapid increase in the
population in the past decade, and secondly, the increase in the growth of our economy and
the fact that both our population and economy have grown as fast as, or in some cases faster
than, those of other States. Obviously this has resulted in an increased demand for the
Government to provide infrastructure. I have prepared a list of some of the items provided
throughout the State and, more importantly, of those within my electorate. I have no doubt
having done that that many admirable capital works projects have been implemented in the
time frame this committee looked at.
Mr Bloffwitch: I do not think anybody would have disagreed about the capital works
program, but we should not be borrowing money for ongoing debts.
Dr EDWARDS: That may be so. However, during the Budget debate nearly every member
on the Opposition side called for something extra in their electorate. This issue remains a
philosophical, ideological and political one. It is to the credit of the committee that it was
able to accommodate those sorts of differences and come down with a report that every
member of Parliament will find helpful in clarifying this issue without answering it to the
satisfaction of every member as we all have different beliefs about how the matter should be
tackled.
As a member of the committee I welcomed the commitment by the Government to look into
this problem in more detail and also welcomed the recent public sector debt management
program adopted by it. I look forward in future to seeing that developed in greater detail and
working with the whole of the Parliament to ensure that debt in Western Australia is
managed in the best possible way. I commend the report to the House.
Question put and passed.
[See papers Nos 629-631.J

ADJOURNMENT OF THE HOUSE - SPECIAL
On motion by Mr Taylor (Deputy Premier), resolved -

That the House at its rising adjourn until Thursday, 3 December, at 12 noon.
House adjourned af 3.25 am (Thursday)
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

EDITH COWAN UNIVERSITY - JECKS, DR, FAREWELL FUNCTIONS
ADVERTISEMENTS

1509. Mr PEARCE to the Minister representing the Minister for Education:
(1) IHas Edith Cowan University paid for advertisements in The West Australian,

The Subiaco Post and other publications inviting people to seek invitations to
farewell functions for Dr Jecks?

(2) Ifso, what is the cost of these advertisements?
(3) Is this the usual way to compile a guest list for farewell functions for Vice-

Chancellors?
(4) Have letters been sent to individuals by the University making a similar offer?
(5) If so, how many letters have been sent?
(6) What is the cost of these letters?
(7) Have some of these letters been sent to electors of the Division of Floreat

unconnected with the University?
(8) Is Dr Jecks the Liberal candidate for Floreat?
(9) How many farewell functions are being held?
(10) What is the cost of these functions?
(11) Who is paying for these functions?
Dr GALLOP replied:

The Minister for Education has been advised by Edith Cowan University as
follows -

(1) Edith Cowan University is paying for the advertisements placed in The
West Australian and the Sunday Times . No advertisements were
placed in the Subiaco Post.

(2) $1 360 subject to conf irmation.
(3) University councils typically seek as wide a guest list as possible for a

farewell for the chief executive officer. The university believes that a
public advertisement is an effective way of reaching a wide group of
persons who might like to attend such a function.

(4) Yes, there was an invited guest list.
(5) 435 invitations were sent to invited guests.
(6) Less than $1 each including the cost of a letterhead, an envelope, a

postage stamp and labour.
(7) Some of the invitees which include present and former teachers,

professional colleagues and acquaintances during a long career in
education and public life and personal friends of longstanding live in
the Floreat area.

(8) Yes.
(9) One major official function at Churchlands campus and the usual

university council pre-Christmas dinner which will combine a farewell
to Professor Jecks.

(10) Both functions will be catered for by the university cafeteria. The
main function took the form of finger food and drinks for about one
hour with a total cost for about 500 people of approximately $12 000 -
subject to confirmation. The dinner will be the annual council dinner
with some additional guests. The university advises that it is too early
to establish costs accurately.

(11) Edith Cowan University.
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CHILD DEVELOPMENT CENTRE - FUTURE DECISION
1527. Mr MacKINNON to the Minister for Health:

(1) Has any financial decision been made with respect to the future of the Child
Development Centre in light of the report by Dr Holm an, in view of the
answers provided to question on notice 1098 of 199 1?

(2) If so, -
(a) what decisions have been made;
(b) when were they made?

Mr TAYLOR replied:
(1) The Child Development Centre is currently administered, as part of the

Rheola Street complex, by the east metropolitan health region. There is no
intention to alter funding arrangements for the Child Development Centre at
this point in time.

(2) Not applicable.

EDITH COWAN UNIVERSITY - TEACHER ASSISTANT TRAINING COURSE,
PERTH AND ALBANY, COST

1572. Mi HOUSE to the Minister representing the Minister for Education:
(1) Can the Minister outline the cost of the teacher assistant training course run

by Edith Cowan University in -
(a) Perth;
(b) Albany?

(2) What are the reasons for the difference?

Dr GALLOP replied:
The Minister for Education has provided the following reply -

(1) The teacher assistant course is not funded by the Commonwealth and
operates on a fee-for-service basis as part of the extension service of
Edith Cowan University. The course costs $850 per student in Perth
and $1 050 in Albany.

(2) The extra cost is to meet the expenses of travel, accommodation and
meals for Perth based lecturers visiting Albany.

TANNERY - DARKAN PROPOSAL
1578. Mr BRADSHAW to the Minister for State Development:

(21) At what stage is the proposed tannery at Darkan?
(2) When is the tannery expected to be operating?
(3) What costs have been incurred by the Government with regard to this project?

Mr TAYLOR replied:
(1) Civil Contractors had commenced construction of the effluent treatment

ponds. However, on 14 October 1992 work was stopped by Den-s Ltd, the
tannery proponents, while they renegotiated a financing arrangement with
ABB.

(2) The tannery could be operational within six months of construction
recommencing which is subject to Denas and ABB concluding a financial
arrangement.

(3) No costs have been incurred by the Government on the tannery project.
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COOGEE BIOThCHNICAL PARK - INDUSTRIES
1579. Mr BRADSHAW to the Minister for State Development:

(1) At what stage is the Biotechnological Park at Coogee?
(2) What industries are expected to be developed at the B iotec hno logical Park?
(3) What new industries can we expect at the Biotechnological Park?
Mr TAYLOR replied:
(1) In 1988 Government entered into an agreement with the City of Cockburn on

the redevelopment of the Coogee industrial area. The biotechnology park
concept arose out of that agreement and is planned for the north Coogee area.
Planning and development has proceeded to the following stage -

Site works on lot 100 have commenced;
a draft master plan for the Coogee industrial area has been produced,
released for public comment, and is currently being reviewed in light
of comments received; and
a $3 million grant has been offered by the Federal Government
through its One Nation package to establish an Australian high
technology central bio-waste processing facility for existing bio-
processing industries and new industries establishing in the
biotechnology park.

(2) Industries which have as a basis of their operation either biological raw
materials or manufacturing processes based on biological systems.

(3) Previous approaches to locate into Coogee Biotechnology Park have been
received from the following industries -

Fellmongers
Far refiners
Chocolatiers
Renderers
Vaccine producers
Sous Vide meals manufacturers
Skin processors
Tanneries
Biologicals manufacturers
Waste treatment operators - Biogas
Sweetener manufacturers
Grain extractors

EDUCATION, MININTRY OF - SCHOOL PRINCIPALS' ACCOMMODATION,
RURAL AREAS

Providing Houses, Policy Change

1598. Mr BRADSHAW to the Minister representing the Miniscer for Education:
(1) Has there been a change in policy with regard to houses being provided for

school principals in country areas?
(2) If yes, when was this policy changed?
(3) Does the Minister intend to continue with the policy of not reserving houses

for principals in country areas?
(4) Is there opposition by country people to such a policy?
(5) Will the Minister reverse that decision?
Dr GALLOP replied:

The Minister for Education has provided the following reply -

(1) No. Accommodation is provided for principals appointed to rural
areas. In some places particular housing is reserved for principals; in
others housing is allocated appropriate to the size of the principal's
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family. In the latter the policy of Government Employees Housing
Authority applies in these towns as that agency controls and allocates
housing for all Government employees. It is the GEHA policy that
does not recognise reserved housing.

(2) Not applicable.
(3) The ministry still maintains the policy of reserved housing for the

principals and deputy principals in country areas where the ministry
still controls the allocation of accommodation to its employees.

(4) There has been negligible feedback on the CEHA scheme from
country based employees.

(5) Not applicable.

WATER AUTHORITY OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA - MARGARET RIVER
WATER SUPPLY

Options

1602. Mr BLAIKIE to the Minister for Water Resources:
(1) Would the Minister provide detail of the options considered by the Minister's

department to augment Margaret River's existing water supply?
(2) Of the options considered would the Minister provide details of -

(a) the considerations that were given and provide details of the area and
the townsites/communities proposed to be serviced;

(b) projected water usage demands;

(c) projected population growth rates;
(d) projected costs of each of the options considered?

Mr BRIDGE replied:
(1) Option I

Option 2
Option 3
Option 4
Option 5
Option 6

Raise the existing dam.
Construct new dam on Margaret River at damsite 16.
Extract ground water from the Perth basin.
Construct new dam on Margaret River at damsite 44.
construct new dam on a northern tributary of Margaret River.
Construct new dam on southern tributary - 10 Mile Brook - of
Margaret River.

(2) (a) Alternative sources were primarily investigated to augment or replace
the source used for the existing Margaret River water supply scheme.
Consideration was also given to the potential for the new source to
supply possible new schemes at Gracecown and Prevelly, and to
replace or augment the existing source for the Cowararnup scheme.

(b) High growth rate:
Most likely growth rate:

(c) High growth rate:
Most likely growth rate:

1 450 000 kilolitres per year by 2015
1 000 000 kilolitres per year by 2015.
Six per cent per year
Six per cent initially reducing steadily to
three per cent per year by 2015.

(d) Projected costs in present value terms are -

Option 1 $9.3 million
Option 2 $8.5 million
Option 3 $9.75 million
Option 4 $12.7 million
Option 5 $7.9 million
Option 6 $6.3 million
Note: All costs are present value estimates which include operating
costs.
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BUSSELTON COURT HOUSE - INADEQUATE ACCOMMODATION
New Court House Proposal

1605. Mr BLAIKIE to the Minister representing the Attorney General:
(1) Is there gross overcrowding and inadequacy of accommodation at the

Busselton Court House?
(2) Does the Government propose any action to have a new Court House built to

cater for the district's significant growth, that will also include a Children's
Court?

(3) If so, would the Minister provide details?
(4) If niot, why not?
Mr D.L SMITH replied:

The Attorney General has advised as follows -

(I)-(3)
Current accommodation is not considered adequate and proposals have
been developed for a new courthouse, including a Children's Court.
The timing of this project will depend on the regular Budget
consideration of Capital Works priorities.

(4) Not applicable.
WATER AUTHORITY OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA - MARGARET RIVER WATER

SUPPLY
New Dam Proposal, Projected Cost

1606. Mr BLAIKIE to the Minister for Water Resources:
(1) What is the projected cost of the proposed new dam to supplement the

existing Margaret River water supply?
(2) Would the Minister indicate the following projected cost details -

(a) clearing;
(b) construction;
(c) installation and connection of power-

(d) road, including realignment costs;

(e) site clean-up costs;
(f) site landscape costs;

(g) other?
(3) (a) IS it Proposed to have recreation areas adjacent to the dam in

cooperation with Department of Conservation and Land Management;
(b) would the Minister provide details including plans, costs etc?

(4) If not, why not?
Mr BRIDGE replied:
(1) The projected cost of the new water supply scheme for Margaret River is

$6.3 million in present value terms, including operating costs.

(2) Projected cost details are -

ITEM COST $1 000
(a) Clearing 40
(b) Construction - damn, spillway, outlet works,

pumpback system,land 2341
(c) Power 181
(d) Roads - dam access roads 362

- Rosa Brook Road 524
(e) & (f)

Site rehabilitation 150
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(g) Other - transfer pump station, rising main,
round level rank,supply main, contingencies 2 697
TOTAL 6295

(3) Yes, a recreation area is proposed downstream of the dam. The Department.
of Conservation and Land Management is plan ning/design ing this area and
preliminary derails should be available at its Margaret River office. The
Water Authority will provide road access to the area, a carpark, a toilet block
and some walk trails. Further development of the area will be carried out by
the Department of Conservation and Land Management.

HOSPITALS - PORT H-EDLAND REGIONAL
Senior Pharmacist Appointment

1607. Mrs EDWARDES to the Minister for Health:
(1) Has the position of senior pharmacist at the Port Hedland Regional Hospital

been filled?
(2) If so, is the appointment from within the Public Service or from outside the

Public Service?
(3) If not, when will an appointment he made?
(4) How many applicants were there?
(5) How many applicants were interviewed?
(6) What was the selection criteria for the position?
(7) Did all the applicants interviewed fit the selection criteria?
(8) Did the appointment meet the selection criteria?
Mr TAYLOR replied:
(1) The position of senior pharmnacist at the Port Hedland Regional Hospital was

filled; however, the successful applicant withdrew and did not actually take up
the appointment. Therefore the position was readvertised.

(2) The successful applicant was from outside the Public Service.
(3) The position was readvertised on 7 November 1992 nationally in The West

Australian and the Weekend Australian with applications closing on
20 November 1992. Standard recruitment and selection will take place and an
appointment will be made accordingly.

(4) When the position was initially advertised on 19 August 1992 there were two
applicants. There are now four applicants.

(5) Both applicants were interviewed.

(6) The selection criteria for the position were as follows -

Essential criteria -

Degree or equivalent in pharmacy
Eligible for registration with the Pharmaceutical Chemist in WA
Have experience in hospital pharmaceutical services.

Desirable criteria -

Ability to work alone and manage a department without supervision
Well developed communication and interpersonal skills
Sound knowledge of departmental budgeting and financial
management.

(7) No. The recommended applicant did meet the selection criteria, and the
unsuccessful applicant did not.

(8) Yes.
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SUPREME COURT - RULES, SECTION 32 REGULATION
Interest Tate Changes

1611. Mrs EDWARDES to the Minister representing the Attorney General:
(1) What is the current interest rate prescribed by regulation pursuant to section

32 of the Supreme Court Rules?
(2) From what date was this change operative?
Mr D.L. SMITH replied:

The Attorney General has advised as follows -

(1) No interest race is, or is required to be prescribed.
(2) Not applicable.

CROWN LAW DEPARTMENT - FTEs STATISTICS; NUMBER OF POSITIONS
AND CLASSIFICATIONS

Organisational Chart, Copy for Parliament
1620. Mrs EDWARDES to the Minister representing the Attorney General:

(1) Can the Minister advise in respect to the Crown Law Department
(a) the number of EVEs;,
(b) the number of positions;
(c) the classification of each position?

(2) Can the Minister provide a copy to Parliament of the organisational chart?
Mr D.L. SMITH replied:

The Attorney General has advised as follows -

(1) (a) AASL 1992-93 is 933.8 - CR? funded
(b) 983 positions
(c) [See paper No 625.1

(2) [See paper No 625]1
CORRECTIVE SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF - FTEs STATISTICS; NUMBER OF

POSITIONS AND CLASSIFICATIONS
Organisational Chart, Copy for Parliament

1621. Mrs EDWARDES to the Minister representing the Minister for Corrective Services:
(I) Can the Minister advise in respect to the Department of Corrective Services -

(a) the number of FJ'Es;
(b) the number of positions;
(c) the classification of each position?

(2) Can the Minister Provide a copy to Parliament of the organisational chart?
Mr D.L. SMITH replied:

The Attorney General has advised as follows -

(1) (a) 1 804
(b) 1 865
(c) [See paper No 626.]

(2) (See paper No 626.]
APPEALS - INITIATED BY CROWN LAW DEPARTMENT AND DIRECTOR OF

PROSECUTIONS AGAINST COURT SENTENCES
1623. Mrs EDWARDES to the Minister representing the Attorney General:

(I) How many appeals have been initiated by the Crown Law Department. and
since its establishment, the Director of Public Prosecutions, in 1992 against
sentences and other decisions of the courts affecting -
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(a) adult offenders;
(b) juvenile offenders?

(2) What were the results of these appeals where heard?
Mr DL. SMITH replied:

The Autorney General has advised as follows -

Adult offenders: The Director of Public Prosecutions has initiated
eight appeals this year; seven against sentence, one against a directed
acquittal. Of the appeals against sentence one is yet to be heard; three
have their decisions reserved; three were allowed. The appeal against
a directed acquittal was dismissed.
Juvenile offenders: No appeals have been initiated by the Crown Law
Department or the Director of Public Prosecutions this year.

PRISONS - CANNING VALE
Construction Tender

1624. Mrs EDWARDES to the Minister representing the Minister for Corrective Services:
(1) Has the tender been let to construct the new $35 million maximum security,

200 bed, prison at the CanningVale prison site as announced on 13 May
1992?

(2) If so, when was the date of commencement?
(3) If not, what are the plans of the Government for the prison?
Mr D.L. SMITH replied:

The Minister for Corrective Services has advised as follows -

(1) No.
(2) Not applicable.
(3) A decision on commencement has not been made.

QUEEN'S COUNSEL - NEW APPOINTMENT CONSIDERATION
1626. Mrs EDWARDES to the Minister representing the Attorney General:

Is the Attorney General considering the appointment of new Queen's Counsel
in Western Australia?

Mr D.L. SMITH replied:
The Attorney General has -advised as follows -

Recent recommendations are currently being considered.
TAFE - WOMEN WITH DISABILITIES COURSE

1636. Mrs EDWARDES to the Minister representing the Minister for Education:

(1) (a) Was a course at Technical and Further Education for women with
disabilities piloted in 1992;-

(b) if so, where and for how many places?
(2) (a) Will a similar course be considered in 1993;

(b) if so, where and for how many places?
Dr GALLOP replied:

The Minister for Education has provided the following reply -

(1) (a) Two TAFE courses for women with disabilities were piloted in
1992.

(b) The courses were both conducted at the Perth campus,
25 Aberdeen Street.
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New Opportunities for Women (Deaf and Hearing Impaired):
A 16 week - 12 hours per week - accredited course was
conducted between May and September 20 women
participated in the coure.
Access and bridging course for women with an
intellectual/learning disability: An eight week - three hours per
week - course conducted in term 2; 11 women participated in
the course.

(2) (a) Similar courses are proposed.
(b) Not available at this stage.

COURT REPORTING - 15 1A AWARDED BY CROWN LAW DEPARTMENT
Verbatim Reporters, lowest Priced Tender; Spark and Cannon Ply Ltd

1639. Mr LEWIS to the Minister representing the Attorney General:
(1) Did the Crown Law Department recently award a tender number 151 1992 for

court reporting?
(2) If yes, to whom was the tender awarded?
(3) Was the successful tenderer the lowest priced tender received?
(4) Was Verbatim Reporters' (1980) tender for the period submitted the lowest

priced tenderer?
(5) If yes to (4), what is the reason that Verbatim Reporters (1980) were not

awarded the contract?
(6) How many companies other than Verbatim Reporters (1980) are currently

working as Court reporters for the Crown Law Department?
(7) Is most of the court reporting work carried out for the Crown Law Department

currently done by Spark and Cannon Pty Ltd?
(8) If yes to (7), and Spark and Cannon Pcy Ltd are the successful renderers via

(2) above, does this effectively make the firm Spark and Cannon Pty Ltd a
monopoly participant for the Crown Law Department in this type of
specialised work?

Mr D.L. SMITH replied:
The Attorney Generai has advised as follows -

(1) Tender 151A 1992 for court reporting was awarded by the State
Supply Commission. Prospective contractors were asked to provide
prices for two, three and four years. The tender was issued for diee
years.

(2) Spark and Cannon Pty Ltd.
(3) Yes.
(4) No.
(5) Not applicable.
(6) One.
(7) Yes, under the terms of the current contract.
(8) Yes, for the term of the new contract.

WEATHER - UNSEASONABLE WET AND COLD CONDITIONS, IMPACT ON
CROPS

Estimated Losses
1642. Mr HOUSE to the Minister for Agriculture:

(1) Given the unseasonable wet and cold weather experienced throughout spring,
can the Minister provide the House with details on the impact of these
conditions on agricultural and horticultural crops throughout Western
Australia?
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(2) Can the Minister provide an estimate of the cost of these crap losses to the
Western Australian economy?

Mr BRIDGE replied:
(1) While the wet and cold weather throughout spring has impacted on broadacre

crop yields and now harvesting operations, storms on 19 and 20 November
had a severe impact on horticultural crops and farm operations in the south
west. Late rains have delayed harvest in the northern agricultural region.
Recent storms, hail and associated winds have caused localised grain loss in
cereals, pod drop in lupins and shedding in canola crops in all agricultural
regions. Significant grain quality problems are being experienced by many
farmers. The recent south west storms severely affected apples, pears, nashi
fruit, plums, cherries and kiwi fruit. The degree of fruit marking for
individual properties ranged from an estimated 20 per cent to 90 per cent, with
the majority experiencing marking at the higher level. Other fruit crops at an
immature stage were less affected. Localised damage occurred to vineyards
in the Margaret River, Warren-Blackwood and Mt Barker-Frankland areas.
While the worst hit vineyards suffered a crop loss up to 50 per cent, the
general loss has been less than five per cent. Damage to vegetables was less
than for fruit crops, and most crops should recover. The effects on quality
will not be known until harvest. Hay making was totally disrupted and
substantial losses in yield and quality have occurred.

(2) While I have received a more detailed report from the Department of
Agriculture on the physical aspects of crop losses and damage, it is not
possible to estimate the cost. In the case of fruit crops, ther is expected to be
little fruit available for export, first grade fruit on the domestic market is
expected to be scarce, and will fetch higher prices. There will be a large
quantity of reject fruit suitable only for processing. Fruit growers are
expected to face significant losses in income. The new rural adjustment
arrangements provide for access to loan funds for growers whose incomes
have been adversely affected. Direct assistance is possible for cases where
hardship would result. I will continue to monitor the situation, with the
Department of Agriculture Field staff providing advice as required.

COMPACT STEEL PROJECT - GOVERNMENT CONTRIBUTION
1654. Mr MacKINNON to the Minister for State Development:

(1) What contribution has the Government made towards the Compact Steel
project?

(2) When was that contribution made?
(3) For what purpose was the contribution made?
(4) Who are the other participants in the project?
(5) (a) What contributions have they made towards the project;

(b) when were those contributions made?
(6) What conditions, if any, apply to the Government's contribution, to the

project?
Mir TAYLOR replied:
(1) $300 000. This was matched by funds by the Federal Government.
(2) 18 August 1992.
(3) To assist with the financing of the $7.4 million engineering definition study.
(4) Acciaierie Ferriere Lombarde Falck s.p.a.

Clough Engineering Ltd
Voest-Alpine Industrieanlagenbau GmbH
Siemens Aktiengesellschaft
TSI Unit Trust.
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(5) All of the participants are providing funds and services in accordance with
their agreements with Compact Steel.

(6) Government funding has been provided in accordance with the conditions of a
loan agreement between the State and Compact Steel. The loan is to be drawn
down in stages and is subject to audited reports that the work has been
completed satisfactorily. The loan is repayable in full when the project
proceeds.

CROWN LAW DEPARTMENT - AUDITOR GENERAL'S REPORT No 5
Computer Security Recommendations Implementation

1661. Mrs EDWARDES to the Minister representing the Attorney General:
Referring to the Report of the Auditor General No.5 of 1992, have all the
recommendations by the Auditor General relating to computer security other
than IT technical staff access to FMIS production system been implemented
by the Crown Law Department?

Mr Di. SMITH replied:
The Attorney General has advised as follows -

A plan of action has been developed to address these issues in the current
financial year. This approach has been endorsed by the Office of the Auditor
General.

CORRECTIVE SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF - SEX OFFENDER TREATMENT
PROGRAM

1675. Mrs EDWARDES to the Minister representing the Minister for Corrective Services:
(1) Has the department investigated the sex offender treatment program presently

being offered to prisoners in the State of Oregon in the United States of
America?

(2) If not, will the department investigate?
(3) If so, what assessment has been made?
(4) Does this assessment include recommendations for changes to the sex

offender treatment program presently being offered in Western Australia?
Mr D.L. SMITH replied:

The Minister for Corrective Services has advised as follows -

(1)-(2)
There are a number of different sex offender programs in Oregon and
this answer assumes that the question relates to the Oregon
correctional sex offender treatment program run by Dr Freeman-
Longo. In 1986 a member of the department's working party on the
establishment of a sex offender treatment program visited a number of
the leading treatment facilities in the United States and Canada. These
included the Oregon program. Based on the findings of' this study, the
working party adopted a program based on a behavioural/cognitive
approach linked to a relapse prevention model. This mirrored the most
effective programs seen in the United States, including the Oregon
program. In March 1989 Dr Freeman-Longo, the director of the
Oregon correctional programn, visited Perth and conducted a workshop
for the sex offenders treatment team.

(3) The sex offender treatment program has been subject to two
evaluations, one in 1988 by a departmental officer and the other in
1989 by Associate Professor Jay Birnbrauer of Murdoch University.
Both evaluations recommended continuation of the program and
support for the model and approach adopted.

(4) No.
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COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS PROGRAM - SEX OFFENDER TREATMENT
PROGRAM

1676. Mrs EDWARDES to the Minister representing the Minister for Corrective Services:

(1) Under the community corrections program is the sex offender treatment
program pmovided?

(2) To wham is it provided?

(3) From which divisions?

(4) Are there pans of Western Australia where a sex offender is released to
community corrections, and no program is available on offer?

Mr DL. SMITH replied:
The Minister for Corrective Services has advised as follows -

(1) Yes.

(2) Offenders on community based work release, parole and probation.

(3) Prison operations division and community corrections division.
(4) Yes. Programs are currently available only at community corrections

centres at Northbridge, Fremantle, Balcatta, Midland, Rockcinghami
and Northam.

CORRECTIVE SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF - SEX OFFENDER TREATMENT
PROGRAM

1677. Mrs EDWARDES to the Minister representing the Minister for Corrective Services:

(1) Has the department investigated mandatory participation by sex offender
prisoners in the sex offender treatment program?

(2) If so, when and what are the recommendations?

(3) If not, will the department investigate?
Mr D.L. SMITH replied:

The Minister for Corrective Services has advised as follows -

(1) Yes.

(2) The report on the treatment of sexual offenders in the Western
Australian Prisons Department dated July 1986, recommended against
mandatory treatment on the basis that an integral part of the treatment
process is acceptance of responsibility for the offence. It was,
however, recommended that some encouragement be provided by
specifying that the degree to which prisoners had addressed their
offending behaviour was an important consideration in reduction of
security rating and release at the earliest release date. This
recommendation was implemented.

(3) Not applicable.
CORRECTIVE SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF - SEX OFFENDER TREATMENT

PROCGRA M
1678. Mrs EDWARDES to the Minister representing the Minister for Corrective Services:

(1) Referring to the 1992 Annual Report of the Department of Corrective Service,
and the department's sex offender treatment program is the sex offender
treatment program offered to all sex offenders in prison?

(2) If not, upon what basis and for what reason is it not offered to all sex
offenders in prison?

(3) What is the process of offering the program to sex offender inmates?

(4) In which prisons is the sex offender treatment program offered?

(5) (a) Are there sex offenders in prisons where the sex offender treatment
program is not offered;
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(b) if so, which prisons?

(c) How many sex offenders participated in the last three years?
(6) (a) Can a sex offender complete a prison sentence and be released,

whether on parole or not, not having participated in a sex offender
treatment program, and not be required to participate in such a
program under community corrections;

(b) if so, how many prisoners would this comprise for the periods ending -

(i) 30 June 1990;

(ii) 30 June 1991;

(iii) 30 June 1992;
(c) or any other periods for which statistics are compiled?

(7) Why is there such a low number of sex offenders participating in the sex
offender treatment program operating from Casuarina and Karnet?

(8) (a) If a reason for non-participation by a prisoner is that the prisoner does
not wish to be identified as a sex offender by his peers, is this reason
accepted by the department as a valid reason for non-participation;

(b) what strategies does the department have in place to assist a prisoner
to participate in these circumstances?

Mr D.L. SMITH replied:

(1) No.

(2) Upon a formal assessment process by a member of the sex offender treatment
team that a person is unsuitable due to refusal to cooperate with assessment or
treatment program; denial of responsibility for offence; intellectual disability
or mental illness; and cultural factors such as Aboriginality - tribal - of non-
English speaking background. In addition, some sex offenders from remote
areas may be assessed as unsuitable for treatment due to length of sentence
and cultural considerations.

(3) Sex offender inmates are first made aware of the sex offender treatment
program during the sentence planning process which occurs within the prison
system. Sex offenders are identified by their current offence(s) by the prison
officer who is compiling the sentence plan. The officer will then refer the
prisoner to the sex offender treatment team for assessment as to treatment
needs. If the prisoner is in a non-metropolitan prison, he may be temporarily
transferred to a metropolitan prison for assessment by the team. The sex
offender is made aware by team members during the assessment process that
he may be jeopardising his parole prospects if he is not willing to address his
offending behaviour either via a prison or community based program.

(4) Casuarina; Karnet; Albany/Pardelup - by a clinical psychologist assisted by
the sex offender treatment team.

(5) (a) Yes.

(b) Bandyup Women's Prison
Broome Regional Prison
Bunbury Regional Prison
Canning Vale Prison
Eastern G~oldfields Regional Prison
Greenough Regional Prison
Roeboumne Regional Prison
Wooroloo Prison Farm
Wyndham Regional Prison
CWCRC

(c) The following figures relate to the number of offenders who have
participated in either community based or prison based sex offender
programs -
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Community based sex offender treatment from March 1990 to
November 1992 - 176 offenders either completed or in
program s.
Prison based sex offender treatment from July 1990 - restart
date - to November 1992 - 102 offenders either completed or
are in the Karnet or Casuarina Prison programs.

(6) (a) Yes. This can occur where a prisoner refuses treatment, is denied
parole and released at his 2/3 time. In addition some prisoners are
unable to participate in treatment due to circumstances, given in (2)
above.

(b)-(c)
The department does not collate data on the number of sex offenders
who are released into the community without participation in a sex
offender treatment program either in prison or while on parole.
However, such data may be partly extracted from the overall statistics
gathered by the sex offender treatment team. Data is currently
available for the period between November 1991 and August 1992.
The following data relates to sex offender prisoners who were released
within this-period -

76 prisoners either refused to be assessed or were assessed as
unsuitable due to denial of their offences or lack of interest in
addressing their sex offending behaviour.
11 prisoners were assessed as unsuitable due to illiteracy or
intellectual impairment.
10 prisoners were released to parole to participate in substance
abuse counselling, psychological and psychiatric counselling or
domestic violence counselling, as chese were regarded as more
appropriate programs than the sex offender tatment
programs.

(7) The majority of sex offenders who are sentenced to imprisonment are assessed
as not requiring prison based programs. They can be adequately covered by
the community based sex offender treatment program. The prison based sex
offender treatment program is reserved for the most entrenched and dangerous
sex offenders.

(8) (a) No. A major part of a prisoner's rehabilitation is his acceptance of
responsibility for his offending behaviour. While acknowledging that
the prison culture does not view sex offenders kindly, the broader
interests of the community must come first.

(b) While this would be a most unusual circumstance, the prisoner would
be counselled to assist him to overcome this concern.

ROYAL COMMISSION INTO COMMERCIAL ACTIVITIES OF GOVERNMENT
AND OTHER MATTERS -KIRKWOOD, BRUCE; WESTERN COLLIERIES

Advice from Attorney General or His Office

1679. Mr COURT to the Minister for State Development:
(1) Did the Minister receive any advice from the Attorney General Or his office in

regard to a communication from the Royal Commission into Commercial
Activities of Government and Other Matters on or about 21 September 1992
concerning -

(a) the affairs of Bruce Kirkwood;
(b) Circumstances applicable to the sale of Western Collieries in 1989?

(2) If no, will the Minister explain what information caused the sudden change in
the attitude of the Premier towards the Collie power station proposal as was
noted and reported by The West Australian newspaper on 6 October 1992?
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Mr TAYLOR replied:
See the Premier's response to question 168 1.

ROYAL COMMISSION INTO COMMERCIAL ACTIVITIES OF GOVERNMENT
AND OTHER MATTERS - KIRKWOOD, BRUCE; WESTERN COLLIERIES

Advice from Attorney General or His Office

168 1. Mr COURT to the Premier:
(1) Did the Premier receive any advice from the Attorney General or his office in

regard to a communication from the Royal Commission into Commercial
Activities of Government and Other Matters on or about 21 September 1992
concerning -

(a) the affairs of Bruce Kirkwood;
(b) circumstances applicable to the sale of Western Collieries in 1989?

(2) If no, will the Premier explain what information caused the sudden change in
the attitude of the Premier towards the Collie power station proposal as was
noted and reported by The West Australian newspaper on 6 October 1992?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:

(I) (a) No.
(b) No. The Royal Commission raised questions about the circumstances

applicable to the 1989 sale of Western Collieries in its first report.
(2) Not applicable. There had been no change in the Government's position on

this matter.

GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES HOUSING AUTHORITY - SCHOOL PRINCIPALS
ACCOMMODATION, RURAL AREAS

No Reserved Housing Decision
1685. Mr SHAVE to the Minister representing the Minister for Education:

.(I1) Has the Government Employees Housing Authority decided that it will no
longer reserve housing for school principals in country towns?

* (2) If yes, does the Minister acknowledge that this decision will make it
extremely difficult to attract principals to country towns?

(3) Will the Minister discuss the matter with GEHA and seek to have the decision
reversed?

* Dr GALLOP replied:

The Minister for Education has provided the following reply -

*(1) To my knowledge GEHA policy has never recognised reserved
housing for school principals in country towns. It is a policy of the
ministry that provides for reserved housing for principals. This policy
applies in areas where the ministry controls the allocation of GEHA
housing to its employees. In the Kalgoorlie and Karratha districts
GEHA controls the allocation of accommodation of all Government
employees of client departments. It is in these districts that GEHA
policy applies and reserved housing is not available.

(2) The GEHA scheme has been operating for over 12 months in
Kalgoorlie and there have been no concerns experienced in attracting
staff to this area due to the scheme. It is considered that this will also
be the case in the Karratha district.

(3) The ministry will continue to have regular discussions with GEHA on
matters relating to the provision of accommodation for its employees.
However, the policy operating in Kalgoorlie and Karratha has been
endorsed by Cabinet and it is not intended that it be altered at this
time.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN POTATO MARKETING AUTHORITY - POTATO
MARKETING REVIEW

Expanding Terms of Reference Consideration; Additional Time for Comment Allocation
1691. Mr HOUSE to the Minister for Agriculture:

(1) Has the Review Committee considered widening the terms of reference of the
review of the Potato Marketing Authority given the announcement by the
Minister for State Development?

(2) If yes, what are the expanded terms?
(3) Has an additional amount of time been allocated to allow further comment

fmom the industry?
(4) If no' why not?
(5) If this issue has not been discussed with the Review Committee, can the

Minister explain, given his previous undertaking?
Mr BRIDGE replied:

M1-(5)
The scope of termns Of reference of potato marketing review was raised with
the review committee following the announcement by the Minister for State
Development on licensing and pricing powers of the Potato Marketing
Authority. The current terms of reference were considered by the review
committee to be adequate.

EMU BARRIER FENCE - OFFICER IN CHARGE POSITION
1693. Mr HOUSE to the Minister for Agriculture:

(1) Since the retirement of the Officer in Charge of the Emu Ranrier Fence, has
his position not been filled?

(2) Has this position been divided in two with part time components?
(3) What transport have these part time officers been provided with?
(4) Can the Emu Barrier Fence be properly maintained with the above staff and

equipment resources?
(5) If yes, on what basis does the Minister make his assessment?
(6) If no, will the Minister undertake to -

(a) reinstate a full time Officer in Charge of fences;
(b) provide that officer with a fully equipped four wheel drive vehicle?

Mr BRIDGE replied:
(1) Yes, the separate office of regional officer (fences) has not been filled.
(2) The duties have been divided between two full time regional agriculture

protection officers.
(3) Within each region these officers have available both four wheel drive and

two wheel drive vehicles.
(4) Yes.
(5) Fence maintenance staff is unchanged and the level of supervision is

considered similar without the necessity for long distance travel.
WATER AUTHORITY OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA - INTEREST PAYMENTS ON

OUTSTANDING GENERAL LOAN FUND LIABILITY
Calculations Clarification

1694. Mr McNEE to the Minister for Water Resources:
(1) With reference to question on notice 1569 of 1992 when was the Water

Authority of Western Australia given notice of the Treasurer's decision
requiring it to meet interest payments from 1 July, 1992?
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(2) How was an interest bill of $26.3 million accumulated on a debt of
$22.9 million?

(3) Would the Minister clarify his answer to part (5) in relation to the dollar
amounts?

Mr BRIDGE replied:

(1) Formal notification of the final decision was provided to the Water Authority
in an advice dated 27 August 1992.

(2) Due to a typing error, the figure of $22.9 million is incorrect. The correct
figure should have been $222.9 million.

(3) The values provided in response to part (5) of the previous question represent
the approximate level, in millions of dollars, of the debt outstanding as at the
dates identified. The current net loan liability relates to the debt incurred over
many years as indicated.

COURT REPORTING - TENDER AWARDED TO SPARK AND CANNON
Verbatim Reporters

1699. Mrs EDWARDES to the Minister representing the Attorney General:
(1) (a) Referring to the awarding of a tender to Spark and Cannon to provide

court reporting as from 17 December 1992, could the Minister advise
whether or not Mr D. Doig and Mr G. Bowra of the Crown Law
Department participated in any way in the selection of the tender;

(b) if so, in what way?

(2) (a) Did the Crown Law Department appoint the outside consultant Mr T.
Sutherland to assist with the selection of the tender;

(b) if so, upon what basis and why?
(3) Did Verbatim Reporters carry out the tender to the Royal Commission into

Commercial Activities of Government and Other Matters?
(4) (a) Is it the case that the Crown Law Department had been providing

work to Verbatim Reporters until the recent tender was called;
(b) if so, upon what basis?

(5) (a) Who has been carrying out the work of court reporting in Western
Australia for the last six years and if more than one company, how the
allocation of courts was made;

(b) upon what basis for each of these years and each of these companies.
was the work appointed?

Mr D.L. SMITH replied:
The Attorney General has advised as follows -

(1) (a) Yes.
(b) Mr Doig, as chief executive officer, supported the

recommendation of the evaluation committee. Mr Bowra was
convenor of the eight member evaluation committee.

(2) (a) Mr A. Sutherland was appointed to assist the evaluation
committee in preparations for evaluating, selecting and
reporting on the outcome of the tender evaluation process.

(b) Mr A. Sutherland had been contracted to assist the department
to undertake a comprehensive review of the court reporting
process. Part of the review included Mr Sutherland preparing a
draft tender document. His services were also retained due to
his knowledge of the process, especially considering that the
tender required detailed analysis.

(3) Yes.
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(4) (a) Yes.
(b) The work performed by Verbatim Reporters was deferred

transcript from Magistrates' Courts. Until 13 July 1992 this
work was divided equally between Verbatim Reporters and
Spark and Cannon. On 13 July 1992, Verbatim Reporters was
allocated all Magistrates' Courts deferred transcript work,
following a request from Verbatim Reporters for additional
work following a reduction in work from the Royal
Commission.

(5) (a) For the term 1981 to December 1987 Verbatim Reporters
(1980) held the contract. For the term 1987 to December 1992
Spark and Cannon Pty Ltd holds the contract.

(b) 1986-87, under the previous contract, work was allocated to
Verbatim Reporters under the terms of that contract. t987-92,
under the current contract, work is allocated to Spark and
Cannon under the terms of that contract. Work not subject to
contract is allocated at the discretion of the departmient. The
volume of this work is not significant.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES SUPERANNUATION BOARD - ANNUAL
REPORT TABLING DELAY

511. Mr COURT to the Minister assisting the Treasurer:
Will the Minister advise why the annual report of the Government Employees
Superannuation Board will not be tabled tomorrow, as indicated earlier today,
and will now be tabled next week after Parliament rises?

Dr GALLOP replied:
Theme is no conspiracy here at all.

Mr House: Do you mean there is in other things?
Dr GALLOP: Members opposite think there is a conspiracy in everything; that is

their problem. The material that will support the tabling of the document will
not be available until next week and then members of Parliament will have the
report for public debate. It is just the case that we could not complete the
process in time.

Mr Court: It will not be debated in the Parliament?
Dr GALLOP: There is no problem with debating the report when it is made public,

as happens every time.
COMMISSION ON GOVERNMENT BILL - ROYAL ASSENT DATE

512. Mr CUNNINGHAM to the Premier:
When does the Premier expect the Commission on Government Bill to receive
Royal Assent?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:
I was encouraged yesterday evening by the fact that the Opposition, although
it did its best earlier in the debate to try to sink the Bill by talking it into
oblivion, became more relaxed and reasonable, and sensible agreements were
made on amendments. I thought the Opposition may have been convinced by
the eloquent propositions put by the members for Darling Range and Morley
as to why it should be set up as a matter of priority in the way recommended
by the Royal Commission. However, I have learnt today that my cautious
optimism was pretty ill-founded because it is clear that an arrangement has
been made by the Liberal Party on this Bill so that the recommendations of
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the Royal Commission can be buried forever. I understand that a simple deal
has been made and, in exchange for support for Hon Reg Davies' police
inquiry in the upper House, he has agreed to support the Opposition's strategy
of burying the Bill in the Standing Committee on Legislation in the other
place. That sont of arrangement to put the legislation into a committee forever
is a blatant example Of the problem identified by the Royal Commission in the
Legislative Council. It is exactly the sont of problem which led to the Royal
Commission's recommending that the composition of that body should be
changed. The best this committee could do is a turnaround of six months.
The Parliament will not be sitting and an election will take place in the
meantime. It is a very grubby strategy of which members opposite should be
ashamed.
PROJECTS - GOVERNMENT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE

513. Mr HOUSE to the Minister for State Development:
Further to his recent announcement in relation to the smelter plant of Simcoa
Operations Pty Ltd, are there any other deals, guarantees or other forms of
comfort to the private sector that have not been brought to the attention of this
Parliament?

Mr- TAYLOR replied:
The Government and I are regularly working with private enterprise in order
to bring to fruition a range of agreements to ensure new projects go ahead in
Western Australia. As the Premier outlined in the WA Advantage document,
all of those arrangements will be reported to the Parliament as required under
that document.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT ELECTIONS - ELECTED MEMBERSHIP
DETRIMENTAL TO PERSON'S EMAPLOYMENT

Arnbrosius, Del, ABC Employee

514. Mr P.J. SMITH to the Minister for Local Government:
Is the Minister aware of any circumstances in which elected membership of a
local government body has been detrimental to a person's employment in his
or her area of expertise?

Mr D.L- SMITH replied:
Members will be aware chat during the last local government election four
employees of the Australian Broadcasting Corporation were asked to stand
down during the course of that election because they were candidates in
various areas of local government, ranging from Broome to South Perth,
Bunbury and Albany. One such candidate was Del Ambrosius, who was a
contract production assistant at Bunbury. She was not opposed in the last
election in May but was still asked to stand down, and was put back in her
position immediately after the election. I know she took up the matter with
the Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission of the Commonwealth
Government, and I know that the ABC at that stage responded to Mr Burdekin
to the effect that -

Ms Ambrosius was not asked to make a choice between ABC
employment and her council position. She is still providing temrporary
Work for the Corporation well after the conclusion of her temporary
engagement. In addition she has sought further employment with the
ABC and we are prepared to interview her for the position.
As you would appreciate, the ABC has an obligation to its listening
constituency not to compromise its editorial integrity or broadcasting
standards, nor can it be perceived as being biased.

Mr Blotfwitch: Is this a ministerial statement?
Mr D.L. SMITH-: It should not be said in a ministerial statement because it has arisen

today and I regard it as extremely important. I am sure that the Liberal
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members representing Bunbury, especially the Federal member, will support
what I am about to say. This is not someone involved in politics, but is a
person who wants to serve her local community as a local government
councillor. She wants to continue in that position. Despite the assurances
given to the Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission, when
Ms Ambrosius applied for the permanent position at Bunbury she was told she
would have to reconsider her position as a councillor, even though she had
been elected unopposed for a period of three years. She sought extra time
from the ABC but has been cold today she will not be offered the position
because she is not prepared to stand down as a local government councillor.
It is hard enough to find good people to serve in local government in Western
Australia, which is a voluntary position, and it is quite improper for the ABC
to approach a person in the position of Del Ambrosius in the way it has. She
is a production assistant and as a rule she is on air only on Saturday mornings.

Mr CiJ. Barnett: Perhaps you would like to replay her program.
Mr D.L. SMITH: Do members opposite not think this matter is important?
Mr C.J. Barnett: Not in question time. You are making a statement.
Mr D.L. SMITH-: It is an important issue which has arisen today. If there were fewer

interjections it might be over quicker, as the member for Cottesloe wishes.
Mr CiJ. Barnett: It is an appalling standard.
Mr D.L. SMITH: It is nor an appalling standard. It is an appalling standard for the

ABC to have treated its staff in that way. Del Ambrosius represents the east
ward in Bunbury which ward has fewer than 6 000 residents, and the listening
audience of the ABC in Bunbury is more than 130 000.

Mr Bloffwitch: Why not write to the ABC about it?
Mr D.L. SMITH: I certainly intend to write to the ABC and to rake up the matter

with the Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission.
The SPEAKER: Order! I ask that members stop interjecting so that the Minister can

complete his answer. I am sure he is about to conclude and sit down.
Mr DL. SMITH: Members opposite should take this matter far more seriously than

they appear to be doing.
ADOPTION BILL - DISABILITY SERVICES BILL

Priority Legislation
515. Mr STRICKLAND to the Premier:

With respect to the current unavailability of the Minister for Community
Development and Disability Services and the need for ibis House to consider
the new Adoption Bill and Disability Services Bill -

(1) Will the Premier indicate which Minister, if any, has been appointed to
handle each piece of legislation in the Assembly?

(2) Will the Premier give an assurance that the Government will give
sufficient priority and time to -

(i) the Adoption Bill; and
(ii) the Disability Services Bill
so as to allow these to be dealt with by the Parliament this session?

(3) Is the Premier prepared to either extend the session or recall
Parliament to process the legislation should other Government
priorities prevent the completion of the passage of these Bills?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:
(1)-(3)

As I am sure the member understands, the Minister for Community
Development and Disability Services is not well, which is the reason that he is
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not here. However, that would not prevent the Bills' going forward, and I
hope it will not. I am advised, however, that the Legislative Council would
refuse to deal with the Adoption Bill even if we did pass it. I am advised that
it would not touch it. Today we see for the first time, after this Bill has been
on the Notice Paper for goodness' knows how long, pages and pages of
extraordinary amendments from the Opposition. We see a great raft of
amendments, at a time when members opposite are busily telling the very
agitated lobby that, "There is no problem; we have only a couple of
amendments." We should photocopy those pages of amendments which are
on the Notice Paper and send them to all chose people, because the Opposition
has misled them.
I will put it the other way round. If this legislation is passed through this
House, as I believe it can be, during this sitting of the House, we will require
an undertaking from members in the other place that they will deal with it.
Members opposite cannot control the upper House. They cannot control their
own members. They cannot control their own business, even to the extent of
getting amendments onto the Notice Paper in time. This is a matter of great
priority, but I am told that on the Notice. Paper today are 40 amendments from
the Opposition spokesperson on the adoption issue. Members opposite may
now want to say to the people who are pressing for this legislation that it is
somebody else's fault, but had the upper House sat as often as the Legislative
Assembly, instead of sitting for two thirds of the time of the Legislative
Assembly and dealing with approximately one and a half Bills per week, and
had it actually considered matters of importance, then we would not have the
difficulties we now have with this legislation. I anticipate, therefore, the full
cooperation of members opposite in getting this legislation through this
Chamber, and ask members opposite, particularly the leader of the coalition,
to ensure that his members get on with business rather than fiddle.

LEGISLATION - STANDING ORDERS ON TIM-E MANAGEMENT OF THEJ
BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE IMPLEMENTATION

516. Mr THOMPSON to the Deputy Premier:
This question relates in some respects to the question just answered by the
Premier. Given that many people in the community are concerned about the
adoption legislation, the legislation dealing with chiropractors, and a range of
other legislation, will the Deputy Premier, in his capacity as acting Leader of
the House, implement the provisions of the Standing Orders which allow for
time management of the business of this House, in order that all of those
critical matters can be considered in the life of this Parliament?

Mr TAYLOR replied:
Mr Speaker -

An Opposition member: Stifle debate!
Mr TAYLOR: That is the reaction which I would expect. We should cake into

account that today we have dealt with the Pilbara Development Commission
Bill, and we are still dealing with the Morley Shopping Centre redevelopment
legislation, which debate started at around 4.00 pm. Members opposite have
had plenty of time to consider that legislation. I would be most reluctant to
bring in time management measures, but we made it very clear to members
opposite that we wanted to proceed through today's Notice Pt~per to at least
the conclusion of Order of the Day No 7, the Appropriation (Genizral Loan
and Capital Works Fund) Bill, and that we need to get that legislation to the
Legislative Council. I am informed that the Legislative Council is prepared to
deal with Orders of the Day Nos 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7, at least.

Mr C.J. Barnett: Mr Cash offered to Mr Berinson to sit for the next couple of weeks,
so do not say you do not have time. Mr Berinson said he is leaving on
Thursday, full stop.

Mr TAYLOR: The Legislative Council has been dealing with an average of one and
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a half Bills a week. I pointed out to this House last week, when we moved a
motion to give priority to Government Bills, that in the course of this session,
nearly half of the time has been spent dealing with essentially Opposition
business. We have been a very generous Government in meeting the so-
called needs of this Opposition. I encourage the member for Cotresloe andj- he
member for Stirling to sit down with me and work out, as quickly as we can, a
priority of business for the remainder of today.

Mr Court: You have had full cooperation, and you know it.
Mr TAYLOR: Far from full cooperation, so far today we have dealt with one and a

half Bills, having started at 11.00 am. I say also that, like many people in this
House -

Several Opposition members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! Just relax, member for Marmion. I am most reluctant to

open my little book and refer you all to Standing Order No 73A. but I do think
it is not unrealistic at this stage to say, after I have called order a number of
times, that you should cake some notice of it. There are people in the
Chamber who do not want to take notice of it, and I refer them to Standing
Order No 73A, and if they choose that course of action they will leave me
with no alternative. Although I do not want to do it in the last hours of this
Parliament, be assured that I will.

Mr TAYLOR: I am very reluctant to try to have a time management motion moved
in this House, but I do want to sont out with the Opposition and the
Independent members exactly how we will manage the business of the House.
I, like other members, have had people contact me, particularly about the
adoption legislation. Many pages of amendments to that legislation are on the
Notice Paper. Much time has been put into the adoption issue over the last
10 years. There have been Select Committees and a variety of reports about
it. If members opposite cannot come to grips with that issue and with that Bill
before this House rises, then we will fail in our duty as members of
Parliament. If the Legislative Council is prepared to deal with that legislation,
then I am prepared to see whether we can work with it to deal with that
legislation. However, the standing order of this Opposition is tedious
repetition. We have seen that tonight during a debate on the Morley shopping
centre legislation, where we have heard the same speeches that we have heard
in this place time and time again from the member for Applecross and the
member for Moore. We intend to get on with the business of the House, and I
hope that with the support of the Opposition and the Independents we can
ensure that that is the case.

MORLEY CITY SHOPPING CENTRE - GOVERNMENT ASSISTANCE
Chamber of Commerce & Industry of Western Australia Concerns

517. Dr EDWARDS to the Minister for State Development:
Is the Minister aware of concerns expressed by the Chamber of Commerce
and Industry of Western Australia about the assistance package to the
developers of the Morley City shopping complex and the concessions granted
to them for Water Authority of Western Australia rates?

Mr TAYLOR replied:
I am more than happy to answer this question. This again is a classic example
of a member who represents people who live round the Morley shopping
centre and who, the House having started debate on that Bill earlier this
afternoon, still has not had an opportunity to comment about that legislation.
I am pleased the member asked me that question, because I read with great
interest the comment of the Chamber of Commerce and Industry. That sort of
comment will not deter us, nor will the comments made by the member for
Applecross, from being involved in what we consider to be a major strategic
project for Western Australia. While some people in the Chamber may agree
with flat earthers lie the member for Cotcesloe, other members are more than
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delighted to see the Government become involved in these issues and to
ensure that major projects have an opportunity to get off the ground in
Western Australia. We have been strongly supported in that by the Bayswater
City Council. I am pleased that this will bring to fruition a major project
which will provide many hundreds of jobs and much investment in Western
Australia at a time when it is much needed.

TAXI CAR CONTROL ACT - REVIEW
518. Mr LEWIS to the Minister for Transport:

(1) Is she aware of her statutory obligation to carry out as soon as practicable
after 7 Decem ber 1990 a revie w of the operati ons of the Taxi Car Con trol Act
of 1985?

(2) If yes, as it is now two years since the review was required to be done, can the
Minister inform the House why she has not yet prepared a repont on the
review and laid it on the Table of the House as required by Statute?

Mrs BEGGS replied:

The member may be silly, but he is not absolutely stupid. He would be aware
that today I released for public comment a comprehensive and independent
study conducted by consultants as part of the public comment period.

Mr Shave: Is that a glossy report?
Mrs BEGGS: No, it is not actually. This is the report I hold.
Mr Lewis: Has it been tabled?
Mrs BEGGS: No.
Mr Lewis: Why has it not been tabled?
Mrs BECGS: My first comment was wrong, Mr Speaker, which I withdraw! This is

an independent consultant's report; this is not the ministerial review of the Act
which I am obliged to table.

Mr Lewis: You said that you released it today. Where was that done?
Mrs BEGGS: T will table the report if it will make the member happy. However, this

is not the review of the Act.
Mr Lewis: I know that.
Mrs BEGGS: We have got somewhere - although it took a few minutes. This is a

report of the comprehensive and independent study on the taxi industry, and it
contains some wide ranging recommendations. I will release this report for
public comment for two months. The report has been circulated to members
of Parliament: A copy was provided to the Leader of the Opposition, the
Leader of the National Party and the Opposition Transport spokesman in the
upper House. I am surprised that the member for Applecross's colleagues did
not tell him that copies were available for the member's perusal.

Mr Lewis: I want your report.
Mrs BEGGS: My report will be tabled as soon as the public have a chance to

comment on the study report. The taxi industry in Western Australia -

Mr Lewis: It is angry that you have not done what you were supposed to do.
Mrs BEGGS: Members of that industry are not angry; I have spoken to all of the

industry groups, which all have a copy of the report. As soon as the public
comment period has expired, I will be in a position to table my report to the
Parliament containing my recommendations.

Mr Lewis: You will not be here then.
Mrs BEGGS: I certainly will be here. The member is engaging in wishful thinking.
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TIMBER STRATEGY - RELEASE DATE
519. Dr TUJRNBUJLL to the Minister for the Environment:

Regarding the timber millers' industry in Western Australia who have, firstly,
no contract for supply of logs because licences have not been renewed, and
secondly, no security of supply, and given that this problem is causing a
severe crisis of confidence in the timber industry -

(1) When will the Government release the Government timber strategy
which it promised for release in May which will determine the cubic
metres of logs to be available and set down the conditions under which
they can be extracted?

(2) Will the Government make a commitment to speed up the process and
release the strategy by mid-December in the face of the severe crisis in
confidence created by the non-renewal of log supply licences?

Mr MeG INTY replied:

The Department of Conservation and Land Management produced its draft
forest management plan earlier this year, and as a major industry proposal it
was subject to review by the Environmental Protection Authority. That
review was completed just over a month ago and was then released for public
appeal.

Dr Turnbull: Public comment for that finished months ago.
Mr McGINTY: It might have been six weeks ago. However, a 14 day appeal period

was provided to allow for appeals to be received.
The management of our forest and timber industry is a serious and divisive
issue in our community. It was thought appropriate to embody two concepts
in the way we handle this matter, and at the same time to progress it with
great expedition.
The member will be aware that the recent review of the EPA Act
recommended the creation of a commissioner for the environment. This was
recommended to place some distance between EPA recommendations and the
appeals upon the recommendations to the Minister. The perception in the
community was that the Minister relied upon EPA advice in determining
those appeals. The major environmental issue currently subject to appeal will
probably be presented at the same time as the new mechanism for
environmental appeals.

Dr Turnbull: Meanwhile the crisis continues.
Mr MeGINTY: That is not the case. If the member speaks to people in the timber

industry, she will discover they know what is going on and in what time
frame.

Dr Turnbull: They don't know that at all.
Mr McGLNTY: It was given to them in writing; if they do not know, it is their own

fault. The Government proceeded to appoint a former judge from Papua New
Guinea and a current member of the Administrative Appeals Tribunal, Mr Tos
Barnett, to consult and mediate on the many issues within the timber and
forest industries. H-e was appointed to do that within one month; he is under
instruction to report to me by mid-December, and certainly before Christmas.
In any event, the industry has been advised that the issue will be resolved in
that time frame. There is no concern in the industr because people realise
the expeditious nature of the time frame.

Dr Turnbull: They say they do not know anything about it!
Mr McGINTY: There is no intelligent and informed concern. If people go to the

member for Collie in blind ignorance, that is her problem and not mine. I can
show the member the letters I have received from the industry, and from
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people whom I have consulted. People are clear in their understanding. No-
one from the industry has raised with me any concerns whatsoever about the
time frame in which this matter is being determined. People appreciate the
expedition and the nature of the process undertaken.
The process is welcomed as it offers, for the first time, the opportunity for a
great number of issues of relevance to the industry to be resolved in a
cooperative and consultative manmer using a process of conciliation rather
than imposing decisions and the conflict that involves. It is an excellent
process of which people are completely aware. People are indicating to me
that they are happy with it.

TRADE UNIONS - BUILDING INDUSTRY
Organised Crime and Corruption Inquiry

520. Mr KIERATH to the Minister for Productivity and Labour Relations:
(1) Is she aware of a report in The West Australian of Tuesday, 24 November

which stated that organised crime and international terrorist groups have
infiltrated powerful unions in the building industry?

(2) The report also stated that "Opponents of questionable union activities can
become victims of suspicious accidents": Has any such investigation been
conducted in Western Australia?

(3) Is the Minister prepared to investigate whether any such questionable
activities, including those of the IRA, have occurred in WA in building unions
and the ALP?

Mrs HENDERSON replied:

(1 )-(3)
Everything about the Liberal Party's industrial relations policy looks
backwards. Today's question is yet another example of how far back the
Liberal Party is prepared to look. It looked back to the 50s and 60s, and now
it is to the 30s.
I am aware that the recent inquiry into the building industry in New South
Wales - the Giles report - commented on the levels of corruption within the
industry bodies and the unions in that State. The report made fairly
substantial recommendations about the deregistrauion of both sets of
organisacions; that is, the Master Builders Association in that Stare and of
some of the building industry unions.
I am not aware that we have similar problems in Western Australia. I read
that report with interest. A long history of corruption seems to be evident on
both sides of the fence in the building industry in New South Wales. I am
happy to say that I am not aware of any corruption of that sort in Western
Australia. If it exists, the Opposition has a responsibility to bring such
evidence to this Parliament, not to stand up and ask leading questions. If the
member for Riventon believes there is corruption in the building industry in
Western Australia, let us see the evidence.
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